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EXPLANATOKY NOTE BY THE AUTHOE.

I HAVE here reproduced in full, and with almost no

change, the principal articles to which reference was

made in the Preface to the Fourth Edition of The

Emotions and the Will.

They contain, with some little difference in state-

ment, my latest views on such of those debated

issues as were not adequately expounded or not

given in final shape in either of my two volumes

on Psychology.

Certain of the articles here reproduced do not

essentially belong to the Psychology of the last

volume, and are not in the list referred to in the

Addenda to the Fourth Edition. Perhaps, the most

distinctive of these last is that entitled MiWs Theory

of the Syllogism.

To the articles reproduced from Mind, I have

added a paper *' On the Pressure of Examinations,"

part of which appeared in Criticisms of a Protest

against Examinations, issued by Mr. Auberon Her-

bert, in 1888. This, though not directly psycho-

logical, is germane to the subject, and may have

interest for the student of philosophy.

The remaining Essay, on '' The Scope of Anthro-

pology and its Relation to the Science of Mind,"

was a paper read to the British Association, at the

Aberdeen Meeting, in 1885.
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Vi EXPLANATORY NOTE BY THE AUTHOE.

Being now debarred from the philosophical arena

by failure of health, I do not come under any pledge

to vindicate whatever either critic or opponent may
think fit to challenge or impugn, nor to reconcile

seeming inconsistencies, in these reprints. They are

avowedly my sole amends for inability to execute

that thorough revision of The Emotions and the Will

which, although at one time resolved upon, had to be

abandoned for the reasons given in the Preface to the

Fourth Edition.

Aberdeen, January, 1903.
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^

THE MEANING OF ' EXISTENCE ' AND DESCARTES'S

/ 'COGITO'.

{Mind, ii., 259.)

The practice of resolving difficult abstractions into corresponding particulars.

How this is prescribed by Samuel Bailey, and what he considers the

result of the prescription. Certain abstractions difficult to handle from

their complexity—such as ' Life '. The notion of ' Force ' less complex,

but involving a particular danger—exemplified in Plato's ' Ideas ' and
Aristotle's 'Form'. The notion of 'Existence' specially requires the

aids that Logic can supply. In using a word (' Existence ') that means
everything, you may mean nothing. ' Existence ' an unreal notion, be-

cause it has no real negative. Mill's inclusion of Existence among the

Universal Predicates counterargued. Mill's reply—as to the Law of

Eelativity being sufficiently complied with by the notion of non-entity,

and what ' Existence ' means. He cites Hobbes, and alludes to Hegel's

self-contradictory proposition with regard to ' Being '. Mill refuted on

the grounds that ' existence,' ' thing,' and ' being ' are supra-relative

terms, that ' Existence ' is elliptical, that it has no specific or inde-

pendent meaning. Illustrations : best example—Being or Existence as

applied to the Deity. Thomas Brown referred to—who scouts the idea

of ' Necessary Existence,' in proceeding upon the argument from
Design. Dougald Stewart also cited—as proving Being or Existence by

Cause and Effect. Descartes's handling of Theism is still a proof from
causation. Matthew Arnold's criticism of ' cogito ergo sum,' as expended
on the sum. Sum or exist as meaning Mill's something

—

i.e., ' I think,,

therefore, I am something '—which carries the question, not forward, but

backward. Examples of real inferences from 'I think'.. If the pro-

position ' I think ' is divided into subject and predicate, the latter does

not add anything to the former : as the ' I ' includes all the parts and
functions of body and mind, the predicate only repeats part of the mean-
ing of the subject. This further shows the illogical character of the

formula.

In dealing with very difficult abstractions, logicians inculcate the

practice of resolving them into the corresponding particulars..

The prescription is well put by Samuel Bailey thus :

—

" If the student of philosophy would always, or at least in;

1



2 EXISTENCE AND DESCAETES'S COGITO.

cases of importance, adopt the rule of throwing the abstract

language in which it is so frequently couched into a concrete

form, he would find it a powerful aid in dealing with the

obscurities and perplexities of metaphysical speculation. He
would then see clearly the character of the immense mass of

nothings which constitute what passes for philosophy."

Certain abstractions are difficult to handle from their com-

plexity : such, for example, is ' Life '. The rule to refer to the

particular things is especially called for in this case. Less com-

plex is the Qotion of * Force
'

; still, the particulars are so

different in their nature, that we must be sure to represent

all the classes—mechanical or molar forces, molecular forces,

and the forces of voluntary agents. The danger here is that

we coin an abstraction distinct from matter altogether, like

Plato's * Ideas ' and Aristotle's ' Form '.

If any abstract notion stands in need of all the aids that

logic can supply, it is ' Existence '. Try it, then, by the method

of particulars. What are the things that are said to exist ?

There is no difficulty in finding such things : stars, seas,

mountains, minerals, plants, human beings, kingdoms, cities,

<3ommerce,—exist. It is not for want of particulars, therefore,

that we are in any doubt about the meaning of ' Existence '

:

it is rather for the opposite reason—we have too many
particulars. In fact, the word ' exist ' means everything,

excludes nothing. In all other notions, there is a division of

the universe into objects possessing the attribute, and objects

devoid of it ;
' Life ' both includes and excludes. But ' Ex-

istence ' is the entire Universe— extended and unextended,

matter and mind. Is there not a risk that, when you mean
everything, you mean nothing ?

I have maintained {Deductive Logic, p. 59) that 'Existence'

is an unreal notion, for the very reason that it has no real

negative. According to the Law of Universal Relativity, the

sumTna genera of things must be at least two : say mind and

not-mind, subject and object. We may in form put the two

into one sum, and give it a name ' Existence ' ; but we cannot

thereby construct a new meaning. There still remain the two

distinct genera, in mutual contrast.
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On this ground, I argued (p. 107) against Mill's including

' Existence ' among the Universal Predicates, in the final Import

of Propositions. My purpose requires me to quote the passage :

—

" With regard to the predicate Existence, occurring in certain

propositions, we may remark that no science, or department of logical

method springs out of it. Indeed, all such propositions are more or

less abbreviated, or elliptical ; when fully expressed, they fall under

either co-existence or succession. When we say, There exists a con-

spiracy for a particular purpose, we mean that, at the present time, a

body of men have formed themselves into a society for a particular

object ; which is a complex affirmation resolvable into propositions of

co-existence and of succession (as causation). The assertion that the

dodo does not exist, points to the fact that this animal, once known

in a certain place, has disappeared or become extinct ; is no longer

associated with the locality : all which may be better stated with-

out the use of the verb 'exist'. There is a debated question

—

Does an Ether exist 1 but the correcter form would be this—Are heat

and light and other radiant influences propagated by an ethereal

medium diffused in space ? which is a proposition of causation. In

like manner the question of the Existence of a Deity cannot be dis-

cussed in that form. It is properly a question as to the First Cause

of the Universe, and as to the continued exertion of that Cause in

providential superintendence."

' Fortunately, Mill has furnished us with his reply in the

latest edition of his Logic, vol. i., p. 113, n., as follows:

—

" I accept fully Mr. Bain's Law of Relativity, but I do not under-

stand by it that, to enable us to apprehend or be conscious of any

fact, it is necessary that we should contrast it with some other

positive fact. The antithesis necessary to consciousness need not,

I conceive, be an antithesis between two positives ; it may be between

one positive and its negative. Hobbes was undoubtedly right when

he said that a single sensation indefinitely prolonged would cease to

be felt at all ; but simple intermission, without other change, would

restore it to consciousness. In order to be conscious of heat, it is

not necessary that we should pass to it from a state of no sensation,

or from a sensation of some other kind. The relative opposite of

Being, considered as a sumntum geniis, is Non-entity, or Nothing
;

and we have, now and then, occasion to consider and discuss things

merely in contrast with Non-entity.
1*
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" I grant that the decision of questions of Existence usually if

not always depends on a previous question of either Causation or Co-

existence. But Existence is nevertheless a different thing from

Causation or Co-existence, and can be predicated apart from them.

The meaning of the abstract name of Existence, and the connotation

of the concrete name Being, consist, like the meaning of all other

names, in sensations or states of consciousness : their peculiarity is

that to exist, is to excite, or be capable of exciting, any sensations

or states of consciousness : no matter what, but it is indispensable

that there should be some. It was from overlooking this that Hegel,

finding that Being is an abstraction reached by thinking away all

particular attributes, arrived at the self-contradictory proposition on

which he founded all his philosophy, that Being is the same as

Nothing. It is really the name of Something, taken in the most

comprehensive sense of the word."

The contention here is that the Law of Relativity is

sufficiently complied with, through the alternative notion

expressed by Non-entity, or Nothing. From this I must still

dissent. But I am more concerned at present with Mill's

account of the positive meaning of the term, namely, what-

ever excites in us " any sensations or states of consciousness,

no matter what ". In other words, when we cannot say of

anything that it is either Object or Subject, but still treat it

as a reality, we may use the supra-relative terms, 'existence,'

' thing,' ' being '. Now, I grant that the occasion may arise for

stating a thing in this uncertain fashion ; and that a word may
be suitably employed for that purpose. But this is different

from stating a property common to Object and Subject, and
coining a higher genus including both, in the same way that

Object includes, as sub-genera. Matter and Space. I regard
' Existence,' employed in this way, as having no separate or

original meaning : it is merely a short synonym for a complex

alternative given in terms of the two highest genera that

possess reality—Object and Subject. I contend, in short, that,

for the meaning of ' Existence,' we need always to refer to some
of the other attributes of things ; that, as an independent

attribute, it is devoid of all real standing.

There must be a certain convenience in the term, otherwise
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it would not be so often employed in everyday life. I can

only repeat my view, that it is an elliptical term ;
it expresses

shortly, and yet sufficiently, what many words might be needed

to express fully. When we ask, Does such a thing exist ? we
imply a definite set of conditions of time, place, and circum-

stance. Does there exist a cure for hydrophobia ? means, when
fully stated,—Will any substance or application, known or

accessible to us, cure hydrophobia ? There is no meaning

specific to the word ' Existence '
: what it signifies is already

amply expressed in other forms.

To come to the greatest example of all—Being or Existence

as applied to the Deity. Theologians habitually employ the

couple—Being and Attributes of God. This seems all very

natural. We have first to ask whether there be a God ; and,

that decided in the affirmative, we next inquire what are His

Attributes. On the surface, nothing could be more plausible

than this arrangement. It lays down ' Being ' or ' Existence
'

as a fact by itself, apart from every Attribute whatsoever.

The natural theologian must substantiate Existence before he

venture on any inquiry as to Eternity, Infinity, Wisdom, Power,

Goodness. Let us, however, look a little below the surface.

After putting forward ' Being ' as the thesis, how does the

Theologian proceed to establish it ? There is a singular

uniformity of procedure on the point, so that there is no need

to make many references. I will take, as a representative, one

of the acutest minds that ever discussed this or any other

theological thesis—Thomas Brown. The custom is to preface

the arguments for ' Being ' with a re-statement of the position

in expanded phraseology : thus. Brown says that the proof of

the Existence is the proof of a Creator and Preserver of the

Universe. In short, the real inquiry is, how did the Universe

commence, and how is it maintained and controlled ? More

familiarly, it is stated as the question of a First Cause.

If we were to be hypercritical, we might say that the

division by theologians into ' Being ' and ' Attributes ' is faulty,

in respect that * Being ' really means two of the ' Attributes '

—

Creative Agency and Providential Control ; these two implying

a good deal more, namely, duration in the past (not inaptly
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called Infinite), extent of agency over space (likewise so vast as

to admit the same epithet) together with power and wisdom,

on a par with the work involved. We might, undoubtedly,

reserve the moral Attributes for a second head ; but the first

head ' Being ' inevitably contains all those now named. Thus,

supposing the words * Being,' ' Existence,' were entirely dis-

carded, there would be nothing lost. The line of argument

would be exactly what we now find it. To recur to Brown's

treatment. He, as we might expect, scouts the figment of

language—' Necessary Existence '
; and proceeds, upon the

usual argument from Design, to show that the Universe

originated with a Mind. This is the real position concealed

dnder the title ' Existence '. Brown's second branch—the

' Attributes '—comprises Unity, Wisdom, Power, Goodness.

The proof of these is pretty much a repetition, or at all

events, an extension and exhaustion of the argument from

Design. If we establish a Mind as the First Cause, we must

ascribe to that Mind an amount and character of efficiency

comparable to the effect, which is all that is meant by the

Attributes.

Dugald Stewart introduces natural theology with the

question—" Whence am I, whence the tribes of plants and

animals, whence the beautiful fabric of this Universe ? " He
then uses as a convenient abbreviation—" proof of the existence

of the Deity "
; otherwise, " the existence of an intelligent and

powerful cause from the works of creation ". So it always is.

We may state the question as ' Being ' or ' Existence,' but we
must prove it as Cause and Effect. Here is another variety

of wording—" There is a Divine Being, whose essence is love,

grace, and mercy ". The expression " Divine Being " is a short

summary of all the natural attributes, and the intention of

the speaker is to join with these the moral attributes. There

is no such thing as Existence in the abstract.

I do not mean to discuss Descartes 's mode of establishing

Theism, but I may refer to his handling of the question to

show that by the existence of God he means the First Cause

of the world. " By the name God, I understand a substance

infinite, independent, all-knowing, all-powerful, and by which
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myself and all other things were created." The proof is still

a proof from Causation, and the idea has no other significance.

I come now to the formula— ' Cogito, ergo sum '. Mr.

Matthew Arnold's criticism of this formula is expended on the

* sum \ He is unable to assign any distinct meaning to

' Being ' or ' Existence '

; and, therefore, professes himself un-

able to comprehend the demonstrations given by theologians

in general of the existence of God. Partly in earnest, and

partly in his inimitable banter, he goes after the etymology of

the word 'be,' and the other synonyms. Sometimes, indeed,

a reference to the origin of an obscure word throws light

upon the present meaning: the connexion of 'just' with
' ordered ' has a certain significance. But the great meta-

physical abstractions are expressed by terms whose origin only

reveals a metaphor. That ' be ' signifies to ' breathe ' really

teaches nothing at all ; we could not substitute ' breathing

'

for ' being '. Mr. Arnold knows well enough that etymology

is not likely to solve any serious problem. His more direct

course would have been to ask what other things, besides God,
' Being ' or * Existence ' is applied to. Present use is the only

criterion of meaning. If he had followed this inquiry, he

would have encountered the real difficulty,—namely, that the

word means anything and everything.

How then shall we deal with ' I think, therefore, I exist ' ?

Is ' exist ' here elliptical, and, if so, what is the full expression ?

One would like to have had some various wording of the

inference, that would answer the same purpose as the

equivalents of the * Existence ' of the Deity. But we have no

such help in the present instance. If ' exist ' meant to ' live,* as

opposed to ' death,' the argument would have some meaning

;

but that is not intended. We may, however, fall back upon

Mill's equivalent term—'Something'. It would then be—*I

think, therefore, I am something '. I have already admitted

that ' Existence ' would have meaning in the form of an

alternative—either Subject or Object, we do not say which

;

there being no reality but what is one or other. This is an

equivalent of 'something'. The form would then be—' I think,

therefore, I am either Subject or Object '. A worse than an
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undecided inference ; for, whoever knows the meaning of the

word * think ' must know that it expresses a mental quality
;

and to throw the question open, whether it be mind or not-

mind, is not to go forward, but to go backward—not to

extend our knowledge, but to contract it.

The assertion * I think ' would seem, therefore, to entitle us

to say at least, * I am mind,' ' I am not the opposite of mind,'
' I am a definite or precise something,' which is much better for

me than being an indefinite or alternative something. To be

sure, the inference is unreal : the meaning of ' think ' contains

the meaning of * mind,' if we know what thinking is, that is,

if we are using the term with a consciousness of meaning. ^ A
real inference might be constructed thus— ' I think, therefore I

feel, and also will ' : experience shows that these three facts are

always associated ; the association receiving the name ' Mind '.

Another real inference is ' I think, therefore I am not

brute matter '—also the fruit of our experience of the kind of

organization that thinking is allied with. But the proposition

* I think ' may itself be subjected to analysis and criticism,

which will illustrate further the illogical character of the

whole transaction. Let us separate the proposition into its

two parts—subject and predicate ; let us inquire what is the

precise meaning of the subject, and what of the predicate : we
then discover whether it is a real proposition, whether the

predicate adds anything to the subject. What is ' I ' ? The
answer must be, all that is included in the terms ' man ' or

' human being '—all the parts and functions of body and mind
that go to make up an individual man or woman. Conse-

quently, to say ' I think ' is mere redundancy : whoever under-

stands ' I ' already knows that much—it is only repeating a

part of the meaning of the subject of the proposition. In

short, it is a mere verbal or analytic proposition ; it may serve

a purpose, but that purpose is not to found an inference.

On the whole, as to the * Cogito, ergo sum,' I am of opinion

that we should cease endeavouring to extract sunbeams from

that cucumber.

^ It may be noted, however, that Descartes uses Cogito in the wide sense

of consciousness in general.



ON MORAL CAUSATION.!

{Mind, l, 393.)

Mr. P. Proctor Alexander's Moral Causation, a counterblast to Mill on

Free-will. Weak point in Mill's admirable polemic—acceptance of

current, but unsuitable modes of describing the will. Hamilton's

" causeless volition ". Admitted now, by Libertarians themselves, not

to be a synonym for Free-will. Our actions governed by our motives

according to the law of uniformity of sequence. Alexander's first issue

with Mill—what is meant by our being able to act freely. The kernel

of the dispute—whether " I could if I willed it". Meaning of could or

ability—"what will happen in certain circumstances". To say I could

do a thing, were I in a definite state of mind, commits me neither

to Free-will nor Necessity. The question is :
" What is that state of

mind?" Point of discrepancy between the Necessitarian and Liber-

tarian meanings of "I"— '« a mystery of the human personality".

Other points of difference—Moral Consciousness and Moral Responsi-

bility. These points should be argued apart from the Freedom of the

Will. " Moral " as based upon legal enforcements, but admitting, in

the better part of mankind, a moral sentiment or conscience. What
elements it contains. The legal interpretation pushing out the moral

point of view. In any case, the debate should be under Conscience.

Free-will versus Necessity as regards the just grounds of punishment.

Freedom, in the sense of conduct beyond the scope of motives, intro-

duces perplexity. If a man's conduct is ruled by motives, to control

him we must supply motives : make the pains of punishment over-

balance the attractions of indulgence. To this extent, legislators and

governors of men, in all ages, have declared for Necessity. This the

deterrent view of punishment. Difference between it and the refor-

matory view. Robert Owen. Mill self-contradictory—according to

Alexander—as regards the justice of punishment. But supposing

Freedom adopted, the reconcilement of punishment with abstract

justice is an almost, if not quite, impossible feat. Moral desert as a

justification of punishment. This objected to by the writer for reasons

stated. Punishment falls most unequally. Punishing "as an ex-

^ Moral Causation : or Notes on Mr. MilVs Notes to the Chapter on
*' Freedom'' in the Third Edition of his ''Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's

Philosophy ". By Patrick Proctor Alexander, M.A. Edinburgh, 1875.

9
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ample ". This rests solely upon the ultima ratio of social security. A
long chapter required for the difficulties and anomalies of punishment.

Some of these aggravated by the hypothesis of Freedom, some smoothed

by it. In making allowances for the criminal, the writer holds that

we state his case in terms of Necessity. The usual idea of justice in

punishment points rather to retribution than to prevention. Mill's

distinction between Necessity and Fatalism. This criticized. To an

observer of the conduct of a number of persons, the sequence of motives

and actions presents no puzzle, save what is due to mixture and occa-

sional concealment. How we should try to influence the evil-doer,

and avoid the Free-will puzzle. " You can, if you will " has, however,

a rhetorical value. To look at the question in the most advantageous

light, the laws of the mind must be observed in other persons, and

not in oneself.

Among the counterblasts to Mill's book on Hamilton was an

essay by Mr. Patrick Proctor Alexander, of Edinburgh {Mill

and Carlyle), devoted chiefly to the chapter on Free-will. In

the third edition of the Hamilton, Mill included, among his

replies to critics, several foot-notes of some length dealing

with Mr. Alexander's positions. In a new work, entitled

Moral Causation,^ Mr. Alexander rejoined; and he was

surprised at finding that Mill, while answering two other

rejoinders in the fourth edition, did not notice his. He now
reprints Moral Causation revised and extended. In the

shoal of writings on the Free-will question, this is one that

well deserves perusal ; both from the acuteness of the reason-

ings, and also from the vivaciousness of the style, which is

turned to account not merely for literary effect, but for giving

clearness and point to the author's meaning. He puts in a

strong light every appearance of a flaw in Mill's reasonings

and modes of expressing himself ; showing the advocates for

necessity (or Determinism) what are the real or seeming

weaknesses of their side.

Admirable as Mill's polemic is, in that chapter of the

Hamilton, I do not think that he is sufficiently aware of the

unsuitability of the current modes of describing the operation

of the will. It is by accepting these unsuitable forms that he

lays himself open, in my judgment, to the thrusts of an acute

and determined critic like Mr. Alexander.

^ Alexander himself looked upon this treatise as a tour de force.
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When I find both Professor Calderwood and Mr. Alexander

strongly maintaining that Free-will does not mean '

' uncaused

volition," I feel myself obliged to admit that the controversy

has made a very great advance, if, indeed, it be not absolutely

ended. As a problem of the psychology of the Active Powers

of the mind, all that I have ever contended for is that our

actions are governed by our feelings, as motives, according to

the law of uniformity of sequence ; so that the same situation

as regards the feelings is always followed by the same volun-

tary action. As against any one fully conceding this, my
opposition seems to be at end. Mr. Alexander wishes to

make out that this has been generally allowed by the advo-

cates of Free-will. He endeavours to explain away some

very strong expressions to the contrary made use of by

Hamilton :

—" A determination by motives cannot, to our

understanding, escape from necessitation. Nay, were we even

to admit as true, what we cannot think as possible, still the

doctrine of a motiveless volition would be only casualism
;

and the free acts of an indifferent are, morally and rationally,

as worthless as the pre-ordered passions of a determined will."

From this, and other passages it would appear that Hamilton

considered that "causeless volition" was an admissible state-

ment of the Free-will doctrine ; and it would be highly

satisfactory to be assured that this mode of putting it is no

longer admitted on either side. For, the difficulty then will

be to find out what, if any, is the remaining difference.

Mr. Alexander's first issue with Mill is as to the meaning

of our being conscious of our freedom, or our ability to act

freely; but I prefer to dwell upon the second issue, which

contains the kernel of the dispute in one principal aspect.

He puts to Mill the question, " Whether having touched the

left side of his nose, Mr. Mill did not feel, that he could have

willed to touch, and have touched, its right side?" He
complains that Mill declines to give a simple '' yes " or '' no,"

but answers it thus : "I could have touched the right, had I

so willed it ; and should have so willed, if there had existed a

sujfficient inducement, not otherwise ". Now, Mr. Alexander

may think this a plain question, admitting a plain answer;
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but, for my own part, I should have declined answering it in

any form. Moreover, I do not consider that any step would

be gained on either side by answering it, either with or without

a qualification. My reason is that it contains two terms that

need in the first instance to be defined ; while the question in

dispute would be equally raised in the act of defining these.

The first is the term "could," or its equivalent, ''ability,"

"power". The meaning of this term is pretty well agreed

upon, as being simply " what will happen in certain circum-

stances "
: it is Aristotle's potentiality, as opposed to actuality.

" I am able to walk across the room," means that, in a certain

state of mind, I would or do walk across. When I am asked,

Could I have touched the right side of my nose at the time

when I touched the left ? the meaning is simply this, Would I,

in some definite state of mind, have actually touched the right ?

To answer this in the affirmative would not commit me either

to Free-will or to Necessity. The discussion would merely be

shifted to another point, namely, what is the state of mind

that would have been followed by my touching the right side ?

Was it the identical state of my feelings that was followed by

my touching the left side, or a difterent state of feelings ?

Most probably, we should suppose that the state of feeling,

or else the intellectual direction given to the feeling, was

distinct; but what the distinctness consists in is really the

whole matter at issue.

But the vagueness of the question appears in another

way; namely, What is meant by "I"? Libertarians and

Necessitarians, in the fight that they make over this word,

reveal their hopeless discrepancy of opinion. In one view,

"I" is the conjunction of the facts of Mind, as analyzed

into Feeling, Volition, and Intellect, coupled with a bodil}-

organism. In Mr. Alexander's view, this is not all : there is

behind a " mystery of the human personality," which it is not

permitted to us to analyze further. With such a reservation

in the background, what '' I " could do or not do, is very little

to the purpose. My motives I know ; but a personality tran-

scending my motives, yet coming in as a make-weight in my
decisions, I do not know.
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Another point of difference between the contending parties,

even after they have agreed upon the reign of law in human
actions, is connected with the ''Moral Consciousness" and
'' Moral Responsibility ". It was with reference to these two

notions, that Hamilton postulated Freedom, notwithstanding

its being in itself inconceivable.

It seems to me, on the other hand, that the meaning and

scope of Moral Consciousness and Responsibility should be

argued apart from the Freedom of the Will. The divergence

of opinion on the subject turns upon a distinct class of con-

siderations. It is averred by one party that ''moral," in the

sense of right and wrong, is based upon prohibitions enforced

by punishment ; and that its essential meaning all through

must have reference to this fact. It is fully allowed, and

carefully explained, that the moral sentiment or conscience, in

the better portion of mankind, contains an element of love,

good-will, and spontaneous beneficence ; but not so as to

disguise its real foundations. For, when we ask why a thing

is right, and not simply benevolent, we must descend to the

circumstance of enforcement by some lawgiver. In opposition

to this, it is contended by Mr. Alexander and others that this

legal interpretation ignores and pushes out the onoral point of

view. It may be so
;

yet, that particular debate should be

conducted, not under the Free-will controversy, but under the

controversy as to the nature of Conscience : I do not see what

either Freedom or Necessitation has to do with it. In re-

sponsibility to God or to man, I for one see everything that is

distinctively meant by "moral"; those that hold otherwise

need not introduce Free-will in order to say what "moral"
is or includes, over and above the legal constraint, real or

imagined.

The question of Free-will against Necessity is far more

apparently implicated in one aspect of Moral Responsibility

—

the just grounds of punishment. This is a very mixed

problem ; and the part of it that bears strictly upon the

character of the Will seems to me the least difficult. If a

man's conduct is ruled by motives, the way to control him is

to supply such motives : if he is not to steal, make the act of
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stealing so painful in its consequences as to overpower the

pleasurable attractions. As the adaptation of means to ends,

this seems a plain course, in the strictest view of necessity.

The intervention of Freedom, in the sense of conduct beyond

the scope of motives, or springing out of an unfathomable

mystery of Personality, might introduce perplexity into the

calculation ; but the Necessitarian sees no such puzzles ; and,

to this extent, legislators and governors of men, in all ages,

have declared for Necessity.

This is the deterrent view of punishment. There is another

view, the reformatory, that comes so far under similar con-

siderations. The difference seems to be, that, in the one case

the good of the society, minus the evil-doer, is sought ; in the

other, the evil-doer is specially considered. A humane senti-

ment is evoked, by which we are led to regard criminals as

partly wicked and partly unfortunate. To justify this last

supposition, we adduce their bad education, their overpowering

temptations, their weakly constituted moral nature ; and, while

obliged to punish them, we also pity them ; and we may carry

our pity so far as to doubt whether they are justly punished.

Robert Owen would say that such men should be educated and

not punished. But he, probably, did not deny that punish-

ment has, de facto, the effect of keeping people out of crime :

and I am not sure that he knew whether he was a Libertarian

or a Necessitarian : we may call him simply a Humanitarian.

Mr. Alexander is at special pains to make Mill self-contra-

dictory as to the justice of punishing men apart from Human
Freedom. I fully admit the difficulty of realizing justice in

the matter of punishment ; but I cannot see that the doctrine

of Necessity makes the difficulty, or that the doctrine of

Freedom relieves it. Supposing I were to adopt Freedom to

Mr. Alexander's entire satisfaction, I should have still to

reconcile punishment with abstract justice: in fact, I should

have equally to perform that nearly, if not quite, impossible

feat.

It is at this point that Mr. Alexander makes use of the

"moral," as opposed to the forbidden or the legal. He finds

in the existence of guilt or Tnoral desert, a justification of
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punishment; but, as the ''moral" in my opinion grows out

of the legal, although it may be considerably transformed, I

cannot see any special force in the use of this term. Even if

I were to try and agree with him here too, and were to believe

in a doctrine that I cannot understand, I should still have my
difficulties about punishment the same as ever. I should be

puzzled to draw the line between guilt as " moral " and guilt

as merely "legal". More particularly, I could not get over

Owen's difficulty of punishing a man that was deplorably

ill-educated, as most criminals are. After taking the utmost

benefit of Free-will and Moral Desert, I am bound to confess

that punishment is a very rough expedient, and falls most

unequally. It is essential to the existence of society ; and that

is its prime justification. It does not answer its purpose

unless conducted according to general rules, and under these

many a man is victimized. Take the case that shocked George

Combe—punishing "as an example". Neither Free-will nor

moral guilt will palliate this enormity. It rests upon nothing

but the ultima ratio of social security ; for the sake of which

we often seize a perfectly innocent person, peril his life, or

subject him to any amount, of misery. The man has com-

mitted a small offence, a mere inadvertency; there is some

great danger apparent ; and he receives the punishment of the

worst felon.

It would take a long chapter to express all the difficulties

and anomalies connected with punishment ; but, while some

of them appear to me to be aggravated by the hypothesis of

Freedom (so far as I can understand the meaning of it), some

of them are smoothed by it. The proper working of a penalty

is to make everybody abstain from the act : ninety-nine persons

out of a hundred are in such a healthy condition of the will

that they do abstain. The hundredth person commits the act.

Might we not throw the blame upon his antecedents ? Might

we not say that any one of the others in his situation would

have erred ? Yet, the penalty must be inflicted. Its efficacy

in keeping the ninety-nine straight depends upon its being

applied to the hundredth ; that is enough for us. We desire

to make allowances in certain cases, if we think that the effect
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upon the mass will not be impaired. Nobody could state

the nature and extent of these allowances better than Mr.

Alexander does (pp. 206-7). He tells us, truly enough, that in

the mass of cases criminal justice cannot take account of the

state of mind of the offender, ''because we are incapable of

doing so with any approach to scientific accuracy, and because

criminal legislation can only proceed by a general rule of

particular penalties attached to particular acts". Hence, we
inflict punishments that we can with difl&culty reconcile as

just in the individual case. But what has all this to do with

Free-will ? The consideration that interfered with the justice

of the punishment is that the individual punished was morally

weak ; that his motives, including the fear of punishment,

were not strong enough to keep him right ; and, if he had only

had average advantages in respect of constitution and educa-

tion, he would not have gone astray. Now, it seems to me
that this is to state his case exactly in terms of Necessity, and

not in terms of Free-will.

Justice in punishment seldom goes beyond proportionality

to the mischief inflicted. This is the just idea in men's minds
;

and it points rather to retribution than to prevention. Pre-

vention comes into the court, when the prevalence of the

offence is looked at ; and, in this view, the comparative ill

desert of the criminal goes for very little. A very wicked

man will get off" more easily, if the offence is not likely to be

repeated. In a word, punishment is nine points expediency

or utility, and one point justice. It deals with the "legal,"

as opposed to the "moral" (if there be an opposition); and

it works in the sphere of the Necessitarian's "motives," and

does not seek to penetrate the recesses of the Libertarian's

"personality ".

Mill endeavoured to draw a distinction between Necessity

and Fatalism, which Mr. Alexander believes he has triumph-

antly demolished. The weakness of Mill's position is still

the giving way to inappropriate language. To say "we can

improve our character, if we will " is at least an infelicitous

rendering of the cause of self-improvement. An opponent

can ask. Why don't we will ? The answer is. There are not
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sufficient motives present. Why are there no motives ? Our

constitution and our antecedents have been unfavourable to

the growth of the motives. How is this to be distinguished

from Fate or Fatalism ? A pure deadlock.

This suggests another remark on the origin of the Free-will

difficulty. To a person watching the conduct of a number of

human beings (they being unaware that they are noticed), the

sequence of motives and actions would not present any puzzle

beyond what is due to mixture and to occasional concealment.

The supposed observer will witness the occurrence of motives

—hunger, cold, ease, society, applause—and he will see the

actions that they prompt in each individual ; he will, further,

see great differences in the influence of the same motives on

different subjects—he will see some inclined, some disinclined,

to rectitude. If he continues his observations over a long

interval, he will discover cases where the bad have been

restored to the paths of virtue ; and he will, perhaps, be

curious to know what has made the change. If his means of

knowledge and his sagacity are considerable, he will be able

to bring those changes under the general laws, already traced

by him, as to the operation of motives. He will compare the

reforming individuals with some that are still going to the

bad; and may, probably, be able to suggest some influence

that, if brought in among the existing motives, would induce

the latter to reform. If he were a philanthropist, as well as

an observer of human nature, he might endeavour to bring to

bear the missing power; or, it might be, to withdraw some

countervailing influence in whose absence the scale would he

turned to virtue. Is there any fatalism in all this ? Whether

it be fatalism or no, it is recognized use and wont.

The simplicity and intelligibility of the situation is com-

plete only so long as the observer and the observed are

different ; and so long as the observed are unconscious that

any one is observing. Let, now, the observer announce him-

self as watching the moral conduct of the subjects under

his eye. Let him come forward personally to take a part

in strengthening their virtuous tendencies. If he is very

guarded, he may still preserve an intelligible and straight-

2
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forward course. He may caution the evil-doers by bringing

before them the bad consequences of their evil deeds. He
may also encourage by fair promises, and so on. But, now,

let him adventure upon a colloquy, to this effect:—A. " Why
do you allow yourself to be a victim of intemperance ?

'

B. "I know that it is wrong, but I cannot help it." If A is

wise, he will read him a fresh homily on the evils of in-

temperance and the blessings of sobriety : if he is unwise, he

will say, " You can help it, if you will ; you are a free agent ".

This is a real puzzle, both to the man himself, and to every-

body else ; and is on the high-road to the mystery of free-

will.i

A worse stage is reached when a man begins to interrogate

himself as to what he might, could, or would do, in the un-

fortunate attempt to become '' conscious of freedom ". The
situation becomes too complicated for any language that has

yet been invented : in trying to express it in terms of

Necessity, we can hardly avoid contradictions ; and the Free-

will advocate knows how to make capital out of the perplexity.

In point of fact, however, the circumstance of looking into

one's mind, ought not to alter the essential workings of mind

:

what is true from our observations of other men, should be

true of ourselves. We ought, no doubt, to see ourselves as

others see us, but this is a hard task ; the seeing and the seen

become inextricably confounded. Now, when we wish to

istudy the laws of a difficult phenomenon, we prefer to look at

the phenomenon in the most advantageous, and not in the least

advantageous, light. All the laws of the mind must be in full

operation in a man that is observed by some other man ; what

is true of the individual so observed must be true of men
generally ; and, if we cannot see the phenomenon in the same

clear light when we observe ourselves, we should blame the

awkwardness of our point of view, and not declare that a

1 Although the language—"You can, if you will," is unsuitable in the

point of view of psychology, it is not devoid of persuasiveness. It is an

appeal to the man's pride or feeling of dignity. The noblest passage in the

Castle of Indolence is addressed to the sentiment of pride through the supposed

omnipotence of will.
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novel phenomenon has been generated. The self-examination

does not alter the facts of human nature ; it can only alter our

perception of them for the better or for the worse. I maintain,

therefore, that the theory of the Will that would be framed in

the observation of human beings by an observer apart, is most

likely to be the true theory ; and that a puzzle arising only

when we are both observer and observed is purely factitious

and undeserving of serious regard.



MILL'S THEORY OF THE SYLLOGISM.

(Mind, iii., 137.)

Mill includes under Syllogism two things that ought to be kept separate.

What he gives is not properly Syllogism. The first of the two objects

of the Syllogism, almost exclusively set forth by Mill, is to exhibit

the Deductive process in its simplest type. For a scientific deduction,

first obtain a general rule or law ; next prove an identity between a given

instance and the subject of the rule or law ; whence, apply the predicate

of the law to the subject of the new instance. All this belongs to the

matter, and scarcely at all to the form. Confining his view to this simple

type. Mill makes out Syllogism a petitio principii ; and indicates the

solution by calling to mind the proper meaning of a general proposition.

The second meaning of Syllogism is the formal relation between premiss

and conclusion whatever the matter be. If all cases of argument were of

the type of Barbara, Syllogism would never have been invented. But in

many kinds of reasoning, not unfrequent, the formal relation is puzzling

and uncertain, or even misleading. Hence the machinery of Figures and

Moods, which is the most strict and proper expression of the Syllogism.

On this view, the theory of the Syllogism is not the whole theory of the

proof of a conclusion from the premisses ; it is the theory of one part of

the proof—in some instances so evident as not to make a question at all,

in other instances so embroiled with verbal perplexities as to demand the

help of a rule or a formula furnished by the detailed figures and moods.

Thus, the formalist might so guard himself as to answer the charge oipetitio

principii by the equally grave charge of ignoratio elenchi. Mill's solution of

the material inference the sound view of general names and propositions.

In laying down the characteristic of a general proposition, the warning

should be given that the generality is a fiction. Mill's illustration of

material Deduction extraneous to the consideration of the Syllogism.

It is of the kindred of Induction, which is the material comparison of

individual facts to establish a coincidence or non-coincidence between A
and B, and continues the operation to bring in new facts. It further re-

sembles classification— also a comparison of facts in their concrete

character. Reference to Mill's chapter on the Deductive Method, follow-

ing the Experimental Methods. His idea of the Deductive Method is to

find the law of an efiect from the laws of the different tendencies of which

it is the joint result. First stage,—to follow out each separate law by itself

into new applications, as when Newton pushed gravitation to explain the

20
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precession of the equinoxes. Incorrect to say, with Grote and others,

that Mill had bridged the chasm that separated Induction from the

Syllogistic Logic. Real or Material Deduction to be made continuous with

Induction and Classification, but Syllogism stands apart. It walks by

the side of these, might just be as well at the end as at the beginning,

and gives a discipline altogether apart.

In Mill's famous chapter on the Functions and Logical Value

of the Syllogism, it seems to me that he has included under

the Syllogism two things that ought to be kept separate,

and distributed under different heads in the logical system.

Perhaps, I may even go the length of saying that what he

gives as Syllogism, is not properly Syllogism at all ; but I will,

at the outset, confine myself to the assertion that what he

gives is the least prominent fact in the theory of the Syllogism.

The first of the two objects of the Syllogism, the one

that Mill sets forth almost exclusively, is to exhibit the full

form of the Deductive process in its simplest type :
' Men are

mortal, kings are men, kings are mortal '. It is an interesting

and useful part of Logic to explain in what consists a scientific

deduction, or inference from generals to particulars, as in the

onward march of a deductive science. You must first obtain

somehow a general rule or law
;
you must next prove an

identity between a given instance and the subject of the rule

or law ; and the identity being made good, you may apply the

predicate of the general law to the subject of the new instance.

You identify kings with the objects named men, and you pass

over to kings the predicate of the law, mortality.

Now, I apprehend that this explanation, although valuable

as a part of Logical Method, and undoubtedly connected with

the Syllogism, is the thing that is least present to the mind of

the Syllogistic logician. It belongs almost entirely to the

matter of reasoning, and scarcely at all to the form. It

fastens the attention upon the two circumstances, in the

matter, necessary to a good deduction—the truth of the prin-

ciple and the relevance of the case to be brought under it

;

the one circumstance to be made good by a material induction,

the second circumstance dependent on a material identifica-

tion—the examination of actual kings with a view to identify

them with men at large. In the engrossment of the mind
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with these two grave determinations, the form is left almost

entirely out of sight. The case has been chosen so as to make
the least possible demand upon the consideration of form.

The question as to a proper formal relation between the pre-

misses and the conclusion is rendered dormant, because the

relation is so simple and obvious as not to constitute a

question.

Now, it is to this simple type of reasoning, in which all

that is characteristic of Syllogism escapes attention, that Mill

confines his view ; on it he makes out Syllogism a petitio

principii, as usually viewed, and indicates the solution by

recalling to mind the proper meaning of a general proposition.

The second meaning of Syllogism, then, is the formal

relation between the premisses and the conclusion, whatever

the matter be. If all syllogisms, all cases of argument or

inference, were of the type of Barbara, I doubt whether

Syllogism would ever have been invented. Not that in

Barbara there is not an element of form ; but that being so

easy, we need not even be conscious of it. But the inventor

of the Syllogism was awakened to the fact that in many kinds

of reasoning, not unfrequent in their occurrence, the formal

relation of premisses to conclusion was puzzling and uncertain,

not to say misleading ; and he set his great ingenuity to

work to exhaust the varieties of legitimate formal relations,

to reduce them under heads, and to ascertain what character-

istics of propositions they grew out of. I apprehend that the

machinery of Figures and Moods, resting as it does on the

Conversion of Propositions, of various quantity and quality,

is the most strict and proper expression of the Syllogism.

This part of reasoning is found to make a study of itself ; and

its expounders are not to be held as denying the necessity of

looking to the matter on the proper occasion.

On this view, the theory of the Syllogism is not the whole

theory of the proof of a conclusion from its premisses : it is the

theory of one part of the proof, which in some instances is so

evident as not to make a question at all, but in other instances

is so embroiled with perplexity in the verbal statement, as to

demand the help of a rule or formula such as is furnished
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by the detailed figures and moods. If logicians have been

too exclusively occupied with this formal condition of sound

inference, that is their infirmity. Any formalist that chooses

to state his position guardedly, could, in answer to the charge

of petitio principii, retort upon Mill the equally grave accusa-

tion of ignoratio elenchi.

The solution of the difficulty attending the material infer-

ence, for which Mill deserves and has received the highest

praise, grows out of the sound view of general names and

propositions, which any thorough-going nominalist would be

likely to bring to light. I apprehend that the place of this

explanation in a logical system is antecedent to Syllogism

;

it would properly fall under the Name, or at least under the

Notion or Concept, and would be carried from thence to the

Proposition. In laying down the characteristic of the general

proposition, the warning should be given that the generality

is to a certain extent a fiction. The affirmer of the proposition,

' All matter gravitates,' is speaking of some things that he

knows and of a great many things that he does not know

:

his proposition is a mixture of the actual and the potential

;

it affirms what is to be when the case arises ; when any new
piece of matter is found, the proposition is to apply to that.

A patent of peerage is given for those that are not yet born :

it is, therefore, in one sense, an empty behest—there is as yet

nothing corresponding to the term.

When this is seen to be the character of the general pro-

position, the inference from it is no longer a repetition of the

major The major is whoever shall be descended from a given

person ; the minor is—a child has been born to that person

;

the conclusion greets this child as the future peer. The pro-

cess of investing the newly discovered individual with the

attributes belonging to the previously known individuals of

the same kind is something to be gone through ; it is not

mere emptiness or nonentity.
^

A large part of Mill's chapter is occupied with illustrating

Material Deduction. He described very justly what this con-

sists in, namely, examining whether the new case possesses the

marks that identify it with the rule, or with the individuals
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that give the meaning to the rule. Now, this I hold to be

extraneous to the consideration of the Syllogism, on any

admissible view of it. I maintain this on two grounds : Mrst,

it is not of the same kindred as Syllogism ; second, it is of the

kindred of Induction.

If Syllogism be, to use De Morgan's expression, ' the form,

the whole form, and nothing but the form,' Material Deduc-

tion can have no place in it. But the obverse position is more

instructive. Is Material Deduction of the kindred of Induc-

tion ? To answer this, we have only to reflect that an

induction is the material comparison of individual facts,

carried on till we are satisfied that we have established a

coincidence (or non-coincidence) between property A and

property B such as we can rely on in all future cases ; so that,

whenever A turns up, we assume at once that B is (or is not)

there also. Now, Deduction is the ingathering of the new
cases ; and the logical part of the operation lies in the material

inspection of each suggested case to see whether it is or is not

an A—the comparison of it with the previously recognized

A's. Just as Induction is a comparison of like instances, so

Deduction is a comparison of like instances. The induction

has arisen by finding the resemblance of A, C, D, E : the

deduction finds the resemblance between X and these others :

the mental exercise is, therefore, one and the same. It relies

upon the same species of ability, it incurs common liability to

mistake, and is fenced by the same safeguards. The only

respect where it fails is in not looking to the conjunction of

A and B. This, however, is merely to confine the process,

without altering the character of it.

Although Deduction is thus of a kindred with Induction,

it further resembles Classification, which is also a process of

the matter—a comparison of facts in their concrete character.

It contains the process that Induction and Classification agree

in—the making sure of a resemblance between particulars.

If Induction is made to precede Classification, the process is

first brought on the stage under Induction ;
if the order were

changed, it would in substance be brought up under Classifica-

tion. Still, it would re-appear under Induction ; and the place
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for it is not difficult to assign. If we refer to Mill's chapter

on the Deductive Method, we see that he brings in this method

after he has finished his Experimental Methods. We see also

that his idea of the Deductive Method is "to find the law of

an efi*ect from the laws of the different tendencies of which it

is the joint result ". This supposes that the laws of the

tendencies have been previously ascertained by Induction, and

are now to be extended by Deduction. The first stage of the

deduction is to follow out each separate law by itself : to

hunt out new applications by new identities. Great dis-

coveries and important verifications may be effected by going

in the track of a single induction, by gathering in the remote

and unthought-of instances : as when Newton pushed gravita-

tion to such recondite consequences as the precession of the

equinoxes. There is thus a department of deductive inquiry

and proof anterior to Mill's calculation of combined tendencies.

This department has no place in Syllogism, it has no relation

to any Syllogistic operation ; it is the same comparison of

instances as is employed in building up an induction. What-

ever is proper to be said about it, whatever directions may be

given for it, should be at the point where Mill's Deductive

Method is launched, and just before his problem of computing

combined tendencies. If nothing needs to be said about it, so

much the better ; but something is actually said by Mill—in

the wrong place.

It was considered by many—most emphatically so by

Grote—that Mill had introduced for the first time a unity into

Logic, had bridged the chasm that separated the Inductive

from the Syllogistic Logic. In my opinion, this cannot be

done, and should not be attempted. Real or Material Deduc-

tion should certainly be made continuous with Induction and

with Classification, but Syllogism stands apart from them all

:

it is as far off" from Deduction, in Mill's rendering, as it is

from Induction. The consideration of the formal relation

of the premisses to the conclusion, which the inversions of

language compel us to regard as a serious study, has nothing

in common with the Logic of Matter, in any one of its three

divisions— Classification, Induction, Deduction. It walks by
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the side of these, and is not further connected with them than

as ministering to a common purpose. I could not assign any

reason for the particular place or order of the Syllogism in

Mill's Logic, or in any of the systems that include Induction.

It might be just as well at the end as at the beginning. Its

entire absence would not be felt in any of the problems of

Induction or of Classification. It gives a discipline altogether

apart.

It may, therefore, in my opinion, be justly objected to

Mill's chapter, first; that the ideas, which are individually

sound and valuable, are taken out of their proper places, and

put together in an incongruous compound ; and, second, that

the title is a misnomer—there is nothing actually said as to

the Functions and the Value of the Syllogism.



ASSOCIATION CONTROVERSIES.

(Mind, xii., 161.)

History of the Association of Ideas. The laws of Association must be guarded

by proper language, as well as verified by facts. Meaning of Association.

Two relationships—Association by Contiguity and the law of Similarity.

Contrast. I. The terminology of Association. Hamilton. The terms Asso-

ciation and Attraction in connexion with Contiguity and Similarity respec-

tively. II. Whether, or how far, the prevailing enumeration of the laws

of Association exhausts the powers of Intellect. Discrimination a primary

attribute. The law of Contiguity not wide enough. Usual mode of treat-

ment of the formation of the idea a mere expository convenience. Mr.

Sully. III. Is Contrast to be regarded as a distinct and independent

law? The opinion of Hamilton and others, including Lotze. The

writer's views—with illustrations. IV. Whether Contiguity and Simi-

larity may be reduced to one statement ? Hamilton's treatment of

the question. Lotze's. The method of regarding the entire compass of

association as the revival of a whole on the presentation of some part.

Instances of this—which are ordinary examples of the law of Contiguity.

But that law is not dependent on a multiplicity of objects united in an

organized body, or making up a grand whole. The most isolated fact can

be associated if there is any one thing that would form a couple to it.

Criticism of Mr. Ward's and Mr. Bradley's attempts to make Similaritj^

fall under Contiguity—with defences of the flash of Similarity and the

consciousness of identity without the power of resuscitation. V. Whether

Association can stand as one member in an enumei»tion of Faculties ?

VI. How should Association stand in reference to the great^problems of

Philosophy—the theories of Space, Time, Causality, Substance, and the

like? Professor Ferri upon Association. The priority of Psychology

versus Metaphysics. A well-defined vocabulary of Psychology first re-

quired. This instanced as regards Association. The starting-point of the

clearing-operation—to distinguish the Sensation from the Idea. Mr.

Brp.f11gy'H criticism of Association in respect of the character of the mental

reproduction. His statement of the law of Contiguity too vague. His

view thsbt particulars can never be associated, and that what is produced is

universal—the embodiment of his Philosophy of the Real. How far the

writer agrees with him, and in what respects he differs. Calling a resus-

citation ' universal ' would lead to inconvenient results. Examples. In

place of Mr. Bradley's ' mutilated,' we may say ' impoverished ' resuscita-

27
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tion. Instances where we reproduce an original exactly, as in mechanical

processes. VII. What circumstances should be included with Association

as essential accompaniments of its work ? The emotional and the volitional

influences at the moment of primary adhesion, and at the moment of asso-

ciative recall. Intensity of consciousness and endurance and repetition.

Attention. VIII. The question of the insufficiency of the principles of As-

sociation to explain the operations of the Intellect. Thus regarded by

Professor Wundt. M. Lachelier's contention. Wundt's lower and higher

laws. His scheme of Association. He admits as valid the reduction of the

laws to Similarity and Contiguity. Associative reproduction hindered by

active attention and logical thinking. Its flow best observed in dreaming

and madness. Wundt's objection to the laws of Association on account of

their passivity. His principle of Intellectual Activity or Apperception.

"Passive apperception" and "active apperception". The formation of

concepts as exemplifying simultaneous, and, in particular, "assimilative"

association. Propositions or judgments included under " successive
"

association. The apperceptive concentration can modify and work up

the powers of thought. The sources of apperception lie in the region of

motives. These motives, according to Wundt, transcend the sphere of

the material organism, and have their foundations in the immaterial

soul. They are the product of heredity, and fall under three classes—the

logical, the aesthetic, the moral. In the higher or apperceptive region

alone has free-will any meaning. Ordinary introspection is unequal to

the discovery of the laws of apperception. We need, further, a study of

man's history and institutions. The writer refers to difficulties in con-

nexion with the immateriality of the mind and free-will, but otherwise

passes by these questions. Fully admits what Wundt says as to the

essential concurrence of emotion and will with the workings of association.

This further explained and illustrated. • Education most concerned with

the original forming of the associating links—which are partly physical,

partly intellectual, partly emotional and volitional. The subsequent

resuscitation of ideas has a wider bearing ; applying to the conduct and

economy of the thinking powers. Wundt's Apperception best represented

in voluntary power—the command of the thoughts. His Apperception

would be nothing without Association. Objection to drawing a hard and

fast line between the lower and the higher workings of Association. The

word apperception, as used by Wundt, unnecessary and unmeaning. : A

more serious ground of difference—Association treated as almost solely

an affair of motives. Professor Adamson's statement of this point of

view. Criticism of his assertion that these motives are 'infinitely nu-

merous '. What number of motives are at work in the acquisition of a

language? The question discussed, and reference made to the \?rork

of professors of artificial memory, and the topical memory of the

ancients. The infinity of our motives and the sum-total of applica-

tions. These applications admit of a limited classification. Associa-

tion might be described under the heads classified ; but the writer

adheres to the twofold method—the view of mental elements as they
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become associated together, and their applications to our various

utilities.

Note on Mr. Spencer's rendering of Association. He has only one

ultimate law : the foundation Similarity, and the adjunct Contiguity.

The physical counterpart to the joining of the mental elements ; which
concerns both psychological theory and educational practice. Mr.

Spencer's contrast of "feelings" and "relations of feelings". His

general theory that " the relational element of Mind is greater between

feelings of the same order than between feelings of one order and those

of another". This the writer holds to be correct, if associability meant

grouping solely according to likeness ; but as implying the linking through

contiguity, he does not think it holds good. This view substantiated by
considering (1) the comparative associability of Sensations of the Separate

Senses, each within itself, and (2) the comparative associability of each

as coupled with every other. Mr. Spencer's argument from the nervous

structure not regarded as conclusive. The case also illustrated from the

Organic Feelings and from the Emotions. A law of heterogeneous

association^—the facility of contiguous association between the different

senses being as the rank of each in the intellectual scale : Sight and

Sound at the top : then Sight and Touch, Sound and Touch, and so on.

The history of the psychological doctrine, named familiarly

the Association of Ideas, has now been fully given by

various writers, the latest and completest summary being

the article by Professor Croom Robertson in the Encyclo-

poedia Britannica, vol. ii.^

Like all the higher generalities of mind, these laws not

only need to be verified by facts, but to be guarded by proper

language—a matter of no small difficulty, considering that we
have to rely upon terms of common life wholly unsuited to

such lofty applications.

By Association has always been understood, in a general

way, that the recall, resuscitation, or reproduction of ideas

already formed takes place according to fixed laws, and not

at random. The assigning of these laws was the first con-

tribution to a science of the human intelligence ; while the

ultimate shape given to them, whatever that may be, will

mark the maturity of at least one portion of that science.

The name further implies that the mental reproduction is

ruled by certain assignable principles of connexion or relation-

1 Reprinted in his Philosophical Remains. For modifications of his views,

see his Elements of Psychology, and his Elements of General Philosophy.
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ship between our mental elements, such that the one now
present restores another not present, yet related according to

one or other of the supposed relationships. Thus, a word
recalls the thing named, by a law of association founded

on the frequent concurrence or proximity of the two in

consciousness.

The classifications of these supposed bonds of relationship

among ideas are various, and need not be repeated further

than to say that two relationships have survived in nearly

every classification : I mean Association by Contiguity, and

the law of Similars or Similarity. These have a commanding

importance in all the schools of Associationists. Contrast is

also admitted as a reproductive force, but, however viewed,

is unable to take the same rank as these others. I shall

advert to it presently.

After a survey of the leading controversies that have

clustered round these laws, I mean to devote a considerable

space to the problem now uppermost among psychologists, as

connected with the terms Attention and Apperception ; tak-

ing for the text Wundt's recent handling in his work on

Logic. The settlement of this problem unavoidably re-acts

upon all the other controversies.

I. The Terminology of Association.

This subject is included in Hamilton's elaborate Note, in

his Reid, on the history of 'Association'. His objections to

the main word itself are (1) that it implies Co-existence, or a

connexion between co-existences already known, and (2) that

it supposes a bilateral and equal correlation. Also the words,

Chain, Concatenation, Series, Train, Movement, are each more

or less unsuitable as the leading term for the various operations

to be comprised under it. On the whole, Hamilton thinks that

" as among the earliest, so perhaps the best terms for the pro-

cess of reproduction are to be found in Suggest, Suggestion,

Suggestive, Co-suggestive with their conjugates ". The meta-

phor originally perceptible in these words has now disappeared.

Undoubtedly, any appropriateness in the term Association

is confined to the law of Contiguity, under which the com-
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panionship of the related ideas is at its maximum of fulness
;

seeing that the occasion of their coming together by a process

of resuscitation is their being more or less frequently together

previously. In Similarity, the resuscitation is not preceded

by any previous companionship : the two members that have

come together, as a consequence of their resemblance, may
have been at the greatest distance from each other in our

former experience. Hence, for Similarity, the vrord Attrac-

tion would be the most apposite, while unsuited to Contiguity.

II. Whether, or how far, the prevailing enumeration of the

laws of Association exhausts the powers of Intellect ?

This is to be the final question of the paper; and it is

adduced here with a view to a partial clearance of the way.

I say, then, that no enumeration of these laws expresses

everything that is properly included under Intellect. For, in

the first place, it is conceded on all hands, with mere variety

in the statement, that Discrimination is a fundamental pro-

perty of our intelligence, quite as much as any process that

can be referred to laws of Association ; it comes with the

earliest germs of mental life, and accompanies it unceasingly

to the last. It plays a part in the formation of the ideas,

images, or elements that are pre-supposed in Association.

(See Hamilton's Reid, p. 243, n.) Unless it be Contrast,

none of the usually assigned associating principles expressly

recognizes it ; while any of the received definitions of Contrast

must be greatly widened to embrace the operation in all its

breadth.

I hold, then, that, in any complete view of Intellect, Dis-

crimination must be ranked as a primary attribute ; while it

is the business of Psychology to trace its consequences to the

uttermost.

In the next place, the law of Contiguity, if defined as a

power of associating into one mental group two or more dis-

crete members, is not wide enough. The intellectual property

that it expresses is equally operative in the formation and the

persistence of the ideas themselves. In all probability, the

simplest idea is already a complication ; and its parts are
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bound into a mental unity, or whole, by the force underlying-

contiguous adhesion. But even if this be not so, repetition, con-

tinuance, attention—the circumstances that operate in matur-

ing our strictly contiguous growths—are needed to make the

simplest idea self-subsisting, as the idea of a sweet or bitter

taste, a smell, a soft touch, a melodious sound, a colour. It

is usual for writers on Psychology to treat of the formation

of the idea before entering' upon the associating principles.

This is simply an expository convenience. The state of the

fact is admitted by Mr. Sully, when he assigns the very same

conditions of reproduction to single images and to the linking

of these in composite groups by contiguous adhesion. There

is, in truth, but one law at the foundation of this reproductive

process ; but as the term Association is inapt to express the

self-subsistence and reproduction of images, another term is

desirable. In other words, the process of converting the Sen-

sation, or primary Impression, into the Idea, supposes the

very same psychical force as that expressed by the law of

Contiguity.

III. Is Contrast to be regarded as a distinct and indepen-

dent law of Association ?

Contrast is a comparatively rare and exceptional bond of

reproduction. We cannot make six transitions of thought

without involving the other two laws—Contiguity and Simi-

larity, but we may be hours and days without acting upon

Contrast. Hamilton and others, including Lotze, regard the

relation of contrariety or contrast as equivalent to correlative

parts of the same whole. A much bolder use of this explana-

tion is made in dealing with the question next to be considered,

and I do not discuss it here. I merely remark that, while co-

relatives, as light and dark, up and down, virtue and vice,

readily suggest each other, I feel no difficulty in referring the

process to the other laws of the mind. Lazarus suggests con-

jointly Dives, Abraham's bosom, and the place of insufferable

heat ; and though one of the three links is of the nature of a

contrast, yet in that too, probably, Contiguity is the operative

resuscitating bond.
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IV. Whether Contiguity and Similarity may be reduced

to one statement ?

This is a far more serious question. Various attempts

have been made to merge the two in a single principle.

Hamilton, in the Reid, refutes some of these attempts, and

affirms as ultimate the two principles—Repetition, under which

he places Similarity, and Redintegration. In the Metaphysics

(Led. xxxi.), he holds that the two laws of Simultaneity and

Affinity are carried up into unity, in the higher law of Redin-

tegration or Totality.

According to Lotze, Similarity and Contrast are associa-

tions of impressions that are either parts of a simultaneous

whole or parts of a successive whole. So that with him, as

with Hamilton (in the Metaphysics), the concurrence of parts

of the same whole is the ruling principle of reproduction,

explaining alike Contiguity, Similarity, and Contrast.

I must, therefore, make some remarks upon the method of

regarding the entire compass of Association as the revival of

a whole or totality on the presentation of some part of that

whole. Such cases, no doubt, exist. After we have been

familiarized with any complicated object, made up of definite

parts, as an animal body, or a machine, when we see one of

the parts or members we are reminded of the entire body or

machine. It is thus that Owen reconstructed extinct animals

from a few bones. Nay, further, any loose collection or

aggregate, if it is persistent and familiar, will be brought to

view on our seeing one of the individual objects : as pictures

in a gallery, or books in a library, or members of a household.

All such would be ordinary examples of the law of Contiguity.

But that law is not dependent for its operation on the objects,

being either united in an organized body, or made up into a

grand whole. I imagine that the essence of the law is to

couple each thing with the one standing next, and, therefore,

succeeding to it in the view, and to have no regard to the

multiplicity needed to make up a collection. The process is not

in a state of suspension till we can bring up a sufficient number
of things to make a recognized bundle or whole. To say that,

when I have learned to connect the English word ' king ' with
3
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the Latin ' rex,' I am proceeding from a part to a whole is to

stretch the meaning of part and whole beyond all usage—to

introduce into the conditions of Association an alien circum-

stance, something never taken into account as a condition of

memory. We explain a failure in effective association, by
want of frequency, want of attention, or want of plasticity at

the time ; not by want of some grand total or collection to

place the thing in. The most vagabond or isolated fact can

be associated if there be any one obtainable handle. Associa-

tion needs two things, and needs no more
;
yet, every assign-

able couple is not necessarily a whole. I could learn half a

sentence without going farther. If I were to complete it, the

sense would undoubtedly be a help to the memory, but would
not vitiate the association of the incomplete half.

More abstruse is the question whether Similarity can fall

under Contiguity, in any mode of stating it. Of the various

attempts to make this resolution, I will advert to the two most
recent, the one by Mr. Ward, and the other by Mr. Bradley.

For my own part, I still adhere to the essential separateness

of the two principles ; for, although they concur more or less

in actual working, they are the starting-points of widely

-different mental movements : the one class going out in the

•direction of routine or use and wont, the other leading to new
Assemblages of ideas in such forms as classes, generalities,

imaginative comparisons, strokes of practical invention, and

so on.

The position of Mr. Ward, as well as of Mr. Bradley,

involves the absolute denial of such a state of mind as the

consciousness of agreement. Now, in cases of extreme remote-

ness of the objects brought together, there is a burst of

excitement, which I have often called the flash of similarity,

and which Mr. Ward treats as a pure fiction. The great

classical instances of discoveries of generalization, such as the

Newtonian fetch involved in rising to universal gravity, cannot,

I consider, be received by any mind in the same terms, and

with the same emotion, as an ordinary routine train of

contiguous association ; for example, the phases of the moon,

as they have always impressed mankind. In like manner.
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the great strokes of identity in the poetical comparisons of

all ages give us an agreeable surprise, part of which is due

to bringing together for the first time things never supposed

to be like, but, when once brought together, found capable of

illustrating one another.

The flash of a great discovery of identification is one

extreme of the workings of Similarity. The other extreme

is equally important in its bearings on the present question

:

I mean the consciousness of identity without the power of

resuscitation—a fact as energetically denied by Mr. Bradley

as the other is by Mr. Ward. My contention is, that, times

without number, we are in this position, namely,—that, of

something seen, or heard, or mentioned, we remark, 'I have

seen or heard that before, but I cannot tell where or when '.

This is a fact ; and is surely different from the state implied

when 1 say ' That's new to me,' ' I never saw or heard that

before '. Recognition or sense of identity, without the power

of recall, is the extreme instance of Similarity bereft of the

aid of Contiguity. The previous impression, whose likeness

to the present gives us the sense of recognition or repetition,

is too feebly associated within itself to start into life again.

That, to my mind, is the obvious rendering of the fact. A
little more familiarity, in the first instance, would have

strengthened the contiguous association between the parts of

the resembling object and between it and collateral circum-

stances of time and place, and the result would have been, not

a bare sense of identity with something unknown, but an

actual resuscitation of the whole fact in its fulness and in its

connexions with other things.

The feeling of recognition or identity has a still wider

sweep, in assuring us that a train that we recall is accurately

recalled. Often, we have some misgiving lest we may not

have recovered the precise series of particulars that we for-

merly knew. Such misgiving is usually right, and leads us

to try again, till we have corrected the mistake, and feel

satisfied that we are at length correct.

Let me, next, advert to Mr. Bradley's view of the conscious-

ness of identity without recovery of the identified image.
3*
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He says :
" If anything is brought up which suggests agree-

ment, then this must involve what is called contiguity. For

apart from such contiguity there would be nothing to recog-

nise." But I humbly think this is to mis-state the order of

occurrence. We do not first bring a thing up, not knowing

whether it is like or not like, and then examine it to see if

there be any likeness. Of course, this would involve Con-

tiguity, and an occult principle besides, namely, a power of

bringing up on suspicion, without anything to go upon at all

—

a mere tentative restoration, to be verified after it is brought

into full view. There is no such power as this, so far as my
knowledge goes. If something present to the view recalls a

past thing like it, it is because of the felt resemblance. How-
ever we may express it, this is the order of proceeding. We
have laid up in our previous experience some fact, appear-

ance, notion, image ; we, at the present moment, have in view

some fact that was never in contiguity with the former but

possesses a certain amount of resemblance to it: the im-

mediate consequence is that the previous fact is recalled ; the

stroke of recall being, as it seems to me, simple and ultimate,

and not resolvable into any roundabout process or succession

of mental movements.

Mr. Ward's explanation of similarity in diversity is the

easiest to state. His opinion is that, when abx recalls ahy,

there is no more similarity than when abc recalls def. Now,

whether there be more or less similarity is scarcely the point

;

there is similarity in both to the extent of the common ele-

ment ah. But there is certainly a difference in the two situa-

tions—a parting of the ways, with the most widely different

results. And, even in the immediate act, there is an assignable

difference. The combination abc recalls the former residua of

abc that were in contiguity with def: there is no halt or

hesitation in the matter. But when it is a question of abx

bringing up aby—aggregates that were never in contiguity

before—there is a new condition present. For, just as the ab

in the one group tends to strike into the previous trace of ab

in the other, the x in the first works by similarity on its own

account, and tends to strike into a previous residuum contain-
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ing X ; and it is an open question which one of three courses

will be taken—the recall, namely, of ahy, or of a group nox, or

of nothing at all. The mind has a new mode of consciousness

under this situation : we never confound it with the recall of

abcdef at the instance of ahc. It is a matter of psychological

interest to ascertain the circumstances favouring the operation

of similarity under diversity in cases involving important

results : seeing that there is a cause of obstruction in the fact

of diversity—an obstruction often so serious as to render the

recall a matter of doubt and uncertainty. In all this, I am
fully borne out by Mr. Sully. (See Outlines of Psychology,

p. 268.)

V. Whether Association can stand as one member in an

enumeration of Faculties, such as those of Locke, Reid,

Stewart, Hamilton ?

It is not difficult to show that the Association of Con-

tiguity is the greatest part of what is usually called Memory

;

while Similarity is a further aid. Moreover, that Similarity,

assisted by Contiguity, explains the ordinary reasoning pro-

cesses, as designated under Deduction and Induction, seems to

me to admit of very little doubt ; but I defer the consideration

of it to the handling of the final topic of this paper. The

placing of Association in the list of Intellectual Powers by

Stewart has been abundantly shown to be tautological.

VI. How should Association stand in reference to the

great problems of Philosophy: the theories of Space, Time,

Causality, Substance, and the like ?

On referring to the recent work of Professor Ferri upon

Association (see Mind, viii., 294 ; x., 124), I find that with him

Association-theories are tested mainly by their bearing on his

conclusions regarding these problems. His induction of the

laws from the facts of our intelligence, apart from such ques-

tions, is, I think, extremely perfunctory.

We are, at this moment, in the midst of a conflict of views

as to the priority of Metaphysics and Psychology. If, indeed,

the two are so closely identified as some suppose, there is no
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conflict ; there is, in fact, but one study. If, on the other

hand, there are two subjects, each ought to be carried on

apart for a certain length, before they can either confirm or

weaken each other. I believe that, in strictness, a disin-

terested Psychology should come first in order, and that, after

going on a little way in amassing facts, it should revise its

fundamental assumptions, and improve its language and de-

finitions : and, when so revised, should resume consideration

of the wide field of mental facts of the neutral or disinterested

kind—those that deal with practical applications rather than

with the metaphysical groundwork. After a few further

strides, we might come back again to the foundations, and so

on, alternating between the two lines of research, yet insisting

on their being conducted independently. This is necessary

in order that we may not fall into a circle. It is said, for

example, that if we embark on the promiscuous field of mental

facts, with a bad Metaphysics, that is, with wrong notions as

to External Reality, Cause, Substance, and so on, all our

results will be vitiated and worthless ; nevertheless, I do not

see any mode of attaining a correct Metaphysics until Psycho-

logy has at least made some way upon a provisional Meta-

physics, which it returns after a time to rectify and improve.

(On the relations of Psychology to Metaphysics, see in Mind,

vol. viii., the Editor's opening article and the first of Mr.

James Ward's articles entitled "Psychological Principles".)

Psychology imperatively demands a well-defined vocabu-

lary. The ultimate notions of the science must be free from

ambiguity ; but to express ultimate facts with precision, and

to decide what things are ultimate, constitute a laborious part

of any science, most of all of mind. The process of see-saw

is eminently called for here. We go on a certain way upon

given definitions ; we find them open to exception ; we go

back and correct them, and proceed again, until some new

flaws are discovered. But to stay debating ultimate questions,

before making any forward movement at all, is a device that

may be handed over to the Committee for arranging the

debates in Pandemonium.

As regards Association in particular, nothing can be more
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vital than a correct mode of stating and understanding the

mental elements or units that enter into the associating oper-

ations. The Impression, Sensation, Presentation, Perception,

Idea, Image, Trace, Residuum, Representation, Memory, Recol-

lection, must all be properly reduced to distinct expression, and

rendered free of ambiguity, before we know what we mean by

Associative Reproduction, or Suggestion.

The starting-point of the clearing operation evidently is to

distinguish the Sensation from the Idea—the state of mind

under full actuality, from the trace, residuum, survival, and

reproduction of that when the actuality has ceased. What is

my precise mode of mind in surveying a fine prospect, and

what is that other mode when I am remembering it? Nor
is this by any means a very simple determination. For, what

we choose to call sensation, presentation or actuality, is already

a mixed mode, a product of associating forces. What I now
see, I may have seen before, and that previous seeing combines

its results with the present view. Even if the scene is quite

new, its elementary parts are not new ; and old impressions

of hills and woods and streams have an influence on my
present impression ; so that even the sensation is not a pure

or unmixed element to begin with. Then comes the defini-

tion of the Idea, or whatever name we choose to give to

the persistence and reproduction of the scene as an effect of

memory. How far does this mental reproduction correspond

to the original, and what are its essential differences, draw-

backs or points of inferiority ? When we speak of recalling a

prospect to the mind, we must speak with due allowance for

the difference. For some purposes, the image is as good as the

original ; hence, we get into a way of speaking of the two in

the same terms, or as if there were no difference at all. For

other purposes, the difference needs to be accentuated, instead

of being slurred over. No theory of Association can be sound

that mistakes the character of the mental reproduction, to

which Sensation and Association jointly contribute.

Mr. Bradley's criticism of Association fastens on this part

of the case. Freely allowing that there are facts corresponding

to the two chief laws, he objects to the ways of stating these
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as absurd and self-contradictory. For example, as regards

Contiguity, he says, "What was contiguous is now non-existent,

and what is re-instated has never been contiguous". This

comes of his putting an interpretation upon the meaning of

re-instatement that nobody ever held, but which, no doubt,

should be barred out by rigorous precision of language. So

severe, indeed, is Mr. Bradley's view of re-instatement, that

he will not allow a second view of the actual thing to be

called re-instatement. If I look up to-night at a starry con-

stellation, I might be weak enough to say that I was repeating

an old impression to the letter. Mr. Bradley says—No. I

cannot repeat a yesterday's prospect
;
yesterday has passed,

and cannot be lived over again : to-day's experiences are

to-day's, and these only.

I am not aware that any psychologist has guarded the

statement of Association to this degree of nicety. I quite

admit that there are circumstances that make it occasionally

proper and desirable. Let me, therefore, learn from Mr.

Bradley how to surmount the difficulty and fence the con-

tradiction. He states the law of Contiguity thus :
—

" When
elements have co-existed, they tend to be connected ". And
again—" Mental units which have co-existed cohere ". Now
this may be all very safe, but it has the defect of vagueness.

To make it really useful there would be needed, first, some

specification of the very general words, ' element ' and * unit
'

;

and, next, a more particular unfolding of the consequences of

being ' connected ' or ' cohering '. It is as if a chemist should

say of combustion, that a red hot coal tends to become connected

with the oxygen of the atmosphere.

Mr. Bradley's view of what rises up to the mind under

Association is the embodiment of his philosophy of the Real.

It is, that particulars can never be associated, and that what

is reproduced is universal. Now, with his view of particu-

larity (which is not shared in by anybody else that I know),

this must be the case. A particular experience is the expe-

rience of one moment of time, and cannot be repeated in fact

;

for, the sixth day of the month can never be the fifth. I quite

agree with him that, in his sense, a single instance as such
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cannot be retained by the human intelligence. I further agree

with him that seldom at any stage can a fact be retained

without something that we may call mutilation ; but the precise

mutilation is a matter for inquiry. It may be a mutilation

that gives generality or, if you prefer it, universality ; but it

may not operate in that way.

In common parlance, we should say that our knowledge

of a concrete thing is improved by repetition, and attains its

very best when we have viewed it times without number, so

as to detach the picture from special dates and circumstances.

This is the particularity of all our familiar surroundings: it

does not make the objects general in any received sense of

the term ; they are still looked upon by us as particulars, and

when we conceive them in idea, we do so with all the more

vividness from the iteration and the absence of reference to

.special moments of observation.

Thus, we seem to sacrifice an important distinction through

Mr. Bradley's use of the words 'particular' and 'universal*.

My memory or idea of a particular event contains the reference

to the date or moment of occurrence, and to all the surround-

ings of the actual experience. The idea must still be shorn

and mutilated
;

it cannot bring me back to the reality, and it

must incur all the loss of imperfect mental cohesion. But it,

nevertheless, presents itself as the image or residuum of a

real event marked off' by date and circumstances from every

other event, and thus rendered individual. To call such a

resuscitation ' universal ' is a new employment of the word,

and would lead to very inconvenient results. I take two ex-

amples to show how the term is usually understood in science.

One is ' universal gravitation,' where the meaning is the

highest attainable generalization of a natural power, the last

of a succession of gradually ascending generalities. When
we have generalized one step after another, we call the final

generality ' universal '. The second example is the controversy

of Nominalism and Realism : called in the schools the Theory

of Universals. Here the universal is opposed at once to the

concrete and particular, and gradation is not implied. But
neither of those senses, at bottom the same, coincides with
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Mr. Bradley's ' universal '. The contrast of the Sensation and
the Idea, the original concrete experience and the product

formed by recalling that experience through association, is

one of the most important contrasts in Psychology. For one

reason already given, the particular and the universal does

not express it ; while the attempt to employ these terms for

the purpose would destroy their fitness for their more usual

meanings, and especially for the meaning of singular and
general. If I call my actual observation of the Dungeon
Ghyll ' particular,' and my recollection of it ' universal,' I

have no terms to express a waterfall in general, still less for

terrestrial gravitation, least of all for universal gravitation.

Our difficulty, then, lies in this. An idea may be the idea

of an absolute individual in all its clothing of individuality

:

even when existing out of its time, and present only as a

recollection, it retains its reference to the moment of its

occurrence, and, so far as that goes, it is no less particular

than the actual sensation was. Of the various attempts to

express the real contrast, perhaps the most suitable are the

metaphors ' original ' and ' copy,' ' sound ' and ' echo '. There

is a propriety also in the word 'faded,' as opposed to fresh

and first-hand. Something may be said for Mr. Bradley's

' mutilated ' reproduction, implying, as it does, a failure in

the pristine fulness of the contents. The defect of the term

lies in suggesting distortion and loss of identity : a preferable

metaphor would be ' impoverished,' as showing, not distortion,

but simply inferiority in vividness and completeness of the

picture to the original.

All this, however, implies that our examples are taken

from the presentations of the higher senses, as embracing the

complexity of the outer world. No imagination can reproduce

a visible scene in all the fulness of its lineaments, and in all

the brightness of its illumination. But in the wide range of

our acquisitions are to be found instances where we reproduce

an original exactly, as in mechanical processes. I can learn

the words of a language precisely as they are presented by

my teacher ; I can copy him to the life : there is no loss

whatever. Again, we often begin upon ideas, and couple
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these from the first. In point of fact, we must accommodate

the description of the Idea to the cases. Indeed, without a

detailed psychology of Association, I do not see how we can

arrive at just definitions of the fundamental terms Impression,

Sensation, Actuality, Reality, Presentation, Perception, Idea,

Representation, Thought.

VII. What circumstances are proper to be included with

Association as essential accompaniments of its work ?

We cannot fully state the laws of Association without

certain conditions of their operation, or certain co-operating

influences of a non-intellectual kind. Both the Feelings and

the Will play a part in the associating processes at every

stage.

Thus, as to Contiguity. The rate of coherence of two
impressions is known to depend partly on the intensity of

the consciousness on the occasions when the two are in com-

pany, and partly on the endurance and repetition of the

concurrence. Hamilton's law of Preference is simply the fact

of conscious intensity due to special interest.

There are, as it were, two distinct moments to be studied,

in giving an account of the associating process. The first is

the original placing of the elements together, and the supplying

of the conditions requisite to their adhesion. The second is

the consequent resuscitation, which, too, has its conditions,

over and above the foregoing. An association between two
elements may be to all intents and purposes sufiicient for

obtaining the revival of the second on the presentation of the

first, yet the revival may not occur. The state of mind at

the time may be either favourable or unfavourable to the

recall of a past impression or idea ; and the determining

influence at work may be due to the feelings or to the will.

Hence, the theory of Association is not complete without

specifying the accompanying conditions, both for the moment
of primary adhesion and for the moment of associative recall.

The circumstances that give conscious intensity are not

difficult to assign. The word ' Attention ' in its more usual

meaning,— as a voluntary prompting to concentration of
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mind,—expresses a great deal, bat not everything. There is

concentration from mere excitement, painful and pleasurable,

as distinguished from the attention under the will, although

the two shade into one another.

All I am contending for just now is that, with the associa-

ting forces, we should include the emotional and volitional

influences that are inseparable from their working and that

must be taken account of according to their degree in each

case. These forces do not of themselves make the Association,

any more than heat and light enable a plant to propagate its

kind ; they are but the essential accompaniments : without

being the fact, they are conditions of its full realization.

The concluding head will involve a more specific considera-

tion of the present topic.

VIII. The final question of this paper relates to the in-

suflSciency or shortcoming of the principles of Association, as

now qualified, to explain the rise and succession of our thoughts

—in other words, the various operations of the Intellect.

This leads me to examine the new position occupied by
Professor Wundt, who regards these principles as insufficient

to account for the higher intellectual processes. Even if Pro-

fessor Wundt's name were not enough to secure a respectful

consideration of his views, we have an additional motive, in

the declaration of M. Lachelier, his expounder in the Revue
Philosophique, that, in France, at the present time, neither

English empiricism nor pure Kantianism can give satisfaction,

and that a reconciliation of the two is earnestly called for.

I leave it to the Kantians, old or new, to say how far

Professor Wundt's assumptions coincide with Kant's. I must
endeavour to state what they are, and to criticize them,

regarded as supplementary to the laws of association.

Wundt recognizes in the mind two entirely distinct sets of

laws—lower and higher. The lower are laws of the senses and

the brain, and embrace sensations and intellectual groupings

under ordinary association. They make up the department

covered by the psychophysical researches of the German
experimental psychologists.
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The laws of Association, as prevailing in this lower region,

are given by Wundt without any essential variation from the

more usual renderings. His scheme is

—

(1) Simultaneous Association.

(a) Associative Synthesis.

(6) Assimilation,

(c) Complication.

(2) Successive Association.

While thus taking as his main distinction the Simultaneous

and the Successive, Wundt admits as valid the reduction of

the laws of Association (as by Herbart) to the two—Similarity

and Contiguity; Contrast being a case of association by

Similarity under the influence of fluctuations of feeling.

As the course of associative reproduction is hindered by

active attention and logical thinking, we must give ourselves

up passively to tne play of representations, if we wish to get

persistent and coherent association. The flow of representations

in dreaming and madness oflers the best field of observation

for the study of associations as such. In the ascending flood

of ideas of the insane, we can sometimes follow step by step

the process whereby logical thinking gradually undergoes

dissolution by the increasing dominance of association. Hence,

the attempt to derive logical thinking from association is open

to suspicion.

In Wundt's conception, these laws are afflicted with the

incurable disqualification of passivity, which restricts their

unassisted workings to the lower forms of sensation and

memory. Instead of pushing them to the explanation of

the higher faculties of reasoning and imagination, as the

English associationists profess to do, he considers it necessary

to take an entirely new departure, to lay down a principle of

Intellectual Activity, with laws of its own and a foundation

of its own ; locating it in a purely spiritual region of the

mind, which has nothing in common with the physical con-

stitution of the senses and the brain. This principle of activity-

he names Apperception, and thus expounds. In vision, we
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are aware of the wide distinction between the central point

of the retina and the surrounding portions stretching away
to the circumference. It is in the centre that our visible

discrimination reaches the utmost pitch of minuteness
; hence,

in order to observe a given object thoroughly, we turn upon

it this visual centre. Such, says Wundt, is the difference

between apperception and passive or listless consciousness.

Apperception is thus nothing more than attention at the

highest pitch of concentration : it is a thing of all degrees

from bare consciousness up to the full strain of stimulated

activity. Now, as such activity is most usually an effort or

effect of will, Apperception is another name for will applied

to the operations of thought.

In mere association, apperception is not absent, but it is

of a more primitive kind than in what is called distinctively

the " apperceptive combination " of representations. The
activity of apperception, in the lower association, is directly

determined by the " psychical stimulus " of a representation,

the frequency of its repetition, etc. ; while, in the higher kind

of apperceptive activity, there is an act of choice. Hence,

apperception is in the full sense volitional, and not merely

a kind of germ of volition. In apperceptive combination,

however, association is still at work. The apperceptive activity

makes use of the material furnished to it by association ; but

the laws of Association indicate only the possible combinations

that are at the disposal of consciousness: what combination

is actually carried out is decided by the act of apperception.

As direct sense-excitation furnishes consciousness with all

its materials, so association preserves sense-impressions to be

acted on by apperception. We may thus distinguish " passive

apperception" (determined by stimuli, etc.) from "active apper-

ception " (determined by an act of choice). It is this last

alone that properly deserves the name. The laws of Association

are most easily observed when apperception is passive; the

laws of the apperceptive activity itself, when it is active.

The distinction applies to successive as well as to simultaneous

groupings of representations. Memory provides consciousness

with materials by holding representations in an associative
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bond ; recollection is the act of apperception that decides which

of the associative representations shall actually come into the

view-point of consciousness.

In following out the detailed illustration of the foregoing

positions, Wundt presents us with a twofold classification

of thought-combinations—the simultaneous and the successive.

Under the first falls the formation of concepts, which will

suffice as an example of his proceeding. A concept, he says,

is a single representation that stands in the place of a number

of other representations of its kind ; in other words, that is

" apperceived " as standing for a whole class of representations.

The formation of concepts is specially related to " assimilative
"

associations. Concepts do not result (as associationists have

tried to show) from the dropping of all but the common
elements in a number of representations, but from the volun-

tary selection of some specially striking element, which may
not be common, or may not be characteristic. Thus the con-

cept may be defined " according to its psychological origin," as

" the completed fusion, through active apperception, of a ruling

individual representation with a series of representations that

belong together". Afterwards there occur the following ad-

ditional changes—(1) obscuration of the representations bound

up with the dominant element
; (2) obscuration of the dominant

element itself, and substitution of the spoken, together with the

written, word.

It is under " successive thought-combinations " that pro-

positions or judgments are included ; the apperceptive move-

ment being adapted to the difference of the case.

For the higher functions of intellect, then, the trains of

association must come under the pressure of the will, as atten-

tion. The will can quicken up the associations into living

power. By fastening the attention upon an object of thought,

the assimilative force is quickened and resemblances more

abundantly evoked : the poet obtains his metaphors by severe

concentration of mind upon the matter that he wishes to illus-

trate. So, imperfectly formed bonds of contiguity may be

rendered suggestive by means of intense application of thought

to the present member of the couple ; as when we have for-
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gotten some one's name, and keep cogitating on the image of

the person till we recall it.

Besides thus intensifying the forces of association, beyond

their natural power in the passive mood, the apperceptive

concentration can modify and w^ork up the trains of thought

;

it can combine them for some purposes, and divide or analyze

them for others. The processes of logic or reasoning, of im-

agination or art, of moral guidance, of working for ends,

involve the double power of association proper and the control

due to apperception. All these processes are copiously exem-

plitied by Wundt, in accordance with his main thesis.

And now, as apperception is another name for will work-

ing in the sphere of the intellectual trains, and as will supposes

motives, the sources of apperception lie in the region of motives.

But, with Wundt, the motives of all our higher thinking

transcend the sphere of the senses and the brain, the material

organism and its functions. No doubt, a certain class of

motives is allied with this lower part of our being : there are,

of course, pleasures and pains of sense and appetite, and these

pleasures and pains must be often operative as stimulants of

attention, and must even intensify and control the trains of

association. Nevertheless, all such motives are limited to the

inferior and merely animal objects of thought and pursuit.

They exemplify a sort of mechanical or physical correspond-

ence between the intensity of the feeling and the intensity of

the action, just as the pace or work of a steam-engine is related

to the consumption of coal.

Apperception, on the other hand, does not follow the animal

inclinations : it works under a class of altogether distinct and

superior motives, regulated by laws peculiar to itself. These

motives are the product of heredity. They fall under three

different classes—the logical, the aesthetic, the moral. They

have their foundations in our immaterial soul, they possess

nothing in common with the senses and laws of passive asso-

ciation, although the associating forces are their essential tool

or instrument. The logical stimuli direct the forces to the

production of reasoned truths, the aesthetic to art, and the

ethical to right conduct. It is in this region alone that free-
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will possesses any meaning. There is a determinism in the

lower region which is as mechanical as you please: the de-

terminism of the higher or apperceptive region is a psychical

determinism ; in it, there is no constant relation between energy

of motive and energy of action. The laws of apperception are

thus very peculiar, and the mode of discovering them is peculiar.

Ordinary introspection is unequal to the research. Without

excluding this means of knowledge, we must devote ourselves

to a study of man's history and institutions, which are the

fruit of his highest elaborations, and the measure and test of

his superior motives. Anthropology at large, comprising social

progress, literature, language, mythology, religion, will furnish

the laws of our highest motives, being the resultant of their

operation during the ages that have passed.

Of the questions raised by the foregoing speculation, there

are two that I must pass without discussion. The one is the

immateriality of the mind in certain of its functions—a position

maintained in all its nakedness, and without any attempt to

get it out of the difficulties that were felt no less by Aristotle

than by ourselves. How an immaterial mind can be allied

with a material organism, which is the essential instrument

of certain very important mental functions; how the parti-

tion of functions is made ; how it is that there can be so

much difference of opinion as to what is grounded in the

material organs, and what subsists in the immaterial sphere,.

—all this is left without any palliation and need not be coun-

terargued until something is done to surmount such obvious,

and weighty objections.

The other point is Free-will, which is presented in a some-

what novel shape. It has its exclusive habitat in the upper

sphere, where the principle of proportionality of cause and

effect is suspended; the smallest causes producing, if need

be, the largest effects. Here, too, there are difficulties to be

explained. It would be requisite to adduce some unequivocal

examples of this inversion of mechanical uniformity, as well

as to show that, in the great institutions of mankind, as;

society, language, religion, such inequality of cause and effect

4
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is unequivocally present. We are well acquainted, even in

the mechanical sphere, with the occurrence of effects out of

proportion to the reputed causes, as in exploding gunpowder

;

but we know that these are only apparent causes, and that,

when we get hold of the real causes, proportionality is rigor-

ously maintained.

Passing those two questions, I propose to remark upon

the bearing of Wundt's speculation upon the laws of Asso-

ciation, properly so called. Notwithstanding the stress put

upon the action of the will, he still allows that will is not

everything : he does not shunt the associating links, and lay

the whole stress of the exposition on the apperceptive voli-

tion. What he says as to the essential concurrence of emotion

and will with the workings of association we fully admit.

No associating link can be forged, in the first instance, except

in the fire of consciousness ; and the rapidity of the opera-

tion depends on the intensity of the glow. In like manner,

the links thus forged are dormant and inactive, until some

stimulus of consciousness is present, whether feeling or will.

A man of scholarly attainments, with his hundred thousand

linkings of contiguous bonds, will sit in his chair for hours,

and bring up nothing : he need not be asleep the while ; mere

languor is enough to account for his intellectual quiescence.

It is with the original forming of the associating links,

that education is most concerned ; and the theory of education

must enumerate all the circumstances that aid the process.

These are partly physical, partly intellectual, partly emotional

and volitional. To confine the statement to the factor of will

alone, as attention, would be insufficient.

The subsequent rise or resuscitation of ideas consequent

on association, is a fresh field of study. All the above-named

influences are still at work, although in a somewhat different

way. The practical applications are here wider. Besides

the bearing on education, we have the wider consideration

of the conduct and economy of the thinking powers. Over

and above the original adhesion, there are circumstances that

assist in the reproduction, and make it a success or a failure.
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Chief among these is the power of the will, but not to thv.

exclusion of other influences. Even the addition of emotional

excitement, which of itself accounts for a great deal—that is,

apart from moving the will—is not all. The purely intel-

lectual conditions, under which I include the number and

nature of the associating connexions at work in a given case,

bear a large part in the process of resuscitation.

More particularly, as to the influence of the will in apper-

ception, everything that Wundt advances is supported by our

experience. The will may make up, in some small degree, for

the feebleness of a contiguous linking, partly by a more stren-

uous attention, but far more by the search for collateral links

in aid. It may likewise favour the recall of a resembling

image. But neither of those two cases represents its habitual

and all-powerful efficacy : in both, the limits of its reproductive

force are still narrow. The operation that represents Wundt's

Apperception in its full sweep is that crowning example of

voluntary power—the command of the thoughts, by detaining

some and dismissing others, as they arise, and are found

suitable, or the contrary. Too much cannot be said as to the

importance of voluntary attention in this lofty sphere. All

thinking for an end,—whether it be practical or speculative,

scientific or aesthetic,—consists in availing ourselves of the

materials aflbrded by association, and choosing or rejecting

according to the perceived fitness or unfitness for that end.

When, therefore, Wundt says that association alone does

not explain the higher intellectual functions, he only says

what we all admit, namely, that Association needs the control

of will and feelings, in order to bring forth our more important

thinking products. In the absence of some degree of conscious

intensity, association can no more unite ideas, or restore the

past by virtue of such unions, than a complete set of water-

pipes can distribute water without a full reservoir to draw

from. The scheme of Wundt does not lead to the slighting of

Association as a great intellectual factor. His Apperception

would be nothing without it.

The point where my disagreement with the whole specu-

lation now adduced begins, is the drawing of a hard and fast

4*
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line between the lower and the higher workings of Associa-

tion. To me, the word Apperception, as employed by Wundt,

is unnecessary and unmeaning. All that it is intended to

convey is much better expressed by our old phraseology. If

it is another name for the voluntary control of the thoughts,

it is superfluous, and, therefore, mischievous. It leads us to

suppose that there must be some distinct meaning to corre-

spond, and we find there is no such meaning. There is an

important line between the random course of the thoughts

—in reverie, in dreaming, in insanity, and even in the sane

when they give way to casual association that has no end in

view—and the regulated thinking of a well-trained mind

;

but this line can be drawn much better by our old familiar

phraseology than by the new coinage, as proposed by Professor

Wundt.

A far more serious ground of difl^erence of opinion is the

treatment of Association, as almost exclusively an affair of

motives. This point of view is not special to Wundt. It is

set forth with great clearness in the following passage in

Professor Adamson's review of Mr. Sully's Outlines of Psych-

ology, in Mind, ix., 438 :

—

" Each separate fact of conscious experience stands out

momentarily from the vast complex of the individual mind,

and, as one says, receives so much attention, but it is always

accompanied by this complex, and the question, what deter-

mines the train of thought, what causes us, as we say, to

think of something else, is really the question what causes

attention to include this or that at the moment. The motives

are infinitely numerous, and vary indefinitely in character in

successive stages of individual development ; for the most part,

indeed, they are distinctly what would be described as logical
;

but the essential fact is the movement of attention as expressed

in the view taken of the part more immediately under consider-

ation."

That the motives to attention are an important part of the

course of thought, I freely admit. But to call these motives

infinitely numerous seems to me an exaggeration that passes

the limits of a figure. If the human mind possessed any con-
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stituent fairly describable as infinitely numerous, it would, as

a study, be entirely beyond our limited capacity. But our

motives, for all purposes whatever, are anything but infinite

in number ; while those that operate in directing the current

of thought are only a fraction of the whole. Nay more.

Whatever be the total of such motives, their mode of operating

reduces itself to a few understood particulars, which have been

already adverted to in the course of this discussion.

If there be any part of the mind open to the description of

being " infinitely numerous " in details, it is Association in its

characteristic feature of linking mental elements together.

We can count, in a rough way, the names of a language ; and,

using the estimate as a datum, we can prove beyond dispute

that the distinguishable links of associated particulars in the

mind of an educated man must greatly exceed one hundred

thousand. I doubt if the most liberal calculation of motives

would furnish one-hundredth of this number.

Let us consider the actual case of the acquisition of a lan-

guage, with its thousands of couplings of words and phrases,

and consider how much motives have to do with it. In the

first place, what number of motives are at work first and last ?

I imagine they could be easily counted up, whatever way we
may look at them. The wish to open up a new avenue to

information and interest is of itself comprehensive enough

:

we could not multiply motives without putting down, as

a distinct item, every occasion when we desired to learn some-

tliing or to talk with somebody. But Psychology would never

condescend to such particulars as this : it would serve no

end. During the whole dreary process of mastering a foreign

tongue, we are aware of only one or two recurring motives

;

while we are painfully conversant with the steps of the asso-

ciating process, by which we add one group after another, to

our adhesions of name with name. Our interest lies in quick-

ening this process by every known means—motives included.

The motives make one and only one condition : they are the

same throughout. The common devices for promoting the

requisite adhesions are not stated in terms of the motives, but

in terms of the laws of association. A certain force of atten-
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tion is required, and this comes under motive ; but there is a

further regulation of the manner of presenting the names and
objects to be united. The professors of artificial memory work,

not by motives, but by a skilful manipulation of the matters

to be recollected. The topical memory of the ancients did not

depend on motives.

What I apprehend is meant by the infinity of our motives,

is the sum-total of all the applications that we make of our

resources as made up by association. These applications are,

of course, very numerous, but they admit of classification under

a limited number of heads—as simple memory, perception,

reasoning (in all its various phases), imagination, and, Wundt
would add, conduct. I do not doubt that association might

be described under these various kinds of intellectual working

;

but I think a great deal would be lost, and nothing gained, by
regarding simply the outcome of the associating processes, and
saying nothing of the immense fabric that has to be reared

before there can be any outcome. We should trace out, in

detail, both supply and demand in our intellectual work. I

have not yet discovered any better method of expounding the

laws of Association than by combining two arrangements :

first, the systematic view of mental elements, as they become

associated together ; and second, the applications of these pro-

ducts to our various utilities.

NOTE ON MR. H. SPENCER.

(Mind, vi., pp. 267-270.)

Mr. Spencer has his own way of stating the ultimate law of the Associa-

tion of Feelings and Ideas, making out only one law, of which the foundation

is Similarity, and the adjunct Contiguity. He admits both processes, but

arranges and develops them in a peculiar manner. It would, no doubt, be in-

teresting to compare the advantages and disadvantages of his treatment with

the more usual treatment, which I have followed, whereby Contiguity and
Similarity are taken in entire separation, with the admission, of course, that

they work together in every act of mental reproduction ; but this comparison

should be made by an impartial third party. Whatever way the operation is

rendered, we must allow that the great fact of education is the joining of one
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mental element to another ; the second being distinct from the first. Mr.

Spencer would call the stringing together of the A, B, C, principally Similarity,

incidentally, Contiguity ; I call it principally Contiguity, but involving also

Similarity. However we name it, the physical counterpart is undoubtedly a

process of nervous growth or fusion. This goes on quicker in some things, and

in some circumstances, than in others ; and both psychological theory and

educational practice are interested in stating the conditions of rapidity with

correctness and precision.

The distinction between emotional states and intellectual states, Mr.

Spencer expresses by the contrast of " feelings " and " relations of feelings "
;

and he justly remarks that the most relational of feelings are the most asso-

ciable. I should express the same thing by saying that Association proceeds

pari passu with Discrimination. The doubtful doctrine comes into the fore-

ground, when he says, " the relational element of mind, as shown in mutual

limitation, in strength of cohesion, and in degree of clustering, is greater

between feelings of the same order than between feelings of one order and

those of another". To this he assigns the physical counterpart "that the

bundles of nerve-fibres and clusters of nerve-vesicles belonging to feelings of

one order, are combined together more directly and intimately than they are

with the fibres and vesicles belonging to feelings of other orders ". Again,

" Hence the fact that mutual limitation, clustering, and cohesion, characterise

visual feelings in their relations with one another, and tactual feelings in

their relations with one another, more than they characterise the relations

between visual feelings and tactual feelings, corresponds to a trait in the

order of environing phenomena as they are habitually impressed upon us ".

Now, I believe all this to be quite correct, on the supposition that, by

associability is meant grouping according to likeness solely ; as in putting

things into classes ; making the sensation of a circle bring up in idea former

impressions of circles. In so far, however, as this is not the whole fact of

association ; in so far as association ever implies linking one thing to another

thing distinct from it, through the circumstance that the two have stood side

by side in the actual view ;—I do not think that the law will hold. I believe

further, that to omit this aspect is to omit the leading fact in acquisition ; a

fact which Mr. Spencer cannot desire to exclude, or, if he does, he will not

get people to go along with him.

It is important for us to ascertain (1) the comparative associability of the

sensations of the separate senses, each within itself, and (2) the compara-

tive associability of each as coupled with every other—sight with sound, sight

with touch, hearing with touch, and so on. On the first point, I think it is

an admitted fact, for which good reasons can be assigned, that sight is at the

head, and hearing next ; the interval between the two not being great. A
plausible case could be made out for equality, by dwelling strongly upon the

extreme instances of endowment in the ear ; as in muSical geniuses. But,

resting on the law that associability follows discrimination, a case may be

made for sight, on the ground that the sense of retinal magnitude is the most

delicate sensibility in the human mind ; in proof of which, it is enough to cite

the reduction of all accurate modes of measurement to the discrimination of

visible magnitude by the eye.
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While hearing comes close upon sight, there is a long interval between it

and touch ; while the difference between touch and the two remaining senses

is not great ; nor is there a very great difference, if any, between smell and

taste. When we pass from the regular group of the five senses to the organic

feelings (called by Mr. Spencer " ento-peripheral "), there is a very wide chasm
of separation, which I am accustomed to look upon as the reason why these

were not sooner included in the list of Senses. The early psychology regarded

sensation chiefly, if not exclusively, as the portal of intelligence ; and in this

view, the five senses are all that deserve special mention.

But now to the question as to the comparative associability of the senses,

one with another, when the fact of linking contiguous and differing feelings

is made prominent. We will consider first the two highest senses. I will at

once assume that the associability of sights with sights, placed in contiguity,

is the highest of any ; and will raise the question by comparing, in respect of

associability, sounds with sounds, and sights with sounds.

Laying the stress, then, upon the fact of linking, and not of classing or

identifying, I do not regard Mr. Spencer's argument from the nervous struc-

ture as conclusive. I consider all that part of the theory of the nervous

structure that refers to the deeper intellectual processes, to be somewhat

vague and indefinite. This much, I think, we can say with reasonable prob-

ability ; namely, that, in order to contiguous association, the nerves of the

senses concerned must spread out in an ample mass of the hemispheres of the

brain, involving both cells and fibres, and that, assuming the nerves of sight

and the nerves of hearing to have a large medium of cerebral connexion,

associations may be formed between the two, just as readily as between

nerves of either sense by itself. The question is not foreclosed by anything in

the nervous arrangements as known to us. In short, we must refer directly

to the state of the facts, as given in our experience of our several sense-

acquirements.

Now, what do we find in comparing the association of Sounds and Sounds,

with the association of Sounds and Sights? As regards Sounds, our best

example is language, as remembered by the ear. Take the sequence—sun,

moon, stars—committed to memory from being heard. This is an associa-

tion that we know to be very easily formed ; for in the course of early years,

many thousands of such groupings are stored in the memory ; although the

process is not seen in purity now as it was before the age of writing, when
one man held in his audible memory the Iliad and the Odyssey. Take, next,

the association of Sounds and Sights, as in learning the names of visible

things ; when, for example, we associate with the sun as seen, the name, sun

;

with the moon, its name, and with a star the name. Consider the enormous

extent of this operation, and how rapidly it proceeds ; and I venture to say,

that we are not entitled to regard it as inferior to the stringing together of

sounds. I do not claim for it a superior adhesiveness, although such is my
own private impression, which I might support by reasons ; I merely affirm

that the cohesiveness of sounds and sights is at least on a par with the

cohesiveness of sounds and sounds, and challenge the production of any

decided evidence to the contrary.

Let us now descend the scale of the senses. The cohesion of Touches
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with Touches is manifestly inferior both to the cohesion of Sights with

Sights, and to that of Sounds with Sounds. The question then comes, Is it

superior to that of Sights and Touches ? I answer No : and maintain, further,

it is greatly inferior : a series or aggregate of touches is much less cohesive,

than a touch and a visible picture. The mutual suggestion of sights and

touches is a very large region of our education ; the associations are extremely

numerous, and the rate of acquirement not much less rapid, than the rate of

acquirement in the two highest senses.

So with Odours and Tastes. These are largely and quickly associated

with visible appearances ; and it would be against all experience to maintain

that the association is inferior in plasticity to that of Odours with Odours, or

of Tastes with Tastes.

The case of Organic Feelings is the most striking of all. These are slow

and hard to associate with one another ; their ideal persistence and recover-

^ability is of a very low order ; and it is a patent fact that our principal means
of recalling them in idea is through their association with the higher senses,

and most of all with sight. The detail of examples would be endless. If we
wished to resuscitate the successive feelings of an attack of illness, we should

have to think of the visible surroundings and incidents at each stage. The
feelings of Cold and Heat are associated with visible things, and visible situa-

tions, by whose presence they are readily and strongly recalled.

The Emotions, properly so called, as Love, Anger, Fear, and their numer-

ous derivatives, have very little mutual associability : they acquire all their

ideal fixity by attachment to visible appearances, in the first place, and to

sounds, in the second. I take this to be the very law of their being. I grant

still, that in the mere point of view of classing, through Similarity, their

grouping with one another is ready enough—one fright will class itself with

previous ones ; but when a fright is associated with any contiguous experi-

ence, it links itself by preference with the visible situation, and, after that,

with something audible.

Searching for a law of heterogeneous association, I conclude that the

facility of contiguous association between two different senses, is as the rank

of each in the intellectual scale. Sight and Sound would be at the top; then

Sight and Touch, Sound and Toi>ch, Sight and Smell or Taste, Sound and
Smell or Taste : and so on. What is called topical memory, the connecting

of the different divisions of a speech with the parts of a building familiar to

us, depends on the supposed ease of connecting mental states in general with

visible things.

\
\



ON SOME POINTS IN ETHICS.

(Mind, viii., 46.)

The importance of this article turns mainly upon the following considerations,

of which a brief summary may l)e given.

Bentham's expression—the "Greatest Happiness of the Greatest

Number " misrepresents his final form of the Greatest Happiness prin-

ciple. In following out the principle thus enunciated, he was led to a

great error, due to making what was negative a positive theory : assuming
for the Moral Legislator the function of taking into his hands the collec-

tive happiness of mankind, and redistributing it in a more satisfactory

way. This assumption cannot too soon be surrendered.

The foundations of Ethics are—Hedonism and Sociology. This raises

the point as to Hedonistic calculation, which has been variously viewed.

Is it possible to apply a measure to our pleasures and pains ? Is this

essential to Ethics? What are the different views of the province of

Ethics, and what important problems crop up in connexion with these ?

There is the Moral Sentiment and the Standard, the Ethical Code, Ethical

Eeform, Classification of Moral Duties, Ethical Homiletics, the nature of

Virtue. Should Prudence as regards Self be treated as a Moral Duty?
Has Psychology been essential to Ethics in the past ? Primary Moralities,

Metaphysical question of Free-will. Whether Psychology at its very best is

at this moment advanced enough to do any good. This counter-argued, and

a psychological discussion raised thereupon. Mr. Leslie Stephen's hand-

ling of the Moral Law yields as cardinal virtues—Courage, Temperance,

Truth. This last requires very full discussion, seeing that the rights of

individual privacy must be respected. John Grote substitutes for open-

ness, faithfulness to trust, and makes the virtue turn upon trustworthiness.

Mr. Stephen's review of Justice and Benevolence is followed up by

Altruism, or the possibility of Self-sacrifice. From the question of

whether sympathy follows necessarily our representing to ourselves the

feelings of others arises the very important discussion regarding the

pleasure of Malevolence, as a fact of human nature. Instead of taking

the view of Dr. Chalmers,—of the Inherent Misery of the Vicious

Affections,—it is contended, that the very opposite is the case

—

i.e.,

the inherent pleasure of Malevolence (qualified by some incidents that

seem to have the contrary effect). This position is argued at length, by

the citation of examples, and the attempt to show that no other inter-

pretation can be put upon them. Among various theories is quoted John

Grote's expression, ill-will as a mode of vindictivolence—which is also

criticized and found unsatisfactory. Mr. Stephen sees a difficulty in

68
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explaining the virtue of Patriotism, which may be got over by the help

of genuine malevolence, as the pleasure of hatred of rival nations. Other

instances cited and discussed—as the sentiment of power and authority.

Rule of Conduct and " Merit ". The analysis of Conscience challenged,

on Psychological grounds. Happiness versus Health discussed. Under

the heading Morality and Happiness, Mr. Stephen dissents entirely from

the conventional optimism that virtue is happiness under all circum-

stances. It is maintained that a broad line should be drawn between

moral legislation and moral advice.

I HAVE been recently struck by the persistent endeavour

to father upon Bentham the " Greatest Happiness of the

Greatest Number " in its most literal interpretation. I have

often wished that we could collect his various expressions

at different times, and add to these what we know from

private sources ; the effect of which would be to dispel for

ever the notion that he would take away the happiness of

a small number, in order to make a greater total, when it

was spread over the larger number. We know well enough

that he confined himself, ultimately, to the simple expression

" Greatest Happiness " ; and for his more particular views

as to the distribution of happiness, we must be guided by
the general drift of his writings. Any one referring to the

Morals and Legislation sees that his use of the Greatest

Happiness test was, in the first instance, negative. It was

set in opposition, on the one hand, to asceticism, and, on the

other, to the systems that, in Bentham 's view, evaded all

appeal to a test.

I think Bentham's mistake, so far as he was mistaken,

consisted in the positive employment of the phrase " Greatest

Happiness ". He drifted imperceptibly into the untenable

ground, that the Moralist, or Moral Legislator, passes through

his hands the entire happiness of mankind, and distributes

it with such skill that the individuals are provided for in

the best possible way ; in fact, economizes the collective

means of the human race. And it must seem to any one, that

paternal, maternal, grandfatherly, grandmotherly legislation,

all together, at their utmost stretch, are as nothing to this

enormous assumption of plenary powers. My opinion is that

as soon as we rid the ground of systems that set aside human
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happiness as an end, and we propose to work the test

positively, the very first thing is to distinguish between the

forms of happiness that come properly under ethical con-

sideration, and those forms that lie wholly or partly out of

the ethical province. The vast problem cannot be simplified

too soon.

In effect, Bentham had to come to this, but not until he

was deeply committed to the theoretical error, and so had

laid himself open to an infinity of criticism that should have

been avoided. One mode of confirming the wrong impression

was his following up his announcement of the Greatest

Happiness principle by an exhaustive catalogue of Pleasures

and Pains, unqualified by any statement of limitation to the

purposes of Ethics, properly so called. It is quite evident

that Ethics has to do with the pleasures and pains of

mankind ; but it is equally evident that each one of us has a

large sphere of individual option and self-guidance—where,

in short, we are happy or miserable after our own way.

Within this sphere, we may be moved by information, and

advice, and example, but not by ethical dictation. A good

Hedonistic calculus would be available in both regions ; but is

not necessarily the same for both.

Although the distinction between the ethical and non-

ethical province of Happiness is slurred over at the com-

mencement, by Bentham and others, it inevitably reappears

in the details, but not to the same advantage as if it were

posited from the first. A haziness has already overspread

the Ethical Problem, and remains about it to the last.

Two departments of knowledge are preparatory to Ethics,

however we may treat it. These are Hedonism and Sociology.

Both have to be constantly appealed to, and they are,

therefore, either pre-supposed, or else discussed as the occasion

requires. The best plan of bringing them forward would be

to make a preparatory survey of each, carried so far as, and

no farther than, they are actually needed for the purpose

in hand. A Hedonistic introduction would force on the dis-

crimination between Ethical and non-Ethical Hedonism, and

might thus save the main subject from the evils of confusing
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the two. The preliminary Sociology would probably confirm

the distinction in a way of its own, while serving many other

purposes. Indeed, the Sociology would be necessary to

complete the Hedonistic survey, although not necessary for

the commencement of it.

Of these two preliminary subjects, Sociology we know in

some measure, but what of Hedonism ? Is there any scientific

treatment of it now in existence. The supporters of Utility

have been always aware that a theory of Happiness was in-

volved in the carrying out of the system. Paley, accordingly,

tried his hand in the matter ; but what he did rather weakened

than strengthened his main position. Bentham's scheme was

much more elaborate and thorough ; but, except in his doctrine

of Punishments, he did not carry it out to Ethical applications.

John Mill's attempt to sketch the constituents of happiness

was not a success. Deterred by such examples, Mr. Sidgwick

has gone to the other extreme, and has set forth the difficulties

of Hedonistic calculation with such unqualified rigour, as

almost to amount to a reductio ad absurdum of all ethical

reasoning. Any one professing to found a scheme of Hedon-

ism could hardly do better than start from his arguments

for its futility, and endeavour to rescue some fragments from

the wreck.

If, after a fair trial, we are obliged to pronounce a

Hedonistic science unattainable, the consequences are some-

what serious. If I am not allowed to lay down any definite

formula as to the production of human happiness, I must

refuse to be bound by the very indefinite formulas in general

circulation. If I cannot state with some precision, for exam-

ple, the relations between happiness and work or occupation, I

cannot allow to pass unchallenged such vague commonplaces

as—that work is a sovereign remedy for any and every form

of misery.

In affirming the impossibility of a Hedonistic science, the

fact is overlooked, that science has many degrees. The

termination of the human race will not see a science of

Pleasure and Pain made as definite as the sciences of Heat and

Chemistry ; but we may conceivably improve upon the crude
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statements of the unscientific multitude, and every such

improvement is so much science. To draw a distinction

between two things hitherto confounded, or to qualify a rule

that previously was unqualified, is to make a real advance,

however many more advances may be desirable. The remark
obviously applies over the entire compass of the mental and
social sciences.

It is my present purpose, however, to widen the issue, and

to dwell upon the relations of our existing Psychology, as a

whole, to our existing Ethics. In so doing, I shall refer for

illustrations to Mr. Leslie Stephen's Science of Ethics. While

greatly admiring the ability of the author's handling of many
of the topics that came within his range, I am compelled to

difier in some respects both from his method and from his

conclusions, and I find that my difierence mainly turns upon

his mode of bringing in Psychology to the elucidation of

Ethics.

If I were to begin a work on Ethics, I should like to follow

the mathematician who had read Virgil, and ask myself what

I mean to prove. The end is the clue to the means. Ethics

in the hands of one class of writers, as Adam Smith, Dugald

Stewart, and Mackintosh, means the discussion of the two

questions of the Moral Sentiment and the Ethical Standard.

The second of these must come up under almost any mode
of treating Ethics. The first is not so pressing ; but, in

the new Evolution Ethics, it is included equally with the

Standard. Psychology by itself, and also in company with

Sociology, is obviously needed in all discussions respecting

both questions.

While these old-standing disputes are not the whole of

Ethics, they are pre-supposed in every region of the subject.

Thus, to mention some of the other lines of treatment. The

reason or justification of the existing Ethical Code is what

largely occupies Mr. Stephen's work, and is necessarily the

substance of the common didactic treatises. Paley's defini-

tion of Moral Philosophy couples our Duties with the reasons

of them.
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Again, supposing we are dissatisfied with the existing

Ethics in some points, we are bound to justify that dis-

satisfaction and to propound a plan of Ethical Reform. If

Mill had written his work On Liberty according to his first

conception of it, as privately stated, namely—" to point out

what things society forbade that it ought not, and what

things it left alone that it ought to control,"—he would have

produced a work on Ethical Reform, instead of simply plead-

ing for Liberty as such. His new rules that he wished to

impose are simply named, without reasons or expansion,

although requiring a no less ample treatment than the rules

that, under the name of Liberty, he desired to see revoked.

And, in this department also, the questions of the Moral

Faculty and the Moral Standard come up, with all their

Psychological and Hedonistic implications.

Further, the Classification of Moral Duties, followed out

into minute detail, is a branch of Ethics too much slurred

over, and deserving of a specific treatment. The various

Ethical problems would still crop up, .but they should be

kept in subservience to the main purpose. To start from the

usual threefold division of the cardinal virtues—Prudence,

Justice, Benevolence—and to divide and subdivide, until we
reach the more concrete and recognized designations of virtue

and vice—is a task fitted for the acutest mind. Nothing that

can be called thorough or satisfactory has yet been achieved

in the department. Although the Hedonistic and other

problems would seem to be put aside in such an attempt, they

could not be so really.

Still further, the department of Ethical Homiletics, or

Moral Suasion, would open up a distinct field of Ethics, with

difficulties of its own. Yet these could not be met without

our having before us all the compass of Ethical Duties, and

their Sanctions and Motives, as furnished by the experience

of ages, criticized and corrected by the science of Mind.

How to apply the moral forces at our disposal, so as to over-

come the rebellious impulses of human nature, is something

more than the Rhetorical art of Persuasion. It includes the

tact and management of parents, teachers, authorities, and
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all those that are in any way responsible for the moral

training and control of human beings.

Once more, there is another region of Ethical discussion

respecting the nature of Virtue ; namely, to supply guidance

to the virtuously disposed man, in cases of difficulty. This

is the old casuistry. It is, as it were, the conscientious man's

"Best Companion". Both under Justice and under Bene-

volence, there occur positions of perplexity ; some of which,

indeed, are irresolvable, while others can be cleared up by
the application of Ethical principles. We shall find that

Mr. Stephen occasionally comes across instances of conflict-

ing obligation, and shows his usual subtlety in disposing

of them.

This last department does not yet exhaust the field of

human conduct : there remains the art of Prudence, as regards

Self, which, as being one of the recognized cardinal virtues,

and as touching our Social Duties at many points, seems to

be legitimately included under Ethics. For my own part,

however, I would much rather see it kept quite apart. It is

the art of Happiness, or making the most of life, and needs a

quantity of minute consideration of ways and means, far

beyond what is required for determining social duty. It is,

in fact, the most difficult of all arts. A perfect theory of

Hedonism is not needed as a guide to Justice or Benevolence

(though, of course, it would be of use in those regions of

conduct)
; it is needed for the pursuit of individual happiness.

Prudence, as a virtue, means simply the preservation of our

individual efficiency, with a view to our social duties. It

does not comprise the highest economy of our means for

individual happiness. Indeed, society would be jealous of

the devotion to this ideal, as possibly interfering with the

sacrifices that our proper duties might involve.

As I wish specially to ascertain what are the bearings of

Psychology on Ethics, I am concerned to point out, in the

first instance, how well we have got on without a science of

Mind. The remark last made is germane to this inquiry.

I concede the value of a Hedonistic science (which would

presuppose an advanced Psychology) in the art of Individual
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Happiness ; I do not admit its importance, in the same

degree, for the Ethics of Duty. Our present Ethics has been

arrived at, without any Psychological aids whatever. Those

enormous difficulties of calculating human pleasures and pains

cannot have oppressed mankind generally, as they do our

ethical philosophers. How is this ?

My first answer is to recall attention to the character of

the primary moralities—those that are involved in the very

existence of society. There is, unquestionably, a process of

calculation here ; but, on the one side, stands the preserva-

tion of the race collectively, on the other, the pleasures of

a few individuals. It is needless to dwell upon this aspect

of the case.

The next answer consists in noting the practice of trans-

ferring subjective comparisons to objective equivalents. Of

all the modes of overcoming the difficulties of Quantitative

computation in Mind, the one most prevalent is, to fix, rightly

or wrongly, on certain outward facts that are looked upon

as concomitants of the internal states, and to measure these

accordingly. A few examples will suffice.

Take the case of external injuries to the person. All men
do not feel precisely alike under the same bodily hurt ; but

we presume that two contusions will cause greater suffering

than one. We can even make allowances for certain obvious

differences of constitution, as the relative strength, or age of

the sufferers, and the comparative times of recovery, Next^

as regards Property. We take for granted that a man's,

feelings will follow the extent of his losses, as compared

with his means. Seeing that three-fourths of all the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of life can be brought under a

money-value, the region of strictly subjective estimates is

reduced to a limited compass. The pleasures and pains of

Reputation have all their outward expression and estimate..

A man is happy according to the number of his friends

and admirers; and the admiration of each has its outward

measure not to be mistaken. The law grants reparation for

slander, by giving a value to the terms used, without inquiring

minutely into the natural feelings of the sufferer, except in

5
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SO far as some outward circumstances can attest their

speciality. " Whosoever is angry with his brother without a

cause shall be in danger of the judgment : and whosoever

shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the

council : but whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in

danger of hell-fire." I can hardly conceive a more puzzling

case for Hedonistic calculation than the comparison of worldly

possessions with the sanctity of the human remains after

death. Yet, the general public makes no difficulty in equating

the two, and the administrations of the law give effect to the

equation. A bad case of tomb desecration is treated as the

equivalent of a middling burglary ; and the valuation passes

as satisfactory.

The truth is that, in the primary morality, the difficulties

of calculation are seldom an obstacle to our moral judgments.

It is only by the slumping of Security with our collective

interests under one comprehensive title—Greatest Happiness

—that an argument can be founded on such difficulties.

When social preservation is once attained, and when we
begin to think of improving our arrangements so as to

increase our collective pleasures, we have to calculate much
more narrowly ; we have not often the overwhelming majority

of reasons that makes us punish the thief and the murderer.

Still, it will be found that the calculation is always transferred

from the feelings themselves to an objective rendering, and

that the difficulty of verifying that rendering seldom presses

upon us. It wants a very close attention to the details of

social duty, to discover the places where a Psychological

Hedonism, and Psychology in general, come specially into

play.

But, before encountering those cases in Mr. Stephen's

handling, I must first notice the properly Metaphysical

problems that have found their way into Ethics. I agree

with Mr. Stephen's version of a Metaphysical question, as

contrasted with a Psychological. The chief example is

Free-will, which, I apprehend, need never be introduced into

Ethical science, considered as the investigation of Duty.
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There are cases of individuals that have been plunged into

mental distress by the difficulties of Free-will and Fatalism,

and for such persons some comfort should, if possible, be

afforded. But I lay down provisionally, as the test of a

Metaphysical question, the circumstance, that the holders of

opposite views regarding it accept the same rules, and act

in the same way in their practice. So long as I find that

a Determinist and a Free-will advocate employ identical

motives under identical circumstances,—deal out punish-

ments, rewards, persuasion, on precisely similar estimates of

their effects,—I regard the question, whatever importance it

may have otherwise, as devoid of Ethical bearing.

I now proceed to notice Mr. Stephen's handling of Psy-

chology in relation to Ethics. His first estimate of the

existing state of Psychology is rather despairing. " To ask

which are the primitive and elementary passions, how they

are related, and how the derivative passions are compounded,

is to ask questions which admit of no definite answer." In

other words. Psychology has not yet begun to be ; for,

hitherto, the analysis of compound states is its only pre-

tension. Sociology cannot be much more advanced. " The

intricate actions and re-actions between different elements

of the individual and the social organisation " defy all

attempts at resolution. Still, it is on this side that the

ethical problems can be attacked. And, in particular, a new

light bursts forth in the darkness with the " perception that

society is not a mere aggregate but an organic growth ".

Mr. Stephen's statement of the Ethical problem is, " to

discover the scientific form of morality, or to discover what

is the general characteristic of the moral sentiments". This

would seem to indicate the old question as to the nature of

the Moral Faculty, but it really includes the Standard also.

" Ethical speculation must, as thus understood, be impli-

cated in psychological and sociological inquiries," notwith-

standing the treacherous foundation of all such. He proceeds

at once to attack the psychological problem of " the emotions

as determining conduct". Of course, it is the general law
5*
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of the Will, that we are moved to pleasure and froim pain.

It may be doubtful whether any ethical discussion requires

to qualify this, until we reach the problem of pure altruistic

conduct. Bentham, at least, was satisfied with the general

statement, when he gives, as the first sentence of his book :

—" Nature has placed mankind under the governance of

two sovereign masters, pain and pleasure. A man may
pretend to abjure their empire ; but, in reality, he will remain

subject to it all the while." And the fact is incontestable,

that we can carry on the government of mankind, on the

assumption that they are attracted by pleasure and repelled

by pain, according to their known amount. Still, there are

cases where the law does not strictly hold. We are some-

times, for example, dominated by a painful idea ; there being

a partial paralysis of that very power of the will that should

rid us of it. I doubt if this case comes up often in Ethics

as a necessity : it is rather a luxurious refinement in our

management of ourselves and others.

I consider that the important exceptions to the law of

Pleasure and Pain are (1) Fixed Ideas, (2) Habits, and (3)

Disinterested action for others. Under each one of these

heads, there is, I conceive, a motive power to conduct,

without any reference to pleasure or pain. Mr. Stephen seems

bent on making out, that, in every case, the pleasure or the

pain is the operative factor. I have not space to discuss his

examples ; and I need not reproduce those that I myself

rely upon, for showing that the fixed idea is a power in

opposition to the normal law of the will. And when Mr.

Stephen generalizes pain as representing tension, and pleasure

equilibrium, I venture to think that his survey of both fields

is defective. His examples of pain are all of the acute sort

;

and he does not exemplify pleasures at all. In the act of

taking food, the felt pleasure is an energetic spur, and equi-

librium is not attained till satiety stops the pursuit. Mr.

Stephen allows for the case of painful fascination ; but he does

not see in it the extreme instance of a law that in all degrees

operates against the general law of the will.

I must here remark on Mr. Sidgwick's treatment of the
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difficulty, in his recent criticism (Mind, xxviii.) on Mr.

Stephen's work. In his view, "the feelings that normally

cause action are not pleasures and pains as such, but desires

and aversions "
. This gets over the exceptions to the

operation of pleasure and pain, but, as I think, by evading,

rather than meeting, the difficulty. It is not exactly the same

as to assume that because we act in particular ways, to do so

must bring us pleasure or remove pain ; but it goes a good

way in that direction. Desire and aversion are so close upon

will, that what they are, the will is almost sure to be ; they

are, in fact, will begun. Supposing that we are moved by

something not a pleasure,—say by a habit continuing after its

reason is passed away,—that movement will take the shape

of desire, if there be any delay in carrying it out. So, in

sympathy, we desire the good of others, and, if that desire is

thwarted, we have an incidental pain, but that pain is not

the prime motive of the desire or the sympathy. There

remains still the question—why are our desires ever called

forth by what is not pleasurable in itself, or our aversions

by what is not painful in itself. All our explanations must

start from pleasures and pains, viewed in their purely

emotional aspect, and we must give an account of the

transition from the non-active to the active, or volitional,

aspect.

Mr. Stephen's section on the Reason as determining

Conduct is, I think, admirably worked out. The crowning

inquiry—What is the most reasonable conduct absolutely ?

leads him to discuss what he calls Types of character; and

this resolves itself into the question—What is the relative

value of different kinds of efficiency ? and this again into

the meaning of Utility, and theory of pleasure and pain, as

connected with the vitality of the system. At this point, he

leaves the Individual to take up Society, with its interests

and motives, and devotes a chapter to the relations of the

Individual and the Race ; all which I regard as thoroughly

in point as a preparation for Ethics. The doctrine of

Evolution must be credited with this improvement in the

mode of attacking the Ethical problem. The nature of the
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corporate sentiment is remarkably well set forth. The
struggle for existence is fully allowed for ; and the right of

the stronger made somewhat painfully prominent. Next
follows a chapter on the Moral Law considered as to its

form and origin, as distinguished from its contents. The
law must be natural, not artificial ; it must grow, not be

made ; it must express the conditions of social vitality ; it

must be capable of expression as a law of internal character,

not as a law of external facts (Do not hate, for Do not kill)

;

it must be supreme ; it must be social, and not mere individual,

self-preservation.

Now, as to the Contents of the Moral Law. This includes

the Cardinal Virtues ; and the mode of handling them brings

out a peculiarity of the author that is open to some remarks.

He begins thus :

—
" The law of nature has but one precept,

' Be strong '. Nature has but one punishment, ' decay and

death '." Be strong, individually, means Be prudent ; Be

strong, socially, means Be virtuous. Starting so, the author's

first cardinal virtue is Courage. The value of this attribute,

the conditions and modifications of it, are well stated
;
yet, I

must demur to the supposition underlying the whole, that,

by mutual fighting and destruction of the physically weakest,

the race has been necessarily progressive. The author does

not neglect to remark that strength may be valuable in co-

operation, as well as in mutual hostility ; but the stress of

the exposition lies in the warlike situation, where strength

is opposed to strength, with mutual destruction of equal

portions, and the survival of the difierence between the

strongest and the next strong. We have thus the paradox

of strength existing merely to annihilate both itself, and an

equal quantity of other strength. Fitness for the conditions

of life, on which the author dwells so much, is fitness to beat»

and not to be beaten ; and we are obliged to call this progress,

merely because, in some instances, the beater has been the

better of the two.

The cardinal virtue of Temperance is discussed at length

in its social bearings. The author is somewhat too sweeping

in his propositions here. I think he exaggerates both the
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prevalence and the bad effects of gluttony, for example.

When he says—" the man who is a slave of his belly is

less capable of all the higher affections, of intellectual

pleasures or refined enjoyments, and presumably selfish and

incapable of extensive sympathies," he overlooks a very

common occurrence, namely, that devotion to the pleasures

of the table may be the one weakness of a very elevated

character—a weakness having its root in the severe strain

of an arduous life. Because society expresses itself strongly

upon the sins against Temperance, it does not follow that

they produce a corresponding degree of social mischief.

I have much more to say on the author's handling of the

next of the cardinal virtues—Truth. He puts in the true

light the social value of truth, and points out many of the

allowed exceptions, some of these having also a social value.

Still, I think there is a want of thoroughness, even while

the essential ideas are expressed. It is justly remarked, that

the enormous stress put upon truth is due, in great part, to

the fact that it is so well defined. If telling a lie were as

incapable of precise definition as temperance or filial respect,

people would not be so ready to fasten upon every instance

of it. The exceptions to literal truth-speaking are so nu-

merous as to render its position among the cardinal virtues

very questionable, without affecting its value. Indeed, the

most important aspect of the virtue—the taking pains to

assure ourselves of the truth of our affirmations—is abso-

lutely made light of. Among allowable exceptions, we must

begin with the right of individual Privacy, which excludes

all prying demands on the part of others, and justifies de-

ception when invaded. This is a very large and important

field : there is nothing corresponding to it in the other

virtues. Next, the case of war is always admitted : a vic-

torious general is especially applauded for his " masterly

deception " of the enemy. There is not the same free

permission to deceive in the internal warfare of society, the

fight of parties, and the rivalry of interests ; but, in practice,

deception is general here also. The man of respectability

generally keeps clear of telling a downright lie ; but, in order
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to do SO, he has often to act a lie. Not merely concealment,

but feints and false lures, are freely admitted in the struggles

of party ; if one party is unscrupulous, the opposing party

cannot be above board, without incurring loss. Then, again,

to smooth the intercourse of life, which the brusquerie of

open avowals of opinion would sadly impair, we are obliged

to say what we don't believe. Charles Darwin told me of a

female relative of his, who could not say " I am glad to see

you," to an unwelcome visitor. This was very high virtue,

but would be fatal to the wife of a leading politician in

London. So, flattery is often exaggeration. Mill would be

considered over-severe in his dictum, that flattery should

not be allowed to any one that could not keep it within the

bounds of truth. The giving of characters and testimonials

to candidates for office, is almost always so far mendacious,

that the known defects of the party are not so explicitly

stated as the merits; very often they are entirely omitted.

The licence of counsel is a well-known case. Pious frauds

are known in all ages. These are now discountenanced

;

yet, there is no proposal to discountenance habitual exag-

geration in setting forth the beneficial consequences of virtue,

and the evils of vice.

It is undeniable that society depends very much upon

trustworthy information. But, there is an important quali-

fication. A fact once stated by a good authority is estab-

lished : its iteration by a hundred other persons adds nothing

to its effect. Thus, while everybody must be just, if only a

select and known number are veracious, it is possible for

society to go on. We usually know whom we can trust, in

special circumstances, and whom not : the theory of evidence

explores all the weaknesses of human testimony and makes

allowances thereupon.

The early attempts of parents to inculcate truth are a

curious study. They mainly take the form of impressing

self-crimination in case of committing faults. Authority

resents being balked; and it is an object to induce an

offender, who is necessarily the best informed, and frequently

the only, witness of his or her offence, to make full confession
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at once. This is done partly by threats o£ double severity

in case of detected falsehood, and partly by the promise of

leniency if the fault is confessed. It seems to me that it

would be better to imitate the criminal procedure of the

law, and not to ask young offenders to criminate themselves,

but simply to make their statement, and use it against them

if need be ; trusting to other sources of evidence. Following

the approved procedure, we might require one child to give

evidence against another, with the same limitations as in the

criminal law ; and might regard false evidence as a heinous

offence—much more heinous, indeed, than the ordinary tell-

ing of a lie.

I advert to this particular instance, with a view of making

a general observation regarding the proper place of Truth

among the cardinal virtues. A virtue that has so many

exceptions, that is so often qualified by circumstances, cannot

well be accounted independent and self-supporting. Indeed,

in only one situation, is falsehood a crime in the eye of the

law ; in all other cases, its culpability is moral, and its pun-

ishment awarded by public opinion. It is often an adjunct

of legal offences ; but the substantive offence is something

apart. An accountant falsifies his books : his crime is not

the falsehood, but the defrauding of his employers. A false

accusation is libellous, because of the slander, not because

of the falsehood : a false compliment is not illegal.

I think, therefore, that in dealing with the vice of lying,

more should be made of the actual mischief than of the form

of untruth. Lying is bad, because it is the tool of dis-

honesty in every shape. A dealer that palms off' upon me a

bad article for a good, tells a lie, no doubt ; but I prefer to

describe him as a cheat. A servant that neglects his work,

and tells a lie, or suggests one, to cover the neglect, is dis-

honest and base. Truth, as we see, has many exceptions
;

honesty has none. Some one misrepresents me, in order

that I may lose favour with those that I depend upon ; a
" lie " is not strong enough to express the viciousness of

the act, nor precise enough to show its criminality.

A remark in the direction now indicated is made by John
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Grote (Moral Ideals, p. 220) :
" The proper moral aspect of

truthfulness seems to me to be that it is one case of the

very wide duty of faithfulness to trust, which alone renders

possible the correspondent virtue of trustfulness ". " Truth-

fulness comes more simply thus, as a branch or case of

faithfulness, than as a branch or case of ' openness,' which

latter, as a virtue, is a matter of difficult consideration."

The proper and characteristic region of truth, where it

has an independent and unqualified obligation, is the inves-

tigation of nature, with a view to the extension of our

knowledge and resources. All looseness of observation, and

of statement of facts, all hasty generalizations, and fallacious

inferences, are sins against this form of truth.

A brief definition of the social virtues—Justice and Bene-

volence—concludes the author's review of the contents of the

Moral Law. The next chapter is more exclusively psycho-

logical, being the discussion of Altruism, or the possibility

of self-sacrifice. I concur with the general drift of the

reasoning, so far as implying that altruism has not a selfish

origin. But, when the author tries to make out, that sym-

pathy follows necessarily our power of representing to our-

selves the feelings of others, I am bound to difier from him,

having for a long time held the same view, and at last

abandoned it. I mean, however, to confine my remarks to

his mode of dealing with the frequent intrusion of Malevolent

pleasure into our representation of the pains of others. He
takes the bull by the horns, and boldly affirms that the

pleasure of Malevolence is, with some exceptions, not a real

fact, but an incidental accompaniment of some other facts.

Here I am compelled to join issue with him, and to pro-

nounce his review of the particulars one-sided and incom-

plete. Dr. Chalmers before him wrote a dissertation entitled

—" The Inherent Misery of the Vicious Aflfections," and

maintained that malevolence generally, while being inci-

dentally pleasurable, is intrinsically painful. I contend for

the very opposite ; and hold that malevolence is intrinsically

one of our intensest pleasures, and only extrinsically and

incidentally painful. I believe, moreover, that to get at the
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exact truth on this question is of vital importance in all

sociological as well as ethical reasonings.

Mr. Stephen is too well versed in human nature, to be

ignorant of the voluptuous pleasure in cruelty. But, while

probably admitting it as a morbid extreme, he endeavours

to explain away the more common cases of apparent delight

in suffering. The child's pleasure in spinning a cockchafer

is no greater, he contends, than in spinning a top. A savage

throws down a crying baby, not from delight in its misery,

but from torpid sympathy (this may be admitted). Much of

cruelty is due to intellectual torpor; or I should rather say

it is due to the natural delight in suffering, which sympathy

would neutralize. Then, of course, when we have enemies

to combat, " we rejoice in their sufferings as the mark of

their defeat. A generous mind conquers an enemy, with the

least expenditure of suffering." To all this I might urge the

previous question, namely, that but for our malevolent

dispositions, enmities and fighting would not have been the

rule in the past history of the species. Mr. Stephen is

somewhat staggered by the existence of personal dislikes

or unreasoning antipathy ; and endeavours to make this out

as a case of misplaced sympathies. " The hatred which is

generated is always a more or less painful emotion "
; not-

withstanding which, it is freely indulged. That our developed

sympathies have, in many ways, restrained the pure male-

volent passion, is freely admitted ; but why the necessity

of all this restraint ?

It is not easy, in a short space, to present the most

decisive instances of our undying malevolence, and at the

same time, to meet the attempts that may readily be made

to explain away their force. Yet, I will make the endeavour.

We cannot do better than begin with one of Mr. Stephen's

own cases :

—
" Nothing of course, is more common than to

find men take pleasure in humiliating and mortifying their

neighbours," and the first example is
—

" The critic rejoices

in tormenting a sensitive poet " ; of course, not all critics^

but a sufficient number to enable the fact to be stated gen-

erally. Now, after going over all Mr. Stephen's palliatives, I
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find nothing in them that can set aside the inference from

this fact. There is not the intellectual defect of being

unable to conceive the pain inflicted ; there is not necessarily

rivalry of interest, or injury to be avenged ; there need not

be even personal antipathy or dislike. No doubt, the pre-

sence of any of these causes would increase the pleasure

;

yet, it is there, independently of them all. Well, then, let us

interpret the situation. An intellectual man, in a civilized

community, after ages of endeavour to improve our human
sympathies, finds positive pleasure, of considerable amount,

in inflicting the keenest anguish upon another intellectual

man, with whom he has no quarrel whatever ; his pleasure

being great, because he knows that the sufferer feels acutely.

And so frequent is this occurrence, that it is a type, and not

simply a solitary case. The interpretation is not yet complete.

The critic addresses thousands of readers, whose pleasures

he is catering for. A large mass of those readers also enjoy

the poet's torments, being equally free from any cause of

quarrel with the victim. If this is not the pleasure of

malevolence, pure and simple, I am at a loss to know what

to call it. The poet may be a bad poet, but any mischief

that his badness might cause is easily warded off*. But he

is not supposed to be bad ; his only crime is to be sensitive.

I will take a few more instances promiscuously. The

delight in teasing is one of the earliest manifestations of

our nature. The boyish pleasures in cruelty of all sorts

would offer a fund of examples; and I cannot accept Mr.

Stephen's theory of the spinning of the cockchafer. A large

field is opened up in the reception accorded to apprentices

at their first entry into a shop or trade. Something similar

is reproduced in the well-known ceremonies on board a ship

crossing the line. These usages, having once got a hold,

are kept up for no other reason, that I can see, than to

reclaim a few small regions from the humanitarian influences

of modern times, and to give full vent to the pleasures of

tormenting fellow-beings.

I should like an analysis of " temper " from a disbeliever

in pure malevolence. A burst of rage or angry passion is to
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me simply an eruption of the malevolent feeling, made use

of by way of redressing some pain or affront that we are

suffering from. If there were no intrinsic delight in giving

pain, retaliation, like punishment, would be remedial and

nothing more. But, as there are tyrants in the family, the

school, the shop, the state, who are overjoyed when any one

commits a fault, so there is a satisfaction in being angry,

far beyond the necessities of self-protection.

The delight of witnessing punishment is too manifest to

be explained away. The assembling of thousands at execu-

tions is not yet forgotten. Now that they are private, the

press-correspondent must still depict the demeanour of the

poor wretches as they mount the gallows, and resign them-

selves to the executioner's drop.

I wish, further, to obtain an adequate explanation of the

pleasure of laughter, comedy, and humour ; all reference to

the delight in malevolence being left out. The case is par-

ticularly strong, for this reason : the suffering inflicted upon

the subjects is never deadly ; it spares life and limb, and

fortune ; it must not even go the length of slander or de-

famation ; it affects most usually the single point of pride or

dignity
;
yet the pleasure of the infliction is a standing dish

in life's feast. If to make a man appear humiliated can be

so great a satisfaction, what would it be to see him stripped

of all his possessions, tied to the stake and made to die an

excruciating death ? It is no answer to say, we should

revolt at going such lengths : it is merely by artificial re-

straints, and by bringing other feelings into play, that we
are made to stop where we do.

It would take us too far to go into the wide subject

of sensational crimes worked up for our entertainment in

romance, and depicted upon canvas. But for our lurking

pleasure in the contemplation of suffering, these could not

interest us ; indeed, if our sympathy were alone affected by
spectacles of misery and horror, a very large part of the

history of the past would be unbearable. The much debated

pleasures of tragedy are not so enigmatical, when allowance

is made for the uncrucified malevolence of our nature.
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John Grote {Moral Ideals) devotes a section to the

passion of malevolence, likewise with the view of explaining

it away. " Moralists, it appears, have been wrong, both on

the one side in disputing the existence of pure ill-will, and

on the other in considering it native in the same manner in

which good-will is. Ill-will is perhaps a form of or mode of

vindictivolence, i.e., is connected with a feeling of ourselves

as somehow wronged." I have quoted cases enough to

dispose of such an explanation. True, we usually need a

pretext for inflicting suffering ; but we can often dispense

even with this. Mr. Sidgwick seems to me to be nearer

the mark, when he says, " Malevolent feelings are as

natural and normal to man as the benevolent " . But he

would still confine their operation to resentment for harm

done to us.

Mr. Stephen appeals to our delight in pungency of

sensation, or love of excitement as such, in order to com-

plete his explanation of malevolent feeling. But a neutral

pungency has a certain efficacy as against dulness, without

amounting to fascination ; whereas, we soon tire of a pun-

gency mixed with pain, as in a shock of genuine fright.

It is as an obstacle to the vindication of Sympathy, or

disinterested impulse, that Mr. Stephen makes so great an

effort to explain away pure malevolence. The effort seems

to me uncalled for; sympathy can hold its own, as a fact

of our constitution, notwithstanding our delight in suffering.

Indeed, the two facts, properly viewed, help to attest each

other. Malevolence is overcome by sympathy ; and sym-

pathy never proves itself more efficacious than in checking

malevolence. Mr. Stephen's vindication of sympathy as a

fact not resolvable into any egotistic impulse, seems to me
most just ; but, as already stated, I think he leaves out a

factor necessary to the explanation. He comes nearer the

mark (at p. 257) when he dwells on the " corporate spirit,"

which he would make a product of sympathy. For my own
part, I prefer to invert the terms, and to say that it is

during our activity with others, that we contract the habit

of corporate identification, out of which proceeds sympathy.
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Before quitting the discussion of malevolence, I must

note its bearings on Ethics. I consider that some of Mr.

Stephen's analytic difficulties can be smoothed down by its

mediation. For example, he thinks that Psychology has

failed to give an account of the powerful sentiment of

Patriotism. In my opinion, whatever strength belongs to

the sentiment may be adequately explained, if, in addition

to the social feelings that bind us to our co-patriots, we
take in national vanity, and the hatred of rival powers.

In the total absence of these last two feelings, I doubt if

patriotism is ever very strong : the only circumstance that

could give it intensity would be something that increased,

to an exceptional amount, the social feeling—as unusual

harmony of sentiment and closeness of sympathy in the

general body of citizens.

A much more important application, and one that es-

pecially concerns the Evolution-theory of Ethics, is the

bearing of malevolence upon the sentiment of power and

authority. The delight in power would be considerable,

apart from malevolence ; but this feeling gives two very

marked contributions to its intensity. First, power gratifies

malevolence directly
;
giving us either the fact or the idea of

making others suffer. Next, it exempts us pro tanto from

the malevolence of others—a very influential consideration

that weighs with the most generous minds. Now, there can

be little doubt that the legitimate compression of men's wills,

for general protection, is almost always exceeded by the pure

love of power (even omitting plunder). The only cases where

power is not excessive are those where the people are unusually

recalcitrant : this is, in some degree, true of the British, who,

in certain instances, would much resent being over-governed.

The important practical inference is that power must always

be made to justify itself. The tendency of the evolution-

view of society is to make out every institution to be good for

its time—a great and mischievous error. Allowing for the

unavoidable congruity between beliefs or practices and the

wants of the people at the time, the possibilities of error from

misjudgment, on the one hand, and from the bias of over-
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government (or at times under-government), on the other, are

so great that the mere fact of the existence of any institution

never dispenses with the scrutiny of its actual workings.

Mr. Stephen's discussion of the Rule of Conduct, as both

prudential and sympathetic, is very ably and satisfactorily

conducted ; and, although a much shorter demonstration

would satisfy me, I perused his reasonings with the greatest

pleasure. He very properly tries to go as far as he can in

making sympathy its own reward ; but makes the due

reservations that the case requires.

The chapter entitled " Merit " contains a section on

Free-will, which 1 consider part of the Metaphysic of

Ethics, and unnecessary in a practical treatise. Yet, the

handling is admirable : it covers the hypothesis of chance

-

motives, and also the difficulty of making us responsible

for what we cannot help. That men are amenable to

motives is a sufficient reason for plying them with motives.

It is a question, not of metaphysics, but of humanity,

whether we should trust solely to punishment for keeping

people right, or try, in addition, to circumvent them by an

education that renders them indisposed to crime.

The chapter on Conscience is a purely psychological dis-

cussion; it is, in fact, one of the two old-standing questions

of ethics. The author remarks— ** To explain fully what is

meant by conscience, or by any other mode of feeling,

would require a complete psychology, such as is not at

present in existence". He does not, however, make the

most of his own psychology, but gives us a dissertation,

very interesting in itself, and conducted with his usual

ability, on the Sense of Shame. It seems as if he had

prepared a criticism on Darwin's theory of Blushing, and

inserted it in the present chapter. The feeling of Shame
is a part of the more general and comprehensive feeling

of Social Disapprobation, which Mr. Stephen was as com-

petent to deal with as anybody I know. I turn back

to what he says in a previous chapter, namely, " that as

every man is born and brought up as a member of this

vast organisation, his character is throughout moulden
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and determined by its peculiarities ". The pressure of

society is not confined to making us blush when we run

counter to its dictates : it has many more powerful motives

at its disposal. And Mr. Stephen acknowledges as much
before he has done with Conscience, when he calls it a

corporate sentiment, often very hard to distinguish from a

moral sentiment. There is a low conscience, made of

fear, and a higher kind containing elements of good-will

to our fellows and our society. Mr. Stephen dwells much
upon the Family, as the true school of morality ; and

presents a type of family life, which is one of the few

things in the volume that I should be disposed to consider

exaggerated. If, in order to our being moral, we had to

be subjected to such family influences as Mr. Stephen

depicts, few of us, I think, would have much morality to

show. Indeed, seeing that only a small proportion of men
or women are competent to the parental requirements,

even in the most advanced community, the defects of the

family training have to be made up by the society outside

the family.

The ninth chapter contains the objections to Happiness

as the criterion of virtue, and states the superior advantages

of adopting Health as the criterion. I confess that I think

his discussion of the value of health, as a means of happi-

ness to the individual, is not equal to the strain that it

has to bear. The remarks about securing happiness through

health contain much truth, but stand greatly in need of

qualifications. The shortness and the inadequacy of the

handling confirm the remark, already made, that Ethics,

needs a Hedonic, as well as a Sociological, prolegomenon.

Hedonics is not a very advanced science
;

yet, there are a.

few points which could be stated with some degree of pre-

cision ; and one of these is the relationship of Happiness to-

Health.

Although I cannot help admitting the force of Mr..

Sidgwick's criticisms on the displacement of Utility as a

criterion, I am more tolerant of the attempts of the Evo-

lutionists to help out the Happiness-test with any othera

6
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that can supply its defects. Instead of simply wishing

any one Happiness, I recognize a superior force in the ex-

pression—" Health and Happiness to you ". So, as ethical

reasoners, we may very well couple the two.

The chapter on Morality and Happiness deserves every

commendation. The question whether, and how far, virtue

brings happiness, is subjected to a sifting examination, than

which nothing could be more thorough. The negative

conclusion is inevitable, in the hands of such an uncom-

promising reasoner ; while everything is done that can be

fairly done to palliate the unwelcome conclusion. Mr.

Sidgwick had previously gone over the ground, and had

arrived at the same general result ; but Mr. Stephen has

taken especial pains to soften the fall from the conventional

optimistic view. I do not wish to open up the discussion
;

but there is one remark that helps to explain, to my mind,

the nonchalance of mankind generally on the disconnexion

between virtue and happiness. So precarious is human
life altogether, so much at the mercy of a thousand ac-

cidents is our happiness, that we look upon an act of

uncompensated sacrifice as merely one of the numerous

evil contingencies of our lot. If, apart from the occasional

call to sacrifice ourselves for our country, or our family,

we had each an assured existence of tolerable comfort for

seventy years, the hardship of the demand would stand

forth with peculiar prominence ; struggles would be made

to evade it, and to score the usual term of a happy life.

But while a father, in sending one of his sons to die on a

foreign battle-field, has to count on fatalities of a different

kind for the rest, unconnected with the safety of his

country, he puts the whole into one sum, as part and

parcel of the lottery of life.

As I have referred at such length to Mr. Stephen's

recent work, I will add that if I had his practised faculty

for the criticism of style, nothing would give me greater

pleasure than to express my admiration for the literary

art shown in his volume. The epithets that occur to me
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as most applicable to the author, are " a logician, and a

logical rhetorician " . His logic has rarely a flaw, and his

rhetoric, instead of shining as pure ornament, is the de-

voted slave of the logic. How often does he dispose of

a subtlety by a single allusion, often from the most

familiar sources ! What could be better than his remark

on the very popular maxim, that, in order to be happy,

we should not aim at happiness :
—

" We have as it were

to keep a secret from ourselves, and to hit the mark by
pretending to look in the opposite direction".

The general plan of the work is, no doubt, suited to

the author's own conceptions of the scope of Ethics ; and

it is useless wishing it to have been otherwise. If we
desire a different course to be taken, we must commit
the execution to a different hand. My own inclination

would be for prompting some one to mark a broad line

between moral legislation and moral advice ; instead of

regarding the two as continuous and homogeneous. It is

very well to say, the law makes a step in advance when
it rises from " Kill not " to " Hate not " ; but the change

is a radical change of ground, where motives have to be

invoked of an entirely novel kind. The moral disposition

passes beyond human law, whose sphere is limited to ex-

ternals. There is an important advance upon " Kill not,"

still within the legal sphere, when we add,^—Do not maim
or injure in any way, do not defame or slander, do not

tease or annoy; and although a comprehensive sympathy
would include all that, the law does not enjoin the sym-

pathy, but punishes the forbidden acts.
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(Mind, viii., 415.)

Mr. Bradley combats my views on malevolence as expressed in the article

" Some Points in Ethics," and produces examples to show that the

supposed cases of pure malevolence may be otherwise explained.

This question is one of* a number of important and interesting

topics which Professor Bain has discussed in Mind, xxix.

He combats on this point the opinions of Professor Grote and

Mr. Stephen, and maintains against them the existence of pure

malevolence. And by this I understand him to mean that

malevolence is not a derivative passion, but has been from the

first, or at least is now, one of the original elements of our

nature. The subject is one of very great importance. As
Professor Bain has pointed out, the consequences of such a

view reach very far. And when we consider the weight which

in matters of psychology deservedly attaches to the writer's

opinions, I cannot but think that on this ground also an

answer is due. I could have wished that some person more

qualified than myself had attempted a reply ; but, in order

that silence may not seem an admission, I feel called on to

give a reason for the faith that is in me, and for my entire

disbelief in Professor Bain's conclusion. It will be, I think,

more convenient if I treat the general question and do not

reply controversially on every head.

Let me say first what I take the issue to be. The question

is not, Is there real malevolence ? That exists and is a clear

and palpable fact. It is impossible to deny that cruelty can give

pleasure even when there is no ulterior object and aim. And
this fact can certainly not be explained away ; but then that is

not the question. The question is whether it can be explained

and derived from known laws and elements of human nature.
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I must begin by confessing that my mind is biassed. Even

if I did not see how to account for malevolence, I do not think

I could conclude that it was original. The double presumption

that weighs against it would force me, I think, to suspend my
judgment.

The first ground for suspense would be my inability to

give this passion its place in human nature. It entirely

declines to pair off with benevolence founded on sympathy.

For we not only see that, as a matter of fact, the perceived

pain of others is painful to ourselves, but we also see how and

why this must be so. The fact follows from the first principles

of psychical life. But pure malevolence would seem a thing

quite by itself, a foreign germ dropped from outside into our

system.

This consideration makes me biassed, and there follows

another which carries great weight. If a human passion

claims to be original, it should show itself present in the lower

animals. But what animal is cruel for the sake of cruelty?

The accusation has indeed been launched against the cat

(Romanes, p. 413), but in this one point that guilty animal

is innocent. There is not the smallest reason to credit it with

a knowledge of the pain it inflicts, or with the idea of pro-

longing life to lengthen torture.^ Add the desire for play to

the appetite for slaughter, and all is explained. And if further

the monkey is included in the charge, then I should see in the

appearance of the passion so very late in development a proof

that it was developed and hence presumably explicable.

But I do not feel obliged to fall back on these presumptions,

since the passion can actually be analysed and explained.

I do not wish to reproduce in detail the excellent remarks

made by Mr. Stephen and Professor Grote, but will briefly

set down the chief materials that are offered for an explanation,

and will then enlarge on one important point. We have in

the first place the feeling of wrong, the identification of my

^ A case was reported to me of a cat, otherwise effective, who was useless

as a mouser because his habit was, having played with his mouse until weary

of the pastime, then to let it go unhurt. Was this animal malevolent?

And, if not, why any other ?
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comparative failure with another's happiness, and the con-

sequent wish to remove the latter. And under this head we
may set down envy and jealousy. We may add that if any-

thing is a source of pain to me, that may generate hate and

the desire to remove this source of pain by retaliation. Then

we have the latent self-gratulation on our own security, which

tends to make pleasant the view of others' disaster. And
again we have another origin of pleasure in the excitement

of the senses and the imagination which comes from violent

sensations. Mr. Stephen has done well to lay great stress

on this fact (c/. Horwicz, Psychologische Analysen, ii., ii.,

8. 322), and I do not see how it can be called in question, or

itself in every case reduced to malevolence. When the vessel

is among the breakers and the life-boat in the surf, who but

hastens to look on, and yet who wishes ill ? What malevolence

underlies our fearful delight in the supernatural, our passion

for adventure, and our love for the perilous contrasts of

gambling ? At least among human beings we find a genuine

" hunger for change and emotion "
; and, whatever in the end

we may think is the truth of it, it seems as if, within limits,

all heightening and expansion of our 'self-feeling' were

pleasant. Nor is it any answer to reply that pain becomes

predominant when those limits are overpassed, or when other

conditions are added.

These known affections of our nature do clearly all contri-

bute to make malevolence, and yet there is another point which

I think is essential.

We shall all admit that there exists a love of power. And
by this I do not mean the mere pleasure which comes from

energy put forth, but the delight in self-assertion and the wish

to increase the area of our control. I am not offering these

phrases as a theory of the passion, but as a description which

may point to an evident fact. There is a desire in human
nature to widen the sphere which it can regard as being the

expression of its will. And this desire has no boundary. Now
the mere existence of another man's will, which is independent

of ours, is a limit to this desire, and in consequence we aim

at the removal or diminution of that check to our sovereignty.
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How remove the limit ? The limit is removed by the sub-

jugation of the other. We must make him a material for our

self-assertion, in other words, we must work our will on him.

But how be sure that we do this ? His submission is not

enough, for his submission may be willing, and he still keep in

reserve an independent choice. We work our will on him

when he struggles ineffectually, and when we force him to

that which he most dislikes. In this way we efface him as

a boundary to our power. But why not kill him ? Well,

perhaps he is useful ; and, apart from that, killing must make
an end, and the end of him is the end of our mastery over him.

We have our will of him most by keeping him in the state

which he most longs to escape from. In this devilish extreme

of wanton cruelty we have, I presume, got as far as male-

volence. We do desire the other's pain, because only by his

pain can we make an utter sport and plaything of his will.

But even here we do not desire his pain simply and as such.

Even here there is a positive ground for our cruelty, and our

malevolence is never and could never be pure.

This explanation may be confirmed by the reflexion that

torture inflicted by a third person, who is not our agent, lacks

a great element of pleasantness. No doubt we here may
sympathise with the torturer, and so get pleasure ; but a

tyrant, speaking generally, would care little to see the cruelties

of a neighboiu'ing tyrant. The malevolence which would take

delight in the quiet and passive starvation of the unoffending,

would be an abnormal product.

Still even that disease could be readily explained. The

misanthrope, to whom the sight of abject misery would bring

joy, would be a man who for some reason hated his race, was

aggrieved by it, and in its misfortunes felt his own depression

repaired and his self-assertion restored. Where I hate I desire

the diminution of that welfare which pains me by expressing

the som-ce of my pain. And my hatred may lead me to the

cruelty of desiring the constant recovery from a constant smart,

and the luxurious alternations of a morbid appetite. But even

here we have not got pure malevolence.

With the above principles in our hands we might confidently
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approach the pathology of the subject, but I prefer to call

attention to an additional source of pleasure in evil. We are

said to be gratified by our friend's misfortunes. That is true,

but we should make an important distinction. The lingering

disease of a friend would not be pleasant unless it called forth

self-felicitation. What is pleasant is a sudden and exciting

mischance. The excitement falls under a principle we have

described, but the suddenness appeals to our sense of the

ludicrous. Now even if we follow Professor Bain (as for

myself I cannot) in reducing the comic everywhere to a

perceived degradation, that is very far from establishing

malevolence. For the degradation must imply a degrading

power, and our pleasure would lie in thus feeling our own
self-assertion increased. 1 think that Professor Bain would

find it difficult to verify the presence of malevolence in every

species of the ludicrous. When we laugh, for instance, at an

absurd child's doll, do we do so from a latent odium generis

humani ? And, if malevolence is to be imported into the

sense of the comic, are we to find it at the root of our joy

in the sublime and of our pleasure in resignation ?

I would add one word more on the delights of angry temper.

Where this is not retaliatory and therefore remedial of our own
wrong, it can easily be explained by our love of excitement,

and explained again by our desire for making ourselves felt,

and for swelling at the expense of those around us. In some-

thing of the same way we all cling to our wrongs, for they

keep us for ever in mind of our rights, and we hug our hatreds

since without them how little would be left to some of us. Our

positive self-realisation, whether normal or morbid, is still the

end of our being. The devil that but denies, the malevolence

that is pure, is no mere ethical monster. It is monstrous too

psychologically, and, despite Professor Bain's warnings, we must

take heart to say that it is not possible.

The reader, I think, can now judge for himself how I should

deal with the remainder of the instances adduced ;
and, while

admitting the difficulty of some special applications, I venture

to think that the origin of malevolence can be satisfactorily

explained.
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(Mind, viii., 563.)

Reply to Mr. Bradley's Objections.

The reply cites in .methodical order Mr. Bradley's points in the previous

article. He has not disposed of the arguments seriatim, which makes it

more difficult to follow him closely.

Most unequivocal instances of pure malevolence are—the delights of

teasing, the conduct of boys at school to the new entrants, reproduced in

the entry of apprentices into trades, and in the army ; angry passion ; the

delight in seeing punishments, comedy and the ludicrous ; the record of sen-

sational crimes, newspaper prominence to disasters and horrors generally
;

the gratifications of sport. The early struggle for existence referred to, and

its supposed resulting Associations. Our anger when pained and wronged,

very natural, but not a sufficient explanation of our malevolent dispositions.

The anger ought to correspond to the pain, but seldom does. Element of

Fear. Explanation of Anger seems to be the genuine pleasure of male-

volence drawn upon as a solatium for the original injury. Revengeful

passion not the best case for malevolence. Better instances in the fascina-

tion of seeing punishments inflicted where we have no personal injury in

the matter. The love of teasing, practical joking, giving trouble and an-

noyance, is independent of retaliation. Workings of Power complicated

and need to be analyzed. The explanation by love of power fallacious

:

instead of gaining power and importance, retaliation lessens power. Re-

venge, though sweet, is often a losing game, as remarked by Milton. Power

is better gained by doing good, if the law of beneficent action is admitted.

Self-assertion fully reviewed. The pleasure of giving pain at its maximum
when self is the agent, but there is also pleasure when others are the

agents. Remarkable instance quoted by Bailey : still more remarkable

case recorded by a traveller in Siberia. Love of Excitement a defective

explanation. Comedy and the ludicrous inexplicable without a dis-

interested pleasure of malevolence. Full discussion of this topic, by

reference to ancient critics : Quintilian adduced. Love of sport examined.

Extraordinary interest in the sentiment of revenge, proof of a power-

ful passion—just as the love passion attests its strength by responding to

the most far-fetched examples. Hatred as further supporting the argu-

ment.

I BEG to offer a few observations on Mr. Bradley's note, in the

the last number of Mind, relating to the ultimate analysis of
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our malevolent dispositions. It would be as agreeable to me,

as it is to him, to be able to believe that there is no such feel-

ing in the human mind as the delight in pure -malevolence.

I should have been saved the necessity of some repetition,

if Mr. Bradley had disposed, seriatim, of what I consider the

least ambiguous cases of pure malevolent pleasure—as, for

example, in Mr. Stephen's critic of a sensitive poet. Or, to

take a still wider-ranging class, the delights of teasing, so

well developed in our earliest years. He does so far recognize

these as to call them by other names ; but it remains to be seen

how far the case is improved thereby. Certainly, nothing

could well be more diabolical than the conduct of boys at

school to the new entrants ; similar conduct being reproduced

on the entry into trades and professions, as the army. That

our most highly bred youth can behave as we hear they

do in such circumstances, sufficiently proves the deep-seated

depravity of human nature, and the fact is not made either

better or worse, whether we refer it to a natural feeling of

malevolence or to certain other roots capable of yielding the

same fruit. Still, it is interesting psychologically, and not

unimportant in an ethical point of view, to trace out the real

foundations of the bad side of our nature. The suitable

modes of remedial treatment may perhaps depend upon the

correct analysis of the evil.

My strong cases, in addition to those just quoted, were,

—

temper or angry passion generally ; the delight in seeing

punishments ; laughter, comedy and humour ; sensational

crimes as recorded in history, or worked up in romance,

including the pleasures of tragedy. I should add the promin-

ence given in our newspapers to disasters and horrors of every

kind. I may also have to remark on the gratifications of

sport.

Let us first state to ourselves the bearings of malevolence

in its widest compass : as including the infliction of suflering,

the destruction of life, and the deprivation of active power

more or less, as in reducing to bondage or subjection. In

every one of these forms of injuring others, we can take a

strong positive delight
;
greatest of all when done by our own
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hands, but yet great when merely viewed as done by any

other agent.

Of the various explanations given as substitutes for the

hypothesis of a pure pleasure of malevolence, I have to re-

mark generally that they are all affected with vagueness or

ambiguity ; so that we have first to reduce them to definite

statements.

Perhaps, the most plausible of the alternatives is the feeling

of retaliation for wrong inflicted—in other words, genuine and

legitimate Anger. This takes us back to the early struggle for

existence, where, if anywhere, we ought to find the soiu-ces of

our malevolent disposition such as they are. That life-long

struggle could not be carried on without baffling, disabling, and

maltreating other creatures. One section of the animated

beings around had to be attacked as prey, another section as

standing between us and our wants. That, in such a situation,

pleasurable associations should be formed with all the signs

of discomfiture in sentient creatures, seems quite inevitable.

But we are not in a position to estimate the probable strength

of those associations, nor their persistence, as a large pleasurable

susceptibility, in the altered circumstances of civilization. We
must endeavour to analyze the case as now presented to us.

To be pained and wronged is the common source of angiy

feeling. The ordinary operation of the will would be to rid us

of the pain, to prevent its recurrence, and also to obtain such

reparation as to place us as nearly as possible in our original

condition. One form of reparation is the undoubted satis-

faction of inflicting an equal, perhaps a greater, amount of pain

on the offender. As Mr. Bradley expresses it, we identify our

loss or suffering with the happiness of another, and are

therefore urged to remove that happiness. All this is the

common course of the will, in using known means to accom-

plish an end, namely, the conservation of our own happiness.

Our action in the matter should exactly correspond to the

requirements of the case, and no more ; indeed, it ought to

be wholly devoid of passion. If we do not at once succeed

in regaining the status quo, we record a debt against the party,

and determine to recover it on the earliest opportunity.
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Such, however, is not the course of anger, in our actual

experience of it. There is usually an amount of passionate

excitement, with the accompanying exaggerations of strong

feeling. There is a tendency to gloat over the occasion, to

feast upon it, by virtue of some source of luxm-ious suscepti-

bility that lies within us.

I can partly account for the mere exaggeration of the

irascible feeling, by invoking the element of Fear. When we
are unexpectedly wronged or injured, we consider not only

the present but the future. When our house is for the first

time attempted by burglars, we lose our sense of immunity,

and are filled with alarm ; the eff'ect being to induce exagger-

ated precautions of every sort. So, in rectifying ourselves

against a deliberately inflicted harm, we are not satisfied with

a moderate and calculated retaliation : our tendency is to

go considerably beyond the limits of sobriety and rationality,

especially with the view to future prevention.

As yet, however, we get no special insight into the origin

of our pleasure in the suffering that we cause by our retalia-

tion ; nor does even the exaggeration of preventive effort

account for the peculiar sweetness of the revengeful feeling.

To study this in its purity, we must refer to the instances

where the harm done is but small, easily rectified, and

involving no serious apprehensions. Now, the irascible tem-

perament is shown in taking offence at mere trifles ; in

resenting out of all proportion to the offence and the danger.

A slight affront, a small money-loss, involving no ulterior

consequences, a slight trespass, will induce in some minds

a fierce retaliation, and perhaps a lasting and incurable resent-

ment.

There are two ways of representing the pleasure of revenge-

ful feeling. The mode that seems to me to square best with

the whole of the facts, is to regard it as the genuine pleasure of

malevolence di^awn upon by way of solatium for the original

pain and injury. The other mode is to regard it as the simple

and proper outcome of the sense of wrong, with precaution for

the future ; the pleasure lying in the security achieved by the

suffering, the subjection, or the death of the wrong-doer.
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It is not easy to obtain an experimentum crucis, as between

the two views. The second, however, is open to an obvious

remark. The outgoings of revenge have, in all ages, greatly

exceeded the reasonable protection of the injured party ; so

much so, that the sufferings inflicted in the name of revenge

would not have been greater, even on the supposition of an

independent delight in suffering. So long as revenge is

excessive and cruel, what does it matter whether it be due

to pure malevolence or to a grossly exaggerated view of the

necessities of our protection ? If mankind can habitually give

way to such exaggerations, we have all the evil that the

disinterested pleasure in suffering could inflict.

But the case of revengeful passion is not the best for trying-

the question at issue. There being always present a reason

or pretext for the misery caused, we are not sure that the mind
delights in misery as such. Let us take then the examples

where we are witnesses to suffering inflicted by others, and

where we ourselves are noways concerned, or at all events very

remotely. Why do multitudes delight in being spectators of

punishments, including the gallows ? In former days, when
executions were public, when whippings, the pillory, and the

stocks were open to everybody's gaze, what was the source

of the fascination attending the spectacles ? They were re-

motely connected with the security of people generally, but

they were most frequented by those that thought least of

public security. I have no doubt that if military floggings

had been exposed to the public gaze, they would have been

very largely attended ; while the attraction could, on no pre-

text, be said to consist in the satisfaction of preserving military

discipline, and securing the nation against foreign attacks.

There is a fascination in witnessing school-punishments, even

when every one feels liable to be a victim in turn. The pleasure

of a mere spectator here can have no bearing upon any future

protection, unless the offence happen to consist in annoying the

pupils generally.

We can go a step farther. There are abundance of examples

of delight in mischief of the most absolutely gratuitous kind

;

beginning in tender years, and continuing more or less until
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maturity. The love of teasing, of practical joking, of giving

trouble and annoyance, without any cause whatever, is too

manifest to be denied; while to bring it under retaliation

requires an enormous stretch of assumption. The midnight

revels of youthful spirits have been known in all ages ; they

have no bearing upon the security of the actors, except to put

that in peril, by an example that is to recoil upon themselves

some time later.

When this last class of cases is brought up, the opponents

of the theory of pure malevolence take other ground. Retalia-

tion is plainly inapplicable. The explanation next resorted to

is Love of Power : on which, the remark may be repeated, that,

if love of power conducts us to such extremities of unprovoked

cruelty, it is to all intents and purposes a principle of male-

volence. We must, however, trace the workings of Power

more minutely. It is by no means a simple motive. Power

is sought very largely for its fruits and consequences. It

brings us many of the ordinary gratifications of life, and saves

us from numerous evils. So far well ; but what has the

gratuitous infliction of suffering to do with Power ? The

answer is somewhat complex.

For one thing, it is a test or evidence of the possession of

power. We cannot put another being to pain, without having

in some way the advantage or superiority. In point of fact,

however, the operation is almost always unnecessary for the

end in view. In nearly every case, we know perfectly well

what is the extent of our power ; and, indeed, without that

assurance to begin with, we seldom venture upon tormenting

any one. The process of teasing and annoying others is, there-

fore, not to give a proof of our power, but to turn that power

to account in furnishing us with a gratification distinct from

power. W^hat could a Roman Emperor gain, in the way of

confirming his sense of power, by having an animal tortured to

amuse his evening-meal ?

But, in the second place, the operation of inflicting suflering

is one of the ways of losing power. By setting loose the desire

of retaliation in the injured person, we make an enemy ; and

even if we can disable our victim, we are not out of danger

—
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there may still be friends and sympathisers, whose resentment

we have henceforth to endure. Unless the received principle

—

that beneficent action tends to multiply itself—be a delusion,

influence over other beings is more effectually gained by serv-

ing them than by hurting them. Those persons that delight

most in giving pain, have often to confess that it has been a

losing game in the end. Milton is near the truth in saying

—

" Revenge, at first though sweet,

Bitter ere long back on itself recoils "
.

Cases where power is gained by inflicting pain do indeed occur

but if the law of benevolent action holds, they are the exception

and not the rule. We cannot always put a check upon tyranny,

but we are perpetually striving after a state of things where it

shall not be profitable to inflict gratuitous suflering upon any

one. Even as things are now, there must always be a sense of

danger attending cruel practices. Yet, the freeing of ourselves

from apprehensions and fears is one of the most relied-upon

explanations of our malevolent propensity.

Another phrase introduced into the handling of the question

is Self-assertion. We are said to assert ourselves with peculiar

emphasis when we can put another person to pain. No doubt,

this is so. As already remarked, it is a very good proof of our

being the stronger party. Nevertheless, it is not essential

in order to give us that proof. We have many other ways of

completely satisfying ourselves on that head, without inflicting

any more suffering than is implied in the very fact of inferiority.

If we choose this one way, out of all possible ways of self-assertion

it must be from set preference, arising out of the gratification

attending it in particular. Self-assertion is a wide-ranging fact.

In the one extreme, it implies claiming our own just rights,

without a particle of encroachment on other persons' rights ; in

the other extreme, it goes the length of reckless grasping at

everything within reach. He that proceeds on the first plan, is

not in the mood for causing any one to suffer needlessly; his

only possible gratification would be to see the suffering of a

thief, a burglar, or a swindler, in their disappointment at being

thwarted The self-assertor of the other type is of course

pleased at any suffering that attests the success of his nefarious
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designs. He would not, as a matter of course, enjoy the suffer-

ing of parties entirely unconnected with his schemes. He
would have, in the first instance, to take a very broad view of

his position. Knowing that in asserting himself by injustice

and crime, he becomes the enemy of the human kind, he might

come to feel that no man was entirely indifferent to him ; that

the suffering of others, whoever they might be, was in the line

of his advantage. Nay more, he might consider that his

position required him to cherish the taste for suffering to the

uttermost corners of sentient life ; so that the torture of the

most insignificant insect would come within the scope of his

delight. In short, he must first become a devil, in order to

attain the pure pleasure of malevolence through the medium of

self-assertion. Mr. Bradley admits that self-assertion does not

lead to the infliction of pain as such ; and I quite agree with

him. But I ask, why then does he adduce it by way of

accounting for the facts ? If I understand his argument, it

seems to revolve in a circle. In order to account for the

admitted facts, he brings forward such alternative explanations

as love of power and self-assertion ; but, finding that these do

not carry him far enough, he draws the inference that there

cannot be such a thing as pure malevolence.

I must take particular notice of what he adduces by way of

confirming his explanation, or no-explanation, founded on power

and self-assertion. He says, correctly enough, that "torture

inflicted by a third person, who is not our agent, lacks a certain

element of pleasantness. No doubt we here may sympathise

with the torturer, and so get pleasure ; but a tyrant, speaking

generally, would care little to see the cruelties of a neighbour-

ing tyrant. The malevolence which would take delight in the

quiet and passive starvation of the unoffending, would be an

abnormal product." I agree in part with these remarks. It is

quite certain, that the pleasure is at a maximum when we our-

selves are the actors. The delight in exercising power or

superiority in any shape is undoubtedly genuine and great ; to

produce any effect that, when produced, comes home to any of

our agreeable susceptibilities, is intrinsically grateful. But

here comes the pinch. The pleasure of the sight of suffering
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is SO decided that it counts for an important standing item of

enjoyment with the mere spectator. To take pleasure in the

starvation of the unoffending is an abnormal product, in this

sense, and this sense only :—certain modes of suffering, such as

the starvation of the unoffending, grate upon our cultivated

sympathies, and are objectionable on that ground. With

nothing more abnormal than dulness of sympathy, which is

so abundantly exemplified in the history of mankind, the

starvation of. any number of unoffending creatures, would be

extremely enjoyable. The sight of physical torture is as bad

as starvation, if not worse, and that has given ecstasy to

millions. The reader of the ethical volume, in Samuel Bailey's

Letters on the Mind, may remember an anecdote, quoted by

him, of a man accidentally di-owning in the presence of a

multitude of lookers-on, who watched with exquisite satis-

faction every turn of his writhings and struggles, and, when he

sank, ofave forth a shout of exultation. The man was a

stranger, and had done them no sort of harm.

I read lately an extract from a book entitled Siberian

Pictures, describing a scene still more revolting. It was

prefaced by the general remark that the natives of Siberia

have not risen to sympathy with the lower animals. The scene

was this. A number of boys had suspended a dog by the

hind legs over a fire to roast it slowly to death and enjoy the

spectacle of its agonies. The traveller remonstrated. He was

answered readily by the boys, that the dog did not belong to

him. Some of the parents witnessing the interference soon

came up, and told him in still more emphatic terms that the

boys were doing what they had a perfect right to do, and

warned him to depart. The deKght of the boys was genuine

and intense ; it could in no sense be referred to vindictiveness.

It might be called love of power, but the direction taken by

the sentiment would seem to show more than the pleasure of

mere power. It was not necessary for self-assertion ; the dog

was wholly incapable of contesting any claims or privileges,

that the boys might be supposed to be vindicating. The

traveller's remark as to the undeveloped sympathies of the

population towards animals, is the one in point. The delight

7
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in suffering is apparently natural and primitive. It comes

into conflict with our sympathies such as they may happen to

be ; so far as these reach, it undergoes restraint ; beyond their

range it manifests itself in purity.

I must next advert to the love of Excitement as a possible

means of accounting for the fact. There is considerable vague-

ness in the term " excitement ". We may be pleased, or pained

simply; and we may be in a state, not describable as either

pleasure or pain, called excitement. A surprise is a good

example of excitement, with neutrality as regards pleasure

or pain ; for although these may accompany surprises, they

are incidental, and not essential, to the state. Another variety

of excitement is seen when we are either pleased or pained,

but not at all in proportion to the mental agitation or the

intensity of our consciousness. Great pleasiu-es are apt to

subside before the agitation of mind subsides, hence the pro-

priety of having such a term as " excitement," in addition to

the terminology of pleasure and pain.

Now, it is quite correct to say that we court excitement,

as a relief from dulness or ennui, or as a diversion from low

spirits. We may not see our way to pleasure pure and simple
;

but, if we can only get excited with something, we may thereby

get into a pleasurable mood. To agitate the nerves anyhow

(not painfully) may chance to bring some pleasure, if only of

the organic sort. We quit a scene of depressing stillness, for

the bustle of a street, a market, a crowd ; we call that excite-

ment, to be within the mark; we are not quite sure that it

amounts to pleasure. There are conflicting currents, pleasant

and painful : we scarcely know which is in the ascendant ; at

all events, we are made more awake, or alive ; our nerves and

muscles have got an accession of activity. Gambling is a good

example of pleasure from excitement. It contains alternations

of proper pleasure and pain; but there is a high pitch of

excitement throughout.

The demand for excitement of itself proves nothing. What

we are to look at is the forms that it takes by preference,

inasmuch as these are probably something more than mere

excitement ; they involve real and unambiguous pleasure. If
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the votaries of excitement are in the habit of seeking it

by molesting, annoying, chaffing other people, the inference is

that the excitement is a mere cover for a definite pleasure, the

pleasure of malevolence. To sit on a road-fence, and pass

insulting and jeering remarks upon the innocent passers-

by, is not to be slurred over as mere love of excitement; it

rises from the deeper fountains of malignity. We may easily

procure excitement in forms that hurt nobody; we may even

find excitement, and pleasure too, in bestowing benefits ; when
we habitually seek it in the shape of inflicting pain, we must

be credited with delighting in the pain.

I reserve to the last the special discussion of the Ludicrous,

which, I believe, confirms my view, with the least scope for

evasion. I could not, for any amount of bribe, explain the

pleasiu^es of Comedy and the Ludicrous without assuming a

disinterested pleasure of malevolence. I must examine Mr.

Bradley's observations on this head, with some minuteness.

In the first place, Mr. Bradley will not admit that the

Comic is everywhere reducible to a perceived degradation. In

the next place, he holds that degradation is very far from

establishing malevolence. Degradation must imply a degrad-

ing 'power, and our pleasure would lie in thus feeling om- self-

assertion increased. Moreover, Mr. Bradley thinks that I

should " find it difficult to verify the presence of malevolence

in every species of the ludicrous "
. No doubt I should, but

that does not dispose of the question between us.

I will notice, first, the connexion between the ludicrous and

degradation. Mr. Bradley does not go the length of denying

this wholly ; he merely says that it does not exist everywhere.

I should like to know whether he admits it anywhere, and, if

so, to what extent. Are the cases so few as to be mere chance

coincidences, or so numerous as to go beyond chance, and yet

not amount to a general or prevailing connexion ? I think the

history of Comedy is dead against him, if he means to say that

degradation is no essential feature of it. The ancient critics

judged difierently. Quintilian had perused all the great pro-

ductions of Greek and Roman Comedy ; and from him, we have

this observation :
" A saying that causes laughter is generally

7*
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based on false reasoning (some play upon words) ; has always

something low in it ; is often purposely sunk into buffoonery

;

is never honourable to the subject of it "
. This is pretty

sweeping ; indeed, a little too sweeping. I could undertake to

produce considerable exceptions : some of them, however, would

but prove the rule ; and all of them taken together would fail

to invalidate it as a general truth. The reason why such wide

generalizations are not absolute and universal, is simply that

they are occasionally crossed by other principles that turn aside

their application in particular cases. Thus, a laughable saying

may be even honourable, by being the occasion of a still greater

compliment. Many people that are ridiculed in Comedy, are

pleased by the importance of being publicly mentioned. Then,

the causes of laughter are not exhausted by comic degradation.

It often accompanies mere good spirits, and the cordiality of

friendship. There will always be cases even of the genuine

comic too subtle to analyze to everybody's satisfaction. But

that Comedy from its first start in the Dionysiac processions,

down to the present hour, is in its very essence the degradation

of some person, or interest, or institution, is established by an

overwhelming preponderance of examples beyond the possibility

of cavil. Mr. Bradley thinks he refutes the position by re-

marking that degradation must imply a degrading power, and

that in such a case any pleasure would lie in an increase of om*

self-assertion. I can scarcely make out from this whether he is

admitting or denying that degradation is the cause of laughter

;

the expression might mean that there is degradation, but the

pleasure is the pleasure of our own power, or self-assertion,

and not the pleasure of seeing another person degraded. The

answer to this has been partly anticipated, but is not complete.

An important consideration remains.

All through his argument Mr. Bradley keeps in the back-

ground, or, I may say, all but suppresses, the fact in connexion

with the pleasure of the ludicrous that is most at variance

with his conclusions. It is this. While, in a few instances, our

pleasure is in part the self-consciousness of our own power,

these instances are but a drop in the ocean of our enjoyment

of ludicrous degradation. Aristophanes must have had an ex-
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quisite pleasure in the exercise of his gift of comic degradation.

But how many have been delighted even to ecstasy with his

comedies, whether as seen on the stage, or as read ! Our
pleasure in the ludicrous goes far beyond any power of our

own ; it is coincident with felicitous mockery, however origin-

ating. We enjoy our own jokes with a special unction ; but we
enjoy also the jokes of the wits of all ages. The collective

comic literature of the past counts for a large fraction of our

happiness ; it is, like music, one of the institutions that make
up the salt of life. Yet the creators, who alone had the plea-

sure of power or self-assertion, are a mere sprinkling ; they

can be counted by tens. In fact, to put the phenomenon in its

just light, we must leave these out altogether, and deal with the

millions whose enjoyment of comic degradation is intense, and

who are nothing more than spectators. Mr. Bradley says that

torture inflicted by a third person lacks a great element of

pleasantness. Very true, but a great element still remains;

and that element, in the case of the ludicrous at least, is one of

the substantial and enduring pleasures of mankind.

The bearings of this remark are not yet exhausted. I must
apply it to Mr. Bradley's second position,—namely, that although

the comic were everywhere reduced to degradation, that is very

far from establishing malevolence. I answer that degradation

is undoubtedly pain to the subject of it ; and to take pleasure

in seeing (and not merely in bringing about) degradation would

prima facie indicate pleasure in putting others to pain. If we
are not to admit this conclusion, we must find another way out

of the puzzle. Power and self-assertion are of little avail, in

the case of mere spectatorship : all that could be said is, that

we sympathize with A's elation of power in putting B to pain

;

but such a mixture of sympathy and cruelty is not to be

readily assumed. Then, again, we have the alternative of love

of excitement, but with a difiiculty, as already noticed, in show-

ing why the desire for excitement should run so often and so

largely in this particular channel. Take a familiar instance : the

pleasure of children (and not of them alone) in the pantomime
;

which pleasure reaches its acme in the afterpiece. While look-

ing up with admiration and envy to the prowess of the clown,
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the youthful spectators have an intense enjoyment in seeing

how he puts everybody to trouble, annoyance, and discomfort,

while eluding detection, and escaping all the perils of his

venturesome occupation. Even poetic justice is not allowed to

overtake him at last ; the idea would be most distasteful to his

young admirers. Excitement might be given in other ways

;

but would any amount of mere glitter and stage movement
possess the unction of the clown s successful career in diffusing

petty vexation all around him ?

The strongest point in the illustration from the ludicrous

is the very large amount of the pleasure arising from a com-

paratively slight class of pains. No doubt a loss of dignity

affects us considerably; yet, in the scale of inflictions it stands

low : bodily injury, loss of means, an ill name, sorrow for

bereavements, danger to life,—leave the suffering of a tem-

porary loss of dignity at a great distance. Anything that

gives an acute annoyance, without serious injury, is included

among the incidents productive of laughter ; such, for example,

as a malodour, an unexpected check to one's progress, awkward-

ness and failure in some performance, or any small disappoint-

ment. These are pains that we can take delight in seeing any

one suffer, even though we have no hand in causing them. If

our delight in the greater pains were in proportion to their

magnitude, the charm of seeing creatures in the extreme of

bodily agony would be something enormous. And so it is, in

certain circumstances. Our sympathies usually interfere with

our enjoyment in the worst forms of suffering ; but there are

modes of getting over sympathy; the chief being resentment

for injury, which suspends fellow-feeling for the time, and

gives our malevolent gratification full swing. Why have

punishments so often been accompanied with extreme bar-

barity and cruelty ? Putting a man to death ought to be a

full discharge of any ordinary criminality
;
yet civilized nations

have added to it the utmost ingenuity of torture.

The illustration of the ludicrous is not complete without

remarking that the collective pleasure is so great as far to.

outweigh the pains even of the passing sufferers. In order to

provide ourselves with the enjoyment, we are willing to be
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victims in turn; a small amomit of occasional suffering is

rewarded by a large fruition of pleasure. Something of the

same kind happens in the acuter forms of teasing ; the school-

boy undergoes the torments of his initiation for the sake of

becoming one day a tormentor himself. So that, with good

management, even the malevolent pleasure has something of

the diffusive tendency attributed to benevolent pleasure; it

multiplies itself, and more than defrays the cost of the sacri-

fice. This, of course, is the last refinement of the passion. In

the evolutionist millennium, when altruism will be developed

to the point of destroying all the coarse and brutal forms of

the pleasure of cruelty, the arts of comedy, as well as the play

of humour in our social intercourse, will be saved.

At the risk of being tedious, I must dwell a little further on

an aspect of the ludicrous already implicated in our examples,

namely, the efficacy of purely fictitious sufferings in awakening

our interest. The children at the pantomime are aware that

the clown's ingenious teasings are all unreal
;
yet the mere

idea is delightful. So it is with the fictitious in comedy and

romance. The charm in witnessed sufiering (properly regulated)

is so great as to dispense alike with our own self-assertion in

causing it, and with the reality of the cases. Now, it must be

a very powerful feeling that can be worked upon in this way.

The love-passion, and the admiration of personal beauty, attest

their strength by responding to the most far-fetched examplea

Hamlet affects astonishment at the player's excitement over

Hecuba ; so he might ask, What is Helen of Troy to us in the

present day ? But if a picture of female beauty, immersed in

stirring adventures, can be skilfully set forth, it will interest

the human race to the end of time ; the natural intensity of the

sentiment of love being the sole explanation. And if we can

take delight in the mere recital of gratuitous sufferings, with

only an insignificant pretext, what inference can be drawn,

but that suffering fascinates, that is, pleases us ? All the other

explanations—Power, Self-assertion, Love of Excitement—melt

away in the presence of mere imaginary forms of infliction.

The love of Sport needs the delight in suffering to maintain

it. In the sport of the gun we must have the pleasure of
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killing; otherwise, we might be equally amused by firing at

bottles projected in the air at a proper distance. In hunting,

we enjoy the torture of the fox, if only in the indirect form

of sympathy with the hounds, whose blood-thirstiness is

thoroughly unaffected and unconcealed.

I cannot enter into the further question of the connexion of

malevolence with our joy in the Sublime : that needs a dis-

cussion to itself. If the sentiment is once shown to exist as

an independent fact of the mind, and not as a mere occasional

incident of other feelings, it will crop out in many more ways
than those we have now been considering.

Mr. Bradley ends with a sort of apology for our apparent

malevolence, as he accounts it to be. He says—" We all cling

to our wrongs, for they keep us in mind of our rights, and we
hug our hatreds since without them how little would be left

to some of us ". But the most prosperous of human beings

include, in the roll of their pleasures, a number of hatreds.

For my own part, I would as soon be called malevolent after

the purest type, as declared capable of hugging hatreds to

make up for a joyless lot. The question ever recurs—Why
is hatred such a source of consolatory feeling, if there be not

a fountain of pleasure in connexion with the sufferings of

others ?
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The process of defining is here discussed, not in its fullest

compass, but with the limited object of assisting in demar-

cation. Given the entire body of the Subject-sciences, it is

desirable to ascertain the best mode of distributing the

materials, so as to be able to say of any fact or doctrine

that its suitable place is in one rather than in another.

It may be asked, at the outset, what is the criterion of a

suitable place. The only answer is kindred or similarity, of

which we must judge as we best can. A science is an

aggregate of knowledge, whose particular items are more

closely related to one another, in the way of kinship, than

to any other collective mass of particulars. The propositions

of Geometry have such preferential kindred among them-

selves ; the facts of Chemistry have the same ; so likewise

the facts of Physiology, of Geology, of Politics. All men
of science would rebel against a mixture of geometrical pro-

positions, chemical laws, physiological particulars and political

doctrines. To interpolate between the first and the second

proposition of Euclid the properties of oxygen, and between

the fifth and the sixth the three powers of the British Con-

stitution, might not involve a single error of statement ; but

it would be an outrage on the decencies and conventions of

science.

The reason is obvious enough, but yet is worthy of being

explicitly rendered. We seldom encounter such gross mis-

placements as those mentioned, but we are liable to the

practice in more insidious, and, therefore, more hurtful, ways.

Now, the chief benefit of the homogeneous grouping of our

knowledge may be comprehensively described as intellectual

ease, or, in other words, the economy of the powers of the
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understanding. Whether as simply an aid to memory, as a

facility in comprehending proof, or for the higher end of

invention, it is eminently profitable to view together related

topics, and to exclude from the attention all that belongs to

different regions of thought. This is one law of expository

style. A good paragraph is said to possess unity; that is,

it has a definite theme, and is restricted to the expansion

and illustration of that theme. As already remarked, the

consequence of a breach of unity is not necessarily error

—

every affirmation may be perfectly correct in itself; yet the

jumble of incongruous statements embarrasses the intellectual

workings, and does as much harm in its own way as positive

misstatements. A resort to such confusion is one of the

devices of sophistry.

That the ideally best distribution of the matters belonging

to the Subject-sciences is not free from difficulty is admitted

at the outset, and will be illustrated in the sequel. Neverthe-

less, any failures that can be alleged may not always be owing

to intrinsic difficulty, but to a purely extraneous and accidental

cause—namely, the excessive ambition of the cultivators of the

individual branches, which is a motive to overstretch their

several boundaries, by way of aggrandizing their importance.

For this weakness, however, it may be said there is no remedy

but the moral regeneration of the scientists themselves. I

answer there is a remedy, or rather there is a situation where

the aggrandizing tendency is neutralized. Among the distinc-

tive merits of Aristotle, I would assign as one in particular,

that he does not overstep the legitimate boundaries of the

several branches of knowledge treated of by him ; these

branches representing nearly all the topics that concern the

present theme. Of course, I make allowances for the im-

perfection of his grasp at that early stage. But take his

Organon, and you will not find anything that a logician of

the present day would consider as irrelevant, still less as

belonging in strictness to a totally difterent department. My
explanation does not rest either on his extraordinary power of

discrimination, or on his self-restraint in not pushing a subject

beyond its proper bounds. It is quite another consideration.
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His comprehensive intellect had sketched nearly the whole

round of the sciences of mind—Psychology, Logic, Ethics,

Metaphysics ; not to mention Politics, Rhetoric and Poetics,

which we may for our present purpose omit, although un-

doubtedly their foundations are in the subject sphere of

thought. Now, if a writer has actually composed systematic

and exhaustive treatises of Psychology, Logic, Ethics and

Metaphysics, he is under no temptation to aggrandize one

at the expense of the others. He is in a position of perfect

impartiality. His judgment of the relationship and the proper

localization of any given proposition is unbiassed by pre-

ferences; for he need have no preferences. If he thinks a

question more nearly allied to Psychology than to Logic, he

assigns it to Psychology, he being master of that branch too.

I doubt if any philosopher whose one subject was Logic would

have been equally pure in his handling. So, in formulating a

department of Metaphysics, Aristotle was delivered from a

still greater temptation to mix up heterogeneous topics in

one treatise.

The position of Aristotle is not often reproduced in later

times. The university teachers of Europe, during several

centuries, reflected Aristotle's breadth, and would have the

same absence of temptation to extend one branch at the ex-

pense of another. A few of our recent thinkers, as Kant and

Hegel, have composed original works on most of his topics,

but we cannot quote them as exact parallels on the point

before us.

My plan of treatment is the following. Selecting the four

leading departments of subjective knowledge— Psychology,

Logic, Ethics, Philosophy (Ontology and Metaphysics being

so far synonymous)—^I will discuss their domains severally

by dwelling on the points of contact between each one and

every other. I may say in advance that the end I have in

view is to isolate the questions most suitable to be included

in the designation ' Philosophy,' by withholding from it every

topic that can be claimed, with good reason, by any one of

the three others. I therefore take them in couples thus :
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(1) Psychology—Logic; (2) Psychology—Ethics ; (3) Psychology

—Philosophy; (4) Logic—-Philosophy. There are still two

other couplings, Logic—Ethics, Philosophy—Ethics ; but these

we can dispense with. In fact, the gist of the inquiry is the

best possible distribution of matter in the three fields—Psy-

chology, Logic, Philosophy.

Couple first, then, is Psychology—Logic.

The province of Psychology is on the whole sufficiently

well marked out, being the properties and laws of the human

mind treated scientifically. In its lower region of Sense, it

abuts on Physiology, and the line of demarcation of the two

is an afiair of some delicacy ; but that does not concern our

present purpose, which has to do with the logical border. I

propose, therefore, to inquire with some degree of minuteness,

into the province of Logic itself.

Now, whatever things may have been regarded, at one

time or other, as coming within the scope of Logic, we cannot

blink the fact that Logic had its apparent origin in the

endeavour to rectify mistakes connected with the pursuit of

truth. Aristotle, we may believe, would not have perfected

the syllogistic machinery, with all its belongings, had he not

designed to obviate the inadvertencies habitual to the ordinary

mind, especially in complicated reasonings. I may presume

that the one thing agreed upon, as properly included in Logic,

is the Aristotelian syllogism, or something equivalent to it.

Whether a scheme of Inductive Logic should be appended is

a matter of dispute in modern times, but could not have been

so if the post-Aristotelian logicians had retained the entire

Topica, as an integral part of Logic. Grote has conclusively

established that Aristotle fully conceived, although he very

inadequately developed, the inclusion of Inductive Method in

the logical scheme.

Assuming, then, that the primary motive of Logic was to-

correct human weakness in the matter of attaining truth, this

must still be conceived as its central idea, unless, in the course

of development, something has happened to alter men's viewa

on the whole subject. It is, of course, possible that Aristotle

may have been mistaken, either in regarding such a construe-
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tion as wanted, or, supposing it wanted, as efficient for the

end : on both suppositions, the whole scheme was an abortion.

Advocates of this extreme opinion have appeared from time

to time. Another view consists in disregarding the practical

applications made of the logical machinery by Aristotle him-

self, and in evolving from it aids to the higher speculation,

as in the use made of the Categories by Kant and of the

Syllogistic apparatus by Hegel. Truth and falsehood are, no

doubt, still in view, but not the correction of the kind of

mistakes indicated under the Aristotelian Fallacies.

Taking the practical-utility view of Logic, there is one

thing worthy of being made prominent, namely, that the

machinery is not imported from any other branch of know-

ledge : it is built up on the very ground where it is to operate.

In the later developments, when Psychology on the one hand,

and Philosophy on the other, assumed shape and obtained

their present locus standi among the Subject-sciences, it may
have become related to those two branches in the way of both

giving and taking ; but Aristotle's mode of going to work was

to study actual examples of reasonings, good and bad, and

to draw from these the formulae of reasoning in general—in

other words, the Syllogistic scheme and all that related thereto.

It was in the same way that Grammar was formed by gener-

alizing the constructions in actual speech. Bacon's Induction

was derived in a similar fashion. Newton's Rules of Philo-

sophizing grew out of his study of the theory of gravitation,

the only extraneous help being Ockham's razor.

If anything more is needed on this point, I can cite as an

illustration the question—Does Logic include an Art of Dis-

covery ? Mill would seem to say it does not, if we look merely

to his emphatic statement that Logic is the Science of Proof

or Evidence. But he overshot the mark and contradicted his

title-page, which includes an express reference to Methods of

Scientific Investigation. The explanation of his position was,

I believe, that the Inductive Logic of his predecessors—Bacon,

Herschel, and Whewell—pointed to invention almost ex-

clusively, and took for granted that, when discoveries were

made, the evidence would be forthcoming as a matter of
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course. What we should now say is, if there be an art of

Discovery, it would seem to have a place in Logic, unless,

indeed, its mode of operating were unique and entirely de-

tachable from the processes involved in proof.

The use that I intend to make of the reference to a sup-

posed art of Discovery is this. Such an art is not, any more

than Proof, obtained from an extraneous source ; it grows

strictly out of attending to the actual instances of scientific

investigation. This was the course followed by Bacon, Herschel,

and Whewell, for example. I can quote an anecdote in point.

In my own Inductive Logic, I thought proper to compose a

chapter on the Art of Discovery, embodying everything that

I could seize hold of as in any way bearing on the art.

Believing that the actual procedure of men that had made

discoveries must be a principal source of the art, I had a

conversation with Thomas Graham, the chemist, and asked

him point-blank whether from his experience he could for-

mulate any procedure that would be useful to others in the

task of discover}^ Graham was a cautious as well as a modest

man. Instead of answering directly for himself, he quoted

with approval a saying of Dumas—"Follow game". Now,
without attempting to appraise the worth of this advice, I

give it as showing that it grew out of the actual work of

research, and was not superinduced and derived from any

other region of knowledge.

My drift is, I think, now apparent. Logic is avowedly,

and by more or less cordial agreement, a body of formulae for

testing and for discovering truth. In this capacity, it would

seem, judging from its origin and sources, to be independent

and self-contained; neither borrowing nor lending out of its

own domain. Keep it to this function, and you ought not

to be troubled with either its invasion of other departments,

or its absorption by other departments. There is not, in fact,

any branch of knowledge that claims to be its parent; and

there ought not to be any branch that should arrogate its

function.

Why, then, is Logic not satisfied with this grand role ? It

certainly has trenched upon matters that may be claimed for
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other departments : notoriously Psychology and Philosophy or

Metaphysics. The fact is that its machinery, contrived in the

view of attaining certainty in ordinary matters of truth and

falsehood, has been found to possess an independent interest

and charm. The formulae of Concepts, Judgments, Reasonings,

ending in the Syllogism, make up a work of intellectual

symmetry agreeable to contemplate. Then, again, as we have

seen, the searchers after truth have not been contented to

dwell in the more familiar regions of the practical and the

accessible : they have aspired, like the Titans of old, to take

heaven by storm ; to lay down theorems as to the origin >

extent, duration and government of the entire universe. If

there be such a thing as an artificial help to the intellect in

arriving at truth, it is pre-eminently needed for the most

arduous search of all. Hence, Logic can hardly avoid becom-

ing involved in this transcendental pursuit ; many, in all ages,

would value it more for its assistance here than for its rectifi-

cation of the doctrines of physical or political knowledge.

Still, its great founder was sparing in his allusion to these

high speculations within the Organon proper. He did enter

upon them, but in a place apart, if we may interpret the

etymology of Metaphysica as posterior to the Physica, and

distinct from the Organon.

In the subsequent coupling. Logic—Philosophy, I shall

return to this topic : here I am exhausting the couple,

Psychology—Logic. I am now prepared for submitting to

the reader's judgment the proper placing, as between these

two, of certain matters that have fluctuated in their position.

And, first, as to certain seeming encroachments of Logic on

Psychology.

The grand principle of Resemblance, Identity, Consistency,

is vital to Logic; it occurs everywhere. The ultimate test of

truth involves a judgment of consistency or agreement. That

a certain substance is arsenic is proved by the coincidence of

its reactions with certain pre-defined reactions characteristic of

arsenici; implying also its disagreements with all other sub-

stances. Now, this same property of Agreement enters into

Psychology, as a law of the human intelligence connected
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with the reproduction of thought—the recovery of something

formerly experienced at the instance of something resembling

what is now present. As a psychological law, the mode of

treatment consists in laying down the conditions that favour

and those that thwart the resuscitation; likewise those that

determine the direction that it may take among several

possibilities. Such inquiries seem wholly unnecessary for

any purpose in Logic, except, perhaps, when it overtakes the

arduous problem of assisting discovery ; while in Psychology

they are in their own place, and in the position to enjoy all

the advantages of collateral lights. It seems to me, therefore,

that there can be little room for dispute as to the partition of

this great topic. I cannot help thinking that a chapter on

Association of Ideas is out of place and superfluous in a

logical treatise; the incongruity being aggravated by con-

sidering how little the Law of Contiguity, the chief support

of memory, can have to do with any of the departments of

Logic. It was expressly adverted to by Locke as a source

of bias, prejudice or fallacy ; but this is merely an incidental

application, sufficient to justify a brief psychological reference,

but not a full exposition.

Next, as to Psychology encroaching on Logic. The chief

examples of this are found in our older psychologists, who,

under the Faculties of Abstraction and Reasoning, went into

the nature of Concepts, Judgments, and Syllogistic inference.

The two-sided character of the law of Resemblance, just

alluded to, would be one explanation of this encroachment,,

which, probably, would not occur in a writer that professed

both Psychology and Logic. For example, Mr. Spencer never

penned an avowed treatise on Logic. This may account for

his including under Psychology several chapters on the theory

of Reasoning, exactly as he would have given it in a logical

treatise. He goes over the ground of the Syllogism, and sets

up a rival to the old Aristotelian scheme. Now, while there

is no apparent advantage in placing the topic in the line of a

psychological exposition, the Psychology proper can hardly

fail to suffer from the interruption.

If there be one point more than another that would seem
8
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exclusively logical, it is the enunciation of the Uniformity of

Nature as the axiom at the foundation of all inductive proof.

Some are of opinion that it should be referred to Psychology.

For this I see only one pretext, namely, that we have an

instinctive tendency to believe that what has been will be,

—

which, however, does not make the doctrine either more or

less certain, or in any way affect its exclusively logical

bearing. If it is to be partitioned between Logic and any

other department, that must be Philosophy, as will appear

in the sequel.

So much for our first coupling. The chain of exposition

would be apparently least unbroken if the next were Logic

—Philosophy ; but as this brings up the final question of all,

everything that can prepare the way should first be adduced.

The couple Psychology—Ethics would open the very wide

door of the ethical province. The designation ' Ethics ' is

notoriously elastic. The initial difficulty is peculiar to Ethics

itself—namely, the wide difference between the ostensible

object of the science and its ordinary treatment.

If, as is usually said, the science of Ethics teaches the

moral and social duties of men, an effective refutation was

given by Plato in the Protagoras. Men's duties have been all

along taught, not through formal enunciation and methodical

arrangement, but by discipline for neglect and approbation

for compliance. Such is the education of the family and

the community, to which a science of Ethics adds but little.

If, with Paley, we add the ' reasons,' we must put a peculiar

construction upon that term. It is not 'reason' as meaning

the ground or justification of moral precepts ; the implication

being that these have to stand or fall according as the reasons

are adjudged to be satisfactory. Society does not allow the

reasonableness of its dictates to be opened up in this way.

The only reasoning that is tolerated is the reasoning that

assists in overcoming men's reluctance and repugnance to

do their duty; in short, it is received as an aid to moral

suasion, which has always been very much in want of

support. Nor can it even be said with much truth that

Ethics abbreviates the education in duty by a summary
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and methodical arrangement of our several duties. Our
experience in society hardly leaves us ignorant of any im-

portant requirements ; and, as to the difficulties of conflicting

obligations that made the Casuistry of the former ages, a

scientific discussion is of very little use, and modern writers

seldom waste their strength on such difficulties. They can

be settled in the same courts that settle the rest—the courts

of social opinion—adjudicating on actual cases as they arise.

The first great work on Ethics, the work of Aristotle,

sufficiently proves the difficulty of limiting the field. I

have already put stress upon Aristotle's vantage-ground in

deciding what should fall under each of the several sciences

of the subject-sphere. He had Psychology (although the

least matured of the group), Politics, Logic, Metaphysics,

Rhetoric to relieve the plethora of his Ethics; yet he still

retains there a quantity of psychological matter—desires of

the Soul, the nature of the Voluntary and Involuntary, the

theory of Pleasure—his only tenable excuse being that all

these points were incidentally raised in connexion with

Ethics as viewed by him.

If we refer to the questions most usually associated with

Ethics in modern times—the Standard and the Faculty,—we
can discover very little connexion between them and the moral

rules that society has established and takes pains to enforce.

A law is a law when once it is adopted and promulgated, and

its origin does not make it more or less obligatory. Whether

the standard be social utility, an instinct implanted in us, or

a revelation of the Deity, the regulation of conduct is the

same. Even the divine origin makes no essential diflerence

;

the enforcing body, being the existing community, may be just

as strict in one case as in another.

We can see from Aristotle that, in order to make a

systematic and scientific Ethics, he took an entirely new and

independent start, namely, the consideration of human ex-

cellence, according to an ideal standard, under which the

individual is a law to himself, and aims at something higher

than conformity to the rules of the general community

—

rules that needed no scientific investigation, or even express
8*
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embodiment in verbal formulas. It was thus that he was
led to define man's chief Good, or Highest End, and under it

the several virtues, according to their consummate type of

a golden mean. So also his definition of Friendship, as the

highest source of Social satisfaction, and the perfect union

and adjustment of the Egoistic and the Altruistic regards.

Now, the remark on all this is that the Aristotelian treat-

ment, as well as the continuing form of scientific Ethics,

consisted not in deriving maxims from other departments of

the subject-region, but in working directly and inductively

upon the field of human conduct, just as Logic was derived

from a study of actual reasonings, good and bad. Ethics is

thus, to say the least, a department by itself, not capable of

being merged in any other, and not justified in absorbing

any other, although liable (like all the sciences we are now
considering) to vacillation of boundary, and the consequent

need of a rectifying operation. It is not difficult to see where
the rectification, as regards Psychology, should take place.

Without stopping to argue the conclusions, I assume without

hesitation that Psychology should claim absolutely the handling

of the Will, the nature of Conscience, whether it be viewed as

simple or as complex, and the reality and sources of Dis-

interested Action. With equal confidence, and with a still

greater concurrence of opinion, I affirm that the inquiry into

the Standard is a unique research, and should have the field

to itself ; it is not psychological, not logical, not philosophical

or metaphysical. How far it may touch upon Sociology, still

more upon Theology, is a distinct matter, and will be referred

to presently.

I must now be allowed an observation upon the standing

anomaly of Ethics—the composition of large treatises with-

out any direct bearing upon the moral conduct of mankind,

supplying no new instruction as to what society expects of

us and only a very slight aid to our motive power in doing

right. If Logic were to be as barren for its avowed object as

the corrector of inadvertence in matters of true and false, it

would, in our utilitarian age, lose its place and prestige for

good. I take it, then, that the topic of the Standard, so
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incessantly rediscussed, owes its importance to its bearing on

the supernatural or divine. At all events, there have always

been theorists who could see theistic consequences, not only

in the doctrine of Revelation as the standard of morals, but

in the theory of Intuitive or Instinctive morality. Now, any

matter of speculation that touched these vast issues would

acquire a transcendent importance, in comparison with which

the regulation of social duty, even if that were really

accomplished by ethical inquiries, would dwindle into in-

significance. Hence it is that the ethical writer is not likely

to remand to Psychology proper the analysis of Conscience.

For the same reason, Free-will, which has also been credited

with high theistic bearings, may, in spite of any remonstrance

of mine, continue to be regarded as an indispensable portion

of the science of Ethics.

It is with the next coupling that our difficulties begin,

although they do not end there : I mean Psychology

—

Philosophy. As with the foregoing couples, the plan to be

pursued is still the same. We assume, provisionally, a field

for Psychology and Philosophy respectively, and, by con-

centrating our gaze on the conterminous portions, endeavour

to rectify the boundary in cases where we find overlapping

or encroachment. I will begin with one vast question,

which seems undoubtedly to have a foot in both regions

:

I mean External Perception. Can this be made out wholly

and purely psychological, to the riddance of Philosophy from

one of its chief embroilments ? Can it be retained bodily in

Philosophy, to the lightening of the burden of Psychology?

Can it, with advantaofe to itself, be distributed between

both, and, if so, upon what terms, and in what divisions ?

If we answer the first question we answer all the three. I

repeat, then, can everything that fairly appertains to this

problem be exhausted under a purely psychological treatment ?

I think not. What seems to me truly psychological, and in

its proper place in Psychology, is the analysis of Object and

Subject considered as compounds. If, indeed, their composite

character is denied, as, for example, by Ferrier and Samuel
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Bailey, there is nothing psychological in the matter. But I

do not understand this to be the position of the most extreme

Realists, as Reid or Hamilton. Even Spencer, who is a decided

Realist after a fashion of his own, makes a very elaborate

analysis of the objective and the subjective sides of our know-

ledge, resolving them into psychological elements of sense and

intelligence. If, then, this is allowed, the place for it must be

Psychology, where the components are described with all the

advantages of collateral exposition. Theorists of every school

(with the exception of J. S. Mill) have put stress upon the

feeling of Resistance as the groundwork of what we call the

Object-world. And it is no less apparent that to the Object

attaches the peculiarity of being the same to all minds—an

admission that leaves open the matter at issue between the

Realist and the Idealist. The psychologist is thus free to give

his view of the mental components of the Object-consciousness

and the Subject-consciousness respectively, and to maintain

that view against rival thinkers, simply on the ground of

sufficiency or insufficiency as an analysis, there being no

properly metaphysical consideration admissible in the decision
;

just as the nature of Conscience is the purely psychological

part of Ethics.

Supposing this point allowed, there awaits us the con-

troversy between Realism and Idealism. Now, although Mr.

Spencer includes this, too, in his Psychology, as he does the

logic of the Syllogism, he separates it entirely from the psycho-

logical analysis, and conducts the inquiry in a totally different

manner, not in any way invoking Ps^^chology into the discus-

sion. In nine successive chapters, extending over seventy-five

pages, he reviews the whole question in dispute, endeavouring to

refute the averments and reasonings of Berkeley and of Hume,
and to establish, by a variety of considerations, the Realistic

position, after purifying and reforming its language, under the

designation of Transfigured Realism. Now, my contention is

that this is not a properly psychological exposition like the

analysis of Object and Subject. True, there are assumptions

respecting the mind drawn into the handling ; but that is not

enough. We may make applications of psychological doctrine
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in a thesis that would not be properly placed in a system of

Psychology, there being perhaps concurring applications of

other sciences, as Logic, Physics or Physiology. What is the

real brunt of the Perception-difficulty ? Plainly the demonstra-

tion by Berkeley (to his own satisfaction at least) that an

independent external world involves a contradiction in terms,

and that esse means no more than percipi. Well, how have

the combatants on both sides gone to work over the question ?

In various ways, no doubt ; but, as an example, we need only

refer to the favourite contention of the Realists, that conscious-

ness testifies to an External World independent of our minds,

and consciousness cannot lie. The Idealist must deny this

testimony, or he must interpret it differently. Now, such

matters as the authority of consciousness and the import of

the term ' External ' may be said to run close upon both

Psychology and Logic, and may derive elucidation from both,

but yet may be properly withheld from the regular exposition

of either, and be assigned a place apart. This place would

be, as I conceive, in the department named by the several

designations, Metaphysics, Ontology, Philosophy. While I am
satisfied that an advanced Psychology and an advanced Logic

are alike serviceable to the determination of the controversy,

I do not consider that either can dispose of it finally. This,

then, is one topic that would come under the head of Philo-

sophy.

The next example is the Kantian position in the Pure

Reason. Kant himself maintained that his theory of Know-
ledge, being concerned with validity and not with fact, was

outside of Psychology ; and he was right. Supposing any-

one were to attack him on his great thesis —the possibility of

synthetic judgments a priori—and were to join issue upon the

geometrical proposition, ' Two straight lines cannot enclose a

space,'—the controversy would certainly not be psychological;

it would be by a combination of Geometry and Logic that the

allegation could be either confuted or maintained . The answer

of most thinkers at present would be that this proposition,

whether a priori or otherwise, is not a synthetic but an

analytic judgment
;
yet, for my own part, if I were to be
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very rigid, I would no more raise the discussion under either

Geometry or Logic than I would under Psychology. I would

invoke both these sciences as adjuncts to the settlement ; but

that is quite different from introducing it into either in the

regular march of the exposition.

The allied Kantian position—that regards Space and Time

as pure subjective ' forms ' imposed by the mind on a

' matter ' of experience—would seem to be an item of pure

Psychology, inasmuch as an adequate psychological resolution

of the notions into primitive elements of sense and intelligence

would be the appropriate alternative. It is not, however, in

this way that Kant is usually met : the disadvantages of such

a polemic are too serious. While the analyst has all the diffi-

culties of an arduous problem to encounter, the Kantist has

only to criticize the weak points. What is usually attempted

is to confute Kant on his own ground, on the score of in-

consistency with himself, or with the admitted conditions and

facts of knowledge, just as with the synthetic judgments

a priori. Hence, the discussion is properly extra-psychological,

in the sense already given ; that is to say, it may apply psycho-

logical as well as logical knowledge, but would not form a

chapter in a continuous scientific or methodical treatment of

either department.

A third boundary-question, under the present couple, is the

crux of Epistemology, or Theory of Knowledge ; that is to say,

the impossibihty of knowing a sense-particular without a pre-

existing generality that sense cannot give. This is merely

another way of putting the Kantian position, but it is not

confined to Kant; it reappears in all the anti-empiric or a

priori schools. It is the deadlock of the knowledge-question,

and its chief analogue is the celebrated puzzle of Zeno, on

motion. Of it I will merely say that it has an apparent

connexion with Psychology, seeing that the psychological

analysis of knowledge should dispose of it. Nevertheless, a

wary psychologist will not venture to establish the empiric,

as opposed to the intuitive, solution by means of his analysis
;

just as Newton would have declined resolving the paradox of

Zeno, as not in his parish. It is a question of how we made
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our first start in knowledge ; and that question we have no

means of solving except by the analogy of our present pro-

gress, in which general and particular are inextricably com-

mingled. On the whole, therefore, in the partitioning of

Psychology and Philosophy, this also would pass to the latter

•of the two, with the same permission to make occasional drafts

upon the established psychological conclusions
;
yet not more

so than upon Logic, which ought to intervene in all proposi-

tions that are accused of self-contradiction.

Fourthly, the ultimate grounds of the validity of know-
ledge, or the legitimate sources of belief in the last resort, are

least of all included in Psychology. For although belief, as a

state of the subject, ought to be resolved in a psychological

system, the groundwork of belief in any given proposition

must be something outside
;
just as the account of conscience

as a faculty does not carry with it the grounds of our several

duties or of obligation in general. I have already adverted

to the most fundamental of all assumptions—the Uniformity

of Nature, the validity of which, as I conceive, is not es-

tablished either by Psychology or by Logic.

Enough for the present upon the couple, Psychology

—

Philosophy. We may recur to it in the handling of our final

couple. Logic—Philosophy, which ought to cover nearly all

the remaining ambiguities that beset the province of Philo-

sophy.

The first point of contact of these two branches lies in the

special definition of Philosophy as the unity of all knowledge,

the common groundwork of the sciences. Every separate

science has its narrow sphere ; Philosophy in some manner
deals with the whole.

Now, there is an aspect of this unity that might very well

come under Logic, as being one of the auxiliaries to its

principal aim ; I mean the Classification of the Sciences, and
of all knowledge, upon some definite principle that would set

forth their mutual bearings—their points of agreement and
difference, their order of dependence and succession. Various

attempts have been made to construct such a classification
;
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the most ambitious being, perhaps, those of Auguste Comte
and Mr. Spencer. So enamoured was Comte of this aspect

of his Philosophie Positive that he made it, in part, his

justification for attaching the venerable term 'Philosophy'

to his work, after repudiating Metaphysics, on the ground

that he had clenched the unity of human knowledge by his

arrangement of the sciences according to their natural sequence,

and had assigned to each its characteristic method or logical

peculiarities. 1

This meaning of Philosophy may be looked at as we have

been looking at all the rest. Has it a suitable place and a

proper kindred with any other recognized branch of the Sub-

ject-sciences ? In point of fact, it has actually been disposed

of in three ways. First, it is treated quite apart by Mr.

Spencer, whose Classification of the Sciences is a work by
itself ; it is outside even his very comprehensive expository

scheme. Secondly, it may be an introduction, or prolegomena,

to a scientific series which aims at representing all our know-

ledge that has taken scientific form. Comte himself is an

example of this mode of handling. Thirdly, it may be in-

cluded in Logic proper, as I myself have dealt with it. If

any one of these is a legitimate placing, the effect would be

to keep it distinct from Philosophy.

As, however, the supposed unifying scope of Philosophy is

not fully made out by mere classification, we need to find

what is left over. Now, while each science has its funda-

mental notions—Physiology, life ; Chemistry, atomic com-

' Comte had another reason for assuming the title ^Philosophie Positive,^

namely, his three ' stages,' or modes of viewing the whole Universe of things

—theological, metaphysical, and positive. There is much to be said in favour

of applying the word to this great transformation of human thought. It is

a process not properly included in any of the sciences, physical or mental,

and is not out of kin with the usual topics of philosophy. As a Method, or

point of view for regarding the world, we might enrol it among the reserved

topics given at the close of the paper as making up the philosophical field.

I think, however, that the discussion raised by it falls better under Theism

than under Philosophy. It is usually in the interest of Theism that Comte's

stages are counterargued. His ' metaphysical ' stage by itself does no harm

to any one, and would scarcely provoke a serious criticism. His illustrations

would find a place among Logical Fallacies.
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bination; and so on—there are certain other notions still

more fundamental and pervasive, as Space, Time, Cause.

These are assumed in all the sciences, upon the basis of a

certain number of concrete examples, by which they are so

far fixed as to be used consistently and intelligibly for

scientific purposes. Nevertheless, there has been suspended

on all of them a kind of discussion very different from what

is usual in science, namely, their origin as between the

subject-mind and the object-world. Space and Time we have

had occasion to notice already. Cause, in like manner, has

its transcendental puzzles, which the mere man of science

refuses to deal with. General as the notion is, he still includes

it in the ordinary scientific treatment ; it recurs in all the

sciences after Mathematics, and has a different embodiment

for each—Gravity, Heat, and so forth. But although it runs

through several sciences, and is thus a common or unifying

principle, it is not, therefore, on that account outside science

altogether, and in want of the retreat that Philosophy provides.

Only when Hume reduced Causation to a pure empiricism,

and provoked a counter-demonstration from metaphysicians

at large, did the notion assume an aspect out of relation to

science, and in keeping with Philosophy. So long as the

point raised by him continues matter of controversy, there is

at least one topic that will seemingly give Philosophy a locus

standi in contrast to Physical Science. Not conclusively,

however, until it be seen whether Hume's difficulty may not

be overtaken in Psychology or in Logic, one or other, or in

both? Undoubtedly, there is a psychological inquiry as to

our idea of Cause, whether it is an intuition or a product of

experience and association ; there is also a logical inquiry as

to the certainty or validity of the belief in causation. But,

if we have already concluded, as regards Psychology, that Space

and Time have a controversial phase appropriate to Philosophy,

and also that the validity of Nature's Uniformity is assumed

by the logician without debate, then, to be consistent, we must

reserve the treatment of Cause in its final analysis to the

philosophical region. What makes a Cause causal ? asks the

metaphysician, and this he does with a view to withdraw the
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question from Psychology and Logic alike, and to retain it in

his own special province.

One more plunge i'nto the depths of Metaphysics brings

up the formidable contrasts of Knowing and Being, Thought
and Reality, Appearance and Reality, Phenomenon and Noli-

menon, Relative and Absolute. The word Ontology is applied

to this class of inquiries ; so is Metaphysic, so also is Philo-

sophy. Our present plan is to regard the whole compass of

these three designations as making up but one department,

for which Philosophy is a title justiiied by a certain amount
of respectable modern usage. Therefore, the point at present

is, how much of the discussion that the several antithetic

couples give birth to can be disposed of under Psychology or

Logic, so as to leave a minimum to Philosophy proper. The
preliminary question, however, what do they severally mean
—are they, or are they not, different names for one problem

—

would have to be disposed of, even before asking how much
of their contents would go to Psychology or to Logic. A
science that is aware of its own province would decline to

consider whether an ambiguous notion or proposition fell

within that province. First, tell us clearly what you mean,

express yourself in language that is devoid of equivocation,

and then we can say whether the matter pertains to our

branch of inquiry—such is the psychologist's and the logician's

reply to the request for admission into their respective domains.

Now, nobody can have surveyed the problems of so-called

Metaphysics or Philosophy, in the most superficial manner,

without seeing that the definition of vague terms was an

indispensable preliminary to most of the inquiries. To which

it may be replied—That would bring it within the logician's

province : a very plausible, but not a conclusive remark. There

is this much in it, that Logic may give some artificial aid in

defining general terms, as when it suggests and explains the

importance of taking a notion on its two sides, positive and

negative—superadding the statement of what the notion is

not to what it is. But then, supposing Logic to originate

this prescription and to give it form and illustration, it is

not bound to go out and enforce it everywhere, or in the
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difficult problems of human knowledge in general : all that is

properly obligatory on the logician is to give sufficient examples

to make the process intelligible and applicable ; each learner

then carries it into operation in his own particular walk, the

metaphysician and philosopher among the rest.

If Knowing, as opposed to Being, Existence, Reality, is

but one problem, the preparatory inquiry would be to give

some explanation of the meaning of the great abstraction thus

variously named ; which would at once open the controversy

with those that regard ' Existence ' as a factitious and in-

competent term, as, in fact, having no meaning, inasmuch as it

outstrips the relativity of our notions, which makes the final

end of generalization a couple, and not a unity. Seeing that I

do not here pretend to arbitrate or take a side on this matter,

but only to determine in what compartment or division of the

Subject-sciences it should be fought out, all I have to decide is,

that neither Psychology nor Logic is the place, and thus, by

a process of exhaustion, it must be received into Philosophy.

The great Perception-question is in close alliance with the

question of Knowing and Being ; and many thinkers include

the two under one treatment. Still, it is possible to distin-

guish the two, or to regard the first as more limited than

the second. Our mode of dealing with a world that is open

to our perception, although difficult to express otherwise than

as perceived, is not the same as the handling of a world out of

all relation to perception. The difference mainly resolves

itself into our stretch of assumption of what is beyond. The

solution of the Perception-difficulty will not carry with it the

conclusions that we expect to draw from Philosophy—as, for

example. Theism. To the wider region of Thought and Being

would fall the Unknowable, as raising the same debate on the

nature of Relativity,—whether Relation can be extended beyond

co-related couples, in the ordinary acceptation, to a couple

' Relative—Absolute,' and so, by implication, establish an

Absolute and Unknowable. At all events, these are clearly

matters not for Logic, any more than for Psychology, and

therefore, stand forward as candidates for admission into Philo-

sophy.
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Although the modes of expressing these great final issues

are numerous, the problems underlying are not so. I have

already enumerated nearly everything that is debated within

the transcendental region. I would omit the ' nearly ' but for

one supremely important issue—namely, Theism, or God and

Immortality, for which Philosophy is regarded as an essential

preparation. Now, what concerns the present discussion is,

whether or not Philosophy should absorb Theism, or Theology,

on account of this close relationship. The considerations that

seem to me to negative this absorption are these. The sources

of the theistic argument are usually referred to several depart-

ments of knowledge, physical as well as mental. Biology con-

tributes the argument from design. Psychology is appealed to

on intuitive first truths, free-will and a moral sense. Philo-

sophy reserves such questions as we have been disentangling

from the other branches of the Subject-department. Now, we
may fairly reason that Theism should no more be absorbed

into Philosophy than into Biology, Psychology, or Logic. Be-

cause Biology provides the argument from design, it does not,

in its own expository course, pursue that argument to its

theological applications. So with Philosophy. The theologian

or anti-theologian may there find weapons for his special

purpose, but the expounder of Philosophy, in supplying those

weapons, does not make himself either an advocate or an

opponent of Theology. The very limited Theism of Aristotle

might very well have been accommodated in his treat-

ment of such topics as we now call Philosophy. But modem
Theology has assumed dimensions incompatible with such

treatment ; and it is a much nearer approach to the fitness of

things for Theology to swallow up Philosophy, as in Dr.

Martineau's recent work. No doubt, we are accustomed to the

claim on behalf of Philosophy, that it is, by pre-eminence, the

foundation of the theistic structure. That this claim will ever

be generally acknowledged is more than doubtful. We cannot

well suppose that a branch of knowledge that is with difficulty

freed from the suspicion of word-juggling, can be the main

support of the two most tremendous issues ever submitted to

the judgment of mankind.
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Reviewing now the array of topics obtained by the method

of comparing the several Subject-couples, at their points of

contact, we have to examine the result from another side. The
criterion of the philosophical residuum hitherto has been want
of suflScient kindred with Psychology, Logic, or Ethics ; more

particularly, the two first. We must add the further criterion

—kinship in the topics themselves. Let us ascertain whether

there is a sufficient community, in the matter and the method,

to make it profitable to include all these topics in one field of

investigation.

The following is a summary list of the residual or reserved

questions, as they have come up in the course of the survey :

1. Uniformity of Nature—its grounds and validity.

2. The Synthetic Judgments a priori of Kant.

3. Space and Time as forms antecedent to experience.

4. Knowledge generally, as respects its origin in the

Universal or the Particular.

5. The problem of External Perception, as between the

Realist and the Idealist.

6. The wider question variously expressed as Knowing and

Being, Thought and Reality, Relative and Absolute,

Knowable and Unknowable, Unity in Duality.

7. The nature of Cause in the respective spheres of

Matter and Mind.

8. Validity at large ; the place of the Feelings in Belief.

I do not pretend to have given the best arrangement of

these topics ; nor do I insist upon any particular order in

their handling. To fix an order is to take a side, and to

incur the crushing rejoinder of Demosthenes to ^schines,

at the opening of the Grown Oration, that it is the inherent

privilege of a litigant to choose his own order, instead of being

dictated to by the opposite party.

I might appeal to the unreasoning intuition of those that

are familiar with Subject-studies, whether these questions

have not a common ring. I might further refer to professed

synopses of the department, applying, where necessary, the

excision demanded by the foregoing survey.

More convincing than either of these arguments, because
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closer to the point in hand, is the specific comparison of the

several themes, which shows intimacy of relationship in

various ways, and more particularly in these two. In the

first place, certain of the questions so nearly resemble as to

be accounted identical by some reasoners, though not by
others. This applies to the very commanding pair (5, 6) of

External Perception and Knowing versus Being. Next, as to

2, 3, 4—the origin of Knowledge,—what solves one will pro-

bably solve the rest. This group of problems cannot be

positively identified with the other, but would generally

be deemed a suitable preparation or collateral support. The

relationship between 1, 8 (Validity) and the rest is not

similarity, but dovetailing; they present the questions in

their vital aspect, the certainty or reliableness of the con-

clusions reached. The discussion of Cause (7) chimes in with

(1) Uniformity of Nature, and has certain points of contact

with (3) Space and Time, while containing an element peculiar

to itself in the forecast of the Theistic argument.

As involving the method of procedure and the difiiculties

to be overcome, there is one pervading feature in the whole

class, namely, the stretching of abstractive generalization to

its utmost bounds, and far beyond what is deemed necessary

for scientific specialists in their several departments. This

operation puts a severe strain upon the capacities of language,

and demands extraordinary precautions against deception and

bamboozlement. The faculty and the training for such a

work may be regarded as identical for the whole class.

In conclusion, I believe I am correct in saying that the

best authorities on the philosophical province would admit all

the points I have enumerated, and would quarrel mainly with

my proposed omissions.

Note on the meanings of * Philosophy '.—This word deserves a history to

itself. Its fluctuations and fortunes need to be reviewed in order to pro-

nounce on its ultimate destination. The conclusion arrived at in the fore-

going article—that the name is now to be regarded as the principal term

for the transcendental branch of the Subject-sciences, taking the place of

Ontology and Metaphysics, or using these as mere stepping-stones to its own
predominance— is still open to challenge in this country, seeing that here, at

least, the wider meanings have not yet been abandoned.
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To refer to the origin and employment of the word in the schools of

Greece would only be a preface to its spread in modern Europe, at the time

when the Aristotelian curriculum was adopted in all our Universities. The

breadth of the original term, as implying the higher form of knowledge

attained by careful examination of facts, and speculative boldness in the

search for causes, survives to recent times ; and a conflict of usage is still

traceable between the wider and the narrower acceptations of the term.

Hamilton {Led. Met., i. 63) contends that the limitation of the term to

the Sciences of Mind has been always the usage. As to the prevalence of the

wider meaning in this country, he declares that we thereby " expose ourselves

to the ridicule of other nations ". This may be so, but we are not yet in

the way of finally succumbing even to that potent influence, nor disposed to

surrender the term to the mental domain exclusively.

A very little research into scientific history shows the wide prevalence of

the designation ' Natural Philosophy,' while its equivalent ' Physics,' or

'Physical Science,' at this moment only halves the territory with the older

name. The proof is easy : it is a matter of statistics from patent facts.

Thomas Young's Catalogue of works on Mathematics and Physics, which

comes down to the beginning of the nineteenth century, is very convenient

for historical reference. It shows exactly the comparative prevalence of the

two designations ' Natural Philosophy ' and ' Physics '. We are sufiiciently

correct in saying that, up to Young's date, the first is universal with English

authors, and the second not less so with foreigners. Newton's illustrious

example in the Principia would carry his countrymen with him, even if he

and they had not yielded to a common impulse. The French are unanimous

in adopting the term ' Physique '. The Latin treatises on the Continent are

usually entitled 'Physica'. The English translators from French or Latin

nearly always give the home-designation, ' Natural Philosophy '. Young
himself may be taken as introducing the nineteenth century, and he adheres

to the same title. I believe a catalogue following his up on the same scale

would show the continuance of the title for a good many years longer.

Perhaps, the first popular work that broke with English usage was Dr. Neil

Arnott's well-known treatise ; and the great circulation of that work must

have told in favour of the title. Arnott's motives, however, as I learnt from

himself, were somewhat mixed. He had, he said, to contend with a common
prejudice against any medical man that took up his mind with things outside

the profession, such as Natural Philosophy might be supposed to be. In the

French word he found a convenient equivocation, which would serve as a.

blind to the ignorant. 'Physics' would be interpreted by a large class as.

' Physic,' and would be thought strictly professional.

As we come later down, we find ' Physics ' creeping into use, but many
authors of the highest repute, as Sir John Herschel, clung to the old term.

The great work of Professors Thomson and Tait is styled ' Natural Philo-

sophy,' the title of their chairs. Probably, their strongly-avowed deference

to the very letter of Newton would be a motive for copying the title of the:

Principia.

In applying the statistical method to strictly contemporary usage, it must
be premised that all our public foundations for teaching the science make

9
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use of the old term. The Universities, English, Scotch, and Irish, employ |it

for all chairs of any standing ; hence, professors and lecturers are reluctant

to depart from it in their published works. Indeed, the shortest method of

getting at the facts is to search for exceptions.

In Cambridge, the new chair of research in the Devonshire Laboratory

is styled ' Experimental Physics '.
' Experimental Philosophy ' was a very

frequent term in former days, and is the name for a chair in Oxford, also in

the new Durham College of Science at Newcastle. King's College, London,

retains ' Natural Philosophy
'

; but in the earlier foundation. University

College, this name (which had ' Philosophy of Mind ' as its parallel for

another chair) has given place to Physics,' employed also in Owens College

and generally in the newer institutions. The prevailing language of pub-

lished works in the sciences at large is manifestly in favour of preferring

' science ' to * philosophy ' throughout.

A few words next on Moral Philosophy. This is also a title adopted

and kept up in the older University foundations. It has been notoriously

stretched beyond its original signification, and made to embrace a full course

of Psychology, with Ethics superadded. The interesting point is to observe

a tendency to disuse the word in favour of other designations—Psychology,

Mental Science, Science of Mind, Intellectual Powers, Active Powers. Stewart

and Brown give as titles 'Philosophy of the Human Mind '. Beattie, for a

wonder, uses the phrase ' Mental Science '.

Hamilton's position is somewhat singular, and offers a puzzle to foreigners.

He claims for the whole sphere of mind, or the Subject-sciences at large, the

exclusive right to the word Philosophy. At the same time, he is very decided

in regarding Psychology as the correct title for the science of mind ; in short,

ior his course of Lectures embracing that science. Why, then, does he not

use it ? Why does he not even use ' Philosophy of Mind,' like so many others ?

Why does he prefer ' Metaphysics ' as the title of the course ? The explana-

tion is easy, but not much more relevant than Arnott's choice of the word

Physics, It was simply to suit the designation of his chair—* Logic and

Metaphysics '. This compelled him, as it has done others who wished to

treat the powers of the mind in a Logic chair, to regard Psychology and

Metaphysics as synonymous. He could not have used ' Philosophy ' without

invading another man's chair : Reid, Stewart, and Brown were professors of

Moral Philosophy, under which title they too gave a psychological course.

As the professors of the Logic and Moral Philosophy chairs in the Scottish

Universities seldom act in concert, so as to partition the psychological depart-

ment between them, each one gives as much or as little Psychology as suits

his individual preference ; but they are alike precluded from using the name
as the formal designation of their courses.

In spite of the influence of the old University-nomenclature, the tendency

to extrude ' Philosophy ' from the exposition of the mental powers is apparent

even among ourselves ; and we are gradually being educated to the inevitable

restriction of the domain as above expounded.

In Germany, the narrowing process is complete ; and German influence

is hastening it here. If this note were not already too long, I should like to

quote a very striking passage from Lotze in illustration. The following are
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the introductory sentences :
—" Philosophy is a mother wounded by the

ingratitude of her children. Once she was all in all ; Mathematics and
Astronomy, Physics and Physiology, not less than Ethics and Politics, re-

ceived their existence from her. But soon the daughters set up fine establish-

ments of their own, each doing this earlier in proportion as it had made
swifter progress under the maternal influence ; conscious of what they had now
accomplished by their own labour, they withdrew from the supervision of

Philosophy, which was not able to go into the minutiae of their new life, and
became wearisome by the monotonous repetition of insufficient counsels."

This is Lotze's statement of the residual ground :
—" This condition of

things contained incentives to a constant repetition of two questions—first

the question as to the intrinsic nature of existing things whose manifestations

to us are the subject of our observation, and secondly the question as to the

connexion in which this world of existing reality stands to the world of worth,

of what ought to be. And all attempts to answer these two questions always

stirred up forthwith a third question, that as to our capacity of knowing
truth, and the connexion of this capacity partly with existing reality and
partly with that which reality ought to be and produce."

The closing remark on the whole survey is to ask—What is the future

destiny of the terms Ontology, Metaphysics, Epistemology, which, either

separately or in combination, would have sufficed to cover all the ground
that we have been considering ? I can give no authoritative answer to the

question, however relevant or reasonable it may be considered to be. I only

know that these terms must give way to Philosophy as the comprehensive

designation of the field. Their position as subordinate titles is not so easy to

assign. For one thing, it would be confusing and impracticable to divide

the ground amongst them, and give each a portion under the larger title
;

consequently, they must be dropped as names of departments, and cease to

appear in our Encyclopaedias as such. They could still remain in the

Philosophical Vocabulary as words that have had a historical standing, which
they no longer preserve. But, further, it is often remarked that though our

language contains numerous groups of synonyms, yet we find, on examination,

that almost every member of such groups has a slight shade or peculiarity

that no other possesses ; so that occasions arise when one is more suitable

than the others. Now, it may be said of these three terms that their history

has given to each a fitness for certain applications, as descriptive terminology,

in characterizing the special questions included under the name Philosophy.

I do not need to protract this note by special illustrations ; they will readily

occur to my readers.



THE EMPIRICIST POSITION.

{Mind, xiv., 369.)

Meaning of Empiricism ; and with what method contrasted. The antithe-

sis not exact enough for present-day polemic. Experience a matter of

degree. Intuition, however suggestive, is not valid apart from experience.

Quarrel of empiricist, not with innate ideas, but with innate certainties.

Infant mind as a tabula rasa not now received by any school : hence,

no sharp contrast between intuition and experience. Important qualifi-

cation in the other contrast as regards validity. Issue between apriorist

and empiricist still not insignificant. I. Epistemology. 1. Innate Ideas.

Reply of the empiricist to Kantian * forms '. Empiricism to account

for Space, Time, Cause, without the help of intuition. The demand
for a fundamental assumption of Soul or Ego. 2. The Universal and

the Particular. Explanation of the sensation of warmth, of sweet and

bitter, etc., to settle the import of sensation. Sensation contrasted with

Perception and all the higher intellectual processes. The general rest-

ing on the particular ; the particular implicating a number of generals.

Examples. As to the priority of general or particular. The concurrence

of sensation with the thought-processes, and the co-operation of feeling

and will in the final results of our intellectual attainments. First

objection to the foregoing concurrence, and reply to it. Second

objection. How answered. Gratuitous narrowing of the scope of our

powers of mind, in view of establishing dependence on a deus ex machind.

3. The Notion of Space. Deadlock of Space and Matter. How to deal

with it. 4. Innate Propositions or Truths. No well-sustained division

between notions and truths. Explanation of the value of Intuition in

the eye of the empiricist. Hamilton's question, and the answer to it.

Nearest approach to certainty in a single reading of consciousness.

Memory more in need of the correction of experience than a single sensa-

tion. Present sensation otherwise defined. In what way it is to be relied

upon. The empiricist's one test of Validity. II. Cause—Uniformity of

Nature. Kant's reply to Hume's doctrine of Cause. Hobbes's dictum.

Theory of M. Taine, Lewes, and Claude Bernard. Bernard's axiom denied

in the doctrines of miracles, answer to prayer, and free-will. Allusion to

the views of Dr. W. G. Ward, Dr. Chalmers, and Sir D. Brewster.

Examination of the view that refers the belief in uniformity to intuition.

Mill's Evidence of Universal Causation, and his reply to Reid, Stewart,

and W. G. Ward. The leap to the future not covered by real experience,

and must still be begged. Experience not a fitting term for an assump-

132
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tion that outsteps experience. Newton's third Rule 6f Philosophizing as

begging uniformity. Controversy as to ultimate nature of Causation.

Herschel quoted. Theory of Helmholtz, and how related to Empiricism.

Priority of Mind or Matter a question of Theism, and not belonging to

the Law of Causation. Mill's definition of Cause, and how it may be

helped by the doctrine of the Conservation of Energy. Dr. Martineau's

objection to these views, and reply to him. Range of Uniformity identical

with range of Induction. Mill's universal predicates of nature. The

writer's reduction of these to three. Causation the chief exemplification

of Uniformity. Illustration of a uniformity of co-existence—the law of

gravity. Laws of Resemblance or Equality as the foundations of mathe-

matics. Debate on the Axioms. Consideration of the two real axioms.

These not identical assertions, but synthetic propositions. Arguments

for belief in them from Experience and from Intuition. The inherent

defect of every intuition. The sufficiency of Experience in the case of

' Equals of the same are equal '. Hereditary transmission of space-

cognitions. III. Perception of a Material World. Adoption by Empiri-

cism of the idealist view. The whole question a language difficulty. In

what respect the writer has to deal with objectors. Uniform recurrence

of definite sensations with definite movements. Illustration. What we
are practically concerned to know in the case of any given sensations

resulting from definite movements—and what more is demanded by

Realism. The realist's something that exists apart from perception ; and

to what Mr. Spencer reduces that something. Criticism of the theory.

Problem of the import of Space. IV. Thought and Reality. The con-

trasting designations. 1. Existence—not a real predicate. 2. The
Absolute. What it might represent in Theology. Does the Relative

imply a non-relative or Absolute ? 3. The Unknowable. The Unknown
simply—or what is beyond the possibility of being known. The kind of

Unknowable on which lies the debate between the schools. 4. Things-in-

themselves. 5. Reality. 6. Noiimenon. 7. Infinite. Result reached

—

one genuine issue traceable beyond the problem of Perception, signified

under the couplings—Relative-Absolute, Knowable-Unknowable. Theistic

handling of Design chief example of an Unknowable influencing our

welfare. Short criticism and review of it. Hume's position and Mill's

position. The question a distinct advance upon the Perception-problem.

Reference to the argument from our moral nature to a Moral Governor

of the world. Brief summing up of Theism ; and to what extent Philo-

sophy contributes to it. V. Answers to the following objections. 1. There

can be no cogent inference without assuming a general truth. 2. Im-

mediate cognition is not infallible. 3. Immediate cognitions cannot be

distinguished from mediate. 4. It is impossible to know other men's

immediate experience. (Mr. Shadworth Hodgson and Grote quoted.) 5.

Thought is not possible without a subject.

Empiricism is usually described as synonymous with " Ex-

perience"; implying that its sole method is to rest upon

facts coming within the reach of common observation, and
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supplemented by proper inference. It is contrasted with the

method given under the designations

—

A priori, Transcen-

dental, and Intuitive ; which method professes to discover

truths outside experience, and independent of it.

The antithesis thus set forth is not sufficiently pointed or

exact for the polemic of the present day. Some thinkers

belonging to the a priori school avow themselves the advo-

cates of a strictly experiential basis. On the other hand,

a too literal grounding on experience will not suffice to

establish what is essential even to empiricism itself. Either

experience must have a liberal rendering, or there must be

taken along with it something that will seem to savour of

the a priori or intuitive.

Perhaps Experience is merely a matter of degree
; the con-

trast of the different schools pointing only to greater or less

exclusive dependence on it. Possibly, too, the empiricist may
be aiming too high : he may fancy that he is trusting to

experience alone, and be all the while deluding himself. I

have little doubt that this is more or less true of the earlier

votaries of the creed. Or, further, to rest all our beliefs on

experience may be possible, and yet not easy. The natural

difficulties attending every settlement of the ultimate-founda-

tions of knowledge and certainty are readily aggravated by

the ingenuity of hostile critics, who can contrive to involve

the empirical position in meshes of self-contradiction, very

hard to disentangle.

If I do not greatly mistake, the most definite contrast

between empiricism and its opposite, stateable at the present

stage, is, that Intuition, to whatever length it may be sug-

gestive, is in no case valid, without the confirmation of ex-

perience. The empiricist may not quarrel with intuitive or

innate ideas; his quarrel is with innate certainties.

This distinction between suggesting and proving, between

supplying notions and verifying propositions, is all-important

for our present aim. The two processes miay frequently get

entangled, but should, nevertheless, be kept separate. The

schools of philosophy are divided on both, but mostly on

the second. Inasmuch as the mode of regarding the infant
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mind as a tabula rasa^ inscribed upon by sensible experience,

and developed by conjunctions and successions of mere sen-

sations, is not now the received doctrine of any school, the

sharp contrast between intuition and experience, as the first

source of ideas, no longer exists. It is possible that the

other contrast, as regards validity, may still be sharp and

distinctive of the conflicting views. Yet, here, too, there is

a very important qualification. In some of the greatest ques-

tions at issue, we are agreed as to the matter of fact, and

difler only as to the proper foundations or rendering of the

fact. This pre-eminently applies to the matters in dispute

under Causation and Perception.

StiU, we must not regard the first of the two issues above

named—the origin of Knowledge, whether intuitive or ex-

periential—as indifferent, even when limited to origin. The
battle of Innate Ideas is not fought out, nor is the point in

dispute a matter of insignificance for ulterior bearings. The

apriorist and the empiricist are still at variance here, too,

and, therefore, it is of consequence that their respective

positions should be clearly stated. The Kantians and post-

Kantians have a view of their own, which the empiricist

does not share ; and the difference must be made clear.

Epistemology.

I adopt this as a convenient heading for the problems rela-

tive to the first sources or Origin of our Knowledge. The

title is usually made to cover Validity also, but, as the ques-

tions where that is prominent are to be handled singly and

apart, I will go into it only so far as to make a beginning

in the contrast of Intuition and Experience.

Innate Ideas.—Few, in the present day, uphold the for-

midable list of innate notions as enumerated by the apriorists

of former days. Nevertheless, we are even now confronted

with certain intuitive assumptions that are not in the em-

piricist's creed, and requiring of him a counter statement.

The Kantian ' forms,' not given by experience, and yet

essential to our knowledge as we find it, are met by the

empiricist's assertion that all ideas may be accounted for by
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our ordinary intellectual powers, co-operating with the senses :

not confining ourselves, of course, to the individual lifetime.

In fact, the empiricist, in adopting the nihil est in intel-

lectu, etc., would take along with it, as an essential of the

dictum, the amendment of Leibniz

—

nisi intellectus ipse.

Nay, more; he would also postulate, as being equally co-

present, all the emotional and volitional workings of the mind

;

and, having done so, he would endeavour to dispense with

every other pretended source of our ideas.

This, of course, lays upon empiricism the burden of ac-

counting for the genesis of such imposing generalities as

Space, Time, Cause, without the help of intuition in any

shape. More serious yet is the demand for a fundamental

assumption of Soul, or Ego, which, it is said, all the powers

of sensation, introspection and intelligence fail to construct

for us; indeed, the contention is, that these powers cannot

even begin working unless it is already there.

The Universal and the Particular.—When it is main-

tained, on the one hand, that our knowledge begins in sense,

being at the outset particular, and, on the other hand, that

the real beginning is in the mind, the form being universal,

there is a manifest necessity for the way being cleared by

defining the terminology employed. More especially is it

requisite to settle the import of sensation. What do we
understand by an actual sensation of warmth, of sweet or

bitter, of red or blue ? Is it a simple, ultimate, unanalysable

experience, or is it a combination of simple experiences ? The

answer is that, although such sensations express so-called

individual facts, and are contrasted with general facts, which

involve plurality, comparing, and the idea, they are by no

means primitive or ultimate elements. A great deal has

happened before I can taste sugar as I now do, and make
use of that taste in comparing, and classing my sensible ex-

periences. Sensation has one characteristic feature whereby

it is contrasted with Perception, and with all the higher

intellectual processes. It supposes actual contact with the

sensible world, while these other processes involve only con-

sequences or subsequent results of that contact. But sensation
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has not this property as abstracted from all the other opera-

tions
;

it needs the purely intellectual forces of difference,

agreement and retentiveness likewise. Moreover, it implies

a comparatively late stage in our mental history, a stage

preceded by the repeated concurrence of all the intellectual

energies with the numerous occasions of sensible contact. If

we are to recall and express the foregone history from the

tirst start, we must proceed, as we best can, according to the

analogies of the mental workings as known to us. We are

aware that there is a vital contrast between the individual

and the general ; we say with propriety that the general

must follow and rest upon the particular : nevertheless, it

is equally true that a particular, as known to us, implicates

a number of generals. I am right in saying that, in order

to give the law of the tides for the British coast, individual

observations must be made at a great many points ; and, till

these observations are made, the general law cannot be as-

signed. In such a case (and it is sufficiently typical for the

experimental sciences), individual is absolutely prior, generally

absolutely posterior. The order cannot be reversed, nor can

the dependence be reciprocated. The particular observations

of high water at London Bridge implicate generalities, but

not the generality of high water in the Thames. Quite a

different class of generalities must be understood when we
say that the simple fact of the time of high water at London
Bridge, on a particular day, is a result of many generalising

operations. That fact would not be what it is without a

whole group of general notions—time, space, colour, motion,

—

every one of which had a history, and grew out of previous

particulars, discriminated and compared.

If now we go back, in speculative imagination, to the

fii*st contact of the senses with the world, supposed to be

the first moment of consciousness, and if we ask which is

necessarily prior, the particular or the general, the obvious

remark would be that these notions, as we now have them,

could not then exist. I assume the powers of the intellect,

in their most elementary form, to be Difference and Agree-

ment, coupled with Retentiveness. If you ask which of
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these was first in operation, at the earliest conceivable

moment of consciousness, I would say, most probably, Differ-

ence, but not in the developed form that we understand

Difference,—as, for example, when we are comparing two shades

of colour. Agreement (the basis of generality) can hardly

be the first move of consciousness, for it supposes two things.

Difference, no doubt, ultimately does the same, but mere trans-

ition would give a primitive shock, while a second transition

would make an approach to the consciousness of Difference,

and a third might be such as to give Agreement,—Reten-

tiveness being indispensable to both. Although we cannot

formulate, with precision, these beginnings of consciousness,

we have no great difficulty in supposing that sensation,

working with the recognised powers of Difference, Agreement

and Retention, could eventually supply our notions of the

particular and the general as we find them. Because sensa-

tion is, in the maturity of knowledge, identified most with

the particular, and the processes of intelligence, apart from

sensation, with the general, it does not follow that we began

life by imbibing particulars, and gradually resolved them into

generals. The particular and the general, in their ultimate

nature, must move together. If it is not correct to say Dif-

ference and Particularity came first, and Agreement with

Universality next, the assumption is equally unfounded that

Universality is pre-existent, and Particularity derivative.

I regard, therefore, the concurrence of sensation (in the

abstract) with the thought processes as an ultimate fact of

our mental history. Nay more, I regard that concurrence

as a sufficient explanation of our intellectual progress, and

our actual attainments. Of course, the powers of feeling

and will are likewise at work, according as they are required,

and co-operate in the final results.

There are two ways of taking exception to this postulate.

One is by assuming the pre-existence of forms of thought,

which, of course, must be generalities, and which do not need

the support of particulars. In other words, the conclusion

I have come to is crossed by the problem of innate ideas.

If, however, it be a self-contradiction to assume a generality
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not embodied in something particular, the postulate still holds

good. All we contend for is that universal and particular

must, in the last resort, proceed together. The innate forms

would be forms where universality and particularity are

strictly co-inherent.

The second objection is one that has arisen from the

supposed incapacity of the mind to take in a series, or to

view, at the same moment, the several relations of that

series, as prior and posterior, greater and less, with all the

other distinctions and agreements among the individual

members. If it were said that mere sensation, that is,

sensation pared down to its most abstract meaning, could

not do all this, the objection must be allowed. But sensa-

tion does not work in pure isolation ; it is backed by the

entire resources of the intellect. It has still its character-

istic feature to distinguish it from all the varieties of the

idea ; but it is never at work unsupported by intellectual

forces. When, however, all such forces are allowed for, I

am at a loss to perceive the difficulty. If memory or the

retentive power cannot hold a series in the consciousness,

I should like to know what it can hold. By memory, we
string together the alphabet : what comes first we call first,

or prior ; what comes last exemplifies the meaning of last.

By our other intellectual powers, we detect relations of

difference and agreement in different members • of the suc-

cession, the difference of a and h, the agreement, with di-

versity, of a and e, and so on.

In short, it seems to me that our powers of mind, as we
actually experience them, in the maturity of our thinking

faculty, can, without undue strain, account for the begin-

nings. What inability may seem to belong to them comes

solely from our gratuitously narrowing their scope in the

view of establishing our dependence on some extraneous

agent, a dens ex machind.

The Notion of Space.—The deadlock of Space and Matter,

taken at their absolute commencement, must be dealt with,

in the same fashion as the deadlock of Universal and Par-

ticular. Evidence fails in trying to show that, without a
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pre-existing universal, no particular could ever have been

cognised. Equally wanting is the proof that, without a

pre-existing cognition of Space, no sensible concrete space,

with material contents, could have been imparted. It is

supreme assumption in both cases. Taking us back to the

origin of thought in the animal race, it takes us out of

the reach of evidence direct, and leaves us solely to our

present judgments of the way that Space is related to our

several sensibilities. We must, therefore, remand this pro-

blem to the discussion, now in progress, as to the genesis of

Space out of sensations and muscular elements.

Innate Propositions or Truths.—Many of the so-called

innate ideas are propositions in disguise ; there is no well-

sustained line of division between notions and truths. The

notion of Cause, when unfolded for the purpose of being

canvassed or discussed, is seen to be a very formidable law

of things. Space can hardly be treated apart from the

axioms of geometry. The intuitions of consciousness, some-

times called Common Sense, are matters to be believed, and

not merely to be conceived.

Here then we are face to face with Validity; As already

stated, the apriorist and the empiricist part company, not

so much on the fact of intuitive suggestions, as on theii*

value as truths. Intuition, if it means anything, implies

that its suggestions are true of themselves, are their own
evidence, without the verification of experience, and may
therefore be made to override experience.

Intuition, or common sense, in the eye of the empiricist,

has at least a provisional value. It is a prima facie to be

accepted, and acted on as presumptively correct, pending

the requisite steps for its verification. It stands for what

the mathematician would call, a first approximation, — to

be rendered exact by subsequent collation of facts. The

contents of consciousness must, at the outset, be interpreted

as we find them. When Hamilton asks how consciousness

can ever be adduced against itself, the answer is, that fre-

quently repeated acts of consciousness are valid as against

a first and isolated impression. If we are to state a mode
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of consciousness that is to set aside all other modes, it is

the consciousness of consistency after many repetitions.

There may be fallibility here too ; nevertheless, it is the

final court of appeal, and we must abide by it in spite of

its imperfections. We are not bound to accept any single

interpretation of consciousness. The nearest approach to

certainty in an individual reading is when we affirm the

fact of a present sensation—I am conscious that I am warm,

that I am in the light, that I am standing upright. These

readings of present consciousness are received as probably

and provisionally exact. They are, nevertheless, subject to

further examination, which may show sources of possible

fallacy or illusion, to be guarded against, and allowed for.

When extensive inquiries have made us acquainted with all

the possibilities of delusion or mistake, we may ascertain

whether any such occur in the supposed case, and, finding

none, we accept the testimony of present consciousness as

final and satisfactory.

The illustration from Memory is still more instructive.

It is necessary for the practical guidance of our life that

we should accept as true the revelation of memory : that

what we remember once happened, and is not a dream or

an imagination. This, too, we accept provisionally, as a

first approximation. It is still more liable to mistake than

the other case, and is still more in need of the confirmation

or correction of experience, which alone can show under

what circumstances memory is practically infallible.

It would be substantially the same thesis in another

form, to substitute, for present sensation, the present discrimi-

nation or agreement of two sensations, either co-present,

or in rapid succession. Whether two shades of colour are

the same or different, is an ultimate determination of con-

sciousness. Yet, while presumably correct, and actually so,

in the vast majority of instances, it is open to rectification,

and may possibly be wrong. A sufficient experience tells

us in what cases it may mislead, and under what circum-

stances. Thus forewarned, we can receive the dictum of

our immediate consciousness with perfect reliance.
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With these explanations, we can now formulate the em-

piricist's test of Validity, and the only test that he can

acknowledge. It is consistency, or the absence of contra-

diction, throughout a sufficiently wide range of conscious

experiences. Consciousness cannot be transcended, but it

may be manipulated. All its isolated revelations have to

harmonize with its concurrent and collective revelations.

The supreme assumption that we can make is that the un-

contradicted is true ; by this all intuitions are brought

to the test of experience. Under the following head, the true

character of this highest assumption will be made apparent.

Cause—Uniformity of Nature.

The question of Cause is by pre-eminence the battle-

ground of the schools. Hume's doctrine of Cause awakened

Kant's antagonism, and to this day it is disputed whether

Kant's reply was a success.

The questions designated by the terms Cause and Nature's

Uniformity are philosophically identical : that is, the diflS-

culty to be overcome is the same for both. The least en-

cumbered expression of the point in dispute is the second

—the Uniformity of Nature. Whether the validity of this

law can be established by experience alone is the gist of

the whole affair. Must, then, the empiricist, in order to be

true to his creed, hold that experience establishes the neces-

sary connexion of cause and effect, in the form that ' what

has been will be ' ? I reply, in the words of Hobbes, that

" experience concludeth nothing universally ". This is sound

empiricism, according to my apprehension of it. We allow

that experience teaches what has been, but in order to read

the future, we need the assumption ' what has been will

be,' the future will repeat the past. This assumption is

clearly out of experience, in any usual sense of the word
;

its guarantee must be sought in some other sphere.

A very simple way of disposing of the question is to

call the future continuance of the present order an identi-

cal proposition, as is done by M. Taine and by Lewes. They

assume a principle of identity in natural facts, irrespective
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of time and place. In the laws of nature, they say, to-day

and to-morrow are the same. Time is not one of the con-

ditions that enter into Cause and Effect. So with Space,

excepting in known cases that we allow for, such as the

variable force of gravity.

M. Taine quotes Claude Bernard, as formulating the same

axiom, thus, ' In identical conditions, every phenomenon is

identical '. Does this get us out of our difficulty ? It does, by

begging the question that time and space are not conditions of

cause and effect. If you are satisfied on that point, then you

can admit the axiom : if you are not satisfied, not. We know,

as a fact, that recorded time has not changed the law of

gravity : to say that time will never change the law is simply

to repeat the assumption of uniformity ; and we are no nearer.

It is as easy to assume the axiom in terms of the Uniformity

of Nature, as in terms of the indifference of time.

If the law in question be really an identical proposition,

he must be a hardy individual that would deny it. Yet it

is denied in the several doctrines of—miracles, answer to

prayer, and free-will. For, although some theologians escape

the difficulty by affirming that a miracle is not an excep-

tion to law, but the intervention of another law to modify

the routine of physical uniformity, yet there are others

that repudiate this solution. If I do not misconceive Dr.

W. G. Ward, he held the absolute intermission of the natural

order in such cases.^ I believe this was the view of Dr.

Chalmers and Sir D. Brewster.

Of course, it is possible that a man may be so far led

astray as to deny an identical proposition ; there being no

form of delusion that has not imposed upon somebody. Yet,

I would rather hold that the supposed identity is a doubt-

ful matter, and ought not to be too confidently insisted on.

Let us next examine the view that refers the belief in

1 " We do not ourselves admit that the uniformity of nature is by any
means so complete as phenomonists consider. Their statement indeed,

as it stands, is directly anti-religious : it denies the existence of free-will

and of miracles ; and it virtually denies also the efficacy of prayer, whether

offered for temporal blessings, or for strength against temptation, or for pro-

gress in virtue " {Dublin Bevieiv, Jan., 1882).
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uniformity to Intuition. All that I need say upon this is,

that it begs the primary assumption twice over. For, first,

would we accept intuition generally as a ground of proof

without at least the confirmation of experience—that is to

say, without our having found, in innumerable cases, that

it accorded with fact ? Well, this confirmation could be

obtained solely upon cases that had actually occurred, and
could justify future cases simply on the assumption of the

uniformity of nature.

And, in the second place, among intuitive tendencies we
have to distinguish the fallacious from the genuine. Some are

found to deceive us, and experience alone can make the separa-

tion. In fact, the sweep of intuition is not wide enough for

the assumption that comprehends the entire order of the world.

I will next refer to Mill's statement of the principle, which

has often been put down as a self-contradiction, because it

makes the rigour of induction dependent on the looseness

of simple enumeration. Many times over has Mill's account

of the Inductive Methods been treated as having no sub-

stantial basis ; which I think could hardly be done after a

reasonable attention to his chapter entitled " Evidence of

Universal Causation ". Let us see how he states the funda-

mental assumption. After giving the evidence of experience

to the unbroken uniformity of cause and effect, he regards

it as a matter of course that this should hold in the future.

His reply to Reid, Stewart, and W. G. Ward, who say

naturally enough that the past is past, and not future, is

merely a verbal turn borrowed from Priestley—namely, that

what is now past was once future ; which still leaves open

the possibility of a cessation or interruption. When an oc-

currence is past, the proof is complete—it is covered by

real experience : not so what is to come. In short, the

leap to the future must still be begged ; it cannot be guar-

anteed by anything external to itself.

The term Experience is not fitted to designate an assump-

tion that outsteps experience. That assumption must stand

by itself ; it is wholly unique. It can rest upon no outside

foundation. It is the self-contained, self-sufficing groundwork
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of the universal cosmos. Without it, we can do nothing ; with

it, we can do everything. It requires experience to this ex-

tent, that past uniformity must first be established : there

must be no exceptions, no contradictions, in the foregone

instances ; consistency in the past being once secured, we
postulate the same in the future. If, when the future be-

comes past, an exception arises, that case must be withdrawn

from the sphere of uniformity, all else remaining.

Newton's third Rule of Philosophizing begged uniformity,

as regards extension in Space, under these terms :

—
" Qualities

of bodies that can neither be increased nor diminished, and

that obtain in all bodies accessible to experiment, must be

considered qualities of all bodies whatsoever (pro quali-

tatibus corporum universorum habendoi sunt) ".

Although the problem of Cause, as put by Hume, is fully

exhausted under the Uniformity of Nature — its essential

difficulty being there set forth with the least extraneous

encumbrance,— nevertheless. Uniformity has a still wider

scope, and gives birth to other varieties of the empirical

problem. But, before turning to these, I will add some re-

marks by way of disposing finally of what relates to Cause.

The slightest attention to the controversies that have sur-

rounded this word will show that the settlement of Uni-

formity does not settle everj^ disputed point.

The greatest controversy of all relates to the ultimate

nature of Causation, as either purely physical or purely

mental. It is affirmed that, in the last resort, mind alone

is cause, that will is the proper type of moving energy, that in

gravity, for example, we must assume something called ' power,

and power inheres only in a spiritual being, or a mind.^

1 This is a doctrine found among metaphysicians and physicists alike.

It is given with a perspicuity that cannot be mistaken in Herschel's As-

tronomy. He says, of gravity, falling bodies are urged " by a force or effort,,

the direct or indirect result of a consciousness and a ivill existing somewhere,

though beyond our pow^er to trace ; which force we term gravity ". Surely

there is a great overstraining of analogy in this supposition. Will, in its very

essence, supposes motives, and these motives are feelings. Unless we can

assign some antecedent feeling, we are not at liberty to designate a cause

as will. Now, I should like to know what are the sun's feelings in keeping,

the earth in its orbit

!

10
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This is a point that I have abundantly argued elsewhere,

and its only standing here is as related to the empiricist

position. Must the empiricist, under penalty of losing caste,

embrace the purely material causality ?

When it is said, that the uniformity of nature, besides its

a posteriori confirmation, needs an a priori belief in addition,

that " it is an intuitive and necessary postulate " (Helm-

holtz), this is only what the empiricist says in his own lan-

guage. It does not reach the establishing of the mental

origin of all material effects. To say whether we are to

rest satisfied with affirming the sequence of the sun, as a

hot body in the centre of our system, and the heating, lighting

and gravitating of the earth, or must conjoin a will or mind
with the solar efficiency, is quite a problem by itself.

For all practical purposes, the assumption seems unneces-

sary, if not an encumbrance. Ockham's razor would make
short work of it. When, however, we examine closely the

language employed in supporting the mental origin of moving

power, we discover that the stress is really put upon the

primeval Cause, or first origin of the world, which is quite

A different speculation. Whether, in the history of the uni-

verse, matter or mind be absolutely prior, is the question of

Theism, and does not belong to the Law of Causation, as

coming under Nature's Uniformity. Yet it is not excluded

from the domain of our philosophical discussion ; and will

re-appear in another part of this paper.

The remaining questions bearing on Cause arise more in

the physical than in the metaphysical region. They are of

some importance to the physicist, but he should be left to

settle them in his own way. Objection has been taken to

Mill's definition of Cause, as the entire aggregate of antece-

dent conditions or circumstances requisite to an effect. A
statement so comprehensive would seem beyond the reach

of cavil, and I will not counterargue the objections. My
remark is that, for all physical inquiries, and even for

metaphysics, a great advance may be made upon Mill's

statement, by help of the doctrine of the Conservation of

Energy. How this may be, and with what explanations and
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limitations, I have endeavoured to show in my Logic of

Induction (p. 20), and my present object does not require

me to repeat, even in summary, the conclusions set forth.

I merely indicate the point by way of showing what ques-

tions may still be raised on the subject of Cause, after we
have dealt with it in the shape of Uniformity, in which

shape Hume's difficulty is embraced to the utmost.^

The full range of Uniformity is identical with the range

of Induction. If the statement of the inductive problem is

thorough - going, such statement will suffice for indicating

the sphere of Uniformity. It was once very usual to define

Induction as the process of arriving at the effects of all

causes and the causes of all effects. There would also be

included the pushing of these causes to the utmost stretch

of generality. Both points are perfectly relevant, yet not

exhaustive.

^ Dr. Martineau adverts to the insufficiency of the statement of cause

and effect, in the absence of an independent idea of power, and quotes

from me the following expressions :
—" A flying cannon shot is a cause, the

tumbling of a wall is the effect ". " The use of the additional word ' power '

is a pure expletive or pleonasm, whose tendency is to create a mystical or

fictitious agency, in addition to the real agent, the moving ball." He then

{Study of Religion, i. 164) remarks :
—" If the author of the criticism would

try the effect of it upon the officers of the Royal Engineers, he would find, I

believe, that the ' expletive ' which he derides was not without a meaning to

persons acquainted with cannon balls, and the mystical element was actually

reducible to figures, and the object of innumerable problems far from being

insoluble, and still farther from being fictitious ". The fact is, however,

that what is reducible to figures is not the mystical element at all, but the

element that I assign as the real operative cause, that is to say, the moving

mass. A Royal Engineer knows what a given ball with a given velocity

means, and can calculate, by mechanical equivalents, what motion it will

impart to the wall when it strikes. This is the whole of his knowledge, and

the only circumstance relevant to his purpose.

If Dr. Martineau had learnt his physics in the school of Thomson, Tait

and Balfour Stewart, he would have handled physical causation in a different

way from what he does. He would have adopted, as the type of a physical

cause, not gravity, but the impact of a moving mass upon some other mass.

Gravity has to be brought into the circle of prime movers, but the mode
of rendering it is peculiar ; and it is not the first to be considered. The
phrase, tendency to motion, which Dr. Martineau finds unmeaning, would

come readily under the designation ' potential energy,' which is now classical

and indispensable in Physics.

10*
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An important step was taken by Mill when, under the

Import of Propositions, he sought to express the most uni-

versal predicates of nature. He reduced propositions, in the

last resort, to Existence, Co-existence, Succession, Causation,

and Resemblance. I do not here repeat (although I may
have to advert to it for another purpose) my objection to

Existence as a predicate, nor do I give the reasons for

omitting Succession in the abstract, thereby reducing the

predicates to three, and so limiting inductive inquiry to three

-departments— Causation (by so much the largest that it is

practically the whole), Co-existence, under the special mode

of Co-inhering Attributes, and Resemblance, as the foundation

of the Science of Quantity, or Mathematics.

While granting that Causation is still the chief exempli-

fication of Uniformity, the other two departments, as I have

reviewed them, possess significance, each in its own way,

with reference to the controversies that are now engaging

our attention.

For a law or uniformity of Co-existence, I refer to the

<jases where two properties are conjoined through all nature;

so that whatever substance embodies one possesses also the

other. I have gone fully into the search for such laws, and

have had to come to the conclusion that they are exceedingly

few. Most of the apparent instances are probably results

of Causation, and, therefore, not pure examples. I am able

to cite one, and only one, unequivocal instance ; but that is

sufficient to provide a study of the logic of the case, as

coming under the principle of Uniformity, and requiring a

special inductive treatment. I mean, of course, the law of

gravity. By this law there are coupled, throughout material

nature, two distinct (and so far as we can judge) independent

properties, the one expressed by inertia, the other by gravita-

tion, or mutual attraction according to the inverse square of the

distance. Now, by what criterion do we affirm the universality

of this law ? Is it an identical proposition ; and if not, is it

established by Experience alone, by Intuition alone, by Experi-

ence with the aid of Intuition, or by Experience with the aid

of an assumption similar to that made for Causation ?
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That it is an identical proposition, I suppose no one will

allege. That it is established by Experience alone, in the

rigid form of* observation of what has actually occurred,

must be refused at once. The real point then is the same

as with Causation,—why do we presume that what we have

observed, within a certain limited sphere of time and place,,

shall hold in all times and in all places ? Does any form

of Intuition assist us ? I say no, for the same reasons as

before.^

The classification of Universal Judgments is not complete

without adverting to the primary laws of Resemblance or

Equality. These are the foundations, the so-called Axioms,

of mathematics ; and the source of their validity is one of

the standing controversies relating to Innate Ideas.

This debate has been needlessly complicated and pro-

longed by the confused state of Euclid's list of axioms.

Half a century ago, De Morgan showed how needful it was
to reconsider that list ; but, hitherto, very little attention

has been paid to his advice. The mixture of propositions

with definitions—of synthetic with analytic judgments—has

caused a great waste of controversial strength from Kant
downwards. One important modification to be found in

recent editions of Euclid—namely, the withdrawal, from

the enumeration of axioms, of the proposition * Two straight

lines cannot enclose a space'—wholly deprives that historical

example of the character of a synthetic judgment.

After purifying the enumeration of Euclid from defini-

tions and from secondary or deduced propositions, I agree

with Mill that only these two genuine Axioms are left

—

* Equals of the same are equal,' and ' The sums of equals are

equal '. On these, together with the Definitions, properly used,

the whole fabric of mathematical science may be shown to rest

^ There is a complexity here that I am not strictly called upon to unravel,

although I think right to mention it. Gravity is properly regarded as a

cause, and, therefore, as included within the predicate of Causation. Never-

theless, the previous question holds,—Is all inert matter possessed of this

property ? As a law of Causation it would still operate, although there

might be exceptions to its concurrence with material bodies. For example,

there is even yet a doubt as to whether the ether gravitates.
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To come at once to the point :—Is the truth of these

Universals based on experience or otherwise ? Are they

identical propositions, to begin with ? Take ' Equals of the

same are equal'. If this is compared with the definition

of equality—' Magnitudes that coincide are equal '—there is

obviously an advance in predication ; the definition is imme-
diate comparison, the proposition is mediate comparison, in

order to establish equality.

Accordingly, I maintain that the axiom is not an identi-

cal assertion, but a real or synthetic proposition. This being

so, do we believe in it from experience, or, as Kant held, a

priori ? Much argument has been adduced on both sides.

As to Experience, I repeat the remark made upon the other

universals, that experience only shows what has been tried

in the past ; it cannot authenticate the untried cases, with-

out the assumption that what has been, and never contra-

dicted, will be, in the future. On the side of Intuition, it

has been argued, first, that experience cannot transcend itself

:

this, of course, I admit. Next, it is said, that we have an

instantaneous and overpowering conviction of the truth of

these axioms, far beyond what our personal experience could

account for; hence the need of referring them to an innate,

intuitive, or engrained conviction. This is the case on the

one side ; and the empiricist has to confront it with a case

on his side.

I assume that every one knows something of the debate

between Mill and Whewell, wherein Mill set forth the nature

and amount of our experience of space-relations, in which

he was powerfully backed by a remarkable passage from

Sir John Herschel in the same sense. I shall somewhat

vary the statement of the position by Mill and Herschel,

and endeavour to fortify its weak places.

I begin, however, by demurring to any intuitive explana-

tion, as having the inherent defect of every intuition —
namely, fallibility, until corroborated by experience.

Now, as to the sufficiency of Experience. It is not an

easy calculation to compare the strength of the conviction

that ' Equals of the same are equal ' with the corroboration
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of each one's personal trials of the fact. Nobody is ever

questioned on the point, or brought into court as a witness,

till a mature age. What amount of conviction would be

produced by twenty years' experience of comparison of

lengths among familiar objects (there being not a single

contradictory instance), by the authority of Euclid and all

geometers for two thousand years, by the universal concur-

rence of artisans in the employment of the three-foot rule,

which would be vicious if this axiom failed,—I am unable

to express in terms of definite amount, and can only de-

scribe by the strongest of our adjectives of degree, as great,

enormous, overpowering. Whoever has been a little behind

the scenes in the noble science of mathematics is aware of

its occasional traps and juggles, and is cautious in implicitly

accepting its so-called demonstrations. But, in the simple

operation of comparing two yard-rods respectively with a

third, and then with one another, we cannot discover a

possible opening for even the adroitest conjurer to deceive us
;

so that mankind have long surrendered themselves to Euclid's

dictum, in the most unqualified manner. The mildest fate

of a dissenter would be the lunatic asylum.

I have not taken advantage, of the supposed hereditary

transmission of space - cognitions, which has given a new
turn to the present controversy, and which, in fact, ought

to reconcile the opposing parties to the acceptance of the

criterion of experience on this enlarged basis. Undoubtedly,

there are very important facts that seem to require this

transmission of space-experiences ; and, so far as it holds,

the transmission augments the force of conviction in such

elementary truths as the axioms in question, while not at

all dispensing with the verification and corroboration of

each individual's own personal trials.

Perception of a Material World.

That Empiricism, in dealing with this question, must adopt

the idealist view, I have argued over and over again ; and I

can say nothing better respecting it than I have already

said. That the whole question is a language-difficulty, plus
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men's persistent endeavour to jump out of their own skins

and not a difficulty in the constitution of things, is the only

conclusion that I can come to.

As my intention throughout is to state, and not to

argue, the position of the empiricist, I have to deal with

objectors only in so far as they maintain that he is unable

to hold this position in its purity ; that he does, in point of

fact and inevitably, drag into it assumptions borrowed from

the very sources that it renounces. The present question puts

a greater strain upon Empiricism than probably any other.

In the Perception of the Material World, what we all

admit, and practically proceed upon, is the uniform recur-

rence of definite sensations with definite movements. This

is matter of fact, or of experience, and needs no pre-sup-

positions, beyond the exercise of our known powers of sense

and intelligence. Now, under the law of uniformity—as

already established on the basis of experience, coupled with

the assumption that what has been will be—we generalize

these concurrences and extend their sphere in space and

in time. We believe that what has happened in our little

circle happens elsewhere, and that what happens now will

happen in the future. Our expectations, in fact, are made

universal, both in place and in time : our confidence is thus

raised to the utmost pitch of security ; so long as the past

and the present all point one way, so long do we trust that

the future, when its turn comes, will be the same. Closing

a shutter, we have the sensation of darkness ; re-opening

it we have light, and a certain definite visibility : so uniform

is this in our experience, that we carry it back to primeval

man, and forward to the latest survivor of the race.

So far we have confined ourselves to the fact, as eked out

by that indispensable assumption which fact alone does not

give. There is, however, a demand for more. When I shut

out the light by closing a shutter, I am told that I must say

also, that the light exists outside the room, that the sun is

there whether I see it or not : the meaning of which is that,

on re-performing the act of opening the shutter, I shall again

experience my former sensations of visibility. This, of course,
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is all that we are practically concerned to know
;
give us this

assurance, and you can add nothing to our happiness or to

our belongings. Now, to obtain this satisfaction in the fullest

measure, we need only to apply the law of Uniformity to our

unbroken experience in the past.

Realism, on the other hand, is not contented with the

assurance, however strong, that we shall always encounter

certain sensations on performing certain definite movements.

It further demands that, in the intervals of perception, the

sensation-giving things shall be declared to be in actual exist-

ence, although unperceived. As a convenient hypothesis,

or fiction, this is perfectly allowable : it seems to please every-

body, and not to harm anybody.

Where then is the pinch of difficulty ? Why here, and

here only. The realist's manner of existence, unperceived,

is taken as the actual mode of existence of the thing in

itself, independent of, or apart from, any one's perception.

This is just what the empiricist should not allow. Even if,

in deference to human weakness, he were to say that a

something exists apart from perception, he might be charged

with palpable inconsistency. Mr. Spencer gets over the dif-

ficulty by reducing the permanent something to resistance

and a nexus ^ omitting the properties of colour, sound, touch,

taste, odour, temperature, as depending upon perception.

Yet, an absolute resistance is conceived by us simply as it

acts on a percipient. Our only chance is to go to the utmost

limits of abstract terminology—a something, a potentiality,

a featureless noiimenon. The sole advantage would be

to humour our weakness and want of confidence in the

future and in the past, under a total interruption of per-

cipiency. Throughout this period of blankness, we might

postulate persistence, we do not say of what, except that it

will re-appear so and so, when perception is resumed.^

' " To speak of ' knowing ' ' things in themselves,' or ' things as they are,

is to talk of not simply an impossibility, but a contradiction ; for these phrases

are invented to denote what is in the sphere of being and not in the sphere of

thought ; and to suppose them ' known ' is ipso facto to take away this charac-

ter." (Dr. Martineau, A Study of Religion, vol, i., p. 119.)
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Space.—The Space-question readily allies itself with the

Perception-question, yet has to be viewed apart, in con-

sequence of its other bearings.

One aspect of it has already occurred in treating of the

validity of the mathematical axioms.

Another aspect, not susceptible of being wholly disjoined

from the foregoing, relates to the origin of the notion, whether

intuitive or experiential. On this point an opinion has al-

ready been offered.

Yet distinct is the problem of the import of Space,

—

whether it is a transcendental something, or simply scope

for movement more or less. The empiricist position is that

it is concurrent with our experience of motion, and has no

meaning out of that experience. This is contradicted in

the psychological rendering of space by massive sensation

through all the senses. An empiricist might, of course, hold

this view as opposed to apriorism ,• but few accept it

in absolute independence of all feelings of movement. As

scope for movement, space performs every function that we
attribute to it in practice. Anything beyond is unstate-

able and inconceivable, and, to the empiricist eye, a pure

fiction vamped-up for a transcendental use. If so, experi-

ence of movements, and the feelings thereby produced, are

the full and adequate genesis of the notion of Space, which

is, therefore, of purely a posteriori origin. How we come by

the Infinity of Space is made a difficulty ; but the con-

structiveness of thought can get us out of all this.

THOUGHT AND REALITY.

How far we have here an advance upon the Perceptive

Problem has now to be seen. The various contrasting designa-

tions—Knowing and Being, Relative and Absolute, Thought

and Reality, Knowable and Unknowable, Phenomenon and

Noiimenon, Things as they appear and Things-in-them-

selves—all point to a single issue, of which they are mere

varieties of expression, although slightly differing in the

manner of attacking the difficulty.

It will be convenient to begin the consideration of this
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further inquiry by reviewing the series of names now
enumerated ; the design being to choose the particular

antithetic couple that best discloses and sets forth the

matter in dispute.

Existence.—I begin with Existence, or Being, as the

least involved with complications. It admits of being dis-

cussed as one of the five universal predicates of Mill, in his

enumeration of Propositions. I have repeatedly maintained

that this is not a real predicate, that it is, in fact, unmeaning

as a philosophical term, being an elliptical mode of stating

what is given under some other predicate ; and I do not

here re-argue the position. It is enough to refer to the

best illustration of this view, namely, the manner of con-

ducting the argument for the Existence of the Deity, from

which one can see that the question at issue is not Existence

but Causation. 1

Whatever philosophical discussions may have been raised

on Being in the abstract ought, I think, to be relegated to

some other leading term, inasmuch as the view now taken

of that word would disqualify it from being the central

term of any intelligible debate.

The Absolute. — The term, in common use, means the

unconditional, or whatever is said to be exempted from all

conditions. An ' absolute ' surrender is a surrender without

terms or conditions, and places the conquered at the mercy

of the conqueror.

This rendering gives little or no assistance in philosophy.

In theology, it might represent the omnipotence of the Deity

as subject to no conditions or limitations, excepting always

self-contradiction.

The philosophical meaning of the Absolute pre-supposes

the doctrine of Relativity, and, in connexion with that,

raises the question—Does the Relative employ a non-rela-

tive or Absolute ? That Relative implies Co-relative we all

admit: some would stop there, while others go on to the

higher implication. The difiiculties of taking the higher step

are soon apparent. It would seem to involve a contradiction

^See article on Descartes's " Cogito, ergo sum".
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ill terms. The law of Relativity says ' Everything is rela-

tive to some other thing or things '
; ergo there is something

that is Absolute, or not relative : which is more than a non-

sequitur. In short, the law of Relativity must be qualiiied,

or else Absolute must be a species of relative. The way is

plainly stopped here ; and our best plan is to sist procedure,

till we review the other terms.

J'he Unknowable.—In the employment of this term, we
are not at once landed in contradiction. In opposition to

the Known, we have either the Unknown simply, or that

exaggerated form of the unknown that we describe as be-

yond the possibility of being known. The reason of such

ultra-possibility may be, that there is no medium of commu-
nication that would enable us to know a thing. We have

made some wonderful strides in overcoming the obstacle of

remoteness, as when we have weighed the earth in a balance,

measured the distances of the planets, the sun and the stars,

and even guessed their component materials. We may in

time carry our means of divination still farther ; but, to all

appearance, we must sooner or later suffer an arrest. We
cannot now tell what celestial bodies are inhabited, and

probably never shall.

Such is one kind of Unknowable. On this, however, no

philosophical questions are suspended. The debate between

the schools is with reference not so much to what may, or

may not, be accessible, as to what is beyond the nature or

limits of our faculties to grasp.

Our difficulty begins at this point,—namely, when, from

the known or accessible, we infer that there must be some-

thing both unknown and unknowable. In other words,

we do not fully comprehend the Universe, until we have

figured a background of the Unknowable. A wholly de-

tached unknowable would not concern us ; we may readily

suppose that there are numerous realms or spheres that this

applies to. What we intend is, to signify an unknowable

that is implicated with our knowable, and through this

implication affects our destinies.

The question will then be,—What parts of our knowable
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universe require us to assume a correlative unknowable,

the omission of which leaves us somewhat crippled and

curtailed in our resources ? This question has been fore-

shadowed in the remarks on the Absolute, and we may
possibly discover that it is the best, and, indeed, the only,

form of the problem underlying all the generalities. Mean-

time, let us exhaust the list of synonyms.

Things-in-theirnselves.—This would seem to be an English

rendering of what is intended by the Absolute. It also

applies to the Object-world in Perception, when that world

is figured, not as perceived, but as apart from perception.

A ' thing in itself ' is a thing out of relation to every thing-

else: unconditioned and uncontrolled at all points. More

especially, it is taken as liberated from the thinking subject,

which colours everything with its own idiosyncrasy. The

use of the phrase, therefore, suggests no new point of view,

and we need not dwell upon it further.

Reality.—Reality has various meanings. Its most marked

antithesis is Ideality,—what is imagined, conceived or thought.

Our large powers of mental constructiveness enable us to

outstrip the actual phenomena of the world, at numerous

points ; while to bring them to the limits of actual experi-

ence is to come back to reality. We conceive or imagine

a feast ; when we sit down to one, we are in contact with

reality.

It might seem especially difficult to give this word the

sweep of the other vast generalities, inasmuch as it narrows

or contracts our sphere of the thinkable. The only mode of

affording it scope in the transcendental world is to suppose

that certain stretches of thought are not mere thought, but

are implemented by something actual or real. Hence, we
need to shape our thinking to what can be realized. How
to proceed is not obvious, until we have more light as to

what constitutes the full sphere of reality.

Noilinfienon.—The correlative of Phenomenon, as referring

to the supposed something behind appearances, which is in-

voked as completing our cognisance of the universe of things.

Infinite.—The use of this term is, for the most part,
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rhetorical. It is an adjective of the highest degree of in-

tensity, and, when coupled with emotion, puts us to the

utmost stretch of imagination whereof we are capable. In

Science and Philosophy, it simply points to the absence or

negation of limit. Hence its application to Space, Time,

and their contents. It also indicates how Reality, which

is usually narrower than thought, can yet transcend our

utmost powers of thought-constructiveness.

Such is a complete list of the great comprehensive de-

signations for what is transcendent in our supposable

Universe. The counter terms in the several antithetic

couples have been partly dealt with in the review—Know-
ledge (Being, Unknowable), Relative (Absolute), Thought

(Reality), Phenomenon (Noiimenon), Finite (Infinite). The

first of these terms—Knowledge—in its more limited ac-

ceptation, suspends many issues, as we had had occasion to

notice under former heads,—as Epistemology and Perception,

but chiefly in the contrasts to Being and the Unknowable.

Thus, by the process of exhaustion, we seem to have

reached this conclusion—that, over and beyond the problem

of Perception, there is but one genuine issue traceable,

namely, what is signified under the couplings. Relative

—

Absolute, Knowable—Unknowable, when these are brought

within the limits of actual human interest. There may be

an Unknowable, so far related to us as to influence our wel-

fare ; being traceable purely through that relation, and ex-

pressible by the same circumstance, that is, as correlative to

the Known. Let us find out the cases, and next consider

how Empiricism views them.

The chief example, and the one that foreshadows the

others, is the theistic handling of Design. This is pre-

eminently a case where we have one foot in the Known
and the other in the Unknown and Unknowable, except

in so far as the correlation with the Known discloses it.

The adaptations in the actual world of inanimate and

animate beings may be taken as inferring some power

equal to the effect. Nevertheless, Design, while suggesting,

does not produce the Designer.
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On this vast issue, the sharp distinction between the

empirical and the transcendental handling can no longer be

drawn. How far the correlation of a Design and a Designer

can carry us is not a matter for strict determination. It is

an argument from the best analogy that we possess—our

own workmanship. From the overpowering importance of

the conclusion, it involves our strong likings or emotions.

To keep these within their proper bounds is the logician's

business, if anybody's. One man believes that the argument

from contrivance is a suflBcient foundation for Theism, as

usually understood ; another holds that, while it amounts

to something, it goes such a little way towards full and

defiuite knowledge as to be practically fruitless. Empiricists

differ here, like other men. Hume took the side of barren-

ness ; Mill inclined to the other side, although in a very

qualified form. Probably, mankind will never agree on

the amount of reliance to be placed on the correlation, as

inferring a Creative Mind. Still, the question, while not

a mere play upon abstract words, is a distinct advance upon

the great Perception-problem ; that problem being unable

to yield a theistic conclusion, or the reverse.

To refer to the other mode of approaching the theistic

position,—the argument from our moral nature to a Moral

Governor of the world,—would be to repeat the same line

of remarks. The value of the correlation here is, if possible,

still less ascertainable with precision ; and the estimates of

different individuals are correspondingly various.

Theism is the united force of all the correlations that

can, in such ways, be established between the known and

the unknowable. What would be an empiricist's treatment

of the subject, as a whole, I do not here consider. It is

a question not to be taken up by halves, still less by tenths,

which is as large a fraction as is contributed by Philosophy.

ANSWERS TO OBJECTORS.

By objectors I here mean, not the representatives of

Apriorism as such, but those that call in question the self-

consistency of the • manner of stating the position of Em-
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piricism, including both opponents and supporters of the

creed.

There can he no cogent inference without assuming a
general truth.—It is not necessary to spend time on this

objection, after what I have said as to the postulate of

Uniformity. Experience, by itself, cannot establish a gen-

eral truth ; with this postulate, it can do so.

Immediate cognition is not infallible.—By which is

meant, I presume, that, under the very best circumstances

for attaining a valid affirmation, that is, when interpreting

a present consciousness, we must make pre-suppositions, or

else be liable to mistake. This liability I fully admit, and

give the only way of correcting it that I know of—repeated

observations with the absence of contradiction. All the

pre-suppositions in the world, the whole possible compass

of assignable intuitions, without this repetition, are the

merest moonshine.

Immediate cognitions cannot be distinguished fronn

mediate.—In other words, we may readily confound fact

with inference. Perfectly true. We think we see distance.

Only the skilled psychologist can analyze the perception

into its elements, and state how much is fact and how much
inference. Now, the knowledge of mankind must rest upon

something that everybody can be aware of. My reply to

the objection in general is, that Empiricism is not concerned

with the matter. That we cognize distance is a fact ; that

our perception is mediate, or inferred, is a psychological

theory or hypothesis of no interest to human beings gener-

ally. It is not necessary to the assurance that we derive

through the exercise of our senses : it is, at best, a matter

of learned curiosity. The confidence that we feel does not

arise from knowing whether the judgment is mediate or

immediate ; it arises from sufficiently repeated observation,

by which we are secured against illusions.

It is impossible to know other men's immediate ex-

perience.—This difficulty, whatever it amounts to, presses

equally on the empiricist and the apriorist. Intuition is

appealed to in vain on such a point. Each man knows his
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own experience, and, when language is once formed, we can

compare notes with one another, and see what is the extent

of our agreement. Only those things wherein we all appear

to feel alike are regarded as universal in the highest sense,

that is, as truths for all. We are not entitled to presume

that what is true to us individually is true to men uni-

versally.

On this I may quote from Mr. Shadworth Hodgson (Mind,

vii., 488) :
—

" Consciousness has no validity for other con-

scious beings, unless they recognise their truth as descriptions

applicable to the procedure and the phenomena of their own
consciousness ". Compare Grote in the Thecetetus of Plato,

who inculcates the lesson of humility as becoming every one

that lays down truths in the language of universality. " To

deliver my own convictions is all that is in my power : and

if I spoke with full correctness and amplitude, it would be

incumbent on me to avoid pronouncing any opinion to be

true or false simply ; I ought to say, it is true to me—or

false to me."

Thought is not possible without a Subject.—In another

rendering, " the relation of time between one sensation and

another could not exist if there were not a subject". I

interpret this as a challenge to the empiricist to build up

the Subject from his a posteriori elements, as made use of

for Space, Time and Cause. This, however, is too much of

an undertaking to enter upon at the conclusion of a long

paper.

11



PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPRESSION IN PSYCHOLOGY.

(Mind, xvi., 1.)

The question of how far the study of bodily organs and processes is of avail

in psychological inquiries. Expressions used that seem to support the

neglect of the physical side. Dr. Ward's remark : Hadrian's address to

his soul. Mr. Stout and Mr. Bradley. One extreme as bad as another.

Examples to show how far we are already committed to the physical

rendering of mental facts. Inquiry into the exact limits of the reference

to the bodily functions in psychology has still to be made. How a

clearance of the ground may be effected. 1. Survey of the Vocabulary of

Mind—showing how indispensable reference to material accompaniments
has been. Examples of words of material origin that only now suggest

subjective meanings. Examples of terms applicable to mind that still

preserve their material meaning. Twofold division of these physical

accompaniments. Instances. 2. Cases where the material adjuncts are

helpful. Most remarkable of these cases—sensations of the five senses.

The double language of mind specially useful also in the study of the

Emotions. 3. Hypothetical views aid Expression. In what situations

they are helpful. Best mode of guarding against either subjective or

objective excess in mental terminology. How the objectors to physio-

logical phraseology are led into their extreme position. Aristotle the

•originator of physical reference. Where the question of the suitable

amount of physiological expression may be advantageously raised. What
test may be propounded of the sincerity of the subjective purist. What
genuine problem in Psychology it would help to solve. Inadequate

reference to physical accompaniments illustrated from Mr. Stout. Quota-

tion from Dr. E. Montgomery. Mr. Stout confuted by himself. Wherein

his refusal of physiological aid is deficient ; and why his testing example

may be objected to. The case of Memory or Retentiveness substituted,

and instances given of physical accompaniments of the intellectual

operations. Mr. Bradley's subjective purism. Reasons in favour of the

hypothesis of physiological activity, in a transformed character, being

carried into the mental sphere. Meeting the challenge to produce any

laws of connexion between the physical and the mental. Illustration

from Pleasure and Pain. Criticism of Mr. Bradley's handling of the

physical accompaniments of our hedonic states. Citation of stimulating

drugs as throwing us at once upon physical considerations. Other facts

in support of the contention that the physical constitution of the nerve-

substance is a paramount condition of our pleasurable and painful sensi-
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bilities. Example from lowest region of sensibility, and wherein a certain

satisfaction may be obtained from it. The sensations of the special

senses. Organic sensations instanced as still more forcibly demonstrating

the utility of considering the bodily organs. The muscular system also

instanced. Changes of Temperature adduced ; and the nervous sub-

stance at large cited, in the same connexion. What would be the effect

of our being prohibited from noting the physical aspects of the state

designated excitement, with its opposites. Theory of the Will considered,

with Pleasure and Pain operating as the motives, and our muscular

organs as the instruments. Where the physical side may be left out

;

and how the subjective side may be amplified, and rendered more precise.

Where the physical side is hypothetical ; but reasons given why it is

desirable to inquire if there is any natural sequence between it and the

activities disclosed by subjective introspection. Evolution briefly referred

to, in regard to whether the priority of Expression versus Volition is to

be considered from the mental or the physical standpoint. Analysis of

the Emotions with respect to tracing the physical concomitance. Re-

searches in Psycho-physics speak for themselves. Their actual and

greater possible utility in relation to subjective sequence. Dr. Ferrier's

formula as to nerve-energy. The "rhythm of Attention". As best

approached, and as emphasized by Mr. Spencer. His Psychology a sus-

tained testimony to the main contention of this paper. Law connecting

Sense with Intellect. Its great probability. The psychical bearings of

the principle. Its adoption by Edmund Gurney. Another great physio-

logical truth likely to supply the explanation required for it. Illustrated

by Dr. Maudsley, and emphasized by Dr. H. Miinsterberg. Proofs of

materialistic origin in the language of thought. Expression demanding

material references. In what ways a hypothesis as to the physical sup-

port of memory may be helpful. Results of inquiries into the physical

conditions of Consciousness decisive and valuable. Explanation as to

their value. Abuse of the physical side. Circumstances that render it

mischievous and unnecessary in cases specified. Where introspection is

paramount and exclusive in clearing up mental processes. Where the

concurrence of physical conditions is not to be ignored. Position in

which we have no need—save figuratively—to make the physical take

the place of the mental. Expositors apt to give undue preference to one

side. The most ambiguous position. Cases which fall between two

stools. Researches of Ferrier and others on Cerebral Localization. Im-

portant mistake in connexion with the union of Mind and Body. The

first and most direct remedy for physical and mental ills. When the

other kind of remedy may be tried.

The thoroughgoing concomitance of Mind and Body is here

taken for granted as being all but universally allowed. The

question, however, still remains how far the study of bodily

organs and processes is of avail in pyschological inquiries.

Nobody maintains that these organs and processes can be
11*
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entirely left out of account ; they never have been, and never

can be, so treated. Expressions are sometimes used incau-

tiously that would seem to contend for the total neglect and

dismissal of the physical side. Dr. Ward remarks that psy-

chology knows nothing of muscle and nerve
;
yet the dying-

Emperor Hadrian, in the farewell address to his soul, cannot

refrain from regarding it as hospes comesque corporis. Mr.

Stout (Proc. Aristotelian Society, i., 1) argues the pros and

cons with much minuteness, and decides as follows :

—

" As
regards present achievement, I am disposed to assert that the

help which psychology has received from the physiology of

the brain is even less than the little which the physiology of

the brain has received from psychology ". Mr. Bradley, in

discussing the important question of the psychical origin of

our sense of activity {Mind, xi., 321), refuses to accept any

considerations derived from physiology. In such a question,

one extreme may be as bad as another. Those that refuse all

possible aid from physiology to psychology, have overlooked

the lengths whereto we are already committed in the physical

rendering of psychical facts. What they dwell upon most

particularly is the very little that we know of brain-workings.

Now, undoubtedly, it is true that we know little of those

workings, but it is not true that we do not know anything.

Moreover, as will be seen afterwards, the workings of nerve

and brain are incontinently referred to in the common modes

of speaking of Mind. But the objectors to a physiological

rendering of mental facts would find themselves involved in

much deeper contradictions with usage, if, instead of speaking

of nerves, they would refer to organs of sense and movement.

The help rendered to the classing of our Sensations in their

proper psychical character, has never been refused to psycho-

logy since Aristotle ; while to reject all consideration of Move-

ment would require the treatment both of Emotion and of Will

to begin de novo, and the attempt would infallibly break down.

It would seem, then, that an inquiry into the exact limits

of the reference to the bodily functions, in speaking of the

mind, has still to be made. The facts involved cover a wide

area, and the illustration must be proportionally wide.
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One very important clearance of the ground consists in a

review of the psychical vocabulary, its character, and sources.

The mixture of the psychical with the physical is such as to

prove that mental processes, however distinct from bodily

processes, have never owned even a vocabulary of their own.

Survey of the Vocabulary of Mind.—A glance at the

existing terminology of mind will easily show how it has been

made up, and how indispensable material accompaniments

have been in the process. The vocabulary, in its greater part,

is due to the Greeks and Romans ; although every people pos-

sessed of a language has supplied some of the names. We see

that these names were, in the first instance, purely material

;

while, by exclusive appropriation to mental facts, many have

more or less completely parted with their material signifi-

cation, and suggest only the subjective meanings. Take as

a few examples, spirit, recollection^ conception, intuition,

emotion, irritation, impression, expression, sentiment, ex-

citement, conscience, comfort, sympathy, delight, memory,

discrimination, relativity, im^ages, ideas. This class of

words may be regarded as faded or worn-out figures of speech

—metaphors or metonymies of material origin : while, to aU

intents and purposes, they are now mental or subjective ; so

that, when they are used, we are not led to any material mean-

ing, least of all to any definite physical accompaniment of the

mental state. Another class of names, also applicable to mind,

still preserve their material meaning ; that meaning being in

some instances the strict material accompaniment. Such are

the terms — m^ove, elation, life, trembling, grief, hatred,

soothing^ restlessness, blush, sore, wound, sleepy, scald,

fever, agitation, commotion, staring, smiling, frowning,

shock, throb, tension.
'

A little examination will divide those physical accompani-

ments, that have been adopted also as names for mental states

proper, into emotional adjuncts and voluntary adjuncts ; that

is to say, some are the expression of the emotional wave, as

smile, frown, tremble, blush, shock ; others give the voluntary

act consequent on feeling, as stretch, strain, pursue, avoid.
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There is nothing illegitimate in either class of words : the

material application does not detract from the propriety of

the mental. What is more, it is an actual help and support.

In order to conceive mental states with anything like

clearness or force, we need all the suggestiveness that their

well-known adjuncts can provide. This is a point now to

consider.

Cases where the Material Adjuncts are helpful.—Perhaps,

the most remarkable of these cases is the sensations of the

five senses. In classifying, describing, and studying these

sensations, we are very much aided by the study of the physi-

cal organs. Unnoticed shades of sensation can be suggested

by these, while subjective characters can be confirmed by the

known objective distinctions. It has never been proposed to

go fully into the special sensations without reference to what

physiology tells us of the organs ; while, on the other hand,

the subjective distinctions, when unusually well marked, fur-

nish a clue to the physical or objective embodiments. In-

stances of this will occur as we proceed. So it is with the

expository delineation of the different sensations within each

kind of sense ; a little knowledge of the physiology prepares

us for imbibing and comprehending the psychological classes.

It is needless to make a parallel illustration from the

Emotions, where the double language of mind is so useful

and acknowledged.

Hypothetical Views aid Expression.—Our knowledge of

the nerve-processes, although not to be despised, is undoubtedly

imperfect and leaves a great deal to be desired. Consequently,

we may not make use of it as a basis of subjective laws, or as

carrying us much farther into the arcana of mind than we
can go by help of subjective indications. Our analysis of

memory, reason, and imagination, cannot be said to be sug-

gested or confirmed by the physiology of the brain. But there

is also another side to the case. If a subjective language were

in existence adequate to cope with all the nice intellectual

situations, we should not be justified in bringing in nerve-
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processes of a purely speculative kind. There is, however,

a number of situations where expression is imperfect, in-

adequate, and unsteady ; and for such situations a merely

hypothetical supposition may be helpful, while it need not

be abused.

Admitting the necessity of mixing material phraseology in

the expression of the mind, we must, of course, observe the

precaution of not giving the one as a substitute for the other

;

but ordinary care is usually sufficient to avoid this error. In

the exposition of the mind, not only should this substitution

be avoided, but a reasonable proportion should be observed

in using the two vocabularies. The best mode of guarding

against either subjective or objective excess in the terminology

would seem to be to set forth every mental fact, first, under

its known physical accompaniments, including convenient

hypothetical adjuncts, and, next, in its purely subjective de-

lineation. This done, we can survey the observed proportions

and adjust them as we judge best ; while it will be open to the

critic to take exceptions to any undue fulness or irrelevance on

either side.

The objectors to the use of physiological theory in dealing

with mental processes dwell chiefly upon the intellectual func-

tions ; whereas if they were to attend more particularly to the

Senses, the Emotions, and the Will, they would have to change

their language entirely. No man will ever discuss these de-

partments without making a very large use of the terminology

of the material accompaniments. It is simply a question of

greater or less reference ; it is not a question of subjective

purity of treatment. Aristotle made the first commencement

in the way of physical reference ; his delineations of the

physical side were crude in statement, but he did not err in

principle. It is in the detailed exposition of these several

departments of the mind that the question may be advan-

tageously raised, as to the suitable amount of physiological

description in each particular case. The theory of Pleasure

and Pain which governs both the emotions and the will has

long adopted a physiological embodiment, and the advocates

for subjective purity should say precisely whether this is
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wholly illegitimate, whether it is excessive, how far it should

go, and where it should stop. These queries may be pro-

pounded as a fair test of the sincerity of the subjective purist.

In point of fact, they would help to solve what is a genuine

problem not as yet solved—namely, to draw the line between

the use and the abuse of physiology in the psychological region*

What I conceive to be inadequate reference to physical

accompaniments may be illustrated from Mr. Stout's paper
" On the Scope and Method of Psychology " (Proc. Arist. Soc,

i., 33). I give a few of his expressions as follows :

—

" We must assume that every mental event is connected with a

newral event
;

" " we are compelled to consider these neural occur-

rences which are immediately connected with mental occurrences,

not as antecedent to those, but as concomitant with them ". " What
then is the value and import for psychological science of those

neural accompaniments of mental events? I answer that from a

purely theoretic point of view psychology is not bound to take any

account of them whatever." " We have, in conclusion, to consider

whether it is practically convenient to discard data which may be

supplied by the physiology of the brain." " For example, the

endeavours which have been made to find a material correlate to

the association of ideas do not really advance the science of mind a

single step."

My first observation upon these statements is that, under

them, the only connexion of mind and body proposed to

be taken into account is the connexion of mind and brain

or the nerves. We should never know from Mr. Stout's ob-

servations that mind was accompanied with organs of sense^

with organic processes, and with the muscular organs. My
next remark is that the use of referring to bodily organs

and processes is too much narrowed by his mode of putting

the case. I propose to confute this narrowness from his own
mouth, but I shall first avail myself of the following sentences

from Dr. E. Montgomery {Mind, x., 386) :

—

"Now, as the veritable powers which have established the

definite bonds between sensorial affections are themselves extra-

mental, it is not likely that we should be able exhaustively to study
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the laws of perceptual combination by mere mental operations, un-

aided by experimental reference to the permanent source of stimula-

tion and union which the}^ represent. Who, indeed, finds himself

€ver thinking of feelings of touch without also calling into mind the

organ of touch together with some touched object, or sets about

invoking normal muscular feelings as perceptual building-material

without presupposing actual muscles?"

This is precisely my contention, and my surprise is that

there should be any occasion to make such a very patent re-

mark. I will now quote £tnother passage from Mr. Stout on

a purely psychological question, viz., the ultimate distinction

of the Primary Mental Functions (Proc. Arist. Soc, i., 142).

" The unity of the individual consciousness seems to depend on

the successive salience and dominance of special presentations which

constitute in turn the focus of the total mental activity from moment

to moment. This is expressed in ordinary language by saying that

we can only think of one thing at a time. Now the successive domi-

nance of a single presentation, which gives systematic unity to

mental process, depends on motor activity. Out of the multitude of

impressions which are continually soliciting our senses, this or that

special one is singled out by muscular adaptation of the organs of sense,

by vaso-motor action, causing increased blood supply to special parts of

the sensitive surface, and perhaps by outgoing currents passing along

the sensory ner-ves froTn centre to periphery. The concentration of

attention on ideas seems to be effected by a similar mechanism. Thus

the unity of consciousness, and therefore the very existence of

consciousness, depends on the focussing of presentations, and the

focussing of presentations depends on motor activity. Hence motor

activity is a necessary condition of the existence of consciousness."

It will be observed that the writer of the foregoing, after

devoting three sentences to subjective expression, leads off on

the concluding phrase " motor activity " into the profuse em-

ployment of physiological language which I have here sig-

nalized by italics. It seems to me that he is quite right in

doing so ; that the language he employs is a relevant citation

of the physical side of his subjective thesis, and that he has

been urged, notwithstanding his theoretical aversion to the

physiological reference, to make use of it as somehow assisting
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his conception of the subjective fact. Evidently, his refusal

of physiological assistance was stated too exclusively in terms

of nerve and brain, as if these were the only important bodily

organs connected with the mind. Thus, to take his testing

example—the material correlate to the Association of Ideas

—

it is perfectly true that the nervous processes accompanying

association are very imperfectly known, even if they can be

said to be known at all. But this is not a fair statement of

the question as to the physical accompaniments of our intel-

lectual processes. Instead of association of ideas, let us put

the case of Memory or Retentiveness, one of the fundamental

facts of our intelligence, and ask whether our knowledge, such

as it is, of the physical accompaniments be wholly irrelevant.

Do we, in describing the operations coming under this head

—

such as acquisition of knowledge, formation of habits—entirely,

and at all points, exclude bodily accompaniments ? It is no

doubt the case that we largely make use of a subjective

terminology, and that we can state the chief conditions of

retentiveness by this means ; for example, the two great

essentials of repetition and mental concentration can be given

without making use of physical language. But we very soon

come to know, and it always has been known, with more or

less precision, that bodily freshness and bodily fatigue play

a vital part in the success of our endeavours. Now, while I

doubt whether this condition could be expressed subjectively,

it is quite certain that it never is so expressed. There are

other conditions equally beyond purity of subjective state-

ment. Thus, in order to impress the memory of a pupil with

a given exercise, it is very desirable that the teacher's state-

ment should be, in point of articulation, sharp, deliberate,

and distinct, while the pupil should have his ears in such a

condition of alertness as to receive the statement with effect.

These conditions, I contend, are eminently physiological, al-

though not what would be called profound physiology. I

repeat, therefore, that the outworks of sense and movement,

and the general tone, are to be taken into account on the

physical side as much as the more inscrutable recesses of the

cerebral convolutions.
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I will now turn to Mr. Bradley (Mind, xi., 321), who is

even more emphatic than Mr. Stout in his assertion of subjec-

tive purism in psychology. He is attacking a position almost

the same as that of Mr. Stout in the passage last quoted, viz.^

the psychical origin and character of Attention or our sense

of Activity, and, after discussing the point subjectively, he

adverts, in concluding, to the supposed physiological argument

that might be adduced by way of confuting his view. This

leads him to say what he thinks on any or all attempts to

bring physiology to bear upon mind.

" But such a question as the existence of a psychical activity is a

matter which falls outside physiology. We might get from that

science instruction valuable and, in some particulars, even necessary

;

but suppose that we knew (as I presume we do not yet know) the

physical side of the psychical process, is it certain that about the

main question we should not be precisely where we are now ? For in

the first place the existence of this or that feeling could hardly be

deduced from physiological premisses if actual observation were unable

to find it. And in the second place between a process in the brain

and a consciousness of energy there is really a gulf which is not to

be filled up. You may know from experience that they are found

together, but, given the first, you could never have got to the

second, and they remain in the end quite heterogeneous."

For my own part, I take leave to doubt the irrelevance

and the uselessness of all physiological reference in this very

question. I venture to think that Mr. Stout followed a

sounder instinct, against his own theory, in making free use

of physiological terms for substantially the same problem.

When we talk of our activity—talk of ourselves as active

beings—the first thing that we have to look to is the active

apparatus of the body, as known by the name of the muscular

system. Every act of bodily attention involves, in the first

instance, some specific muscular acts ; and when from the

sphere of actuality, as in the employment of the senses, we
pass to the sphere of ideality, the point is forced upon us

whether or not this is still muscular activity in a transformed

character. Evidence is adducible for, or against, the hypor

thesis. So much is to be said in its favour, that the opposite
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appearances are merely certain remaining difficulties that may
possibly or probably be removed. Now, when we have carried

into the mental sphere our muscular agency under a new guise,

we have found a genuine physiological activity, the interpre-

tation of which has a decided relevance upon the psychological

discussion. It may not be conclusive, but it is highly sug-

gestive, and is at least an aid to us in stating the problem
;

and, as is often said, a problem well stated has already gone

some way towards being solved. Moreover, if mental atten-

tion is not bodily attention idealized by being thrown more
exclusively inward upon its nervous tracks, there is still to be

sought within the compass of the system a factor of activity

at present entirely unstateable. We cannot too soon set going

an inquiry to find out what this is.

To meet the challenge, so often made, to produce any laws

of connexion between the physical and the mental such as

to throw light upon the workings of mind, I will refer more

particularly to the Feelings and the Will, where the most

conclusive illustrations can be adduced.

We cannot do better than advert to the great thesis of

Pleasure and Pain, as such, with their results in determining

volition. On this subject Mr. Bradley has an exceedingly

elaborate and exhaustive paper (Mind, xiii., 1), to which I will

at present refer no further than to take note of his mode of

handling the undoubted and well-known physical accompani-

ments of our hedonic states. I venture to suggest that, if he

adhered strictly to the view formerly quoted, he would never

mention the physical side at all ; or, at least, he would justify

the use he makes of it, and admit that psychology, on certain

occasions at any rate, does well to bring in the aid of physi-

ology. The example may be taken as a testing case of the

employment of physiology, and as an opportunity of judging

whether it is profitably or unprofitably cited.

Pleasure and pain are, without doubt, psychical states, and

may be studied or contemplated purely as such. But when
we wish to theorize upon them, so as to give a full account of

all their important bearings, we find ourselves obliged very
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soon to advert to their physical causes or conditions. Thus,

Mr. Bradley, while opening with a purely psychical inquiry,

viz., as to the connexion of pleasure or pain with Sensation,

and with the Ego, proceeds to ask for their physical condi-

tions. He discusses, and considers the discussion legitimate,

how far pleasure corresponds with physical benefit and pain

with physical injury. Then he inquires what are the strictly

psychical conditions of pleasure and pain, i.e., their connexion

with psychical activity. His conclusion is, that there are

conditions that are not psychical, as well as those that are.

His most comprehensive conditions, which he develops at

length, are harmony and expansion, which conditions he

traces throughout, in their double aspect of the physical and

the psychical. In all this, I regard him as on the right tack
;

and I accord to him the further compliment of keeping the

two sides distinct and apart in the course of his whole dis-

cussion—thereby complying with what I consider the chief

propriety to be enjoined in the handling. So far he has done

all that I have ever contended for, in regard to the inclusion

of a reference to the physical side. Yet, even on psychical

grounds, I believe he ought to have greatly widened his basis

of examples of pleasure and pain. On the one hand, he should

have dwelt more fully on the priiiiary feelings connected with

sensation, as well as the more elementary emotions ; and, on

the other, he should have expounded more fully the higher

aesthetic and other aggregates of emotion. His choice of

examples is not even fairly representative of the difficult

cases. It is not my purpose to enumerate those deficiencies

at length, but the present argument makes it proper to cite

one notorious department of our pleasurable and painful sensi-

bility, I mean the region of stimulating drugs—alcohol and

the rest. No one can enter upon the mode of action of these

drugs without being thrown at once upon physical considera-

tions. That they are physico-chemical agents affecting the

constitution of the substance of nerves, and in that capacity

bringing about mental exhilaration, is sufficiently plain, al-

though the minute atomic changes are not precisely formu-

lated. These drugs teach us by a startling example, which
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many other facts contribute to support, that the physical

constitution of the nerve substance is a paramount condition

of our sensibility, pleasurable or painful. The nourishment,

exercise, exhaustion, depletion, chronic deterioration, of the

brain, as a physical and chemical compound, form a body of

received doctrine, both theoretical and practical, which no

amount of squeamishness as to neural accompaniments to

psychical processes will ever displace from the hold it has

gained. Moreover, the dependence thus established by the

leading example of stimulants and their consequences will

suggest the application of the chemical view to such cases as

the sweet and bitter in taste, as at least of equal value with

any of the other hypotheses.

I propose now to widen the issue, so as to make the illus-

tration of the use of the physical side more comprehensive,

thereby vindicating its importance for the purposes already

stated. The lowest step in the gradation of its employment

is perhaps simple parallelism of psychical and physical pro-

cesses without obvious advantage to either. Where a psychical

region can be fairly and fully analyzed by psychical introspec-

tion, we might rest contented, and say nothing of physical

accompaniments. Still, there is a certain satisfaction in being

able to assign, at the same time, a concurrent series of physio-

logical organs and processes ; and it is a matter of choice

whether or not we care to have these adduced. Perhaps, the

Reflex Operations of the mind might be quoted as a case in

point ; it being possible to classify and describe those processes,

not certainly without physical references, for they all consist

more or less of conspicuous bodily movements, but without

special reference to the nerve-centres that are their known
seats in the cerebral system. I will not argue this point

further, but will go on to less equivocal examples.

The sensations of the Special Senses have been already re-

ferred to. They are of course very numerous, very distinct,

and all-important both for Feeling and for Intelligence. They

constitute a vast psychical mass, which we might study on

the purely psychical or introspective side. We might, in the
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interest of purism, refuse to take any notice of the bodily

organs that are associated with them. Can any one point out

what would be the positive gain of this affectation of purism ?

It is much more easy to assign the loss. By taking the physi-

cal organs in separation, we can, in the most compendious

manner, exhaust the modes of sensibility under each, and can

thus arrive at a wide and orderly view of this great multitude.

Nay, more : when we look minutely into the anatomy of the

several organs, we obtain further helps to the subdivision and

distinction of the individual sensations. By tracing tactile

nerves in the tongue and in the nostrils, we discriminate the

feeling of tactile pungency from the characteristic sensibilities

of taste and smell.

The special senses further exemplify the utility of the

physical side as a handle to the mental. We have already

seen the difficulties in obtaining a subjective vocabulary ade-

quate for the immense detail of our psychical experience.

For this vocabulary, the physical accompaniments are largely

invoked, and are found to answer the end. In connecting the

special senses with their several organs, we are under no

temptation to confound mental and physical facts, while the

physical fact helps us to realize, to retain, and to reproduce,

the mental. We distinguish the two great elements of visual

sensibility by the muscular and the retinal portions of the

eye ; and no conceivable harm arises from thus intruding the

purely material adjuncts of our vision. It is needless to

pursue the illustration. Usage has lent its all-powerful con-

firmation to the combination of the mental and the physical

in this part of the mind.

We will next cite the Organic Sensations, touched on al-

ready, as being still more forcible in argumentative value for

our general thesis. In these, we have an enormous mass of

sensibility, affecting profoundly our entire well-being. Psy-

chically, there is not here the same easy discrimination of the

different kinds as in the five senses. Yet, the distinguishing

and classifying of these sensibilities make an important part

of mental science, and yield the greatest practical consequences.

Now, without the clue that a knowledge of the several organs
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furnishes, such an analysis must needs be very imperfect. In

point of fact, all the attempts to make the discrimination have

been more or less guided by the connexion with distinguishable

organs. The stomach and the lungs perhaps take the lead in

giving distinctness to the departments of sensibility associated

with each. The muscular system, viewed as an organ liable

to changes in nourishment, fatigue, exhaustion, physical injury

and derangement, has also a distinguishable class of sensi-

bilities.

The reference to the Muscles opens up the much discussed

question of the physical side of our subjective sensibility to

pressure, strain, and active exertion in every form. This case

is illustrative, in a way of its own, of the value to be attached

to the study of physical concomitance in mind. It so happens

that, in this region, the subjective analysis is self-sufficing,

i.e., independent of hints or confirmation from the physical

side. It will probably be admitted by all the disputants on

such a well-threshed question, that subjectively we can estab-

lish, as distinguishable modes of consciousness, the following

series of states of feeling :—Sense of energy expended, pleasure

of muscular exercise, pain of fatigue, pleasure of repose, pains

of morbid states, as cramp, not to speak of minuter variations

of those leading modes of sensibility. Now, working upon

the usual analogies of the senses, where we can generally

assign to each important variety of sensation a local seat,

there would be a propriety in assigning some distinct mode

of stimulating muscle to each of the several classes now enu-

merated. One hypothesis connects the sense of energy with

the out-going motor-current ; while the pleasures and pains

of exercise and repose, which can be best viewed as passive

sensation, would accompany the in-going sensory current

through the sensory fibres of muscle ; to these might be

added any known adjuncts of sensation from the peripheral

parts involved in muscular action. There would be a certain

congruity with the subjective facts in this mode of assigning

the concomitance
;
yet its verification would not add to the

evidence of our subjective analysis, and its overthrow would

not impair the validity of that analysis. We cannot quote
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this instance as even particularly illustrating the use of a

physical hypothesis in supplying subjective expression. We
derive all the benefit of the physiological reference by using

such objective terms us muscle, motion, action, rest, without

committing ourselves to the concomitance of our feeling of

energy with the out-going current.

The powerful influence of changes of Temperature would

have to be adduced in an exhaustive rendering of our organic

sensibilities. While the feelings connected therewith are of

the most commanding kind, the physical concomitance is too

palpable to be ever overlooked ; and whatever contribution

physiological researches may make towards explaining its

mode of action throughout the body, will be adopted by the

psychologist in his rendering of the subjective states.

Under this same head, we need to adduce the nervous sub-

stance at large, which, in its own nature, goes through all the

phases of nutrition and exhaustion, exercise and repose, health

and disease, integrity and injury. No doubt, the organs of

nutrition and purification generally are concerned in main-

taining the good condition of the brain and nerves, with all

that depends upon these. Still, it is possible to assign mental

states in more direct connexion with the nervous substance, as

such, while it would be impracticable to conduct the analysis

without assistance from what we know of the physics of nerve.

In spite of the mingling of all the organic functions in the

general physical tone of comfort or discomfort, elation or de-

pression, there is no mistaking the characteristic sensibilities

of the stomach, the lungs, or the muscles, and, to a certain

extent, the brain and nerves also. We do not need, at the^

present stage, to penetrate the deeper arrangements of the-,

cerebral centres, their nerve-plexuses, and complicated distri-

bution of nerve-fibres : all this remains over as a distinct in-

quiry, to be judged apart.

Connected with the physics of the brain is the important

state designated under the name excitevient, with its opposites.

quiescence, languor, repose, drowsiness, sleep, and insensi-

bility. With all this mental gradation, there is an accom-

panying physical gradation, which can be expressed in physical

12
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terminology, and cannot be adequately stated without that

help. The physical symptoms are prominent and conspicuous

to the eye of the observer, and are part and parcel of the

received modes of stating and conceiving the mental facts.

We know the organs and processes that participate with the

brain-action in the various degrees of conscious intensity. In

ignoring these, we should lose much, and gain nothing. In fact,

if we were prohibited from noting the physical aspects of this

department of sensibility, we should surrender the study of it

altogether, at least as a branch of psychology.

Inseparable from sensation is the general discussion of

Pleasure and Pain (to which I have already adverted in an-

other connexion), although the thesis must be considerably

widened in order to attain its full compass in the mind. At
what point, or in what connexion, it should receive compre-

hensive discussion is a matter for consideration, and may
be decided in different ways. What we are here concerned

with is the well understood connexion between known physical

processes and a very large number of both pleasures and pains.

I have already had occasion to allude to this involvement,

and have noticed how unavoidable is the introduction of the

physical side in anything approaching to a thorough investi-

;gation of the most general laws of our sensibility in this

respect. I will now carry the illustration a step further by

•citing the theory of the Will, in which Pleasure and Pain

operate as the motives, and our muscular organs as the instru-

ments. It is true that a very large portion of our voluntary

activity can be stated in an almost purely subjective termin-

ology. This, however, does not apply to the overt forms of

voluntary action, which are the essential forerunners of the

deeper modes where subjectivity is most fully exemplified.

We may, at this stage, leave out the physical side of the

pleasure or pain that is the motive, but the resulting activity

is physical or nothing. Now, the theory of the Will may be

a subjective theory to this extent, that we may simply state,

as generalized facts, that Pleasure moves us in one direction

(viz., for its own conservation or increase) and Pain in another
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direction (viz., for its removal or abatement). This is to con-

fine ourselves to strictly subjective affirmations. We may, by

full examination of facts, improve upon these generalities as

so stated ; we may add to their precision in every way by

needful qualifications and limitations, so as to meet the various

complications of the problem. All this is proper to be done,

and ought, on no account, to be dispensed with. There is,

however, a physical aspect that may also be entered upon, but

should not be jumbled up with the other aspect. It should be

given quite apart, and have its value put to the test, according

to the requisites imposed upon physical theories.

The kind of speculation now supposed would consist in

seizing hold of pleasure and pain by their known physical

aspects, and inquiring whether, physiologically, there is any

natural sequence between those and the activities that follow

on pleasure and pain as disclosed by subjective introspection.

For example, if pleasure is associated with the furtherance of

vital energy, and pain with its depression, there would be a.

physical link between pleasure and increased activity, and

between pain and the failure or diminution of activity. This

is a hypothesis and nothing more. It may be shown to have

a certain range of application, while it has apparent and ob-

vious shortcomings. The question may fairly arise in con-

nexion with such a hypothesis—does it amount to an abusive

application of the physical side ? I think not, if due pre-

cautions are observed. I admit that the theory of the Will

must rely, in the first instance, upon subjective sequences. In

the settlement of these, we should scour at large over the wide

region of subjective experience. We should be able to present

an unbroken array of purely mental instances, as it is possible

to do without further allusion to the physical than is required

by the character of the active instrumentality. When all this

is done, it is open to us to see whether a concurring line of

physical causation may be assigned for any portion of the

facts. It is perfectly clear that, for this region at least, the

psychical is the fact most immediately within our compre-

hension. The physical, on the other hand, is hazardous and

hypothetical, but perhaps not entirely without relevance.

12*
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Even if only a link here and there is fairly assignable, yet,

if that link has anything to be said in its favour, it may
chance to aid in settling some of the doubtful transitions in

the psychical series. We cannot know the result till we try

:

the attempt is worth making ; and, if it fails, we simply remain

where we were. One advantage at least may be claimed for

this and for every other like attempt, viz., that it keeps us

fully alive to what is involved in a physical hypothesis, shows

us the propriety of reserving its consideration, and, conse-

quently, of carefully excluding every item of the physical

from the psychical study. This, in itself, is no small advantage.

Not only so ; but it is the sole conceivable method of avoiding

the muddle that the purists complain of.

The problem of Evolution has now found a locus standi

in science generally, and in physiology and psychology particu-

larly. Although but a hypothesis, it is a hypothesis that has

thrown its fascination over scientific inquirers. It crops up
everywhere in connexion with the Mind, and with the region

of Will in a prominent fashion. The physical consequences

of pleasure and pain are a twofold activity—Expression and

Volition. It is debated whether, in evolution, expression be

prior, and volition posterior. For the more practical uses of

psychology, the speculation is unimportant ; it ranks in value

with the analyses of Space, Time, Cause, Unity, etc., into their

psychological elements and beginnings. Now, for verification

of any hypothesis as to priority between the two forms of the

physical outcome of feeling, introspection is powerless. The

sequence must be taken on the physical side alone ; and so, in

point of fact, is it argued, by Darwin for example, in favour of

Volition. And if the evolutionist, after assuming this priority,

were to go a step backward, as he is bound to do, in order to

fill up a gap in the grand sequence of cosmical cause and effect,

he must proceed upon physical connexion exclusively. The

hypothesis now adduced is one among others in this direction.

Next, as regards the Emotions, taken in themselves, the

tracing of physical concomitance is unavoidable, and is seldom
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evaded. Indeed, when bringing forward the more fundamental

and elementary emotions—Fear, Love, Anger—the physical

signs are too manifest to be overlooked : it is only when emo-

tion is highly idealized and compounded that we discard such

references, and treat the case by subjective methods alone.

This, however, is too absolutely stated, if we take account of

the handling of emotion in Art. And, even in the strictest

scientific analysis, the physical expression, so manifest in

the primary modes, although refined and attenuated, is still

discernible and suggestive in their combinations. The laws

that regulate the rise, concurrence, conflict, and subsidence

of emotion can be traced subjectively ; while their physical

embodiment, being also known, passes through phases of

physiological cause and effect, which serve to confirm and

correct the introspective inductions. Whether avowed or not,

inquirers do not scruple to go through the double sequence,

so as to make the two sides mutually illustrative.

The recent researches in Psycho-physics call for some re-

mark, though they may almost be said to speak for themselves.

The experiments are made upon the physical side, but not to

the exclusion of subjective reference ; in fact, they are experi-

ments of concurrence or concomitance in order to ascertain

general laws of concomitance, and to derive whatever benefit

may be obtainable from the attainment of such laws. We
cannot refuse to these researches the merit of satisfying an

enlightened curiosity, if nothing further ; which, indeed, is

the sole justification of a very large amount of our most highly

patronized researches. But if such researches were to attain

anything like precision in their object of determining laws

of concomitance, they could hardly fail to assist us in clearing

up subjective sequences ; at any rate, they would help to

steady and confirm, and most decisively to express, the se-

quences indicated by pure introspection. As now conducted,

these researches are more and more pressed into the service

of every one of these ends, and admit of being criticized

accordingly. No psychologist would discuss the Senses

without taking notice of Weber's experiments on Touch—

a
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line of investigation since exemplified in every one of the

senses.

It is a well known fact that any form of muscular activity

that we happen to be engaged in is arrested by a sudden

mental diversion. We cannot easily carry on mental work
and bodily work at the same instant. This is formulated on

its physical side by Dr. Ferrier in these terms :
—

" The internal

diffusion of nerve-energy involved in thought, and the external

diffusion of it in muscular action, vary in an inverse ratio ".

The grounds of the principle are physiological ; the results

have to be stated psychologically, seeing that they regulate

the course of our inmost thoughts.

The " rhythm of Attention," or the intermittent character

of mental exertion, is a very great fact of the system, and its

precise elaboration and definition can be best approached from

the physical side, as in the psychophysical laboratory. The

position is emphasized by Mr. Herbert Spencer that " nerve is

not capable of continuous stimulation or continuous discharge ".

Otherwise put, '' the so-called nerve-current consists of succes-

sive pulses ". The alternate remission and recuperation of our

active energies, as embodied in muscle and nerve, is a physical

law with psychical consequences in every region of our mental

being. Whoever would see a full development of this law, as

well as a fruitful rendering of the thorough-going concomitance

of Feeling and Nerve-change, should peruse Mr. Spencer's

Psychology, more especially part i. Indeed, the whole work is

a sustained testimony to the propriety, if not the absolute

necessity, of carrying physical concomitance into every portion

of our mental nature.

There is one great law connecting Sense with Intellect,

which has everything in its favour, and, so far as I know,

nothing against it. If we reckon it still as but a hypothesis,

it is one of very great probability. It relates to the seat of

ideas obtained, in the first instance, through the senses, and

declares the nervous tracts to be the same in both. There may
be slight qualifications to the principle, but nothing to affect

its substantia] correctness. If there were no other law of
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nervous concomitance with intellectual function, this alone

would redeem the search for neural accompaniments from

superfluity or futility. The psychical bearings of the principle

are most important ; it being as yet the only key to facts of

hypnotism. I need only refer to the adoption of it in that

view by Edmund Gurney. Of course, neither this nor any

other such law should be overstrained, or regarded as absolute.

For one thing, a difficulty may be started to the effect that we
may be thinking of one image and looking at another ; thus

causing a conflict of internal nerve-currents. The difficulty

will no doubt have to be met, and, in meeting it, the principle

wiU be either confirmed or modified ; indeed, some progress

has already been made in this direction.

Another great physiological truth affecting our mental

operations universally, and likely to supply the explanation

just desiderated, is the need of a motor response to sensation

in order to full consciousness of the state. This condition

seems to grow out of the very structure of the nervous system,

and has all the universality that we should expect in conse-

quence. In a recent article in Mind (xii., 490), Dr. Maudsley

illustrates the position with a fulness and a pointedness that

dispenses with present repetition. To ignore the physio-

logical truth is wilfully to blind ourselves to psychical helps.

I have already had to advert to this condition in a previous

page. It is dwelt upon with special emphasis by Dr. H.

Mlinsterberg, as a guiding principle of his researches : my
only doubt is whether he is not overstraining it. It is, how-

ever, enough here to quote it as a telling example of a really

luminous physiological concurrence not to be neglected by

any psychologist.

To come back again to the transition from Sense to In-

tellect : it has been always impossible to avoid describing ideas

as modified repetitions of sensation, and employing for that

purpose the materialism of the sense-organs. The language of

thought—^image, picture, idea, trace—is a proof of this origin.

Whether accurate or inaccurate, expression demands such re-

ferences. What is more : in order to state to ourselves the

existence of sensible impressions and other results of thought
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when out of consciousness, we need a bold resort to material

processes. When occupied with some present sensation, we
are aware—^and nobody has ever denied or thought it proper

to ignore the concurring nervous processes, so far as inferrible

—that nervous currents are proceeding from the sense-organ

inwards to the nerve-centres, and ultimately reaching the

brain-cortex, with responses in the shape of muscular stimuli

Let now the attention be transferred, let an entirely new and

distinct sensation occupy the consciousness, and what becomes

of the nervous agitation of the previous moment ? It might

be like the waves of a pool disturbed by a stone, persisting for

a time, and then ceasing for good. This, however, cannot be

the case. A sensation that has once occupied us for a time,

while, by a change of attention, it is made to vanish, is

found capable of recurring as an idea once and again in the

same hour, or the same day, or even fifty years afterwards.

Now, it is forced upon us, as a query if nothing more. Where
are those sensations when out of consciousness ? We want at

least a language-aiding hypothesis to enable us to conceive

what gives no sign of existence. The usual resort has been

a very gross and imperfect metaphor—the ' store-house ' or

* receptacle ' of memory—materialistic without doubt, but very

defective as a psychological statement. Well, without pre-

tending that we can verify any one view of the arrangements

and processes of the nervous system that are the physical

support of memory, we cannot help craving for some hypo-

thesis, as far as the lights of physiology will carry us. We do

not find that such hypothesis leads to any perversion of the

psychical facts ; while it need not be rated beyond what it is

really worth, viz., a help to expression. Its value does not

necessarily stop there : we may be led by it to canvass facts

of mind on the one hand and of body on the other, so as to

confirm or confute it, and ultimately replace it by something

better.

The physical conditions of Consciousness in general have

been much studied of late, and the results have been, on the

whole, decisive and valuable. They have been recapitulated

with additional illustrations in Dr. Maudsley's article just
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a,lluded to. There would be no assignable gain to psychology

by blotting out all these speculative inquiries, based as they

are upon accessible and well-ascertained facts. Importance is

justly attached to the limitation of the conscious area, and the

reasons of that limitation can be stated physiologically with

even more precision than psychologically. In the latter view,

^11 we can say is, that we attend only to one thing at a time,

which is not true except under qualifications ; and, in stating

these, physiology is our greatest help. The more general con-

ditions of conscious wakefulness, as opposed to the unconscious

modes of languor, sleep, swoon, as already remarked, are pre-

eminently related to the science of mind proper. The decline

and cessation of consciousness in certain operations that are

properly mental, as in the consummation of habit or routine,

is an important item in psychological theory.

If we advert more particularly to the abuse of the physical

side, we can easily see what it must consist in, now that we
have surveyed the various examples of the use. It is, of course,

abused when it is unnecessary, and, still more, when it is mis-

chievous. But the point is. What are the circumstances that

render it mischievous, as well as unnecessary ? While emin-

ently applicable to all the phenomena of mind at their

elementary stage— Sensation, Intellect, Emotion, Will— it

ceases to have the like bearing in the higher complications

;

that is to say, it cannot be assigned with precision, or even

with suggestive hypothesis. Taking, for example, the Emotion

of Fear in its most elementary form, the physi3al accompani-

ments are both assignable and suggestive. The same might

be said of the Tender Emotion and of Resentment or Male-

volence; but in a compound of these with one another and

with a mass of intellectual association, it would be a mistake

to trace physical workings beyond the inevitable consequences

in outward expression and in voluntary action. The analysis

of the Sublime, for example, is rightly conducted on exclusively

subjective lines. In the discussion of Consciousness in general,

no one would appeal to purely physical accompaniments. All

this leaves to the introspective inquirer by far the largest
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portion of our mental constitution. Thus the question as to

physiological conditions is still a comparatively small part of

a well-developed system of psychology.

As regards Intellect proper, we have seen the importance

of identifying the nervous tracts of ideas with the tracts of

the corresponding sensations. But, now, if we recur to the

test example of physiological aid in clearing up mental pro-

cesses, viz., the Association of Ideas, our final decision upon

it must be to the following effect. In all that part of Associa-

tion that states the order of recurrence of our ideas in Memory^

subjective investigation is paramount and exclusive. Moreover,

it is eminently efficient for the purpose in view. The import-

ant circumstance in our intellectual trains is the fact that they

repeat the objective world, where our mental grasp is at its

utmost, and disclose the laws of their order with facility

and precision. The first really acute thinker that rose to a

statement of the question—Are there laws of sequence in our

ideas ?—could scarcely fail to discern these laws nearly as we
now have them. Introspection is alone equal to this task :

physiology has no part in it now, and in all probability never

will. The highest conceivable advances in our knowledge of

nervous processes and arrangements could only give a very

imperfect rendering of either Contiguous Association or the

Attraction of Similars. So much for one aspect of the prob-

lem.

There is, however, that other aspect whereon I have already

dwelt. While the laws of order of recurrence of thought are

fundamentally unalterable, they are qualified by a condition^

or set of conditions, which are stateable, not merely as psychical

facts, but as physically conditioned ; and, if so, physical con-

ditions play a concurring part not to be ignored. The state

described by a variety of names—^Conscious Intensity, Excite-

ment, Mental Concentration, Attention, Interest—is expressible

both subjectively and physiologically. Even with our present

knowledge, the physiology of the state is important and sug-

gestive, and future researches may add to its precision and its

helpfulness as a guide in practice ; while our subjective study

has probably even now reached its culminating point. This,
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then, is the answer to the challenge as embodied in the instance

of Association.

It is manifestly an abuse to give a physical link as the

substitute for a psychical or mental. The mistake is not often

made in reality. When an orator in the House of Commons
objects to the union of two principal State-oiBces, as too much
for one brain, he is not necessarily a materialist ; he merely

uses the acknowledged dependence of mind on brain as a figure

of metonymy to make the statement more impressive. Once

grant that every one of our mental processes has its physical

concomitant, and there is no need, and no temptation, to make
the physical take the place of the mental—except in the figura-

tive way.

Whether a professed psychologist—teacher or writer—ogives

up too much of his exposition and investigation to purely

physical incidents, is a matter solely of the proprieties of his

position. Every expositor is apt to give an undue preference

to one part of his subject : while some teachers pay too much
attention to the physical, others pay too little. The most

ambiguous position of any is the statement of those instances

where there is a manifest assignable concurrence of physical

and mental, without any obvious mutual lights or reciprocal

gain. It may be said that a physiologist should not trouble

himself with psychical accompaniments that suggest nothing

physiologically, and vice versa. Such cases, and no doubt there

are such, may be said to fall between two stools, and deserve

to be neglected or discarded. W^hat remains to be said for

them is simply the gratification of intellectual curiosity, to-

gether with a contribution to the establishment of the univer-

sal law or bond that unites the mental and the physical. One
instance in point—the Reflex Operations—has already been

adverted to. We may, however, adduce the far more striking

example furnished by the researches of Ferrier and others on

Cerebral Localization. A considerable amount of scientific

interest has been aroused by these laborious inquiries; but

they have added nothing to the explanation of our intellectual

workings ; while in Physiology the interest is purely theoretical.
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Possibly, they may be the beginning of great results on both

sides ; but, if we were to insist on the ideal of the subjective

purists, we should make no mention of them in Psychology

proper.

One extremely important aspect of the union of Mind and
Body is presented by the circumstance that has received pro-

minence only in later times,—that we are constantly applying

spiritual remedies to bodily ailments, being often unaware of

what we are doing. This ignorance is not so frequent now
as it was in former times; we are becoming gradually more
disposed to employ physical treatment for purely physical

maladies. It is the fact that depression due to physical causes

may be more or less removed by applications of an intellectual

or moral kind ; as when a sufferer from illness is cheered by
the sympathy of friends. On the other hand, a blow of a

purely mental nature can be sometimes effectually met by a

physical tonic. The interaction of the two sides of our being

in those instances has very great significance. There should,

however, be no mistake about it. We should understand that

the first and most direct and efficient remedy for physical de-

rangement is physical treatment ; and so with the mental

:

" Rachel, weeping for her children, and would not be comforted,

because they are not ". When we fail to remedy each mode
by its own kind, we may properly make trial of the other

kind, and may have a partial success. What we need is to

appreciate exactly the case that we have to deal with, and to

ply the most suitable weapons at our disposal. Past history

records a long series of mistaken renderings of human misery

with a corresponding misjudgment in the choice of remedies.



PLEASURE AND PAIN.

(Mind, N.S., i., 161.)

Discussion of Pleasure and Pain needs a reference to examples in detail.

First, under Sensation—primary modes, and known physical adjuncts.

The Emotions contain primitive and also non-primitive modes. Pleasure

in itself undefinable ; but individuals and species may be enumerated.

In this enumeration may be constituted representative groups on which

to base a theoretical treatment. Even irrespective of physical concom-

itance, the generalized characters are still considerable and important,

as in the distinction of massive and acute. Pleasurable sensibility of the

state of drowsiness illustrative. Cessation of pains giving a recoil of

pleasurable feeling. Instances. Does the system provide for a pleasurable

condition as a consequence of remitting forms of pain that die away

from the memory? Rejoicing over an escape from some great danger.

Belonging rather to the department of pleasure and pain in their ideal

modes. Exultation of victory more than the cessation of the strain

of fighting and the sense of danger. Designation "Relativity" covers a

wide field more or less allied to the present situations. Light and

shade : gratefulness of shade presupposes previous glare. Must the pre-

vious condition be exaggerated to the pitch of pain? This discussed.

All the organs associated with pleasure assume periodical conditions of

craving. The eye an extreme instance ; and the ear also referred to.

General law—every organ needs exercise or relishes such in proportion to

its active endowment. Numerous corollaries. Relativity implies that in

proportion to privation is the intensity of the pleasure. Indirect operation

of pain in contfibuting to pleasure to be exhausted in its simple aspects

first. Sensations in detail viewed in their proper hedonic capacity.

Dependence of pleasure on harmony, and pain on conflict. Alternative

hypotheses in regard to simple sensations, and sensation, as such. Har-

mony—Case of Hearing. Helmholtz on pleasure of sound. A simple

sound and bare Touch insipid. Voluminous softness the most favourable

mode of touch. Sight. Light a positive pleasure, due regard being had

to Relativity as remission, alternation, variation and grading of intensity.

Colours of the spectrum as sources of pleasure. Taste and Smell. Smell

the most suggestive. Theory that certain chemical agents impart to the

nervous substance the modification that is the adjunct of pleasure ; so

with pain. Taste. Sweet and bitter tastes also referable to chemical

agency. Organic Sensations. Alcoholic stimulation. Subjective and

physical hypotheses : a resulting state of exhaustion. This so far qualified

189
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by what we know of concrete alcoholic bodies. Examples. Organic

sensibilities, whose operation is mechanical—cutting, squeezing, tearing,

etc. Heat and Cold. In milder modes ranking among our habitual

pleasures. Especially illustrative of the law of Relativity in its purest

type. Frequent, but not invariable, coincidence between the pleasurable

modes of heat and cold and physical well-being. Sensation of agreeable

warmth so far sui generis. Muscular System. Gives prominence to the

law of exercise of function as a source of pleasure
;
pain being the result

of trespassing the limits of strength. Important aspect to study—the

pleasure of cessation, or repose, after exercise. Collateral consequence—

inducing sleep. Drowsiness. The grateful feeling of muscular exercise,

viewed as one of the Appetites. Muscularity another testimony to the

insufficiency of sensation as a guide to health. Pains of muscle notable

and unique. Pain by pre-eminence, cramp or spasm, A salutary efficacy

in the stimulus ; but a smaller amount of suffering would equally answer

the purpose. Organs of Digestion. Characteristic form of pain. The

feeling of healthy digestion, with its commanding influence over the

mental tone. As a guide in the conduct of life, the digestive organs

have the same merits and defects as warmth and muscularity. Respiratory

feelings (function of respiration). In ordinary circumstances respiration

is devoid of feeling. One of the best examples of the law of Relativity,

or the necessity of change in order to consciousness. Speciality of the

feeling—the pain of suffocation. Interference with breathing considered.

In excess of precaution for the needs of respiration. Respiratory out-

bursts. Pleasurable feelings of respiration not pronounced. May be

connected with the department of notable advancement in healthy

functions. Pain the obverse view. Distinction between agents that

interfere with respiration without the warning of pain, and such as cause

irritation without being necessarily mischievous. Electricity. Electrical

influences exemplified. The nervous system. Besides its mode of working

under the sensitive organs operating as stimuli, it has changes due to its

own nutrition and integrity, or the reverse. Statement of a few leading

fluctuations, as to general condition, with their subjective consequences

in regard to mental efficiency and emotional tone. Ancesthetics. Tickling.

Summing up for simple feelings:—as to pain due to*nervous stimulation

from disorganization of tissue ; coincidence between pleasure and vitality,

and the contrasting situation
;
pleasure in the exercise of all the active

faculties, and in rest and remission after fatigue
;
pains in nervous dis-

orders that are indifferent as regards general well-being. Qualifications

and variations. The pleasures and pains that pass beyond simplicity by

far the largest number of pleasurable and painful experiences. Different

aspects of Harmony and Conflict. Two separate classes of mental facts

coming under this designation. Harmony and Conflict not the best

names for the situations. Footnote—Reply to Mr. Bradley on Conflict and

Surprise, That whatever lightens or aggravates our labours and burdens

is respectively pleasurable or painful, is a necessity of our constitution and

not a separate law of the mind. Case of artistic or aesthetic pleasure and

pain. Opens a wide department. Subtle operation of concurrence
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between effects differing in their own proper nature, while possessing

something in common. Examples. A class of effects very insufficiently

accounted for. The intense pleasure of the higher modes out of all

proportion to the physical difference, or other explicable circumstances.

Illustrations. Elementary Emotions. Most prominent appear to be Love,

Anger, and Fear. All associated with distinct organical changes, part

of their nature physically viewed. This described. Pleasures and Pains

in Connexion with Ideas. The field of Ideas even wider than that of

Sense and Actuality ; and introduces an entirely new set of conditions.

Everything depends on the forces that determine the retention of what

has passed out of actual presence. As pain subsists in the memory as

painful, its cessation being the beginning of a pleasurable reaction is an

apparent contradiction. Explanation. The memory of a pain as a

motive to the will. In compounds of emotion and intellect—Affection,

Malevolence, Egotism and Artistic pleasures—the survival in the memory

has a more important standing in the whole life.

Foregoing principles applied to criticize two papers by H. K. Marshall,

contending for the strict dependence of pleasure and pain upon the energy

of the physical organs at each moment. This doctrine qualified by the

law of cessation and change of stimulus, culminating in the pleasures of

novelty ; the pleasures and pains of Sensation in its more passive modes
;

applications to Art ; disproportion of stimulus and resulting pleasure and

pain ; some of the higher emotions.

The exhaustive discussion of Pleasure and Pain, in a general

thesis, needs an ample reference to the examples in detail as

furnished, in the first instance, under Sensation. These ex-

amples are sufficiently numerous in themselves to supply a

test of any theory, while they have the advantage of calling

attention to unquestionably primary modes. The psychical

<;haracters can be so far generalized ; and, in connexion with

the generalities, the question may be put whether there be

anything corresponding in the known physical adjuncts. It is

also possible to theorize upon psychical circumstances purely,

as in the discussion of certain special instances by Ward
and by Bradley.

In taking into account the Emotions, there are modes

of primitive feeling no less than in the Senses ; there being

at the same time a wide compass of the non-primitive modes.

Pleasure, in itself, is of course indefinable ; but individuals

and species may be enumerated. In this enumeration may
be constituted representative groups, on which to base a theo-
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retical treatment. Even supposing physical concomitance

were left out of account, the generalized characters would

still be considerable and important, as, for example, in the

distinction of massive and acute.

The discussion raised by theorists upon the pleasurable

sensibility of the state of drowsiness points to a mode of

action of the system that may have a wider range of exempli-

fication. Take the case of cessation of pains generally, and

remark that, in some instances at least, there is a notable re-

action or recoil of pleasurable feeling. To pass from a glare

of light into the shade is not merely cessation of pain ; there is.

also a distinct thrill of grateful feeling. So, to get out of

hubbub into stillness is something more than mere cessation of

auditory pain, or, to say the least of it, it is something dif-

ferent. We must, however, take account of the continuance

of pain in the idea after it has ceased in fact. The higher

the pain is in the scale of intellectual retentiveness, the

greater would be this persistence, and the greater the inter-

ference with the mental repose. It is in the case of the acute

physical pains, as toothache, that, the persistent memory being

feeble, the grateful reaction is most apparent. The question

then arises, does the system provide for a pleasurable con-

dition which is the consequence of remitting such forms of

pain as die away from the memory, when no longer stimulated

by their external causes ? If there were such a law, the

pleasure of going to sleep, as the cessation of conscious activity

of any kind and of muscular activity in particular, would

be a marked exemplification. That there are forms of re-

mission of activity, whether painful or not, that manifest

this reaction only in a slight degree, might affect the gener-

ality of the proposition, but would not do away with it. There

would thus emerge the class of cases already cited, where the

principle is an operating circumstance in human pleasure.

Another way of looking at the same phenomenon is, to

take the aspect of congratulation or rejoicing over an es-

cape or a deliverance from some great evil. This position

would be strengthened, if not created, by our having made

up our minds for a time that the evil was to prove more last-
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ing than it actually turns out to have been. Such a state of

itself would seem to be necessarily agreeable, in common with

sudden access of good fortune generally. It removes the case

from the situation first assumed, namely, simple cessation of

pain, unaccompanied with reflexion, calculation, expectation, or

dread, and does not therefore give any insight into that situ-

ation. It belongs rather to the wide department of pleasure

and pain in their ideal modes, or as contemplated in advance,

or else in retrospect. An extreme instance would be furnished

by the exultation of victory, which is a great deal more than

the cessation of the strain of fighting and the sense of danger.

The designation " Relativity " covers a wide field more or

less allied to the situations now reviewed. As applied to the

example of light and shade, it would signify that the grateful-

ness of shade presupposed a certain continuance of glare, with-

out which it could not exist
;
just as the pleasure of warmth

supposes a certain previous chillness. The nice point to con-

sider here is, whether the previous condition must be exaggerated

to the pitch of pain, in order that the recoil may be agreeable.

This would be decisive of the problem. Does nature give a

pleasure of relief or recoil after exertion or exercise, although

not pushed to the point of pain ? For if this were so, then

the pleasure of muscular repose or drowsiness would be a

positive institution, an addition to the sum of pleasure, without

the cost of previous pain. No doubt the presence of a certain

amount of pain heightens the relish for the change, yet this

needs to depend upon a distinct law of the system, and is not

obviously a consequence of the other. We might hypothetic^

ally conceive of it as contributing to the physical stimulation

that underlies the very fact of change, or the remission of one

exercise to assume something opposite or different.

We have to take along with us the circumstance that all

the organs associated with pleasure, and often exercised in that

way, assume periodical conditions of craving, which it is painful

to deny or refuse. Such is the pain of being immured in the

dark, as contrasted with the pleasure of darkness following on
glare. Probably the eye is the extreme instance of this crav-

ing
; there being reason to suppose that the stimulus of light

13
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contributes directly or indirectly to the healthy organic func-

tions. It may not be the same with hearing, except that the

ear is the medium of sociability, for which there is a natural

recurrent craving.

What is peculiar to Relativity is partly, but not wholly,

included in the general law that every organ needs exercise,

or at all events relishes such, in proportion to its active

endowment. This is adequately expressed by the law of

rotation, or change, from which we can draw numerous corol-

laries and find the most abundant exemplifications in every

region of our sensibility. The corollary that comes closest to

Relativity is that, in proportion to privation, or length of

interval of gratification, is the intensity of the pleasure when

it arrives. This principle in appearance covers our initial

instances of drowsiness and the like, but only on the surface

;

for it would have first to be established that these are indepen-

dent sources of pleasurable sensibility.

The indirect operation of pain in contributing to pleasure

has to be exhausted in those more simple aspects, before grap-

pling with its wider developments as seen under the higher

Emotions and the Intellect. Even the most elementary of

these higher situations, the pungency of a slight shock of fear,

may not be altogether organic ; although, if partly so, it would

•exemplify a natural tendency that might cover some of the

problematic instances formerly adduced. Yet nothing would

seem to enable us to dispense with the necessity or propriety

of viewing every species of pleasure or pain on its own merits
;

after which generalities of greater or less range might be

suggested.

In our farther search for such generalities, we may begin

with a review of the Sensations, as recognised in their proper

hedonic capacity. It is impossible, even at the outset, to refuse

the guidance of certain hypothetical considerations that have

been adduced with reference both to Sensation and to other

modes of Pleasure and Pain. For example, the dependence

of Pleasure upon harmony and Pain upon discord, conflict,

or opposing tension, would seem to require, as an assumption.
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that perfectly elementary sensibilities, those into which even

our usual sensations may be analyzed, give birth to little or no

pleasure. Against this hypothesis is another, proceeding upon

the fact that Sensation, as such, is pleasant, while susceptible

of increase or diminution from a variety of incidents.

Let us take as a commencement the sense of Hearing.

According to Helmholtz, sweetness in sound is the conse-

quence of a peculiar arrangement of upper tones, being in

fact a case of harmony. As put by Tyndall, a perfectly sim-

ple sound, unaccompanied by upper tones, is insipid. This is

a remarkable admission. It militates against our supposing

Sensation as such to be pleasurable, and this without

reference to intensity, except perhaps in the extreme forms

of acuteness. The insipidity alleged would not exclude the

slight beginnings of pleasure, which might become a percep-

tible quantity in reference to prior stillness, prior discord,

painful acuteness, or great freshness of the organs.

The case now stated is in some degree illustrated by the

other mechanical sense—Touch. Bare touch in its least com-

plicated form may receive Tyndall's epithet of insipid ; while

there is nothing to constitute the equivalent of harmonic

upper tones. Warmth or coolness is a supperadded element

;

the only favourable situation for touch in its purity is

voluminous softness.

The case of Sight may next be studied. Mere light is

undoubtedly a positive pleasure of considerable amount, and

is not to be treated as coming under the stigma of being

insipid. The only condition for maximizing the pleasure is

a due regard to Relativity, as remission, alternation, varia-

tion, and regulation of intensity. It is known, however, that

light is a compound agent ; we are acquainted with its con-

stituents, viz., the colours of the spectrum, and we can test

these individually as pleasurable or painful agencies. In ap-

propriate circumstances, we may derive pleasure from any one

of the colours or shades of colour, while their combination in

particular ways is still more markedly agreeable. The theory

of this effect is burdened with serious difficulties. First of

all, referring to the simple shades and gradations of colour,

13*
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some are accounted especially rich in their operation on the

eye—a richness that might partly depend on brilliancy, but

is not fully accounted for in that way. Associations, some

perhaps hereditary, may come into play, but their sources

are at present obscure.

The discussion of Taste and Smell somewhat varies the

illustration, while these two senses are almost on a parallel in

what they suggest. It is here that the difficulties of the

hypothesis of the intrinsic pleasure of Sensation are at the

maximum. Accordingly, the resort is to an extreme hypo-

thesis to bring about a reconciliation. At first blush, we are

confronted with certain appearances such as we may interpret

in the following fashion.

The case of Smell is perhaps at once the most simple and

the most suggestive. The generalisation that connects sweet

odours with the hydro-carbons, and malodours with compounds

containing nitrogen and sulphur, would appear to point to a

primitive and inerasable difference in nervous susceptibility, of

a kind that cannot be explained away by either varying in-

tensity or associated effects. We seem at once driven upon the

hypothesis that a certain class of chemical agents impart to the

nervous substance the atomic modification that is the sign and

adjunct of pleasurable feeling; and so with the production of

pain. These effects also appear to begin and end in themselves :

they have little or no bearing upon the well-being or ill-being

of the system generally. They thus typify to us one of the

characteristic sources of our pleasurable and painful sensibility.

Referring now to the sense of Taste, we shall find a certain

amount of agreement with the foregoing hypothesis. The sweet

and bitter tastes may in all probability be referred to funda-

mental differences of chemical agency ; assuming these to be of

the simplest or most elementary kind—as in the contrast be-

tween sugar and bitter aloes. When tastes become more com-

plicated, we see the play of opposites, with the effect of mutual

conflict and the right of the stronger. As regards food, we

have the additional circumstance of relish, which, however,

finds its best elucidation when taken along with the feelings

of digestion.
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The vast array of Organic Sensations necessarily involves

a wide range of examples illustrative of the causes of pleasure

and pain. It is most convenient, and may prove in the end

most suggestive, to attack these by selection rather than by
systematic review.

The example of alcoholic stimulation is favourable as a

hypothetical study. Upon the common basis of alcohol, in

its absolute character, there is an endless variety of modifying

compounds ; and the substances that enter into their composi-

tion are, to a certain extent, known and understood. Looking

to the effect of alcohol by itself, we may form some hypo-

thetical assumption as to its mode of working ; that is to say,

we may take note on the one hand of the subjective fact of

mental elation, and on the other of the chemical agency of

alcohol as a solvent of some constituent of the nervous tissue :

and, however vague this hypothesis may be, we, at least, see

no ground for considering it as otherwise than a primordial

and independent physical influence. Of course, we are em-

pirically aware, that this is one of the cases where the nervous

system is awakened to a pleasurable response, while, at the

same time, it is speedily brought into a state of exhaustion,

with debility of function and neural pain.

This general supposition is instructively qualified by what
we know of the concrete alcoholic bodies. We know, for ex-

ample, that some of them are especially mischievous, and

that the mischief is due to the presence of impure ingredients

that especially grate upon the nerve substance. These are

found in coarse and inferior types of the alcoholic beverages
;

and it is the object of the manufacturer to arrest or remove such

agents, while the effect of long keeping is to bring about their

decomposition. On the other hand, it seems to be determined

chemically, that the choice and delicate flavour of the most

precious varieties of wines and spirits are due to certain ethers

that are evolved in company with alcohol proper. The case of

malt whisky illustrates both circumstances. The removal of

fusel oil is the essential purification, and the presence of

certain recognized ethers is the source of the characteristic

flavour of the spirit. Now, when we take into account the
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extraordinary difference to the sense, and to the limits of

endurance without nervous mischief, between alcohol in its

plainer forms and alcohol in the delicate spirits and wines, we
have an example of pleasure produced by complex harmony

not improperly comparable to the effect of sweetness in sound

by the presence of upper tones. Possibly these accessory

ethers admit of being both felicitously and infelicitously

grouped or aggregated. At all events, they induce a wide

deviation, from the subjective results of alcohol per se. The

example, taken as a whole, is no doubt representative ; it has

parallels, at least, in the other members of the class of nerve

stimulants—tea, coffee, tobacco, and the rest ; while, out of this

region altogether, the principle of action exemplified may* be

presumed to hold.

For the next selection we may refer to organic sensibilities

where the mode of operation is more or less mechanical, and

in consequence easily understood. Take, then, the case of

simple injury of a sensitive tissue by cutting, tearing, squeez-

ing, or mechanical violence generally. A certain injury is

done in the first instance to a sensory surface, say the skin

:

the nerve fibres distributed to the surface, are either injured

themselves, or receive a shock from the injured part of the

sensory surface. It is clear, however, that they cannot escape

disorganization on their own account. Here we have a study

of pain in a very intelligible situation. It supplies us with

the inference that, in order to exemption from suffering, the

material of the nerves must be whole and intact—that its dis-

ruption or violent compression is at once a cause of acute

suftering, to which pathology adds the farther injury of in-

flammatory change. Probably, in all the more violent forms

of painful malady, mechanical or chemical injury or derange-

ment of the nerve tissue is implicated ; it being a moot point

how far the painful derangements of sensitive organs are opera-

tive by inducing a specific derangement of nerve substance, or

simply by inducing an unfavourable type of nerve current

;

both suppositions are admissible.

The study of mechanical efiects on the nerve material may
be made to include the operation of Heat and Cold as sources
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of sensibility. Either of the two agencies, in the extreme, is

productive of disorganization of tissue, and closely resembles,

both physically and mentally, the case of mechanical hurt.

The novel point of interest here is to take note of the milder

applications of thermal agency, in which are included some of

our most habitual pleasures.

The variations of temperature, within the limits of endur-

ance, include a considerable range of both comfortable and

uncomfortable sensations ; the amount oeing very considerable

whether taken as acute or as massive. Simple increase of

temperature might be regarded as one of the most conceivable

types of nervous stimulation, being, in this respect, at an ad-

vantage as compared with chemical agents. Still, the attempt

to formulate the precise physical influence of a slight increase

or decrease of warmth on the surface of the skin, with a view

to a theory of pleasure and pain, cannot, at present, go very

far. It is one of the cases where a small stimulus can give

pleasure, as in the increase of warmth under certain circum-

stances ; while a limit is very soon reached where the pleasure

passes into pain. This is merely one among other examples

of a wide-ranging law of our sensibility. More pointed and

specific are the two following observations.

In the first place, it is under this agency that we have

perhaps the best illustration of the law of Relativity in its

most decided and intelligible form. The transition from one

degree of temperature to another is an essential condition of

• the sensation of heat or cold. Moreover, the fact of pleasure,

or of pain, is equally a matter of correlation. A degree of

the thermometer that in one circumstance gives pleasure, in

another gives pain ; and this is true of the agency in itself, or

without reference to any other agency that may be operative

at the time. The examples of this purest type of Relativity

are not numerous in the human system. They are found in

connexion with the muscles, but only in a moderate degree

with the five special senses.

The second observation is this: Although heat and cold

are essentially bound up with bodily health and well-being,

and although there is a frequent coincidence between their
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pleasurable modes and physical well-being, and the opposite

with pains, yet the concurrence of the two facts does not hold

throughout ; so that we cannot treat this sensibility under any
general law of Conservation. It is notorious that the pleasure

of warmth subsists at degrees of temperature that are un-

wholesome and debilitating ; and that the pain of cold goes

frequently along with a temperature that is positively invigor-

ating. Indeed, as far as the health of the body is concerned,

a certain pitch of coolness, such as to tax endurance, is the most
favourable to bodily vigour.

The sensation of agreeable warmth is so far sui generis

that it is not mistaken for any other
; but just as the extreme

hurtful applications of temperature resemble in psychical tone

the wounds and acute injuries of the inflammatory type, so

the milder forms of warmth have something in common with
vague sensations of several other organs when under their

healthy manifestations. In the scale of vagueness, it ranks

next to mere nervous elevation—as in the gentle warmth of

air or water at blood heat.

The pleasurable results of variation of temperature are

little experienced in tropical regions or in the warm sum-
mers of the temperate zone. The law of Relativity does not,

as Plato supposed, make our pleasures and pains exactly equal

:

even in the winter of temperate and cold climates there may
be a very large amount of pleasurable warmth, while the pains

of cold may be few and distant.

The Muscular System.—The pleasurable and painful feel-

ings connected with the muscles, to which allusion has already

been made, while co-operating in some points with the views

already expressed, are suggestive and illustrative of other im-

portant generalities bearing on the present theme. They put

before us, in a palpable shape, the law of exercise of function

as a cause of pleasure, due regard being paid to the limits of

strength ; while pain is the consequence of trespassing those

limits.

It is difficult to fix the character of the muscular sensi-

bility under exertion so as to give it in typical purity

;

there are usually accompanying modes of sensibility often
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more acute than the simple feeling of muscle. Nevertheless,

it is not impossible to satisfy ourselves as to the precise nature

and possible amount of pleasure attainable under muscular

exercise, by itself, in certain given circumstances. But what

concerns us here is to detect the conditions of a general kind

that bring the case into comparison with other sensibilities.

For one thing, we have already remarked, that the pleasure of

cessation, or repose, after exercise, is a fact empirically ascer-

tained, and not apparently due to any necessity or implication

of the pleasure of activity. Probably in no other part of the

system is there such a marked example of a large volume of

gratification arising from mere cessation of active function.

The chemistry of muscular recuperation and nutrition is

partly known and may be suggestive ; but it is scarcely

paralleled by illustrative comparison with the other organs

whose exercise develops sensibility.

Muscular exhaustion and inaction can be studied in one

very important collateral or consequence ; viz., the inducing

of sleep, to which perfect muscular quiescence is essential. So

important is this part of the case, that sleep can be caused or

hastened, out of its natural time or routine, by unusual mus-

cular expenditure followed by the repose of exhaustion.

Hence the ordinary feeling of drowsiness has much in com-

mon with rest after muscular fatigue, and may accordingly be

viewed as in a measure made up of muscular sensibility under

total remission of active exertion. It seems hopeless to treat

this pleasure as a compound of any known simples. We may
rather accept it as a distinct organic effect annexed more

especially to our muscular system, and partly expressible in

terms of chemical and physiological processes, from which we
may draw whatever inference we may see fit.

The grateful feeling of muscular exercise admits of being

given either as a simple quality attaching to the muscular

system, or as one of our Appetites, which is the same fact in

its bearing on the Will. We are said to have an appetite or

craving for action, the motive being, in the first instance, the

pain of inaction. After an interval of repose and refreshment,

the active system is, as it were, wound up to expend its energy,
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and for us to be restrained is to undergo a certain amount of

suffering. The consequence is, that the pain acts as a volun-

tary motive to put forth exertion ; while, as in other appetites,

the pleasure of the exercise is a farther motive to continue the

state until the craving is fully satisfied. If, in consequence of

extraneous motives—that is, the urgency of some work to be

done—the exertion is still farther prolonged, the pain of fatigue

comes on and constitutes a new motive or craving for cessation or

repose. To all this there applies the remark made with reference

to heat and cold ; viz., that the course of our muscular sensi-

bility promotes, in a general way, the health of the system,

but not to its whole extent. The sense of fatigue, with its

urgency to cessation of exercise, springs up before the full

benefit has been attained in the way of healthy stimulus.

Muscularity is therefore another testimony to the insuffici-

ency of Sensation as a guide to health and self-conservation.

The pains specific to muscle are notable and unique. There

may be many varieties of suffering, some common to the tissues

generally, but the pain by pre-eminence is that expressed by
cramp or spasm, and is one of the worst ills that flesh is heir

to. Arising from a conflict of tension in the muscular fibres,

it may be said to be typical of one wide-ranging generality of

pain—the pain of opposition, contradiction, or collision of hostile

promptings. It is, however, too simple and elementary to

throw light upon the higher complications coming under this

head
;

it may be more properly regarded as a simple incident

or ultimate fact of our muscular system. The physiological

fact is tolerably well known, and the subjective experience

is also known. We have many kinds of physical pain, but

this has a peculiarity of its own, and could not be understood

through any of the others. As a nervous phenomenon, we can

simply say that when a muscular fibre is violently contracted

by a morbid excess of motor stimulus, while at the same time

something checks its contraction, the sensitive fibres of the

muscle undergo a violent irritation in the mode that is

specifically painful. Of course there is a certain salutary

ejQficacy in the stimulus, as doubtless the occasion is a morbid

phenomenon that cannot be too soon ended
;
yet here, too, we
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may say that there is no obvious proportion between the pain

and the derangement to be rectified : a smaller amount of

suffering would probably induce us to do whatever can be

done to set matters right. In point of fact, there may be

an equal, but certainly not a greater, pitch of suffering in

any other seat of sensibility. The cramp stage in Asiatic

cholera, affecting both involuntary and voluntary muscles,

could not be surpassed by any known variety of torture.

Organs of Digestion.—In this region also, we have a large

volume of sensibility, pleasurable and painful, with specific

characters that are well marked, and exercising a powerful in-

fluence upon the mind. The feelings associated with digestion

include some of the so-called Appetites ; being periodic cravings

whose gratification belongs to the maintenance of the human

system. The supply of nutritive matter to the blood as the

medium of regeneration of the various tissues takes place

through the stomach, which must first prepare the food-

material for its destination. In so doing, the stomach with

its appendages acquires interests of its own, and has a set of

feelings peculiar to itself. While the health of the system

simply requires that there should always be nutritive matter

in the blood, including also the removal of what is effete, the

stomach settles its own times of receiving food and of going

through its various stages of manipulation. In all this, it

manifests an extraordinary intimacy with the brain in respect

of massive sensation, agreeable or the opposite. As a guide in

the conduct and economy of life, it has the same merits and

defects as warmth and muscularity ; it keeps us in the proper

track of self-conservation for a certain length, and then deserts

us. In other respects, the chemistry and physiology of diges-

tion offer but a very limited insight into the kinds of nervous

stimulation that are accompanied by pleasure and pain. The

characteristic form of pain, viz., sickness and nausea, is the

extreme manifestation of stomachic disturbance, of which

ordinary hunger may be an incipient stage, although perhaps

also allied to the ultima ratio of alimentary cramp. The

appetizing force of our digestive states is the antithesis to all

these extremes ; whence we rise up to the genial feeling of
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healthy digestion, with its commanding influence over the

entire mental tone.

Respiratory Feelings.—The function of Respiration, whose

organ is the lungs, is to supply our aerial food in the shape of

oxygen, and to remove the principal aerial impurity—carbonic

acid. A bellows-like action is sustained for this purpose by

the operation of a group of muscles operating without inter-

mission through certain known nervous centres. In ordinary

circumstances, little or no sensibility belongs to the process ; the

reason being its unbroken continuance. It is one of the best

examples of the law of Relativity—that is, the necessity of

change as a condition of consciousness.

As with the organs last discussed, the speciality of respira-

tory feeling, when it does arise, is its extreme form of pain,

known as suflbcation. The endeavour to restrain the action of

breathing is attended with a distressing sensation that becomes

at last insupportable. As a pain of conflict, it resembles the

muscular pains of spasm, and, in fact, contains a muscular

element, although this is not the whole. There is a complex

sensibility arising from the refusal to supply oxygen to the

lungs and remove carbonic acid. At the same time, the pain

would seem to be in advance of our positive wants in these

respects. Notwithstanding the urgency of the respiratory

interest, many facts show that, for an interval of several

minutes, the exchange of gases in the lungs may be suspended

without fatal consequences. It would seem, therefore, that

the interference with the established rhythm of the breathing

function is the more immediate cause of the painful conflict

;

the resistance to the nervous discharge from the respiratory

centres inducing the painful sensation of conflict, muscular

and nervous. As in other cases, the precaution is in advance

of the danger, if not excessive in degree ; that is to say, a

smaller pain might possibly keep us aware of the needs of

respiration.

This last remark would appear to be still more applicable

to the special respiratory outbursts—coughing and sneezing.

These are produced by painful irritations of surfaces that need

to be kept free from foreign bodies and irritating agents. The
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respiratory spasm operates as a remedy ; but, so far as appears,

it is greatly overdone, being often prompted in disease when
there is nothing tangible to get rid of.

The pleasurable feelings connected with respiration are

not in themselves pronounced, owing doubtless to the work-

ing of relativity, which requires a change or deviation from

even persistence in order to make us conscious. The fluctua-

tions of pure and impure air have their effect ; the one leading

to a general exhilaration, the other to the opposite extreme,

and tending at last to a form of suflbcation. The pleasurable

side of the case belongs to that wide department of pleasure

connected with any notable advancement in healthy functions
;

an effect that in the end must show itself in raising the normal

condition of the nervous substance, both nerves and centres.

The same hypothetical rendering is applicable to the obverse

view, or to the pain and depression due to deficiency in the

exchange of gases in the lungs. The influence of poisonous

ingredients would naturally have the same interpretation, but

here, as in other cases, we make a distinction between agents

that interfere with respiration without the warning of pain,

and others that cause irritation while not necessarily mischiev-

ous. Whether chlorine and sulphurous acid are injurious to

the lungs in proportion to their irritative quality, I am unable

to say; but carbonic acid, carbonic oxide, and carbonated

hydrogen (perfectly pure, which coal gas is not), are all speed-

ily fatal without the warning of pain.

Electricity.—As a physical agent, electricity is tolerably

well understood. It is, at least, as intelligible as heat, or chem-

ical action. Some help may, therefore, be derived in framing

a hypothesis of the physical side of our simple pleasures and

pains, by remarking the various subjective consequences of

electrical shocks and currents. Hardly any of these can be

quoted on the side of pleasure ; they are mostly indifferent or

else painful; the transition from indifference to pain being

mainly a change of intensity. A simple shock from a Leyden

jar is something of the nature of a stunning blow ; while the

sparks from the machine upon the knuckle are of the nature of a

smart prick. A sustained voltaic current makes a sensation of
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heat, and is felt along the track of the nerves to the brain.

The most rousing of all electrical influences is the Faradaic

current of the magneto-electric machine, which is known to be

an incessant making and breaking of contact, with reversal of

current at each turn. In small quantities, this is tolerable,

and even considered as a wholesome stimulant or remedy in

certain ailments. In higher degrees, it amounts to intense

agony, proving that its mode of action on the nerves is of the

most unfavourable kind. After the mental state reaches the

point of the unendurable, it is just possible that its continu-

ance would be a destructive disorganization of the nervous

tissue. If this were not the case, or if the pain were out of

proportion to the injury caused to the nerves, it would be

the most efficient and least objectionable of modes of using

corporeal pains as a moral discipline.

The Nervous System.—In making the nervous system, in

its own proper nature, a study, we have to draw a distinction

between the changes in its working caused by the various

sensitive organs operating as stimuli and those changes due

to its own state of nutrition and integrity, or the reverse.

The line thus drawn is not easy to observe at all points

;

nevertheless, it is sufficiently well known that the brain and

nerves, as a whole, are liable to fluctuations in their sound or

unsound condition, and that well-marked subjective conse-

quences attend these fluctuations. The supply of blood, in

proper quality and amount, is a part of the necessary require-

ments; and as this changes so does the nervous efficiency for

all leading mental functions.

While the phases of brain efficiency, grounded on indepen-

dent variations in its substance, are numerous beyond reckon-

ing, it is both safe and sufficient to indicate a few leading and

well-recognized modes of alteration.

First. We can suppose an ideal perfection of the healthy

constitution of the nerve substance in its own proper char-

acter, and can fairly conclude that the subjective accompani-

ment is a high degree of mental efficiency—in other words, a

vigorous response to whatever prompting may be uppermost.

This by no means decides what the outcome will be ; we must
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accept as a fact that different brains, in an equal state of

efficiency, differ in the modes of healthy exertion favoured by

them. The emotional tone, or feeling of hilarious existence,

will always gain more or less in the situation supposed. As a

matter of course, the aid furnished by the prime condition of

the various organic functions is so far contributory to the high

nervous condition.

Second. The foregoing assumption implies, as its obverse

or opposite, a deficiency or depression in the integrity of the

nervous substance, with a corresponding loss of mental work-

ing power, in whole or in part.

Third. The innumerable disorders that affect the nervous

system, while not necessarily affecting its general efficiency,

bring about such changes of tissue as are usually the har-

bingers of pain. The so-called neuralgic affections, involving

inflammatory or other changes in the substance, are illustrative

of the modes of nervous alteration that give rise to acute pain-

ful sensibility. Against these we must set off* other changes

damaging to the substance, as shown by the issue, but not

productive of immediate pain. We are therefore prevented

from believing that the many kinds of acute suffering assign-

able to nerve ailments are really protective in the degree of

their urgency.

Fourth. As with the muscular system, the instrument of

the brain's activity, there are pleasures and pains of exercise

and rest ; so with the brain itself, but with some important

differences. We may hypothetically assign part of the

pleasure of healthy exertion to the nervous centres in their

own separate character ; and, in like manner, we may suppose

that nervous over-fatigue gives rise to pain on its own account,

whether massive or acute. What seems peculiar to the exhaus-

tion of the nerves is the occurrence of a point where cessation

does not give the immediate feeling of repose. Indeed, we can

hardly trace, in connexion with the nerves, the luxurious and

spontaneous feeling of rest that distinguishes the muscular

system : we are more familiar with the morbid continuance

of thought-activity, which is as oppressive as the over-

exertion that brings it about.
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Fifth. In certain forms of excitement, connected with

pleasurable indulgences to excess, there occurs the feeling of

fatigue or exhaustion, which should be accepted as Nature's

hint to discontinue the stimulation, but, being neglected, often

leads to a revival of the tone of enjoyment. A very probable

explanation is to the effect, that the circulation in the brain

has been unduly increased, and is of the kind that favours

the exaltation of pleasure; the debt to Nature being paid by

subsequent prolongation of the period of recuperative rest.

Anaesthetics.—The physical causes of pain, as growing out

of our elementary sensibilities, should naturally receive elucida-

tion from the study of the different anaesthetics. In point of

fact, however, the inferences drawn from these do not assist

us in the study of the special modes of pain. What is effected

by them is summed up in the suspension of Consciousness as

a whole, whatever may have been its pre-occupation—pain,

pleasure, thinking, will. Consequently, the action of the

anaesthetic drugs, if we could fathom it, would be a contri-

bution to our acquaintance with the physical conditions of

consciousness in general. On that view of consciousness that

regards the muscular response as the essential complement of

every mental situation, the theory of anaesthetics would involve

some means of interfering with the muscular promptings.

Lastly, the influence of persistence and habituation, in modi-

fying both pains and pleasures, has a like general bearing,

and does little to assist us in giving reasons for the differ-

ences between the two classes.

Tickling.—The peculiar sensation of tickling is one of the

anomalies that obstruct our endeavours to arrive at general

laws of pleasure and pain. The slightness of the contact, as

contrasted with the intolerable discomfort, is singular and, as

yet, inexplicable. Some part of the effect may be due to the

spasmodic reflex actions, which the will cannot control ; but

that merely shifts the difficulty, while it can scarcely be

looked upon as the whole case.

Suonming up for Simple Feelings.—Before passing to the

complications of pleasurable and painful sensibility, or those

cases where concurrence of a plurality of stimulants is an
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essential circumstance, we may at once endeavour to sum up

the conclusions obtainable from the foregoing survey.

The results are apparent from the nature of the running

commentary passed upon the individual cases. They are

negative rather than positive.

First. One general consideration has much in its favour,

namely, that extreme violence or intensity of nervous stimula-

tion, as measured by destruction or mutilation of tissue, whether

of the sense surface or the nerves, is usually attended with

pain. This evidently holds in a large proportion of instances.

It is, however, subject to important qualifications or anomalies,

such as beset the whole speculation that we are engaged in.

For one thing, destruction or disorganization of a palpable

kind may overtake the sense organs, as well as the nervous

substance, without any pain. In the second place, many acute

pains attend upon derangements so slight as to have no serious

effect upon our general well-being.

Second. There is a considerable amount of coincidence

between pleasure and the nourishment and vitality of the

system, through the supply of nutrition and the removal of

waste, with the obverse effect of pain in the contrasting

situation. The principal examples of this concurrence need

not be repeated.

Third. There is pleasure in the exertion of all the active

faculties—muscles, senses, brain—with a painful feeling of

fatigue to determine the limit of active competence. The test

thus supplied is not perfectly accurate for its purpose—giving

a premature indication which has to be disregarded if we would
obtain the full measure of our capability.

Fourth. The pleasure attached to rest and remission

after fatigue is somewhat various ; being most conspicuous in

regard to the muscles, while wanting in the senses and the

nerves, or attainable only by careful limitation of the proper

degree of exhaustion.

Fifth. The infelicitous arrangement whereby acute pains,

attend nervous disorders that are indifferent as regards the

general well-being of the system, is qualified by the important

fact that we have many acute nervous pleasures beginning
14
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and ending in the brain itself, and neither exalting nor depress-

ing the organic functions that are the support of life. This
remark will be found especially applicable to the compound
forms of pleasure. A certain number, indeed, of these acute
pleasures have the known effect of exhausting by over-stimu-
lation the nervous vigour.

The pleasures and pains that pass beyond the stage of simpli-

city, and owe their character to the fact of union or combination,
are by far the largest number of our pleasurable and painful

experiences. The circumstance of plurality and combination
assumes two obvious forms, namely, harmony and conflict.

The study of actual sensations has to be supplemented by
study of the memory or the Ideas of them. The bearing of this

new modification is all-important and wide-ranging, and con-

tributes its share to elucidate the laws that we are in quest of.

The conditions of harmony and conflict enter abundantly into

the field of Ideas.

Different Aspects of Harmony and Conflict—Here we
must draw a broad line between two very difterent classes of

mental facts that receive the present couple of designations.

In the every-day pursuits of actual life, we may have our
aims, expectations, and pursuits either aided, realized, and ful-

filled, or else thwarted and baflled. The one case is attended
with pleasure, the other with pain. The names harmony and
conflict, however, are not the only, nor the best, modes of

describing the two respective situations. We wish a thing,

and endeavour to attain it, because it would give us satisfac-

tion. To be aided and furthered in the pursuit is so much
gratification already secured; to be opposed, contradicted,

thwarted, is simply privation of a looked-for good ; and this

species of pain needs no recondite handling. There can hardly

be any fact more elementary than that the gain of a pleasure

is pleasant, and its loss correspondingly painful. To receive

aid and support in our various endeavours is the same as to be

successful in those endeavours, and obversely.^

iMr. Bradley, in dwelling upon Conflict as a cause of pain, makes
application of it to show that Surprise cannot be a neutral state,^ that is,
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Every circumstance that, on the one hand, lightens or eases

our labours and burdens, or, on the other hand, increases or

aggravates them, is pleasurable or painful according to the

case. This, too, is a mere necessity of our constitution, and not

a separate law of the mind. There is a pleasure in putting forth

a degree of exertion within our strength and our skill ; the op-

posite is painful. Vision in a clear light, our eyes being good,

is a grateful exercise
; the contrary entails suffering. To have

the attention distracted by collateral solicitations is a pain of

conflict, otherwise expressed by loss of strength and marring

indifferent to pleasure or pain. It seems to me, however, that the facts,

when examined, are against him. There can be little doubt that surprises

are often painful, as well as often pleasurable; yet, as these effects must
be of all degrees, there ought to be a point in the scale where both kinds

are at zero. Our familiar experience seems to show that surprise, as frus-

trating an expectation, has its character determined by what the expecta-

tion is. If I am bent on an important errand, and find my way blocked by

an unforeseen obstacle, I suffer all the pain of being thwarted in something

that I put a high value upon. This is the pain of conflict as regards pursuit

in the objects of every-day life. If, however, when I go out for a walk with no

special object in view beyond the mere agreeable exercise, I find a stoppage

that I did not count upon, and mark it as such, without being in the least

degree pained or annoyed, the reason simply is that nothing depends upon

my following any one particular route. There is a real surprise of the kind

that awakens attention and impresses the memory with a fact of my surround-

ing, but the effect ends in this purely intellectual result. If, in the supposed

saunter, I encountered a sudden shower of rain that would be a surprise

relevant to the situation, it would thwart me in the manner that I could feel,

but simply because it interfered with my expected gratification. Thus, it is,

that all deviations from our accustomed routine in the course of things contain

the intellectual shock of surprise, while only those that thwart us in some im-

portant end of pursuit can be cited as exemplifying the pains of conflict.

Intellectual Surprise is to all intents identical with what we term Novelty,

which has an influence of its own, partly intellectual and partly emotional.

The intellectual element is the most constant. If a novel experience does

nothing else, it makes an impression and abides in the memory. When we

go into some new place, we count upon and expect novelties, and therefore

cannot be said to be surprised in the sense of violated expectation. While the

intellectual act is thus constant, the resulting feelings vary with the special

incidents of the case. Our anticipations may be baffled in two different ways ;

we may find greater changes than we had been prepared for, or sameness

where we expected change. These are surprises properly so called, but

whether they gave us any degree of pain would depend upon how far we

had set our heart upon our framed expectations.

14*
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of efficiency. Further variety of the same contrast is the

difference between friendly sympathy, on the one hand, and

discouragement or the counter of sympathy on the other.

The case more immediately suggested by the couple

" harmony " and " discord " is what is commonly called artistic

or aesthetic pleasure and pain. This opens a very wide de-

partment, but if we confine our view to its more essential

peculiarity, as distinguished from the wide-ranging class of

facts just alluded to, we find that it resolves itself into the

subtle operation of concurrence between effects differing in

their own proper nature while possessing something in com-

mon. The answering of sound to sense is a familiar example,

and is well known to be a cause of pleasure, in proportion to

the completeness of the adaptation. So with harmonies in the

different pitches of sound ; and, likewise, agreeable unions of

colour. Many attempts are made to explain the pleasure of

this kind of harmony, but with very indifferent success. It

is a safe assumption, that if the mind is solicited at two or

more different points, and if the resulting sensations (being

regarded as severally agreeable) have so much of a common
character as to be mutually supporting, the nervous expendi-

ture required to maintain the pleasurable states will be reduced,

and we shall be gainers in consequence. Thus it is that a

band of music accompanying a dance, or a march, besides

being pleasant in itself, adds to the pleasure of the active

state by chiming in with its particular pace. Such an assump-

tion goes a certain way, but the facts very soon outstrip its

capabilities. The notable circumstance in connexion with

harmony is the astonishingly intense pleasure attainable from

its higher modes—that is to say, as the harmony increases, the

pleasure also increases out of all proportion. What is there

in a fine voice to make such an extraordinary impression on

the senses and the mind, as compared with a more ordinary

one ? The physical difference of the two is supposed to be

resolvable into a readjustment of the over-tones that make
up the special timbre of each; and how such minute adjust-

ments can suffice to make the difference between an average

singer and Mario, or Jenny Lind, is utterly baffling in our
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present knowledge. We have already had a parallel difficulty

in the delicacy of stimulants and articles of food for which no

explanation can as yet be offered.^

The same difficulty appears in aesthetic combinations of a

still higher kind, as in a musical air or a poetical cadence.

That a certain succession of notes, the so-called musical sen-

tence or theme, should have a perennial charm to the human
ear, is a fact that has been partly, but not fully, accounted for.

The three circumstances that have been adduced by Sully and

others, viz., musical concord of successive notes, intellectual

unity, and expression of emotion, completely fail when

applied to the extreme cases. For, as shown by Gurney,

there is some residual element of fascination at present be-

yond the reach of analysis. Possibly the elements that have

been assigned, and more especially the delicate expression of

emotion, might suffice for the explanation if our means of

analysis and verbal definition were equal to the subtlety

of the case. As it is, we find ourselves face to face with

an insoluble puzzle. The felicities of our poets have been

subjected to a critical scrutiny by Gurney ; and although the

constituents are more tangible in poetry than in music, by

itself, he maintains, with apparent success, the inscrutability

of the resulting emotion.

To cite another example. The charm arising from the

human form is partly explicable by circumstances that have

been assigned, but with the same residual difficulty in account-

ing for the extraordinary rate of increase as the points of

excellence are refined upon.

Elementary Emotions.—The illustration of Harmony and

Conflict has carried the discussion beyond the simpler states

of feeling into the higher compounds where Sense and Idea

come together. There still remains, however, a certain range

^Illustrations transferred to Note B "Pleasure and Pain" of The Senses

and Vie Intellect (p. 654) as follows :

—

1. Pleasures of Harmony as violating the Law of Vitality in p. 212.

2. Interval of Time or Law of Change, as stated in p. 217.

3. Law of Credit as expressed in p. 220.
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of feelings not absolutely simple, yet relatively so, while

entering into many important compounds. These are the

more fundamental or elementary emotions of the mind,

which seem to be rooted in organic and other primitive

modes of stimulation. The most prominent and wide-ranging

of these elementary modes of the higher feelings appear to be

Love, Anger, and Fear. They are all associated with distinct

organical changes, seemingly part of their nature physically

viewed. In regard to the love circle of Feelings there are

also specific glandular secretions, through which the emotions

themselves can be awakened. In the case of the angry or

malevolent outbursts, there occur violent displays of activity,

as well as disturbances of the circulation through the heart's

action. In fear, also, are exhibited disturbances of a specific

nature, affecting the muscular system in the way of depression

and producing derangements in the organs of excretion.

So far as the study of these effects can carry us, the

inferences are at some points confirmatory of previous in-

ductions. The case of Fear as a depressing emotion is

most nearly related to our leading generality ; viz., the con-

nexion of pain with lowering of general vitality. As regards

Anger, the physical seat must be referred to a region of the

nervous system expressly organised for manifesting the passion.

It fraternizes with no other mode of mind, and is sufficiently

prominent to stand by itself
;
while the inductive study of its

manifestations is the chief source of our knowledge respecting it.

The Amicable emotions, involving the love feeling in vari-

ous distinguishable varieties, have likewise definite nervous

seats—of which we can give no further explanation—being also

supported by organic secretions special to themselves. Assum-

ing that their pleasurable character has something to do with

those purely organic stimulations, we can simply remark of

them that they have a special efficacy in affecting the nerves,

in the direction of pleasure, and are not, at the same time,

connected with the furtherance of vitality.

Pleasures and Pains in Connexion with Ideas.—The field

of Ideas is even wider than that of Sense and Actuality, and
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introduces an entirely new set of conditions. Ideas being the

traces or surviving impressions of sense, everything must de-

pend upon the forces that determine the retention or survival

of what has passed out of actual or real presence.

In the first place, from the very nature of the case, what-

ever the actuality was, so is the ideal continuance, with differ-

ence in degree. In point of fact, the idea, while resembling

its original, has certain points of inferiority that must be

allowed for. Still, there is a sameness in nature or kind. In

consequence, we have to pronounce, generally, that the idea of

a pleasure is pleasant, and the idea of a pain painful. To
multiply pleasurable ideas, and to increase their representative

intensity, must be accounted one of the modes of generating

pleasure ; and so with pain.

Secondly. The cessation of a pain, as such, we have found

to be, in point of fact, a source of pleasure, sometimes of a

considerable amount. Nevertheless, the pain must still subsist

in memory, and the memory of a pain has just been assumed

to be painful. We have here to solve an apparent contradic-

tion, for which a distinction must be made among the various

kinds of pleasure and pain.^

It is in regard to the physical pains, especially, that their

cessation is not only the end of the pain, but the beginning of

a pleasurable reaction : the pain is not blotted out from the

memory, but the recollection of it, in its painful character, is

completely overpowered. An acute physical pain is not really

reproducible in the full strength of the actuality ; for, although

we cannot forget that we have been put to pain, yet the cessa-

tion of the actual leaves us almost in the same state as if it

had never been, not to speak of the pleasurable reaction that

follows in certain cases. Thus the physical pains that we have

passed through do not mar the enjoyment of life after the

complete subsidence of the actual.

^ The recollection of a pain is necessarily of a mixed character. It may be

painful, or it may be pleasurable, or it may be both by turns ; the present

mood being a ruling consideration in the case. Both the painful infliction

ajid the pleasure of cessation are facts for recollection, and are susceptible of

being revived according to circumstances. There is nothing absolute in the

nature of the recuperation.
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One qualifying circumstance of an important kind has yet

to be stated. The memory of a pain is very efficient as a

motive to the will in the prospect of recurrence. The energy

of precaution inspired by recollection alone is not much less

powerful than under the actual endurance ; although circum-

stances may affect the degree of this energy. Thus, for the

purposes of the will, memory is more nearly on an equal

footing with actuality ; mere retrospect we may treat as of

small account
;
prospect is very formidable.

When, from the sense pleasures and pains, we pass to those

compounded of emotion and intellect, we find the character of

the survival to be greatly altered. The pleasures and pains

of Affection, Malevolence, Egotism, and the various Artistic

Feelings, do not pass out of being, by mere cessation, in the

same way. Their memory, while also operative upon the will,

has a more important standing in the whole life. To have had

an acute attack of neuralgia or other painful ailment, if there

is no fear of recurrence, is not a source of permanent de-

pression when recalled ; to have had a severe rebuff, or defeat,

in some contest, is a more lasting diminution of the stock of

happiness.

Reverting to the theories of pleasure and pain that have

been current since the time of Aristotle, and more especially

to the physical side of pleasure as concomitant with increased

activity, we may consider, according to the latest views, the

capability of such a theory to represent the various species of

pleasure and pain. Among the most carefully elaborated and

fully illustrated renderings of this view we may quote the

two papers by H. R. Marshal {Mind, Nos. 63, 64). The following

is a brief summary of the position maintained. "Pleasure

and Pain are determined by the relation between the energy

given out and the energy received at any moment by the

physical organs which determine the content of that m>o-

ment ; Pleasure resulting when the balance is on the side of

the energy given out, and Pain ivhen the balance is on the

side of the energy received. Where the amounts received and

given are equal, then we have the state of Indifference."
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. On this statement I would submit the following critical

observations :

—

(1) Among the cases most fully met by this view, I may
refer first to the pleasures of muscular activity, and the corre-

sponding pains of muscular fatigue- There is no difficulty in

supposing that the nourished condition of the muscles, coupled

with their natural vigour in the individual at the time, strictly

determines the intensity of the pleasure accompanying mus-

cular exercise. It would be inconsistent with our conscious

experience, as well as improbable on physiological grounds, to

take up any other position. In the course of every muscular

effort sufficiently persisted in, there is a gradual diminution of

the pleasure, until we reach first, indifference, and then the

beginnings of pain.

When the activity is not muscular but nervous, as in our

purely intellectual processes, the principle seems equally justi-

fied, notwithstanding complications growing out of the deeper

processes of the mind. The general fact may be maintained,

not simply in the contrasts of pleasure, indifference and pain,

but in the exact concomitance of amount or degree.

In so far as muscular and nervous energies enter into any
of the higher processes of the mind—productive work or emo-

tional expenditure—the law may be presumed to be strictly

applicable.

(2) It is very natural to include under the same general

statement the wide-ranging property of our constitution, fully

recognised by mankind in every age—the law of dependence of

pleasure upon remission or change of stimulus. Remission

of stimulus is obviously a part of the cases just supposed,

namely, muscular and nervous expenditure; for, without re-

mission, there could be no recuperation of the tissues involved.

In the more vigorous constitutions there is a copious expendi-

ture, with comparatively little need of repose, and according

to the general statement under consideration, the pleasure

would be in full accord with restoration of the vigour* of the

tissue, however short, might be the interval requisite. The
time of remission has no other significance than as a condition

of the nourishment of the organs concerned.
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Nevertheless, the law of cessation and change of stimulus,

as culminating in the well-known pleasures of novelty, does

not exactly coincide with the formula as thus explained. In-

terval of time, according to this farther principle, has an abso-

lute value, and is not simply relative to nourishment of tissue.

A week's confinement, with privation of all muscular exercise,

would impart a peculiar zest or relish to the resumption of the

usual activities, while, in point of fact, the muscular organs

would be in a far worse condition than if they had been

put through their accustomed daily exercise. When General

Wolseley disembarked in Egypt, with an expeditionary force,

he found his operations retarded by the inability of the horses

to gallop; yet we may be quite sure that their enjoyment

of the free use of their limbs was much greater than their

ordinary delight in their daily exercise.

There is no necessary contradiction or contrariety between

the law of change, for the sake of change, and the law of ex-

penditure of renewed vigour. Nevertheless, the statement of

the one needs to be supplemented, or somehow modified, to

include the other. Only by an independent induction could

we ascertain that the pleasure of a stimulus follows, in the first

place, the nourishment of the organ, and, in the second place,

the interval of remission. The two facts are distinct in their

nature, and each needs to be studied on its own ground, and

not to be inferred from the known workings of the other. An
organ is at its very best, in point of preparation for activity,

by being exercised, up to the proper limits, without the loss

of a single day, as in the training of pedestrians, mountain-

climbers, boxers, or athletes. The high physical condition thus

gradually engendered yields its due amount of the pleasure

of exercise ; but, to obtain the other pleasure, there must be

longer periods of remission, even at the cost of inferior vigour

in resuming the exertion.

The same line of observations may be taken in regard to

the more purely nervous and mental activities. To keep up
the intellectual energies to their highest efficiency, they need

to be maintained in steady exercise, with due observance of

the limits of over-fatigue. To gain the pleasures of freshness
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in any one mode of effort, there needs to be a much greater

remission than is implied in their daily repose ; and when that

larger remission is allowed, as in school vacations, it is found

that the renewed zest is accompanied with temporary falling

off in efficiency.

(3) The doctrine under discussion is less felicitously applic-

able, when we survey as above the pleasures and pains of

Sensation, in its more passive modes. Even such a simple case

as an acute physical smart, although nowise inconsistent with

the doctrine, does not easily lend itself to that mode of state-

ment. The theory of pain, on the hypothesis in question, is,

that an organ is subjected to a stimulus after it has not merely

lost surplus vigour, but has got into an impoverished or de-

teriorated state, and so demands a period of reparation corre-

sponding to the loss. Now, if we suppose the nerves and

organ of taste to be in a perfectly replenished condition, such

as to respond, with the highest relish, to something sweet, the

application of the principle would be consistently made by the

gradual decay of the pleasure of sweetness, until it was as

good as totally lost. But going back to the primary sup-

position of freshness in the organ, and administering a very

slight portion of something bitter, there comes a pain at once,

notwithstanding the robust condition of the organ. It has

always been found extremely embarrassing to represent this

phenomenon in terms of the theory before us ; while any

forced endeavour to so express it, is felt to give us no manner
of satisfaction in conceiving the phenomenon. In the case of

a sensation positively injurious to the nerve tissue, as a prick

or a scald of the skin, or an inflammatory sore, we might

regard it as an extreme case of deterioration of an organ by
excessive and protracted stimulus. Yet, the situation is so

different, that the more natural course seems to be to regard

destruction of a sensitive tissue, involving injury to a nerve,

as a specific adjunct and occasion of acute pain. The two

different cases are perfectly compatible and congruous, al-

though neither can be stated advantageously in terms of the

other.

(4) It must be freely granted that a good condition of the
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organs generally is an underlying advantage in all kinds of

nerve stimulus that use up force. This is denied only by

the very small number of theorists that would disconnect

the mental with the physical at certain points, so as to up-

hold the position of the absolute immateriality of the mind.

The doctrine thus very generally stated has its practical

importance in requiring due attention to be paid to the

nourishment of the bodily system, and its exemption from

causes of deterioration, with a view to mental efficiency. Of

such efficiency, one important region is the maintenance of the

pleasurable tone, under all circumstances. Nevertheless, the

anomalies and exceptions already recited reduce the specific

value of the principle in a very serious degree. It is only

necessary to recall the wide region of stimulants, in the shape

of drugs, to show the necessity of qualifying the literal state-

ment of the doctrine we are discussing. It is too notorious

that such stimulants retain their pleasurable efficacy long after

the nerves affected have sunk below par and are about to com-

mence a reaction of pain on the way to recovery. This means

a giving out of nervous strength to the pitch of total bank-

ruptcy of the tissue ; and although there is no inconsistency

—

on the contrary a certain congruity—with the principle before

us, the fact itself must be embodied in a supplemental law of

Credit, in order to eke out the theory of physical hedonics.

Another class of examples of a still more anomalous kind

may be recalled from the previous exposition. ' As if to meet

with a flat denial the statement of the law of pleasure and pain

given by Kant—namely, pleasure the furtherance, and pain the

hindrance, of vital action—we have the cases of sweetness and

relish that are positively injurious, of bitter drugs operating

as tonics, of cold in painful degrees tending to invigorate

the system, of agreeable warmth tending to debility. The
contradiction may not be so absolute as it seems : it merely

shows the necessity of one more limitation to the principle

we are considering.

(5) With regard to the applications of the theory to Fine

Art, a preparatory survey of the elements of Art may be of

service. In the first place, Art includes a number of pleasur-
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able sensations of the two higher senses, sight and hearing.

Secondly, it embraces both higher and lower senses when

taken in Idea. Thirdly, it requires a selection and purifica-

tion of all such pleasures, not only with a view to omitting

pains, but in order to attain a certain elevation in the shape

of freedom from grossness. Fourthly, the strong elementary

emotions are invoked to the full length of their pleasure-giving

character, with the same purifying conditions as in the senses.

Fifthly, the multiplication, variation, and alternation of pleasur-

able modes, with avoidance of incongruity or harsh transitions,

come within the aims of the artist, in all departments. After

allowance for all these sources of pleasurable stimulation, we

come at last to a something specific and peculiar—the character-

istic of Art, in itself, as distinguished from the senses and the

emotions in their own character. The general designation

Harmony is appropriated to this class of effects. It is still

sufficiently wide-ranging when we follow it into all the known
departments of fine art. Recurring to what has already been

advanced on this subject, we came to the conclusion that, in

Harmony, there is a case of economizing nervous power as

used for pleasure-giving, and a consequent possibility of

heightening a pleasurable response. So far, there is a con-

sistency with the general maxim now before us. It is when
we come to consider the extraordinary increase of pleasurable

intensity due to minute adjustments of the combining elements

in a work of Art, that we seem to be in a totally distinct region

of mental production, which, though in no respect contradicting

the present law, heeds the aid . of an entirely new assumption

to give it hypothetical shape.

The peculiar case of rhythm in Music has been subjected

to much discussion, but without any convincing result. The

striking out of similarities, in the midst of dissimilarities, is

partly intelligible on the principle just stated, while its higher

felicities appear beyond the reach of such an explanation. The

intolerable pain of the very harsh discords has no special con-

nexion with nervous exhaustion; being the same under the

highest possible vigour of the nervous tone. An inscrutable

variety of molecular nerve action is set up by such discords,
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the obverse of some other mode belonging to the delicate

varieties of concord. There is here a repetition of what oc-

curs in the primary pains and pleasures of the special senses,

and especially those whose action is chemical, and we are still

without a clue to their hypothetical rendering.

(6) In the general formula of pleasure and pain, as applied

to its most favourable cases, there is a numerical relation be-

tween intensity of stimulus and intensity of the resulting

pleasure or pain. Nevertheless, even in our most elementary

modes of sensation, this is singularly reversed. Take the cases

of tickling by the slightest conceivable contact on the skin, for

which there is, as yet, no plausible explanation. On the other

hand, the embrace of living beings, as in the mother and off-

spring, has a mysterious intensity of diffused thrill that seems

to follow no law but its own. That there are associations

engendered in this particular situation, and cumulative effects

of heredity, may be allowed, yet the influence is still unique

and not an example of the law in question, beyond the

general propriety of a certain well-to-do condition of the

system in order to maintain the thrill.

(7) A theory of pleasure and pain is wanting if it does not

somehow introduce us to the very great variety of modes of

both the one and the other. The science of the human mind

is incomplete, so long as it fails to classify our hedonic states

according to the closeness of their similarity. The division of

our susceptibilities according to our known sense organs is one

obvious mode of efiecting such a classification. To this should

follow, if possible, some theory connecting the several species

with their sense foundations, and accounting for the distinc-

tive workings of both pleasure and pain. The theory that

we are engaged in discussing does go some way to meet this

want, but leaves a very large region untouched and inexplic-

able. I doubt whether it covers one-third of the ground. As

regards the higher emotions, it may be pressed into the service

in accounting for the depression of Fear, but not for the in-

tense enjoyments and severe pains allied with the Amicable

and the Malevolent modes.
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{Mind, N.S., iii., 347.)

Definition supposed to have been exhaustively handled. This true so far

in theory, but not in fact. Reid charged by Hamilton with confounding

verbal and real definition. In remarking that individuals cannot be de-

fined, Hamilton quotes from an old logician :
" a view of the thing itself

is its best definition ". Now generally understood that definition does not

apply to ultimate notions. Further limitation to notions in their nature

composite, but not explicable by means of their components. In this

wider and vaguer meaning of rendering intelligible truths in language,

its scope might be assigned as bringing about agreement as to the

thing denoted by a given name. Vocabulary of Psychology contains

terms that explain themselves, their reference being to well-known or

familiar facts. Such terms then become stepping-stones in express-

ing important generalities of high range, and more or less abstruse

meaning. Present article to be occupied with the consideration of the

leading term " Consciousness ". For many purposes, this word free from

ambiguity. Yet it becomes involved in subtle and difficult problems.

Import so wide that it seems to include the whole of our mental being.

Good reasons for not making it the central term of all Psychology.

Certain definite issues best connected with it ; a number of problems

better associated with other terms. Psychological terms that are self-

explaining,— Pleasure, Pain, Discrimination, Resemblance, Memory,

Learning, Forgetting, Activity, Passivity, Sleeping, Waking. The other

class that need stepping-stones in order to being understood,—Conscious-

ness, Feeling, Emotion, Will, Idea, Cognition, Belief, etc. In arriving at

a definition of Consciousness, lead oS with Sleep and Waking : the one

the suspension of Consciousness, the other its resumption. Pleasure and

Pain most prominently imply consciousness. In regard to Will, not the

same unqualified application. Habit a deadening of Consciousness.

* Attention ' a measure of consciousness. Critical problems to be ad-

duced in defining Consciousness. Tlie Object Consciousness. Truths of

Conscioustiess. Certainty of consciousness refers only to a very limited

sphere. Consciousness in contrast to Mind. Mind the entire storage of

mental impressions, including the hold they have in the cerebral organiza-

tion when absolutely dormant. Consciousness like the scenery on the

stage of a theatre at any one moment: Mind the stores in reserve as

well. The Conscious Area. Taken at one instant, this very limited.

Attending to only one thing at a time. Every conscious impulse leaves a
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stamp behind it capable of ready recurrence. Narrowness of conscious area

the peculiar limitation of the human powers. Intercausation of the three

great components of the Subject Mind. Which is the initial motive for

making us mentally alive ? Do they each operate in turn ? Consciousness

as essential to Memory. To associate trains of ideas, the things retained

must have had the full occupation of our conscious moments, for a longer

or shorter time. Reflex and Spontaneous actions, confirmed by repetition.

Problem of important mental modifications in the intervals of conscious-

ness. Immediate Physical Conditions of Consciousness. Problem of the

connexion of Mind and Body. Are Animals Automatons 'i Arguments for

animal consciousness. Educability the most effective measure of conscious

endowment. The great foundations of intelligence—Discrimination and

Educability. Source and commencement of Reflex adjustments an in-

soluble issue. Consciousness and Self-Consciousness. Diversity of mean-

ings of the coupling of Consciousness with Self. Self-conscious as the

sense of our own importance. Self-interest our collective life interests.

Consciousness covers the Object as well as the Subject. The opposition

of the two needs a qualification when the Object reference is excluded

;

the remainder signified by 6'eZ/-consciousness. Feelings, Volitions, and

Cognitions stated as Self-consciousness—an overstepping of the proper

province of Consciousness, as the expression of the passing phases of our

mental being. Self-consciousness given as the highest fact we know, and

best key to the ultimate nature of existence as a whole—a new departure

in the widening of its significance. Self-knowledge, perhaps, meant to be

limited to Mind alone, as distinct from the body, although inseparable

from it ; the body being an incumbrance. Consciousness no help in the

controversy as to Reality as against Appearance. The critical examination

of ' Self-consciousness ' soon ceases to be a matter of pure Psychology.

The process of Definition may be supposed by this time to

have been exhaustively handled. This is so far true in

theory, although derelictions in practice are frequent enough.

In Reid's preliminary chapter to his first Essay on the In-

tellectual Powers, the nature of definition is stated in accord-

ance with the usage of logicians ; while yet he is convicted by

Hamilton of confounding verbal and real definition. The

following note (p. 220) is appended by Hamilton to his re-

mark that individuals cannot be defined. " It is well said

by the old logicians, Omnis intuitiva notitia est definitio ;
—

that is, a view of the thing itself is its best definition. And
this is true, both of the objects of sense, and of the objects of

self-consciousness." Which of the old logicians originated this

formula I cannot say ; I have never seen it quoted in any

other place. Hamilton's rendering, strictly interpreted, gives
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it a somewhat limited scope. He would seem to mean by it

the actual presentation to sense of the thing to be defined

;

an interpretation, however, incompatible with his including

the objects of self-consciousness : these, it is well known, can-

not be shown except in a roundabout, indirect fashion.

It is now generally understood that definition is inapplic-

able to ultimate notions ; a limitation, however, not observed

hitherto by our dictionary makers. A further limitation is

the case of notions in their nature composite or derivative,

but not explicable by means of their components. Thus Life,

Death, Health, Disease, Combustion cannot be defined except

by reference to concrete examples known to those addressed.

Considering, then, definition in its wider and vaguer meaning

of rendering intelligible truths conveyed by language,— as, in

fact, an instrument of popular explanation rather than a pro-

cess of science,—its scope might be assigned under the operation

of bringing about an agreement among different persons as to

the thing denoted by a given name. If, from any circum-

stances, people in general conceive precisely alike what is

intended by the use of a given word, that word is defined for

the purposes of mutual understanding, and for the explication

of any complex meanings wherein it plays a part. That there

are many such names, is shown by the possibility of addressing

intelligent discourse to large masses of mankind. No doubt,

in technical and abstruse subjects, names are used belonging

to the ordinary vocabulary of life, but with certain special

restrictions, which have to be previously comprehended by the

listeners to instruction in those subjects. Indeed, in every

department of knowledge that has been reduced to scientific-

form, it is necessary to prepare an introduction, in order that

the names employed may be freed from any indistinctness

contracted in popular usage. The expositor of a science

gladly avails himself of all such names as have no ambiguity

in themselves, that is, are understood, in exactly the same
way, by all the persons that have to be addressed. Such
words would be the suitable medium of explication of diflficult.

and abstruse terms that otherwise are not clearly or unam-
biguously interpreted.

15
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The foregoing observations are more or less applicable to

the entire vocabulary of Mind as employed in Psychology.

A certain number of terms belonging to that vocabulary are

self-explaining and need no definition ; the sole and sufficient

reason being that they refer to facts or phenomena so familiar,

and so little ambiguous, that we are all at one as to their

meaning. They become therefore the stepping stones to the

definition or explanation of the other class of terms, still

more numerous—those expressing important generalities of

high range, and more or less abstruse signification, for which

all the sources of methodical definition are requisite. We shall

exemplify both kinds, after stating the exact drift of the

present article, which is to be occupied with the considera-

tion of the leading term " Consciousness ".

For many purposes, and on numerous occasions, this word
is remarkably free from ambiguity, as well as being intelligible

to ordinary understandings. It, however, becomes involved in

a number of subtle and difficult problems ; and thereby takes

on applications not so easy to unravel. Its import is so wide,

that it seems fco include in its grasp the whole of our mental

life ; being a sort of generic word under which our various

mental functions are so many species. Such being the case,

we might readily suppose that all the great psychological

issues are bound up with it. Yet, great though its scope may
be, there are good reasons for not making it the central term

of all Psychology ; as will become apparent in the course of our

examination of its sphere. We propose to show that there are

certain definite issues better connected with the name than

with any other name; while we shall have occasion to allude

to certain problems more properly and advantageously associ-

ated with a different selection from the vocabulary.

Let me now briefly exemplify the two classes of terms

formerly alluded to, as entering into the vocabulary of mind.

Among those of the first class—universally understood in the

same sense—the foremost to be quoted is the all-important

couple, Pleasure and Pain. Assuming that we are so far ob-

servant of what goes on in our introspective consciousness as

to be aware that we are at times pleased, and at other times
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pained, we find ourselves in agreement with one another upon

these facts of our experience. We do not confound a pleasure

with a pain, nor with a state of mind that is neither the one

nor the other. The properties of the Object world, with all

their explicitness, are scarcely more clear or less raistakable

than these two leading properties of our truly mental life

;

consequently, by the use of those terms, which need no

definition in themselves, we can introduce exactness of mean-

ing into the less certain terminology of the Mind.

Another unambiguous fact of the Subject world is the pro-

cess known as Discrimination, Sense of Difference, Feeling of

Difference, Consciousness of Difference ; all which designations

belong to our strictly mental operations, and express something

that cannot be mistaken or confounded with anything else,

—

say Pleasure and Pain. This, too, is above the necessity of being

defined
; it is intuitively known and is so specific and clear that

it means the same to all intelligent beings.

The operation named Feeling of Resemblance, Similarity,

Recognition, Sense of Agreement, is also a perfectly definite

fact of our mental nature, which we do not confound with

anything else. When we say that two things are to our

apprehension similar, we indicate a truly mental act, and

our hearers accept the statement precisely as we intend that

they should.

Another name that represents a well understood process,

which we take note of from early years, and find ourselves

at one with our neighbours upon, is the process called Memory,

Remembering, Retaining in the Mind. This is a process truly

mental, highly distinct and characteristic, and serving to cover

a very large part of our mental being. Our language provides

numerous equivalents or synonyms for this grand function,

and most of them are intelligible and unequivocable. Such

are, Learning, Forgetting, Acquiring, Getting by Heart, Les-

sons, Drill, and so on. The use of any one of those names con-

veys to all hearers a familiar fact of their experience ; they

need no dictionary definition, they carry within themselves

a reference to each one's familiar experience, and are under-

stood accordingly.

15*
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We are not done with our enumeration of terms, belonging

to the Subject world, so completely unambiguous as to be

above the possibility of being misunderstood. In the names
Action, Activity, with the opposites Passive or Passivity, we
have also a basis of common agreement in stating mental facts.

Action is no doubt applicable to the powers of the material

world, but it is also a term for the mental world, which the

other use does not render obscure.

We shall presently see the importance of another familiar

and unmistakable couple of terms, belonging to our mental

as well as to our bodily life—the couple Sleeping and Wak-
ing. Upon the meanings of those terms, there can be no dis-

pute.

Such being a few of the chief members of our stepping-

stone terminology, it is necessary merely to mention, by way
of illustrative contrast, some examples of the other class :

—

Consciousness, Feeling, Emotion, Will, Intellect, Thought, Pre-

sentation, Perception, Idea, Ideal, Cognition, Belief, etc.

Our present handling is intended to bear on the name
** Consciousness ". In fully considering its definition we shall

adduce the problems most suitably attached thereto ; the at-

tachment being justified by the fact that they benefit by its

being correctly defined. There are such problems ; while

others could be cited that would not be affected by the same

means, however plausible might be the connexion.

In arriving at the desired definition by the instrumentality

above described, we may lead off with the couple last cited

in the enumeration of contributing terms,—namely. Sleep and

Waking. While Sleep, unaccompanied with dreams, is the

abeyance of Consciousness, becoming awake is its resumption.

The awakened consciousness may be very various in its degree

and in its contents. It may be so feeble as to possess no

specific quality in prominence ; it may rise to every grada-

tion of intensity ; while its modes may be as various as the

recognized operations of our mental being. The term is pro-

perly applicable under all these fluctuations. It gives no indi-

cation of the special mode of mental activity ; it means only

that the mind is alive and at work in some of its manifes-
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tations, and not in suspense or dormant. Reasons will have

to be given for not subdividing and classifying our mental

manifestations under the name as a genus ; some other name

or names being assignable as better suited for that purpose.

While sleep and waking constitute our first and best ap-

proach to a common understanding as to the scope or meaning

of consciousness, we may derive a further contribution from

other occasions of producing the unconscious state. Such are

brain-concussion, anaesthetics, temporary prostration or ex-

haustion of the powers, cerebral paralysis,—all which repeat

the effect of sleep, and render the meaning of consciousness

intelligible and familiar from its privation. .Up to this point,

we may safely aflSrm that there is no term .in the psycho-

logical vocabulary better agreed upon than Consciousness, all-

comprehensive although it may seem to be.

It is easy to quote other terms that carry consciousness

with them; in other words, that specify conditions which,

when occurring, suppose the mind to be awake, and not in

any form of suspense. Most prominent of these is the couple

—Pleasure and Pain, so distinguished for their universal in-

telligibility. True, there are certain subtleties, in the way of

theory, that to a certain extent obscure the limits of their

signification
;
yet, in point of fact, such subtleties apart, the

ordinary understanding has no sort of difficulty as to their

meaning. There may be processes truly mental that carry

but little consciousness with them, that may accomplish effec-

tive thought-transitions on the verge of unconsciousness, even

if not entirely immersed in that condition; but pleasure is

not pleasure, if not conscious : the measure of the pleasure is

the measure of consciousness—a greater pleasure or a greater

pain means greater consciousness. In the region of the Will,

the proportion does not apply in the same unqualified form ;
it

applies to the incidence of motive—in other words, to Feeling,

—but not necessarily or fully to the expenditure of energy in

execution. The process named Habit, one of the well-known

and unambiguous mental terms, is the enemy of Consciousness,

while, at the same time, leading to a mental result. The intel-

lectual trains, in so far as conscious, involve a certain energy
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or degree of Feeling or of Will; they also become conscious

according as Habit has not supervened to give them a mechan-

ical or automatic flow.

' Attention ' would be properly included among the terms •

that in ordinary speech give rise to no ambiguity. This

happy immunity from doubt is somewhat interfered with by

the employment of the term to designate mere conscious in-

tensity, with or without voluntary prompting. Nevertheless,

the degree of attention is a measure of the degree of con-

sciousness ; total inattention would mean total unconscious-

ness with reference to some special solicitation for the time

being.

The further consideration of the mode of defining Con-

sciousness will be taken along with the critical problems to

be adduced for elucidation.

The Object Consciousness.—That our recognition of the

so-called external and extended world is a mode of conscious-

ness, is not denied. The question that has given rise to con-

troversy relates to the meaning or import of what we are

conscious of, and not as to the distinctness of mode, whereby

this form of consciousness is put in contrast with the various

modes designated under the generic name Subject. Our pur-

pose at present does not involve any further reference to

the well-known contrast of object properties and subject pro-

perties.

Truths of Consciousness.—This phrase has a meaning

only when we add to the designation Consciousness something

not implied in the mere notion of awakeness. That when we
are awake, or conscious, we are really so, must be assumed as

certain. We cannot be mistaken in that fact. Even the wide

compass of mental derangement hardly includes the circum-

stance that any one under some form of conscious manifesta-

tion—pleasure, pain, will, thought—regards himself as in a

state of profound slumber. It is only when further questions

are raised, such as intuitive knowledge of an absolute beyond
the import of present consciousness, that there is any matter

to work upon. When such questions are really agitated, they

should be kept apart from the term Consciousness and related
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to some more special designation. The supposed certainty of

consciousness attaches only to the limited sphere of our strict

definition, beyond which, certainty must be sought in other

ways.

Consciousness in contrast to Mind.—While Mind must be

understood to cover the entire storage of mental impressions,

including the position that they hold in the cerebral organiza-

tion when absolutely inactive, or exercising no mental agency,

the term Consciousness refers purely to the moments of mental

wakefulness or mental efficiency for present ends. All the

permanent products stored up in the mental organization have

found their way there through a period of Consciousness ; they

serve their function in the mental economy mainly during a

return to full consciousness. Consciousness thus resembles

the scenery of a theatre actually on the stage, at any one

moment; which scenery is a mere selection from the stores

in reserve for the many pieces that have been, or may be,

performed.

Our next head also contributes to the elucidation of this

great contrast.

The Conscious Area.—This designation expresses a feature

of consciousness vital in itself and ramifying into many vari-

ous issues. Taken at any one instant of time, the content of

consciousness has a very small compass indeed.

The conscious area is known to be limited by the unity of

the executive ; and its limitation is expressed by the common
saying that we attend to only one thing at a time. The quali-

fications of this dictum are of first-rate importance in Psy-

chology, and are given in connexion with the several senses,

more especially those of extension—Sight and Touch. Pass-

ing by this important consideration, what we have to say of

consciousness is that every conscious impulse leaves a stamp

behind it, after it has ceased or after the agency is withdrawn.

Upon this stamp, or permanent hold, depends in the long run

our entire compass of Memory or Retention. Its operation

is far-reaching; but what concerns more directly the play of

consciousness is the ready and immediate recurrence of what

has just been in consciousness for the temporary constructive-
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ness of the Mind. It is like the different pieces of clay thrown
off by the potter, and momentarily laid aside, till a sufficient

number are prepared for a special design. Along with the

consciousness of any one instant, we have a number of recent

states just out of consciousness, and constantly tending to recur

in a more or less irregular fashion ; the irregularity being only

apparent, and the circumstances governing the recurrence be-

ing duly assignable.

The narrowness of the conscious area is the peculiar limi-

tation of the human powers, as contrasted with our notion of

Omniscience. The stringency of the limitation is overcome

by a certain power of rapid transition, by which constructive

results can be gained, involving several successive phases of

conscious representation. Owing to this circumstance alone,

we have a difficulty in saying how much is contained in an

absolutely instantaneous shock of Consciousness.

The great practical question, as now hinted at, consists in

setting forth, in the most appropriate language, the motives

or rousing influences of consciousness, and the sources of pre-

ferential attention or concentration amid competing elements.

It is here that we have to decide on the respective merits of

the proposed terminology for conscious action ; implicating

the further question of intercausation of the three great

components of the Subject Mind. Which of all the three

fundamentals of Mind is to be considered as the initial motive

in making us mentally alive ? Do they each operate in their

turn as primary causes ?

Consciousness as essential to Memory.—It is certainly

true in the main that, in order to make permanent acquisitions,

or to associate trains of ideas, such trains must, in the first

instance, have been started in consciousness. It is a recognized

condition of retentiveness, that the things retained must have

had the full occupation of our conscious moments, for a longer

or shorter time, and that the more intense the conscious flame,

the more rapid is the adhesive growth. Of this as a general

principle there can be no sort of doubt ; it being the basis and

ruling circumstance of our effective education. It is some-

what qualified by the physical state of the nerves at the time,
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which may chance to be more favourable to excitement than

to the permanent growth of the associating links. This, how-

ever, does not affect the main thesis. The seeming exceptions

are of a different kind. There are undoubted appearances in

favour of the operation of adhesive growth outside the con-

scious area. In stating as a fact of infant growth, that the

reflex and spontaneous activities are confirmed by repetition,

we assume an extra-conscious region of our education. It is

no doubt the case that, in this region, the consecutive acts

are already established, and merely want greater fixity. But

whether two movements originally disjoined could be, in the

first instance, brought together out of consciousness, is a dif-

ferent matter : there is nothing to lead us to suppose that this

is in any way practicable. When we have to deal with im-

pressions of the various senses, and with their aggregation

into groups and trains, we must pronounce, without scruple,

that such groupings require to begin in consciousness, and

have their pace determined by the conscious intensity.

Here, then, is one of the problems decisively implicated

with the name Consciousness and not so well placed under

any other name : whether or not there be important mental

modifications arising in the intervals of our consciousness, as

during sleep, or momentary distraction from the matter in

question.

Imifnediate Physical Conditions of Consciousness.—The

vast problem of the connexion of Mind and Body, the depths

and ramifications of which pass beyond our most sanguine

hopes of future research, assumes a more compassable form,

when we restrict the inquiry to consciousness proper, as we
have defined it. The transitions from sleep to wakefulness,

from feeble to intense consciousness, although not understood in

their whole extent, are yet allied with a variety of palpable and

explicable physical changes that are clearly stateable, and of the

greatest practical moment. From such alliances of the mental

and the physical, we draw very decisive inferences regarding

the great question of the connexion of mind and body in their

entire compass. The accompaniment of movements of Expres-

sion with states of Feeling is known to hold in measured con-
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comitance, and is a key to the mode of nervous actuation that

consciousness probably requires.

Reflex Actions and Consciousness; Animal Automatism.
—In the usual classification of Reflex actions, we begin with

those where consciousness has no part, as breathing, and end
in those where consciousness participates, and is to a certain

extent regulative, but is only partly essential, as in with-

drawing the limb from a hot contact. For this situation, the

terms * unconscious ' and * conscious ' are strictly and properly

applicable ; and the reference to them contributes to fix the

characteristic meaning of the words. It further illustrates

the connexion of consciousness with our truly voluntary

activities in their full play. Actions properly voluntary lose

their character, under two extremes or gradations—on the

one hand, their shading into the Reflex, and on the other

hand, their passing into the Habitual. In both cases, they

part to a corresponding degree with their conscious character,

as is seen by their giving room for other occupants of the

conscious area.

The problem of Consciousness is stated in a new aspect

when we put the question—Are animals automatons? It is

supposable that the nervous system, by its complications and

adjustments, could perform all the acts that animals are cap-

able of, without consciousness, as well as with. The obvious

difiiculty is that, in our own experience, we have two classes

of mental activities,—one with and the other without con-

sciousness; and that animals can reach to the higher as well

as the lower kind. With us, consciousness is a requisite of

acquired powers; by it, we are learners from experience, and

not mere machines performing an ingrained and routine part.

The lower animals too learn from experience in the same way,

and it would be a gratuitous departure from fair analogy, if

we were to suppose that their acquired powers are unconnected

with consciousness. With us, intensified consciousness hastens

permanent impressions and the education resulting therefrom.

The same thing is presumed and acted upon in our artificial

training of animals. Thus it is, that we seem shut in to at-

tribute to them the same consciousness as we find in ourselves.
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with modifications that can be partly conceived by referring to

the various gradations of our own conscious experience. We
see in the dog the same fitful changes of attention as in our-

selves, the same lapses of consciousness of purpose, with the

same facility of recovery under the conditions known to our-

selves. If we hesitated to apply to animals the distinction now

supposed, we should have to adopt an entirely new variety of

descriptive language for their mental operations.

The arguments for animal consciousness may be sum-

marized in the following heads : (1) The cerebral structure so

closely resembling our own, in the higher species more particu-

larly, and accompanied with no serious gap until we reach the

invertebrates, with whom the plan of cerebrum is consider-

ably modified. (2) The manifested expression under exciting

agencies of the class that in human beings are accompanied

with pleasure or pain. (3) The effect of the same agencies

upon movements of pursuit or avoidance, that is to say, such

voluntary activity as they would give birth to in humanity.

The cumulative force of these arguments has always been

accounted a strong case in favour of animal consciousness, as

opposed to a mechanism typified by reflex activity, notwith-

standing any supposable degree of complication.

It seems to me, however, that stronger than any of these

arguments is the consideration, above adverted to, of the ab-

solute necessity of consciousness in order to acquisition. No
fact of our constitution is more irrefragable than this ; to refuse

to apply it to creatures susceptible of education is gratuitous

and unwarrantable. Instead of lightening our difficulties with

regard to Animal Psychology, it aggravates them in an extra-

ordinary degree. As an argument, the fact now given is the

crown of the three foregoing analogical proofs, and outstrips

them all in cogency.

It is often a matter of speculative curiosity, what is the

nature and amount of the consciousness in any given member
of the animal tribe. Even human beings, in endeavouring to

penetrate each other's consciousness, are liable to a certain

amount of error, being never entirely sure that the same

symptoms mean precisely the same thing—the same conscious
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mode. Such, and no other, is our fundamental difficulty with

the animals. Employing the four classes of indications we
have assigned, we are entitled to infer both the mode and the

intensity of the conscious state in any one case. Probably

the most effective measure of conscious endowment is what

we have chiefly laid stress upon—educability. Vehemence of

expression and of voluntary pursuit or avoidance are mani-

fested in the lowest as well as the highest orders—in an insect

or a fish, as well as in a mammal. The meaning of these

symptoms taken apart is very uncertain and misleading. They
accompany the lowest brains no less than the highest. It

must, however, make a very material difference whether, or

to what extent, the individual possesses the great foundations

of intelligence—Discrimination and Educability. The kind, if

not the intensity, of consciousness must rise nearer and nearer

the human type, according as these functions predominate.

With all our own varied experience of conscious intensity or

wakefulness, we may be unable to fathom the precise nature

and degree of the lowest invertebrates possessing sensibility and

responding, both by expression and by movement, to sensible

agents. This, of course, effectually obscures the question as

to the precise point of animal development at which conscious-

ness is first manifested. We may fairly presume its presence

when expressive gestures and voluntary pursuit are coupled

with the smallest assignable portion of educability. As a

problem of evolution or development, the genesis of conscious-

ness is apparently beyond our means of resolution. It ranks

with the question as to the relative priority to be assigned to

movements of Expression and Volition : which again is not

far removed from another insoluble issue,—the source or com-

mencement of our Reflex adjustments,—whether they are the

confirmation of experienced or acquired actions ; in which case

they would presuppose a stage of consciousness, instead of

being in advance of it.

Consciousness and Self-Consciousness.—The term " Self-

Consciousness " opens up a very wide discussion, and is impli-

cated in some of our gravest controversies. The name Con-

sciousness standing single, and viewed as in the foregoing
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survey, is intelligible and free from ambiguity. The addition

of the prefix " Self " entirely changes the situation. Self,

taken apart, has diverse meanings; the same diversity must
needs enter into any compound wherein it enters.

When Consciousness is coupled with a qualification, it is

usually to limit its generality or comprehensiveness to some

special content : in our waking moments we have ordinarily a

variety of things present or accessible to our view, while only

one or a small number can be in the consciousness at the same
instant. There may be a convenience in specifying which of

the various solicitations of any moment is attended to, and
which neglected ; of the one we may be said to be conscious,

and of the other unconscious. So long as these alternatives

are of a simple, unambiguous cha'racter, the coupling with the

word Consciousness does not detract from the intelligibility

of the language. A man in a momentarily absent tit is un-

conscious of things before his eyes, or within the compass of his

hearing. He may even be unconscious of physical pains. Still

greater complications might be supposed without detracting

from easy understanding of the names consciousness or uncon-

sciousness, so qualified. Another example of the admissible

qualifications of consciousness, by referring it to a special

topic, is the somewhat rhetorical phrase mens sibi conscia

recti. There is nothing misleading in this use of the name,

although a larger word would be preferable. The rectitude of

a person's intentions and demeanour is not adequately cognized

in a single instant of consciousness ; it needs the comparison of

a good many such instants, and hence, the larger term " know-
ledge " would be preferable. To speak of consciousness as the

test or evidence of our intuitions is open to a similar criticism.

We may have intuitions, and they may possess any amount of

validity
;
yet such validity cannot be attested by any single

moment of consciousness ; and consciousness cannot carry

memory with it without exceeding its legitimate scope.

When, as a content of consciousness, we introduce the

term "Self," the complication becomes very great indeed.

In order to a clearance, we must indicate at once which of the

acceptations of this term we have in view. Common speech
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makes us familiar with the phrase " self-conscious," the

meaning of self being then our own importance, distinction,

or merits, as regarded by others, and dwelt upon at times by
ourselves. A vain person, in the moments when the feeling

is indulged, and especially when attracting the attention of

others, is said to be self-conscious. Or, the regard to self may
take the form of morbid humiliation, in consequence of some

act or circumstance that makes a bad impression on spectators,

and is unfavourably judged by the individual. These two

extreme forms represent the mode of Self that in current talk

is perhaps most usually coupled with the name Consciousness.

The more comprehensive meaning of Self as including all our

life interests or collective valuables, is better denoted by the

conjunction " self interest".

The word Consciousness, as admitted, covers the Object

world, as well as the Subject. The opposition of the two

modes is so marked that some qualifying designation is needed

when one is mentioned to the exclusion of the other. Thus,

when we purposely omit the object reference, we may signify

the remainder by se^/-consciousness. (I think it unnecessary

to refer to the old use of consciousness for Introspection, or

the source of our knowledge of the Mind, corresponding to

Observation for the Object* world.) But, in the face of so

many different acceptations of Self, this employment of the

term is inadequate and unsatisfactory, although not altogether

devoid of propriety. It is sometimes said that our feelings,

cognitions, and volitions are all referable to self-consciousness,

which is only a way of saying that they are the constituents

of the subject mind. To use the name consciousness in this

way is to overstep its province as being the expression of the

/ passing phases of our mental being, and to confound it with

the totality of Mind, which is the multiple of any such single

phase a hundred thousand times over.

Besides the two modes of employing the coupling in ques-

tion, I am not aware of any equally common application. It

is up to this point so far devoid of ambiguity as to be service-

able either in common life or in psychological speculation.

When ' Self-consciousness ' is given as the highest fact we
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know and as our "best key to the ultimate nature of exist-

ence as a whole," there is an entirely new departure in the

widening of its signification. Neither of the two constituents

of the compound would seem to be capable of sustaining this

momentous issue. The utmost range or compass of self is the

totality of our own being—mind and body; of that self, we
may be said to be conscious in the sense of knowledge—

a

much more suitable term for such an all-comprehending ag-

gregate. Suppose, then, that we use ' Self-knowledge ' for the

purpose of solving the ultimate nature of existence, what does

its employment amount to ? Simply this, that humanity taken

as a whole—mind and body—is so fair a type of the creative

and ruling power of the universe as to render a not insufficient

or unsatisfactory explanation of the origination of the world,

as we find it. In short, it would merely reiterate the long

prevalent anthropomorphic explanation of nature. To prefer

the couple " self-consciousness " is to detract from the efficiency

of the statement, in so far as Consciousness, in its limitation

to what is present and passing, is a narrower term than Know-
ledge, which covers the entire permanent storage or accumula-

tion of all that has ever been in consciousness.

The " Self " of the combination in question is perhaps meant

to be limited to Mind alone ; that is, mind as a pure or ab-

stract existence, distinct from the body although inseparable

from it. The body, in fact, is an incumbrance in this specu-

lation; having nothing corresponding in the supposed pro-

ductive agency of the world : the dynamic efficiency of mind

is postulated without the physical apparatus in whose absence

we have no experience of Mind as a genuine entity.

In the great controversy as to the sources of our belief in

Reality, as against Appearance, I do not see that the term we

have been considering is in any way helpful. Indeed, if I

rightly apprehend the present stage of that particular contro-

versy, it is not often made use of as a leading term. If so

employed, there ought to be a clear understanding between

the combatants respecting its precise definition; or rather, I

should say, it ought to be substituted by some other phrase-

ology less thoroughly steeped in ambiguity.
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Without pursuing further our main thesis, the definition

and problems of consciousness, it is enough to wind up with

the observation, which is justified by the closing references,

that the critical examination of the compound " self-conscious-

ness " readily gets^ beyond the pale of psychological adjust-

ment



THE RESPECTIVE SPHERES AND MUTUAL HELPS
OF INTROSPECTION AND PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
EXPERIMENT IN PSYCHOLOGY.i

•

/
{Mind, N.S., ii., 42.)

Helps to introspection. Introspection defined. Its supreme importance

shown by examples—knowing and being, the domain of origins, our

notions of space, time, and cause, the emotions. Qualitative analysis of

our mental powers. Psycho-physics in the region of Sense and Instinct,

and in the department of the Expression of feeling. Introspection almost

the sole method when we come to deal with the depths of our inner

nature—Intellect, Feeling, Will. How introspection may be best employed.

Digression on handling, and on final ends. Introspection as the medium
of qualitative analysis in Psychology. Quantitative analysis of psychical

states and processes. What introspection can do here. Anthropometry.

Summary of measurements needed for psychology proper. Researches

where both methods are applicable. 1. The muscular mechanism. 2.

Intellect — memory, association, etc. 3. Momentary fluctuation of

ideas in and out of consciousness. 4. Determination of conditions of

permanent association. Some great issues now waiting solution. In-

trospection still giving the initiative.

The resources at our disposal, in imparting to Psychology a

scientific character, are now numerous. At the head, must
still remain Introspection, or the self-consciousness of each

individual working apart. This is the method principally

employed since the first beginnings of the science in Greek
philosophy. It does not exclude, and never has excluded (as

we see in Aristotle), reference to objective facts and appear-

ances
; deriving from thence a great addition both of insight

and of certainty.

In the enumeration of means now available for the study,,

are included observations (and experiments) directed upon In-

fants, upon Abnormal and Exceptional minds, upon Animals,,

*Read at the International Congress of Experimental Psychology held
in London in August, 1892.

341 16
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and upon the workings of Society, or collective humanity. To
these are added Physiology, and, last but not least, Psycho-

physical experiments.

The present paper will be mainly a comparison of the

relative spheres and mutual helps of the two extremes of the

enumeration—Introspection, on the one hand, and Psycho-

physics, on the other.

Introspection, considered as a source of knowledge, is a

contracted portion of the subjective side of our being; just

as cognition of the outer world is a limited part of the total

sphere of sense objectivity. In our desire to know ourselves,

to frame some conception of the flow of our feelings and
thoughts, we work at first by Introspection purely; and if,

at a later stage, we find other means of extending and im-

proving our knowledge, Introspection is still our main resort

—the alpha and the omega of psychological inquiry : it is

alone supreme, everything else subsidiary. Its compass is ten

times all the other methods put together, and fifty times the

Aitmost range of Psycho-physics alone. A very few references

^11 suffice to make good these sweeping assertions.

Beginning with the grand Metaphysical issue—Thought
;and Reality, Knowing and Being—there is no alternative to

our individual self-consciousness. If that problem be now
approaching its termination, if the various conflicting solutions

have been as well stated as they are soon likely to be, the

resort all through has been to the introspective analysis of

a long succession of self-observers. At no point has objective

expression, physiology, the observation of infants, of the in-

sane, of animals, least of all Psycho-physics, offered a single

suggestion or cleared the way by one iota. Considering the

enormous significance so long attached to this great issue, its

exclusive dependence on Introspective method speaks much
for the ascendant position of that method in our inquiries.

Next in attractiveness, and acquired importance, is the

wide and various domain of Origins. To trace back the

experience of the mature individual, compounded, as it must

be, of many prior psychical occurrences in our history, has
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occupied, and still occupies, a large share of the attention

bestowed upon psychical themes. This is not so exclusively

dependent on Introspection, or on any single method. Self-

conscious analysis must indeed take the leading part, as is

easily made manifest.

In exploring the primary elements, and early stages of

our notions oF Space, Time, and Cause, we first endeavour to

discern in each some simpler ingredients still distinguishable

in consciousness, as when we think we identify in Space a

motor or muscular element, or, according to some, an element

of massive sensation, as the essential circumstance. This is

pure Introspection; and the evidence lies with each one's

inner consciousness. Experiment has also been appealed to,

and, although not as yet conclusive, may one day become so.

The extensive researches on the nature of binocular vision,

with reference to our sense of solidity, are very much in

point, and appear to remove the problem from the domain of

Introspection, and to claim it as a psycho-physical trophy.

This would be so, if experimenters were agreed, and if all

difficulties were overcome, which is more than can yet be said.

The observations on the blind, when made to see, are to this

hour the subject of contradictory interpretations, in great part

due to an uncertain element of heredity which defies our

means of elimination, and which must cling to all our researches

into origins.

Most valuable, at this point, are the observations on In-

fancy, which serve other purposes as well. But the upshot

of the whole is to estimate our endowments at birth with a

very wide margin.

If we proceed to the Emotional part of the inquiry, we are

equally, if not still more, in the vague. We know that there

are primary modes in all the leading emotions, as well as in

the great field of our sympathetic nature ; infancy proves this

much, but leaves us in a hopeless uncertainty as to the precise

definition and amount of those original constituents.

Thus, then, if Introspection fails us in the search after

origins, the other methods cannot be said to make good the

deficiency. They do not seem to be as yet on the way : they
16*
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are crossed at every turn by an inscrutable contingent in the

shape of instinct, now stated as heredity.

The two departments I have just quoted have hitherto

been in the forefront of psychological inquiry. True, their

importance is in no sense practical : they do not yield any

fruitful applications in human well-being. Their place is in

the transcendental region of speculation, in the depths and

mysteries of the Universe. The fascination exerted by them

has enrolled them among the studious pursuits of mankind,

in"the total absence of any obvious bearing on our practice.

Interpenetrating the two departments now noticed, is the

Qualitative Analysis of our mental powers at large, the de-

composition of the complex products (and the largest part of

us is complex) into simple elements. This has always been

regarded as a leading aim in psychological study, and it has

achieved a certain amount of success, although we may not be

agreed as to that amount. Be this as it may, if the end is

desirable, if it is in any way helpful in the struggle of life, and

if it is within the range of our ability, the means, and almost

the only means, is Introspection.

In the lower region of Sense and Instinct, the analysis

has been chiefly due to experiments that may properly be

styled Psycho-physical. The brilliant discoveries connected

with Hearing and Sight could not have been mad^ otherwise.

Introspection could not have brought about the decomposition

of musical tones, or the successive phases of our knowledge

of the spectrum. Our subjective consciousness is always present

as one side of the phenomenon : the other side is objective and

experimental. This is the region where mind and body are

most palpably associated, and where laws of connexion can

be arrived at
;
physical experimentation being needed for the

purpose.

The department of the Expression of Feeling is equally, if

not more, illustrative. The analysis that has been conducted

under this head is the decomposition of the complex manifesta-

tions of the features, voice, and movements generally, into

primary elements severally connected with our simplest feel-
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ings. We can specify the separate muscles entering into the

combined display of joy or sorrow, and can endeavour to

assign the precise significance of each on the mental side. We
know the meaning of the frown, the raising of the eye-brows,

the elevation and depression of the angle of the mouth, and,

more obscurely, the elevation of the nostrils. Plain unassisted

observation has done all this : the multiplied interrogatories

of Darwin addressed to observers scattered over the world, his

references to infancy and to animals, have added something

to our more familiar experience in the way of settling the

significance of the various details of facial expression. Not

satisfied with this, however, the attempt has been made to

constitute it a question of Origins. How did we first come

by these characteristic modes of showing our feelings in out-

ward display ? They are now instinctive and hereditary ; in

what way did they take their rise ? The matter is still a

question of the connexion of Mind and Body, and our wish is

to generalize the appearances into higher laws of connexion.

Darwin has included this in his aims
;
yet, he has nothing in

the way of experiment to fall back upon. By an effort of

speculative daring, he has endeavoured to assign a few general

laws of operation that may have originally given birth to the

manifestations that we are now familiar with ; and there the

matter remains, an hypothesis and nothing more.

When we pass from the domains of sense and outward

manifestations, to the depths of our inner nature—Intellect,

Feeling, Will—we are landed on Introspection almost exclu-

sively. The division of the mind as a whole into the three

usually recognized powers ; the further analysis of the In-

tellect into faculties or otherwise ; the ultimate rendering

of Will, Attention, Desire, Belief; the resolution of the vast

plurality of our Emotional nature into the fewest elementary

constituents ; the problems of Beauty and Fine Art ; the

foundations of Sympathy and the rendering of Conscience,

can be approached mainly through Introspection. These few

general designations are wide enough to comprise nearly the

whole of the mind ; their outgoings are beyond reckoning.

If the sole means of their investigation is the introspective
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consciousness, our estimate of its sphere relative to the

other methods is not exaggerated. That hopes have been

formed of penetrating these depths by the new instrumen-

tality is shown in the attempts to grapple with Attention

and Association, and to arbitrate between contending views,

by direct appeal to experiment. I do not consider these

attempts as futile
;

quite the contrary. I am content with

affirming that they carry us a very little way into the arcana

of our being ; that they only cover ground accessible to

Introspection, and that they may to a slight degree correct

some of the inadvertencies of the introspective observer.

This might be shown if I had time to criticize the experi-

ments upon Association intended to determine and establish

the ultimate associating principles. I maintain that Intro-

spection is perfectly competent to deal with this problem, and

the other method, whose legitimacy I admit, not more so.

It would be easy to expatiate on the boundless realms of

human thought and feeling where Introspection is our chief

instrument of exploration. It is, however, more profitable

to turn aside for a little, and dwell upon the best manner of

employing the instrument. And, first, let us note, that

the inquirers of the past have never neglected the help of

objective signs,—that is, outward manifestations through the

expression of the feelings, the outgoings of the will, and the

revelations of language. At the same time, we may freely

admit that looking at the method in its widest compass, it

is very far from being perfectly handled. Hence, the intro-

duction of the new methods, borrowing as they do the more

accurate ways of physical science, should put the Intro-

spectionists on their metal, should stir them up to greater

efforts, and to more advanced precautions for getting at the

facts of our inner being. It would, of course, take a Novum
Organum Psychologicum, to treat this theme adequately.

That observations should be made with care, that they

should be noted down carefully on the instant, that they

should be repeated under various circumstances, that different

observers should compare their results—is all a matter of

course, if we aspire to work after the manner of science.
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Moreover, the logical procedure, applicable equally to intro-

spection at the one end and to psycho-physical experiment

at the other, manifestly involves care and precision in the

selection and employment of terms, adequacy in the inductive

basis of generalities, and whatever else is common to scientific

workers at large. Beyond this, however, is the far more

subtle condition, corresponding to what is called, in Natural

History, philosophical classification—meaning the choice, from

among various generalities, of those that not only cover the

widest region of facts, but that carry with them the richest

connotation.

Another digression may be allowed before concluding our

main issues.

Students of Psychology as yet have scarcely ventured to

set before their minds the final ends of the study in the

economy of life ; still less have they been guided by these

in choosing the topics for special inquiry, experimental or

other. It might seem a dangerous fascination to be lured

by the prospect of some immediate advantage ; the history

of science affording various striking instances of researches

that yielded their fruits only in the course of long ages.

There are obviously two extremes to be guarded against,

and, between, a safe middle way, if we could light upon it.

Problems ought to be found that are apparently within reach

of solution, and that are laden with evident and valuable

applications to practice. Some of these have already come

within the scope of the experimental and psycho-physical

inquirer, or, if started and sketched by introspection, are

susceptible of greater precision by the help of these other

methods.

I now revert to the estimate of Introspection as the

medium of Qualitative Analysis in Psychology. In the cases

where it is everything, as in the deeper Emotions, and in

Dreams, no more needs be said. There are other cases, and

those very numerous, where the steps of a truly mental

operation are fully disclosed to outward observation, as in

language, oral and written, in the dramatic displays of
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emotion, and in purposive action upon outward objects. The
laws of our inward being are very fully revealed in such

cases, and may be generalized with safety and confidence.

Yet, there is something wanting, and that something Intro-

spection can supply. Outward expression, however close and

consecutive, is still hop, skip, and jump. It does not supply

the full sequence of the mental movements. This entire

unbroken sequence is revealed solely to Introspection. Now,
it is a well-known position of the Logic of Induction that

only empirical or secondary laws can be arrived at in such

a situation. The intermediate links of the operation must be

filled in and generalized, in order to reach the primary or

highest laws. Yet further, a fact partly known by outward

signs, is known in all its circumstances and surroundings

only by introspection. This is true of the intellectual trains,

which lend themselves favourably to outward expression. We
can read any one's thoughts in their flow of verbal expression

;

yet we need to supply much by transferring to ourselves the

ideas that the words suggest. The important laws of the

succession of thought are exemplified in every one's expressed

intellectual trains, but we must check and fill out what is

thus conveyed by reference to inner consciousness. Still more

decided is this necessity of self-reference when we are dealing

with the ongoings of the emotional life. The helps of outward

show, and still more of experiment, are of the utmost value

here also; but their operation is merely at the circumference,

while Introspection reaches the centre.

It will be a great day for Psychology when all the

numerous complex facts of mind can be resolved into primitive

or simple elements. Even if one-half or one-third of our

mental workings could be so treated, we should have matter

for congratulation. Yet, an equally vast problem remains,

namely, the Quantitative Analysis, the measurement of

degree or amount, in our various states of feeling or emotion.

It is only in so far as this is possible, that we are entitled to

speak of our subject as a science in the proper sense, that

is, a science that can yield applications to practice. The
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difficulties are great : the aim can never be perfectly realized

;

nevertheless, even a partial success will bring its reward.

Introspection, pure and simple, is least able to furnish precise

estimates of degree, but is very far from being wholly im-

potent. Even our subject states can be computed by number

of successions, and by duration in time; both circumstances

revealing to us differences of emotional intensity, which is

what we are mainly bent on arriving at. A further resource

is furnished in the intellectual situations due to the varying

intensities of our feelings—a fact recognized to some extent

in our every-day practice, and in poetry (see Hamlet's test

^ man delights me not'), but capable of far higher developments

than we have yet seen.

When we avail ourselves of outward signs, our means of

measurement approach to the precision of the objective de-

partments of knowledge. The manifestations of feeling go

through a scale of emphasis, in energy of gesticulation and

in the choice of terms. When we are dealing with the same

personality in a like physical condition, the estimate of

symptoms of emotion is nearly perfect, supposing there is

no effort at concealment. We do not fail to employ this

criterion for guiding our conduct towards others.

A great enlargement of this resource is promised by the

methods of psycho-physics. It has already taken the form

of Anthropometry, in which several investigators, notably

Francis Galton, have done good service. Professor Cattell is

vigorously following in the same track. The comparison and

estimate of characters are the direct offshoot of this research.

Unless, however, subjective knowledge is brought to bear at

the same time, it will soon reach its term.

The measurements needed for Psychology proper may be

summarized thus. First, a mode of estimating the intensity

.

•of individual feelings in special moments, and of recording

that estimate ; each of us operating on self. Next, a similar

estimate of the states of other persons, necessarily more
•difficult but yet possible. Thirdly, the generalizing of those

estimates for definite circumstances, by way of arriving at

provisional laws of cause and effect in the region of feeling.
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Fourthly, a summation of occasions of feeling through time,

so as to deal with it in masses, as regards both quantity and

intensity. This last effort is likely to be scouted as imprac-

ticable and illusory. The reply is, that we cannot evade the

operation if we wished. It is carried out at present in the

loosest possible way. We constantly proceed upon totalized

estimates of the pleasures or pains of certain lines of conduct,

and feel no want of confidence in our estimates. Yet, there

must be a better and a worse mode of going to work. If

Psychology is ever to be of service to mankind, here is the

opportunity. It is not difiicult to show that the habit of

psychological study marks a great improvement on our com-

monplaces. As a single illustration, I would refer to the

problem of Pessimism, popularly treated, and as seen in the

judicial handling of Professor Sully.

The great life problems that engage the attention of man-

kind manifestly take the form of estimating differences of

value, with a view to choice or preference. In Ethics, in

Economics, in Rhetoric, we have to arbitrate between opposing

considerations and motives, and, whether we will or not,

must assume some measure of their respective amounts. To

arbitrate between the Stoic and the Epicurean theories of life,

we must decide questions of comparative worth ; and progress

in psychological knowledge should prove its genuineness by

coming to our aid.

I have been talking exclusively from the point of view of

Introspection, and should now sketch the Psycho-physical

lines of attack, with a view to' the final aim of the paper. In

this, I have to observe a severe brevity, if, indeed, I must not

be content with assuming it to be perfectly known to my
hearers, and merely cite a few of the aspects relevant to my
purpose. The whole region of Sense has profited largely

by the inquiries properly designated Psycho-physical, and in

Sense we have the first groundwork of Intelligence. The

completing portion of the structure—the Intellectual laws

—

has also been attacked by the like mechanism. The region

of Feeling proper—pleasure and pain—whether Sense or
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Emotion, has been almost untouched, notwithstanding that

this is the region of the great life issues. The truth is

that Psycho-physics cannot here take the lead, although it

may become a valuable ally. Even where it does assume
the initiative, Introspective Psychology must step in to give

completeness.

Perhaps, the shortest course now is to single out a few

important researches where both methods are applicable. I

begin with those most adapted to experimental treatment,

and already so treated.

1. We cannot do better than select the Muscular

mechanism, the primary instrument of our activities for all

purposes whatsoever. It has been ascertained, for one thing,

that muscular expenditure, instead of being a uniform dis-

charge of energy, like a waterfall, is an essentially fluctuating

current, like the wind
; and the proper management of such

fluctuation is the economy of our strength. In order that

the smallest outlay of power may yield the greatest results,

regard must be had to this characteristic ; and experiment

has not been wanting for the purpose. I may mention such

economies as these :—The best angle of ascent for rising to

a given height at the smallest cost of fatigue ; the pace

of movement yielding the greatest result with the least

exhaustion
; the interposing of rests at well-chosen intervals,

and in proper amounts ; the regard to be paid to our fatigue

sensations, so as not to be misled by the occurrence of these

at an early stage, while there is still a large reserve of

working power. Throughout this whole field of properly

experimental observation, important practical guidance can

be obtained such as the experience of the race has not yet

furnished.

The exercise of muscle carries with it nervous expenditure

from the motor centres, a concurring factor in muscular

work. It is clearly possible to estimate this also by proper

experiments. Nay more, the consideration of nervous waste

and repair, while allied in the first instance to the depart-

ment of muscle, may be extended to nervous activity in
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general,—that is to say, to the workings of the nerves in the

higher sphere of ideas. We are thus carried a far way into

the depths of the mind. The question needs to be attacked

on various sides. Introspection comes decisively into play,

inasmuch as our states of nervous freshness, fatigue, and

recuperation, are all clearly revealed to consciousness, and

we can also, whether by consciousness or by observation, take

cognisance of causes, consequents, and adjuncts. While the

introspective inquirer can bring to bear the highest resources

and refinements of his method, the experimenter can work
on lines proper to himself, and so contribute his share to the

vast problem.

2. So far, we have merely broken ground upon the physical

side of our being, taking advantage of the unquestionable

physical concomitants of our ideal life. A move in advance

has next to be made by entering on the great Intellectual

problems, as expressed in strictly psychological form. In short,

we have to propound, for definite and many-sided inquiry, the

theory of Intellect as expressed by such terms as Memory,
Retentiveness, Association, Reproduction, and the like. Here,

Introspection undoubtedly has the largest share, but not un-

aided by other means. Whereas a considerable range of

so-called experiment and observation, involving pure objec-

tivity, has hitherto accompanied the introspective study, and

may continue to be prosecuted with ever-increasing precision,

attempts are now made to bring in machinery of the kind

usually understood as psycho-physical. Thus we have seen

the employment of the reaction-time apparatus in the service.

In order to supply the proper interpretation, as well as the

proper qualifications of the use of this apparatus in the

sequences of thought, the way must be prepared by ascertain-

ing everything that introspection has hitherto been able to

reveal or suggest. The minute linkings in our thought suc-

cessions are open to introspection, and to that alone
; the same

being true of the concurring mental modes that are not strictly

intellectual, namely, Feeling and Will,—to overlook which is to

falsify the situation.

3. A wide and important region of intellectual operations.
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falling within the circle just designated, comprises the mo-

mentary fluctuations of ideas in and out of consciousness. So
far as I am aware, this department of our mental activity has

not been adequately resumed under any general designations.

Many phrases have come into use in connexion with it, such

as " threshold " of consciousness, recency of impressions, area

of consciousness, lapses of attention
;
yet, much remains to be

done in the way of bringing the whole under comprehensive

statements. Introspection, with its proper auxiliaries, needs

to be more and more plied to bring this whole field into its

proper relationship with the wide realm of Ideation, Association,

Attention. At the same time, the resources of our psycho-

physics are now profitably directed upon various aspects of

the vast problem. Indeed, one could point to observations

already made which, duly interpreted, would impart precision

to our language in dealing with the facts ; while it can be made
clear, that the psycho-physical mode would have its value

determined by its co-operation with the best results of the

introspective survey.

4. The determination of the conditions of permanent

association, or enduring memory, as against temporary, or

so-called "cram," is a matter for careful inquiry; the intro-

spective method being backed by experiment, whether of the

kind that has always been taken into account, or of the more
special, technical, and organized modes of procedure peculiar

to the modern openings. It would be a step gained, if any

single person were to reduce his or her individual experiments

to definite statements of time and circumstance, as connected

with retention, on the one hand, and obliviscence, on the other.

A concurrence of observers proceeding in like manner would

make an approach to the establishment of general principles,

with suiting qualifications.

To refer briefly to some other great issues now waiting

solution, and partly undertaken already, I would place in the

foreground, as obviously within reach, Plurality of simul-

taneous impressions in every one of the Senses. This is one

of the preliminaries to the discussion of many Intellectual
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problems. Attached to it is the question already adverted to

—of the operative power of impressions, while momentarily

standing aside from the conscious area. For these problems.

Introspection, at its utmost stretch, needs to be helped out by

experimentation ; while the delicacy of tact in the self-conscious

observer is also of the utmost importance.

One of the most pregnant issues in the whole field of

Psychology is the swaying of the will by motives outside of

pleasure and pain, otherwise called the Fixed Idea. The

experimental test is available here. A strong light in the

room arrests our gaze, even when painful, as shown by the

relief afforded when it is screened. There is, however, a point

of intensity when the pain overpowers the moth-like fascina-

tion. Here are two limits that experiment can enable us to

assign. A large number of individuals need to be operated

upon, and the results compared. I do not know of a more

important clearance in the doctrine of the Will. Sight is not

the only sense where the point in question is raised.

Until there is a more general agreement than at present

on the analysis of the fundamentals of the Intellect, it is

premature to recommend a searching investigation into the

working of Similarity in Diversity, on which hangs, as I

conceive, the inventive powers of the mind, just as much as

simple Memory reposes on the adhesion of conjunctions in

time. Both Introspection and Experiment are serviceable in

this great field ; and the employment of either is a stimulus

to the other. The Psycho-physicist should be familiar with

the problem as given in self-consciousness ; and the Intro

-

spectionist should, here as elsewhere, welcome and assist in

interpreting well-chosen experiments, even if he does not

make them for himself—the more desirable arrangement.

For the present, however, there is abundant scope for

Introspection, pure and simple, in roaming at large over the

accessible facts of Psychical life, so as to check the received

generalities, and to replace them, if need be, by others of an

improved cast. There has been, in the past, a gradual, though

slow, progress in this field of labour : we hope to see accelera-

tion in the future, with or without the aid of the psycho-
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physical machinery. By the nature of the case, the initiative

in the more fruitful lines of inquiry, will be most frequently

taken by Introspection, which also, by its powers of analysis,

will still open the path to the highest generalities of our

science.



THE SCOPE OF ANTHROPOLOGY, AND ITS
RELATION TO THE SCIENCE OF MIND.i

Meaning of the term Anthropology. Huxley's definition. Definition in the

EncyclojpcBdia Britannica. The latter expounded and criticized. The
subject narrowed. Mr. H. Spencer and the Anthropological Institute.

Psychology involved in Anthropology. The relative preponderance of

the senses and the Intelligence in the development of mankind. A
mathematics of man. The measurement of mental qualities. The two

susceptibilities of a sense. Exemplified in Sight. Observations on the

plurality of the sense of vision wanted. Further experiment needed

as to the relation of memory to the delicacy of the sense concerned
;

and, in particular, as to the measure of the retentive quality of the in-

tellect as expressed by memory. Possibility of fruitful experiment in

the sense of Hearing. The Muscular sensibility and experiment. Ex-

periment on the power of discerning agreement in the midst of

difference. Experiment on animals the same, in kind, as on man.

Contrast of two modes of experimenting on animals. Sir J. Lubbock's

experiments on dogs. The present position of Psychology in the pro-

gramme of the British Association. Difficulty about including Psychology

in Anthropology. The controversial and the neutral areas of Psychology.

The science termed Anthropology, in its literal rendering

"Man-Science," cannot be called new. But the derivation of

a Greek name teaches nothing. Man, as the most complex

thing in nature, has many aspects, and gives birth to many
sciences, and we may not yet have exhausted these. It is the

case that, within a few years, a mode of approaching the

study of mankind, having certain claims to novelty, has been

originated, and been made the basis of a specific treatment

and of societies for conducting that treatment—the present

section of the British Association being one.

So recent, however, is the origin of this science, that its

1 This Paper was read to the Anthropological Section of the British

Association, at the Aberdeen meeting, in 1885. It was published in full,

the year following, in vol. xv. of The Journal of the Anthropological Institute

of Great Britain and Ireland.
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precise compass is by no means clearly settled. At all events,

I think I can discover some vacillation and incoherence in its

details, and especially in the relationship between it and the

previously existing sciences of man.

Let me first quote the definition of the subject by the

leading authority. According to Professor Huxley, it deals

with the whole structure, history, and development of man.

Still more specific is the enumeration of its parts, in the

article devoted to it, in the Encyclopcedia Britannica, also

by a great authority. These are six, viz.

:

—I. Man's Place in

Nature, that is, his relation or standing in the animal king-

dom, as a whole; II. His Origin, whether from one pair

or otherwise ; III. The Classification of the Races, with

the delineation of their several characteristics; IV. The An-

tiquity of Man, which is necessarily connected with his mode

of origin, although susceptible of a separate treatment; V.

Language, as essentially bound up in the intellectual advance-

ment of mankind ; VI. The Development of Civilization as a

whole.

Now, it needs a little reflexion to discover what brought

these six topics together under a new designation. The topics

themselves are not all new; most of them are very old, as

well as being provided with understood positions in the frame-

work of our knowledge. The greatest novelty attaches to the

antiquity of man. Next is man's place in Nature, which has

received a distinctive treatment of late years. Allied to this

is the question of man's origin; while the three remaining

subjects, races, language, and civilization, are neither new nor

unplaced in the cycle of the sciences. These last have usually

been discussed in total separation. Language stands entirely

by itself, and although necessarily connected with the races,

on the one hand, and with the totality of civilization, on the

other, gains nothing by being included in the same book, or in

the same society, with these two great departments. Lan-

guage was in the programme of the British Association long

before Anthropology was taken up.

I believe that, if the six subjects named were regarded'

merely as satisfying rational curiosity, and as containing ap-
17
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plications to our common utilities, like Chemistry or Human
Physiology, they would never have been grouped into the

present bundle. The reason must lie deeper. It was very

soon obvious that the three most recent of the six depart-

ments—Man's Place in Nature, Antiquity of Man, and Origin

of Man—had bearings of an altogether transcendent kind.

They were seen to relate to the everlasting mysteries of the

universe—the Whence, the How, and the Whither of this

earth, and its inhabitants, ourselves included ; offering alter-

native and rival solutions to those already in the field. The

discussion of man's place in nature has laid before us the

view that he is, after all, merely the highest type of the

zoological series. The inquiry into his antiquity points back

to tens of thousands of years ; his origin is transferred from

one pair to something entirely different, although not precisely

stateable. In order to assist in giving validity to these in-

novating suppositions, and to contribute other modifications

of the traditional creeds, the three remaining sciences, Races,

Language, and Civilization, have been called in. The study

of the races is so conducted as to militate against the com-

mencement from one pair. The growth of languages is

invoked to show the need of a great extension of the time

hitherto allotted to the duration of man on the earth; the

Mstory of civilization is turned to account, as showing the

human origin of all our institutions, and especially the

greatest of them. Religion. Instead of our own creed, the

creed of Christendom, being an exclusive revelation, we are

now told to face the alternative solutions—that the religions

of mankind are either all equally divine or all equally human;

both views having their supporters.

It is quite true that the British Association carefully and

rightly abstains from debating those issues; yet, we cannot

ignore the fact that they alone have afibrded a basis of union

to the present section. If the subjects were to be viewed

in a perfectly cold and dillettante fashion, they would be very

differently distributed. An Anthropology section unconnected

with the highest questions would be made up of a very dif-

ferent aggregate : it would leave out some of these, and take
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in others. Civilization, for example, is only a part of the

vast science of Sociology, which should have a section or

sub-section to itself, and include among other things the

theory of government. Psychology, as the parent science

of the human mind, would have to be directly and distinctly

named, and not left to random allusions.

The vacillation observable in the bringing up of the

several topics, in the several sections of the Association, con-

firms the position now stated. The Antiquity of Man is well

placed in the Geological section, and has often been considered

there ; indeed, the strongest evidences of all are of a geolog-

ical character. The place of man in nature is a problem of

Zoology, and could be easily kept to that section. The Races

of Man at present existing could come under Geography;

and everything relating to them, customs, usages, languages,

creeds, would all be accepted in that section. The former

races would belong to History
; but there is no Historical

section, and so that topic is not fully provided for.

Another vacillation is seen in the double placing of the

valuable statistics of measurement of human attributes,

bodily and mental, so ably carried out by the president of the

section, along with some other energetic observers. This is a

recognized topic of Anthropology, but it has also been re-

ported on to the section of Economical Science and Statistics
;

no doubt, with a view to its practical bearings on education

and otherwise.

Thus, then, while Geology and Zoology have handed over

to us here the burning and boiling questions that appertain

to themselves. Geography, the mildest of sections, rising to

a sensational heat only by the presence of a Livingstone—if

any one were to bring before it a new missing link, would

remit the perilous honour to our section.

I must now narrow the ground as fast as possible to come

to the points of my paper:—the necessary references to the

science of mind, in the carrying out of the various anthropo-

logical inquiries.

In 1875, the Anthropological Institute of London requested

Mr. Herbert Spencer to map out the Comparative Psychology
17*
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of Man, with a view to provide some sort of method in

handling the various questions that came before the Institute.

The desire was natural and just. Where so much depends on

the varieties of human character, some plan of recording those

varieties is needed.

Now, to formulate a scheme of human character is not an

easy matter. It requires a very consummate acquaintance

with the human mind to begin with, and also a considerable

amount of study of the mental peculiarities of the inferior

animals. In fact, for the objects of Anthropology, man and

the animals must be viewed in a line—not, indeed, so as to

beg the question in dispute, as to the nature of the barrier

that divides them—but for the better showing of agreements

and differences, with a view to facilitate the discussion of that

barrier.

Mr. Spencer, in obedience to the request of the Institute,

drew up a provisional Scheme of Character, and I do not in-

tend, at present, either to re-model or to criticize that scheme.

I remark, however, that it pre-supposes a careful analysis

of the mind, an indication of the fundamental attributes of

our mental nature, physical, intellectual, and moral, and some

mode of estimating the degree or amount of these several

attributes. The problem of measurement comes up as indis-

pensable to precision in sketching the plan of character.

An example of the questions that crop out in reviewing

the development of mankind is the relative preponderance

of the Senses and the Intelligence. It is a peculiarity of

many of the lower races to have preternatural acuteness of

the special senses—sight, hearing, smell—which, however,

would seem to obstruct, instead of aiding, the higher functions

of the intellect ; for example, the reasoning powers. Yet

intellect is grounded upon sense : our thoughts are furnished

by the things that we see, hear, touch, smell, taste ; and

the better provided we are with sensations, the more intel-

ligent must we be. There is here a seeming contradiction,

or paradox, of the human constitution, which needs to be

reconciled by a deeper view of the mental processes. In

fact, it needs a delicate line to be drawn between two modes
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of sensibility—one contributing to intellectual growth, the

other interfering with it. We shall soon see the bearing

of this.

I recur to the all-important topic of Measurement, to

which the remainder of the paper will be devoted. Your

section has amply acknowledged the necessity of a mathe-

matics of man, as a prelude to accurate discussion of your

questions. You have a standing committee for conducting

the operations, under your energetic president. You begin

properly with physical characters, and build up a statistics

of our own countrymen in the various points of stature,

weight, breathing capacity, strength of arm, and the corre-

spondence of these with age and sex.

It is an error to suppose that mental qualities do not admit

of measurement. No doubt, the highly complex feelings of

the mind are incapable of being stated with numerical pre-

cision; yet, by a proper mode of approaching the subject,

a very considerable degree of accuracy is attainable. We
must, however, begin at the beginning, and that beginning

is sensation, or the quality of the several senses, especially

the higher senses of sight and hearing. A distinction needs

to be drawn between the two susceptibilities of any sense

—

the susceptibility to pain and pleasure, and the delicacy of

discrimination of different degrees in shades of impression.

These two attributes play a very different part in animal

life, and the one is not a key to the other. Each is to be

measured in its own way: pleasure and pain, by the ex-

pression and the direction of the will ; degree of impression,

by such indication as the subject of the experiment can

afford.

Take the case of Sight. Your section .has led up admir-

ably to this subject. Beginning with the practical question

of colour-blindness, for which perfect tests have been devised,

Mr. Roberts has prepared a scale of colours and shades of

colour to test the delicacy of individuals to discriminate colour

—a most important determination to show the kind of aptitude

of each person for special vocations ; and, indeed, entering

into the final direction of the intellectual powers. For human
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beings, this determination is particularly easy; it is not so

easy for the animals, who can make no proper sign, but it

is of equal importance in the gauging of their capabilities,

both sensible and intellectual.

It is probable that the pleasure of colour and the dis-

crimination of colour go together, although not in exact

degree. A high predominance of the two conjoined aptitudes

foreshadows a mind of artistic capability, and a strong pre-

ference of the concrete to the abstract.

The optical or colour discrimination of the eye is one

thing, the discrimination of visible form and magnitude is

a different thing. This may be assumed to be the most

delicate susceptibility of the human mind. We have not

contrived measures of it, so as to distinguish the aptitudes

of different persons, and follow out the intellectual con-

sequences of unequal endowment. The Report of your An-

thropometric Committee, given in at the meeting in 1881,

approaches this subject in one form, namely, the perception

of test-dots placed at different distances from the eye, and

the relation of this perception to age—an important deter-

mination for those that have to keep a look-out for signals

or distant appearances. But a still more advanced class

of experiments is needed to ascertain degrees of retinal

delicacy in regard to visible form and magnitude : the

avocation of a line-engraver being one that would show the

faculty at its utmost stretch.

We want, for the purposes of mental science generally,

a set of observations on the plurality of the sense of vision,

or the number of things that can be simultaneously appre-

hended, and also the relative delicacy of the impressions on

the different parts of the field of view, from the centre to the

circumference. This inquiry has not yet been prosecuted to

its full length for even a single individual, still less can

differences in character be expressed ; although it would not be

difficult to surmise the intellectual bearings of such differences.

The problem of the source of our perception of space must

centre in this property of vision, as being the ultimate source

of our cognition of the absolutely simultaneous, as distin-
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guished from rapid succession or transition, which also makes

a part of our notion of co-existing things.

All these determinations are pre-eminently suitable to

observation and experiment, and may be given with numer-

ical precision. And, in so far as they can be accurately made,

the facts of intelligence, properly so called, can be brought

under measurement, instead of being left to the ordinary

vague and loose phraseology. The compass of the native

susceptibilities of the eye, as regards colour, visible form

and magnitude, and simultaneous grasp—is the groundwork

of the enormous range and complexity of our acquisitions of

sight ; such as local memories, memories of persons, and of

all the innumerable details of oui* ordinary experience of the

world.

One of the most vital determinations, regarding the

intellect, is the relation of memory or retentiveness to the

delicacy of the sense concerned. There can be no doubt

that we remember best the impressions of our most delicate

senses, as sight and hearing. But whether the law that

connects the two properties be a simple ratio, or not, only

experiment can tell.

This matter, however, needs a still further advance in

the observation of mental facts, namely, the measure of the

retentive quality of the intellect, as usually expressed by

memory. Now, this is also a subject well suited to experi-

ment, and a beginning has actually been made in it. The

relation of our memory or recollection of a fact to the number

of repetitions, and to all other circumstances bearing on the

retentive power, has been subjected to numerical determina-

tion, and may be pushed to an indefinite degree of accuracy.

Such researches are pre-eminently within the scope of this

section, being the legitimate following up of Anthropometry

to some of its most fertile applications, and having a decided,

although remote, bearing on the solution of the vast problems

that first gave form to the section.

The observations now made on measurements of our

various sight sensibilities might be paralleled in the sense

of hearing, which is singularly open to experiment, with
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definite results. The musical sensibility, depending on the

discrimination of pitch, can be estimated with exactness.

You merely test the intervals that the person can distin-

guish, the fractions of a note, or, it may be, the number of

notes that bring out the sense of difference. When you find

an individual that cannot distinguish between one pitch and

another until the interval amounts to two notes in the scale,

(as I have actually seen on a trial), you, of course, pronounce

that individual totally incapacitated for music. You can also,

by the same test, ascertain if a child has the degree of natural

discrimination that justifies you in setting it to learn the art.

Other qualities of hearing can be measured likewise, by

suitable means. As regards articulation, the difierences of

vowel sounds are very unequally felt, and can be put to an

exact test; the bearing on character being still more import-

ant. An ear for articulation must enter into the aptitude

for picking up languages by the ear, and for the language

memory generally.

Further, the cadence of the voice, which is turned to

account in elocution, is equally open to discriminative esti-

mate, and the consequences are of an analogous kind, as

regards the endowment of oratorical or declamatory speech.

I will advert to only one other region of sensibility,

namely, the muscular,—that is, the graduation of degrees of

energy, as required for manual dexterity of all kinds. This

can be reduced to exact measurement, and was included

among the now classical experiments of Weber, on Touch

which paved the way for the subsequent labours of German
physiologists on the senses.

I mentioned the possibility of approaching the deeper

intellectual powers by experiments on the degree of reten-

tiveness of individual minds. There is another attribute

of equal importance, and the groundwork of the higher

powers of reasoning and imagination,—that is, the discovery

of agreement in the midst of diversity. The point is- not

to show that a human being or an animal can recognize

an object, as a face, on repetition, but can recognize it under

some amount of diversity of accompanying circumstances.
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Au animal needs to be pretty high in the scale of intelligence

to identify the portrait of its master. A series of experiments

could be devised to show how far this recognition under

difficulty can be carried. The hound of Ulysses is said to

have recognized his master, purposely disguised as he was, in

addition to the changes in his face in twenty years; while

the old nurse hesitated till she saw the scar on his knee.

These observations are the same in kind for animals and

for men ; and the two series of researches confirm each other.

The most profitable of all modes of studying animals is to

test the number and acuteness of their sensibility. This

is the natural commencement and formation of all precise

knowledge, and the first key to the difficulties arising from

their anomalous endowments. Sir John Lubbock has taken

pains to ascertain the sensibility of sight, hearing, and smell,

in the ants and bees, and Mr. Darwin made a point of testing

the sense endowments of the earthworm. When we have

laid a firm basis in the department of the senses, we can

proceed to infer important consequences as regards intellectual

power, and divine the bearings on the more inscrutable

instincts. No animal can work beyond its powers of dis-

crimination ; its selection of one of several courses to pursue

requires it to feel the difference between them.

The mode of research grounded on discriminative sensi-

bility, and working up from that according to the best

known principles of our intellectual nature, may be con-

trasted with another mode, which has always been in vogue,

namely, finding out and noting any surprising feats that

animals can perform, out of all proportion to what we
should be led to expect of them. The spirit of such in-

quiries is rather to defy explanation than to promote it

;

they delight to nonplus and puzzle the scientific investigator,

who is working his way upward by slow steps to the higher

mysteries. Before accounting for the exceptional gifts of

animals—the geniuses of a tribe—we should be able to probe

the average and recurring capabilities. Among the inde-

fatigable experimental labours of Sir John Lubbock was an

attempt to teach a dog to read, by making him select cards
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with writing upon them, to convey his wants. Now, this was

a real and genuine experiment, if properly interpreted. The

question raised was the dog's power of visual discrimination,

as tested by his marking the difference between the different

inscriptions on the cards. If the distinction of the words passed

his faculty of visual perception of form, the operation was

hopeless ; if within his visual powers, it became a question

of inducing his attention by sufficient motives, and this

also revealed a point of character bearing on the docility of

animals. Sir John, no doubt, kept within the bounds of

humane treatment; but we know that this difficulty in

animal training is too often surmounted by persistent cruelty.

The truth is, however, that the ordinary experimenter on

the powers of animals of acquisition has been long outdone

by the professional exhibitor of their wonderful feats. A
canary in Edinburgh offered to read my fortune for a penny.

Of course, I knew that the animal was a charlatan ; but even

to educate it up to this point was no small effort. One of

the finest similes in our literature is Dekker's " untamable

as flies," but it has been fasified by the perseverance of

trainers. Not to quote from recorded examples of the

teaching of the common fly, the flea, which I suppose is in

a lower place in the intellectual scale, was long exhibited in

London as a performer of industrial avocations.

My closing observation relates to the present position of the

science of Mind, usually called Psychology, in the programme

of the British Association. Taken as a whole, it is nowhere;

it would not properly come into aiiy section. Taken in

snatches, it appears in several places : it would come in under

Zoology, which embraces all that relates to animals; under

Physiology, in connexion with the nervous system and the

senses ; and it figures still more largely, although in an alto-

gether subordinate and scarcely acknowledged fashion, in the

section on Anthropology. Indeed, to exclude it from this

section would be impossible ; man is nothing without his mind.

Now, while Zoology and Physiology would keep the study

of mind within narrow limits, there is no such narrowness

in the present section. In the ample bosom of Anthropology,
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any really valuable contribution to the science of mind should

have a natural place. The subject only needs to be openly

named and avowed, instead of coming in by side doors

and indirect approaches.

In saying this much, however, I am quite ready to make
allowance for a difficulty. The science of mind, taken in all

its compass, raises a number of controversies, which might

be well enough in a separate society, but would be very

unsuited to the sectional discussions of this Association. The

perception of a material world, the origin of our ideas, the

mystical union of mind and body, free will, a moral sense

—are points that I should exclude from the topics of

Anthropology, wide as that department is ; and the more

so, that it has already on its hands the consideration of

matters whose importance depends upon their bearing on

far more burning controversies than any of these.

Psychology, however, has now a very large area of neutral

information ; it possesses materials gathered by the same

methods of rigorous observation and induction that are fol-

lowed in the other sciences. The researches of this section

exemplify some of these, as I have endeavoured to point

out. If these researches are persisted in, they will go still

farther into the heart of Psychology as a science ; and the true

course will be to welcome all the new experiments for deter-

mining mental facts with precision, and to treat Psychology,

with the limitations I have named, as an acknowledged

member of the section. To this subdivision would then be

brought the researches into the brain and nerves that deal

with mental function ; the experiments on the senses having

reference to our sensations ; the whole of the present mathe-

matics of man, bodily and mental; the still more advanced

inquiries relating to our intelligence
; and the nature of

emotion, as illustrated by expression, in the manner of

Darwin's famous treatise. Indeed, if you were to admit

such a paper as that contributed by Mr. Spencer to the

Anthropological Institute, you would commit yourselves to

a much farther raid on the ground of Psychology than is

implied in such an enumeration as the foregoing.
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The Protest too unqualified. Writer's experience of examinations as a

student in Arts, with reference to the two defects of the system of

examination. State of matters at Aberdeen University at date of the

article (1889). Examinations as conducted by the teachers themselves.

Case of the independent examiner. Objection to the absolute exemption

of a teacher from control. Is a teacher necessarily hampered by the fact

that his pupils will be tested by an outside examiner? Necessity of

forcing upon a pupil repugnant tasks. Case of Gladstone. J. S. Mill's

opinion. Tributary causes of the alleged evils of the examination system.

Danger to health from over-study. Disregarding the different powers of

nutrition that different studies possess. Question of the value of classical

study. Languages, without the Literatures, unsuitable as intellectual

tests. Official prescriptions in Science. Subjects in the teaching of

which selection is required. Examples,—especially, English Literature

and Civil History. Examining, like teaching, an art, and so open to

perpetual improvement. Tips and note-books. Summary of results.

Hibbert Trust and its travelling scholarships. Competition but a phase

of the struggle for existence. The intoxication of being first. Popular

exaltation of the first.

In offering a few remarks on the Protest against the present

abuses of the newly introduced Examination system, I may
say, at the outset, that, while admitting the tendency of the

system to produce such evils in a greater or less degree,

my own experience would not entitle me to depict the actual

mischief in such dark colours as the Protest employs.

I have been for many years both teacher and examiner

;

and I had, as a young student, to undergo the ordeal of the

college examinations for class Prizes, Scholarships, and the

Degree, as practised in the University of Aberdeen half a

1 Criticism of a Protest issued by Mr. Auberon Herbert in 1888, and

signed by many leading educationists, " against the dangerous mental pressure

and misdirection of energies that are to be found in nearly all parts of our

present Educational System". The substance of the Protest was "the

Sacrifice of Education to Examination".

268
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century ago. It so happened that, a little before my time,

the Degree examinations in our University had been con-

verted from a farce to a serious test of merit. The candidates

had to undergo examination on seven subjects (Latin, Greek,

Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Natural History, Moral

Philosophy, Evidences of Christianity) on as many successive

days. The novelty of the proceeding put the system of

examination itself on its trial, and revealed both its weak
and its strong points, just as they are known at the present

day. The first weakness was the hasty cram at the last

minute, instead of the deliberate appropriation of all the

subjects from day to day. Of course, this was followed by

an equally hasty forgetfulness of a portion of the knowledge

producible on examination day. The second weakness was

the saving of laborious preparation by ingeniously circum-

venting the examiners, through a close study of their habits

and proclivities.

So thoroughly typical and representative are these two

defects, that, in stating my conclusions regarding them, I cover

a large part of the debatable ground that we are now en-

gaged upon. To put the matter as shortly as possible, I will

take the last-mentioned first, because it partly embraces the

other. If I were asked, then, how I behaved under my seven

examiners, with a view to the best result at the least cost, I

must say that, as regards four, if not five, out of the seven,

there was but one road to success, namely, to master equally

the whole course of teaching in each class. So well selected

were the questions sure to be, that no safe calculation could

be made as to what would probably be given, or what would

probably be omitted on the occasion. With the two remaining

subjects, I grant that some amount of dodging was possible,

and, of course, we all dodged accordingly.

Next, as regards the hasty preparation at the end. With

a course of 150 lectures, and with no clue to omissions, a few

days' cram at the end was quite unavailing. To pass a high

examination, under a competent examiner, the knowledge must

be sufficiently engrained to survive the examination, and,

indeed, to last one's life, should there be occasion for reverting
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to it. Of course, there is such a thing as a scrape pass, which

does not survive ; but so worthless is it there and then, that

its persistence does not much signify. Whoever can obtain a

good mediocrity position, with a proper examiner, will, in my
opinion, keep a hold of the subject for a considerable time

after ; although, naturally, in the case of total disuse, it must

in the long run decline, if not entirely perish.

As regards Aberdeen University, now (1889) attended by up-

wards of nine hundred students, I am not aware of there being

any examination that could be dispensed with, or materially

shortened. We have still defects in our curriculum, but taking

it as it stands, the examinations that accompany the teaching,

and otherwise, are absolutely necessary to do justice to the

students. There is no complaint as to injury to their health.

The instances of a break-down in bodily constitution are

chiefly confined to those very ambitious youths who carve

out a future for themselves by means of University distinc-

tions alone. To come up prepared at the entrance for gaining

a valuable bursary, such as to cover fees and maintenance for

four years ; to carry off the valuable money prizes offered at

graduation; to obtain the still more valuable scholarships

subsequent to the degree ; to add to these a Ferguson Scholar-

ship, where candidates have to be encountered from the three

other Universities; to obtain a scholarship in Cambridge, in

addition, so as to secure a three years' maintenance there ; to

become eventually a first or second wrangler—while, in the

majority of cases, all this is gone through, without serious

detriment to health, there are some that utterly break down,

and even die of the long-continued strain. There is no

legislative remedy for such a fatality. It may be bewailed,

in the fine language of Adam Smith's celebrated passage on
" the poor man's son whom Heaven, in the hour of her anger,

has smitten with ambition," but it cannot be met by any

change of system on our part. Whoever ventures on such an

enterprise should first have the assurance of possessing both

physical and mental endowments of the very first quality.

I believe that a similar strain of remarks would apply to

the other Scottish Universities. I am not prepared to speak
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of Oxford and Cambridge. I only say that, as regards

Scotland, the Universities are not, in my opinion, open to the

general charge of abusing examinations in the various ways

mentioned in the Protest.

I do not mean, however, to say that this exhausts the

point at issue. One very material circumstance has to be

noted as regards our examinations : namely, that, as a rule,

they are conducted by the teachers themselves. Not merely

the daily exercises of the class, and the examinations for prizes

and certificates at the end of each course, but also the ex-

aminations for the Degree, for Honours, and for the valuable

scholarships, are carried out almost exclusively by the several

professors. Under the Act of 1858, there were instituted a

certain number of extra-academical Examiners, who co-operate

with the professors in the Degree examinations, but their

co-operation is practically of very little moment; they do

not control the teaching, but take their cue from what each

professor sees fit to prelect upon. The sole instance where

one man examines upon what another man teaches is the

case of the Ferguson Scholarships, where only by an occasional

coincidence does an examiner operate upon his own pupils. #

Here we have the serious bone of contention at the present

time. How far the subjection of a teacher to an independent

examiner is a good or an evil ; and, if an evil, how is this to

be remedied, is what chiefly demands our consideration. The

allegation that the teacher is degraded, crippled, and emascu-

lated, by having to subordinate his whole plan of tuition to

the dictation of another man, perhaps his inferior, is too

serious to be lightly dismissed.

Granting that a teacher is most zealous and effective when
he can choose his subject and his method of teaching, we are

met by some formidable difficulties if we assert that he should

be entirely exempted from control. In former days, one

notorious cause of the inefficiency of our education was the

autocracy of the teachers. There was nothing to prevent a

man from departing from his subject altogether, or from gross

disproportion in the handling. So able a mathematical teacher

as De Morgan was greatly oflended with the Council of
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University College because he could not obtain permission to

substitute Formal Logic for a portion of his course.

But to come closer to the point. Is a teacher necessarily

put out of his way at all points, by having to prepare pupils

for examination by another man ? I answer, not if the

examiner has his field properly laid out, and works it fairly.

If both teacher and examiner substantially agree upon the

topics suitable to be included in the subject, there ought to be

no friction in the case. It is inevitable that there should be

some difference between the two in the stress laid upon special

points; yet, this should not interfere with the individuality

of either beyond a certain allowable measure. A man cannot

serve two masters ; he may, however, serve one, and yet have

a certain liberty for himself. I have been a teacher for many
years, and never found much difficulty in reconciling my own
preferences with outside demands. Doubtless, much depends

on the wisdom of the outside party. Outrageous and absurd

requirements may be made; these must be dealt with by a

suitable remonstrance and exposure.

For the generality of teachers, some check or control is

indispensable : the interference with a supremely capable indi-

vidual is not to be put in comparison with the evils of unlimited

licence.

I must, further, take some exception to the terms employed
in describing the injury to the pupil by forcing upon him
repugnant tasks, thereby chilling his ardour for what he would

naturally take delight in. This is even more questionable than

the according of licence to the teacher. In the first place,

according to my experience, a very large number of our pupils,

in the higher walks of education, have no avidity for anything

in the nature of a severe study, such as the sciences, and the

dry parts of language. In the next place, it is frequent enough

to find among our youth a taste and devotion for some one of

the topics of a pretty wide curriculum, accompanied with an

indifference, often amounting to aversion, for everything else.

One great objection to the narrow exclusiveness of the old

system of the English Universities was, that men could be

found who were total idlers when their choice was limited to
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Classics and the hardest Mathematics, but were yet capable of

being quickened to enthusiasm by the Natural and Experi-

mental Sciences. Of such was Charles Darwin. Yet, this

narrowness needs to be fought against. A pupil should not

be left to his own choice as to what is ultimately for his good

on the whole. Even Genius, to be effective, must condescend

to learn many things that are dry and unattractive. An
anecdote in recent circulation is in point here. Mr. Gladstone,

it is said, when at Oxford, intended to devote himself to

Classics exclusively. His father, on the other hand, urged

that he should take up Mathematics likewise; which he did,

and thereby laid the foundation of his success as financier,

besides reaping other valuable fruits. As another example,

I may refer to Mill's deliberate opinion, given in his Auto-

biography, that every youth needs to be under wholesome

compulsion to learn many things that he has no natural liking

for. The moral of all this is that every curriculum of liberal

study should, by its width, secure an amount of culture far

beyond the individual likings of the very best pupils ; while

an adequate examination should make this a sine qua non of

a University, or other, stamp of intellectual proficiency.

That there are abuses and tendencies to abuse, in the great

development of the examination system, at the present day,

I am willing to concede. I wish, however, to point out some

tributary causes of the alleged evils, equally worthy of being

attended to, and, if possible, removed.

In the first place, the dangers to health from over-study

should be met by proper school regulations. The hours given

to classes and class preparations should be assigned and re-

gulated ; relaxation and recreation provided for ; and a watch

kept on the physical health of the pupils. Time should be

allowed for working up what is required by any given exam-

ination ; and, if this is not possible, the blame should lie at the

right door, and not at the mere fact that an examination stops

the way to some coveted prize.

In the second place, much has yet to be done towards

determining the most nutritious studies. The evik of cram
18
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and compulsory preparation for examinations are in proportion

to the want of nourishment in the topics enjoined. This opens

up a wide field of discussion and debate. First and foremost

is the question relating to the value of classical study. If this

be as great as its votaries maintain, the enforcing of it by ex-

aminations is necessarily wholesome ; if it is, for a large number

of pupils, a waste of strength, the testing examinations in it

are to an equal degree pernicious. This controversy has to be

fought out by itself, and without reference to the good or evil

of our examining usages. I would invert the language of

the Protest on this head, and say, that the question as be-

tween classical and scientific teaching precedes the question of

the expediency or inexpediency of the prevailing amount of

examinations.

I am nearly singular in contending that languages, as such,

that is, without the literatures, are unsuitable as intellectual

tests, and should be disused in every competitive examination

where general force of intelligence has to be appraised {Prac-

tical Essays, p. 101). This amounts to revolution. Yet, if

the arguments are enough to make a case for discussion, it

too should be thrashed out, on its own merits.

Even in science, there are official prescriptions that need

overhauling. I may quote, as an example, the programme for

the India Civil Service which I consider radically defective

{Practical Essays, p. 79).

It is but a branch of the same general argument, to advert

to one great and growing educative difficulty, namely, to deal

with subjects whose extent and amount of detail are such as

to require careful selection in order to do the good that they

are capable of. The vast expansion of every department of

knowledge has led to the emharras of wealth ; and the differ-

ence between a wise and an unwise selection makes all the

difference in the world to the interests of the learner.

In the exact and demonstrative Sciences, as Mathematics,

there is a definite route chalked out, and little scope for

variation. On the other hand, in the experimental sciences,

as Physics, Chemistry and Physiology, only the merest fraction

can be overtaken by any teacher ; an(i a,B there may be differ-
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ence of opinion as to the best typical selection, an examiner

and a teacher may easily be at cross-purposes. Still, even

with these branches, an amicable arrangement is usually pos-

sible; there being assignable reasons in favour of some one

course. At all events, the examiner and the teacher ought to

be brought to concur over a sufficiently wide field for practical

purposes.

With the Natural History subjects, the difficulties are still

greater. The generalities are few in comparison of the details,

and the course pursued will follow the right of the stronger.

Still, it is desirable that the merits of different selections should

be freely discussed, so that reason may in some measure pre-

vail. A startling example of the want of consideration in

subjects of overpowering detail was given in the early days of

the University of London. The examiner in Materia Medica,

Dr. Pereira, once gave a set of questions ranging so wide that

no one's preparation could cope with them ; and, in consequence,

he made a wholesale rejection of the candidates of the year.

The incident was commemorated in a witticism of Sharpey,

who styled it " the massacre of St. Bartholomew," because the

candidates from the Hospital of that name suffered most.

Such a thing evidently could not be repeated, and a narrowing

of the prescribed field had to be insisted on.

The subject that, by pre-eminence, feels the difficulties of

selection is English Literature; there being the aggravation

of its widespread occurrence in the examinations of the present

time. The knot is usually cut by an extremely arbitrary

choice of some one or two of our English classics, and of them

some special portions. In comparison with the time occupied

upon these in actual tuition, the nourishment is almost at a

minimum. Among other bad effects, the divergence of views

between the examiner and the teacher is at its utmost stretch

;

indeed, the individuality of both may be said to be almost

entirely suppressed in a vain endeavour to grapple with the

situation. It is not the examining institution that is to be

blamed here ; the evil would remain, in a large amount, if

the teacher were altogether uncontrolled by pressure from

without. Discussions have already taken place upon this in-

18*
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tractable problem ; but the last word is far from being said.

I refer to it here, not with the view of reopening the con-

troversy, but as one caution against attributing to examina-

tion, as such, what belongs to a question entirely apart.

Civil History is, if possible, a stronger case. The difficulty

of making a nutritive selection here, the extracting of fifty

lectures out of material spread over fifty thousand volumes,

is so formidable as to be a bar to the general adoption of the

study in our higher curricula. To spend morning hours in

listening to what is only fitted for after-dinner reading is of

the nature of an abuse.

The art of Examining, like the art of Teaching, is still open

to perpetual improvement. Skill in both arts, as in most other

things, is a union of the heaven-born with the communicable

by example and method. As to methods, I would strongly

recommend the treatise on Examination recently brought out

by Mr. Latham of Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

With respect to the allegation that success in competitions

is attainable by tips and note-books, the reply is—change your

prescription, or your examiner, or both. With only such an

amount of aptness for the work, as has long been possessed by

the majority of examiners, such a thing ought to be impossible.

On the whole, my conclusion is that the evils complained

of are not universal, nor are they inherent in the system.

Each case of abuse should be treated by itself. Our enormous

development of Local Examinations undoubtedly demands

thorough overhauling ; there seems, so far as my acquaintance

with them goes, many openings for improvement. There may
be cases where Examinations can be dispensed with ; there may
be others where they can be contracted and simplified ; there

may, too, be cases for increasing their stringency. If there be

one species of overhauling that is universally applicable, it is

as regards the prescription of topics. Years have yet to be

occupied on this single branch of our Educational Directory.

The increase in endowments, everywhere, for Prizes and

Scholarships, has led to multiplied competitions, of the kind

previously existing. There is no alternative mode of bestow-

ing these upon the most deserving. The Hibbert Trust awards
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its travelling fellowships to young men upon the certificates

of teachers, which means superiority as shown by competition

in class work.

It has not escaped observation, since this question was

mooted, that competition is but a phase of the race of life

—

the struggle for existence. Not merely, is there the scramble

for' the means of decent livelihood; there is, besides, the in-

toxication of being first. Nor is this the whole matter. The

general multitude prefer to have their sentiment of admira-

tion concentrated upon one winner in a contest. The greatest

opponent of the Prize system that I ever knew was De
Morgan : I have heard him describe the senior wranglership

at Cambridge as the upas tree which poisoned all around it.

Human nature is to blame for the disproportionate exaltation

of the first in a race, although winning only by half a neck.

The tendency would appear to be of a piece with the love

emotion, which, for its highest flight, needs concentration upon

one. Whether either of these tendencies will ever be ration-

alized, it is not for the present generation to pronounce.
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By EvARTS Boutell Greene. 8vo., js. 6d.

The County Pala tine of Durham:
a Study in Constitutional History. By Gail-
lard Thomas Lapsley, Ph.D. 8vo., los. 6d.

The Anglican Episcopate and the
American Colonies. By Arthur Lyon
Cross, Ph.D., Instructor in History in the
University of Michigan. 8vo., 105. 6d,

Hill.—Three Frenchmen in Ben-
gal ; or, The Loss of the French Settle-

ments. By S. C. Hill, B.A., B.Sc, Officer

in charge of the Records of the Government
of India. With 4 Maps. 8vo.

Historic Towns.—Edited by E. A.
Freeman, D.C.L., and Rev.William Hunt,
M.A. With Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo.,

35. 6d. each.

Bristol. By Rev. W.Hunt.

Carlisle. By Mandell
Creighton, D.D.

Cinque Ports. By Mon-
tagu Burrows,

Colchester. By Rev. E. L.
Cutts.

Exeter. By E. A. Freeman.

London. By Rev. W, J.
Loftie.

Oxford.
Boase.

By Rev. C. W.

W.Winchester. By G.
Kitchin, D.D.

York. By Rev. James
Raine.

New York. By Theodore
Roosevelt.

Boston (U.S.) By Henry
Cabot Lodge.
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Hunter (Sir William Wilson).

A History of British India.
Vol. I.—Introductory to the Overthrow
of the English in the Spice Archipelago,

1623. With 4 Maps. 8vo., i8s. Vol.

II.—To the Union of the Old and New
Companies under the Earl of Godolphin's
Award, 1708. 8vo., 165.

The India of the Queen, and
other Essays. Edited by Lady Hunter.
With an Introduction by Francis Henry
Skrine, Indian Civil Service (Retired).

8vo., 95. net.

Ingram.— A Critical Examina-
tion OF Irish History. From the Eliza-

bethan Conquest to the Legislative Union
of 1800. By T. Dunbar Ingram, LL.D.
2 vols. 8vo., 24s.

Joyce. —-^ Short History of Ire-
land, from the Earliest Times to 1603. By
P. W. Joyce, LL.D. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

Kaye and Malleson.—^/.?ro/?F of
the Indian Mutiny, 1857-1858. By Sir

John W. Kaye and Colonel G. B. Malle-
SON. With Analytical Index and Maps and
Plans. 6 vols. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. each.

Lang (Andrew).

The Mystery of Mary Stuart.
With 6 Photogravure Plates (4 Portraits)

and 15 other Illustrations. 8vo., 185. net.

James the Sixth and the Gowrie
Mystery. With Gowrie's Coat of Arms
in colour, 2 Photogravure Portraits and
other Illustrations. 8vo., 125. 6rf. net.

Prince Charles Edward Stuart,
the Young Chevalier. With Photo-
gravure Frontispiece. Cr. 8vo.,"7s. 6rf. net.

LaU r i e.

—

Historical Survey of
Pre-Christian Education. By S. S.

Laurie, A.M., LL.D. Crown Svo., 75. td.

Lecky (The Rt. Hon. William E. H.)

History of England in the Eigh-
teenth Cea tury.

Library Edition. 8 vols. Svo. Vols. I.

and II., 1700-1760, 365. ; Vols. III. and
IV., 1760-1784, 36s. ; Vols. V. and VI.,

1784-1793, 365. ; Vols. VII. and VIII.,

1793-1800, 365.

Cabinet Edition. England. 7 vols. Crown
8vo., 5s. net each. Ireland. 5 vols.

Crown 8vo., 55. net each.

Lecky (The Rt. Hon. William E. H.)—continued.

Ieaders of Public Opinion in
Ireland : Flood—Grattan—O'Con-
NELL. 2 vols. 8vo., 25s. net.

History of European Morals
from Augustus to Charlemagne. 2

vols. Crown 8vo., 105. net.

A Survey of English Ethics:
Being the First Chapter of the ' History
of European Morals'. Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, by W. A. Hirst.
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

History of the Pise and Influ-
ence OF the Spirit of Rationalism in
Europe. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 105. net.

Democracy and Liberty.
Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 36s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 105. net.

Lieven. — Letters of Dorothea,
Princess Lieven, during her Residence
IN London, 1812-1834. Edited by Lionel
G. Robinson. With 2 Photogravure Por-

traits. 8vo., 145. net.

Lowell.—Governments and Par-
ties IN Continental Europe. By A.

Lawrence Lowell. 2 vols. 8vo., 215.

Lumsden's Horse, Records of.

—

Edited by H. H. S. Pearse. With a Map,
and numerous Portraits and Illustrations in

the Text. 4to., 215. net.

Lynch.— The War of the Civili-
sations : BEING A Record of • A Foreign
Devil's' Experiences with the Allies
IN China. By George Lynch, Special

Correspondent of the ' Sphere,' etc. With
Portrait and 21 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

65. net.

Macaulay (Lord).

The Life and Works of Lord
Macaulay.
'Edinburgh'' Edition. 10 vols. 8vo.,65.each.

Vols. I.-*V. History of England.

Vols. V.-VII. Essays, Biographies,
Indian Penal Code, Contributions
to Knight's 'QuarterlyMagazine'.

Vol. VIII. Speeches, Lays of Ancient
Rome, Miscellaneous Poems.

Vols. IX. and X. The Life and
Letters op Lord Macaulay. By
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.
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The Works.
* Albany' Edition. With 12 Portraits.

12 vols. Large Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. each.

Vols. L-VL IHistory of England,
FROM THE'Accession OF JAMES the
Second.

Vols. vn.-X. Essays and Biographies.

Vols. XL-XIL Speeches, Lays of
Ancient Rome, etc., and Index.

Cabinet Edition. 16 vols. Post 8vo.,

£\ 165.

Library Edition. 5 vols. 8vo., £^.

History of England from the
Accession of James the Second.

Popular Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 55.

Student's Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 125.

People's Edition. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo., 165.

'Albany' Edition. With 6 Portraits. 6
vols. Large Crown 8vo., 35. td. each.

Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. Post 8vo., 48s.
' Edinburgh ' Edition. 4 vols. 8vo., 65.

each.

Critical and Historical Essays,
WITH Lays of Ancient Rome, etc., in i

volume.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 25. td.
• Silver Library ' Edition. With Portrait

and 4 Illustrations to the * Lays '. Cr.

8vo., 35. bd.

Critical and Historical Essays.
Student's Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 65.

' Trevelyan ' Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 95.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8vo., 245.
* Edinburgh' Edition. 3 vols. 8vo., 65.

each.

Library Edition. 3 vols. 8vo., 365.

EssA YS, which may behad separately,
sewed, 6d. each ; cloth, 15. each.

Frederick the Great.
Ranke and Gladstone.
Lord Bacon.
Lord Clive.

Lord BjTon, and The
Comic Dramatists of
the Restoration.

Addison and Walpole.
Croker's Boswell's Johnson.
Hallam's Constitutional

History.
Warren Hastings.
The Earl of Chatham (Two
Essays).

Miscellaneous Writings,
Speeches and Poems.
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8vo., 245.

Selections from the Writings of
Lord Macaulay. Edited, with Occa-
sional Notes, by the Right Hon. Sir G. O.
Trevelyan, Bart. Crown 8vo., 65.

Mackinnon (James, Ph.D.).

The History of Edward the
Third. 8vo., 185.

The Growth and Decline of the
French Monarchy. 8vo., 215. net.

Mallet.—Mallet du Fan and the
French Revolution. By Bernard
Mallet. With Photogravure. Portrait.

8vo., 125. 6d. net.

May.—The Constitutional His-
tory OF England since the Accession
of George in. 1760-1870. By Sir Thomas
Erskine May, K.C.B. (Lord Farnborough).
3 vols. Cr. 8vo., 185.

Merivale (Charles, D.D.).

HistoryOF theRomans under the
Empire. 8 vols. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. each.

The Fall of theRomanRepublic:
a Short History of the Last Centvury of the
Commonwealth. i2mo., 75. 6d.

General History of Rome, from
the Foundation of the City to the Fall of
Augustulus, B.C. 753-A.D. 476. With 5
Maps. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Montague.— The Elements of
English Constitutional History. By
F. C. Montague, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Moran.—The Theory and Frac-
tice OF THE English Government. By
Thomas Francis Moran, Ph.D., Professor
of History and Economics in Purdue Uni-
versity, U.S. Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Nash.—The Great Famine and
ITS Causes. By Vaughan Nash. With
8 Illustrations from Photographs by the
Author, and a Map of India showing the
Famine Area. Crown 8vo., 65.

Owens College Essays.—Edited
by T. F. Tout, M.A., Professor of History
in the Owens College, Victoria University,

and James Tait, M.A., Assistant Lecturer
in History. With 4 Maps. 8vo., 125. 6d. net.

Pears.—The Destruction of the
Greek Empire and the Story of the
Capture of Constantinople by the
Turks. By Edwin Pears, LL.B. With
^ Maps and 4 IHqstrations. 8vo., 185. net.
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Powell and Trevelyan. — The
Peasants' Rising and the Lollards:
a. Collection of Unpublished Documents.
Edited by Edgar Powell and G. M.
Trevelyan. 8vo., 65. net.

Randolph.—The Law and Policy
OF Annexation, with Special Reference to

the Philippines ; together with Observations

on the Status of Cuba. By Carman F.

Randolph. 8vo., 95. net.

Rankin (Reginald).

The Marquis d'Argenson; and
Richard the Second. 8vo., 105. 6d. net.

A Subaltern's Letters to His
Wife. (The Boer War.) Crown Svo.,

35. 6^.

Ransome.—The Rise of Consti-
tutional Government in England.
By Cyril Ransome, M.A. Crown Svo., 65.

Scott.—Portraitures of Julius
Cmsar: a Monograph. By Frank Jesup
Scott. With 38 Plates and 49 Figures in

the Text. Imperial 8vo., 215. net.

Seebohm (Frederic, LL.D., F.S.A.).

The English Village Community.
With 13 Maps and Plates. 8vo., i6s.

Tribal Custom in Anglo-Saxon
Law: being an Essay supplemental to

(i) ' The English Village Community,'

(2) ' The Tribal System in Wales '.

8vo., 165.

Seton-Karr.—The Call to Arms,
1900-1901 ; or a Review of the Imperial

Yeomanry Movement, and some subjects

connected therewith. By Sir Henry Seton-
Karr, M.P. With a Frontispiece by R.

Caton-Woodville. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Shaw.—A History of the English
Church during the Civil Wars and
under the Commonwealth, 1640- 1660.

By William A. Shaw, Litt.D. 2 vols.

8vo., 365.

Sheppard. — The Old Royal
Palace of Whitehall. By Edgar
Sheppard, D.D., Sub-Dean of H.M.
Chapels Royal, Sub-Almoner to the King.

With 6 Photogravure Plates and 33 other

Illustrations. Medium 8vo., 215. net.

Smith.—Carthage AND the Carth-
aginians. By R. Bosworth Smith, M.A.
With Maps, Plans, etc. Cr. 8vo., 35. M.

Stephens.— A History of the
French Revolution. By H. Morse
Stephens. 8vo. Vols. I. and II. 185. each.

Sternberg.— My Experiences of
the Boer War. By Adalbert Count
Sternberg. With Preface by Lieut.-Col.

G. F. R. Henderson. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Stubbs.—History of the Univer-
sity of Dublin. By J. W. Stubbs. 8vo.,

125. 6d.

Stubbs. — Historical Introduc-
tions TO the 'Rolls Series'. By
William Stubbs, D.D., formerly Bishop
of Oxford, Regius Professor of Modern
History in the University. Collected and
Edited by Arthur Hassall, M.A. 8vo.,

125. 6d. net.

Sutherland.— J>/^ History of Aus-
tralia AND New Zealaad, from 1606-

1900. By Alexander Sutherland, M. A.

and George Sutherland, M.A. Crown
Svo., 25. 6d.

Taylor.—A Student's Manual of
THE History of India. By Colonel Mea-
dows Taylor, C.S.I. Cr. 8vo., 75. 6rf.

Thomson.—China and thePowers :

a Narrative of the Outbreak of 1900. By
H. C. Thomson. With 2 Maps and 29
Illustrations. 8vo., 105. 6d. net.

Todd.— Parliamentary Govern-
ment IN THE British Colonies. By
Alpheus Todd, LL.D. 8vo., 305. net.

Trevelyan.—The American Revo-
lution. Part I. 1766-1776. By Sir G. O.
Trevelyan, Bart. 8vo., i6s.

Trevelyan.—England in the Age
OF Wycliffe. By George Macaulay
Trevelyan. 8vo., 155.

Wakeman and Hassall—^^^^kj
Introductory to the Study of English
Constitutional History. Edited by
Henry Offley Wakeman, M.A., and
Arthur Hassall, M.A. Crown 8vo., 65.

Walpole.—History of England
from the Conclusion of the Great
War in 1815 to 1858. By Sir Spencer
Walpole, K.C.B. 6 vols. Cr. 8vo., 65. each.

Wylie (James Hamilton, M.A.).

History of England under
Henry IV. 4 vols. Crown 8vo. Vol.

I., 1399-1404, I05. 6d. Vol. II., 1405-

1406, 155. (otii ofprint). Vol. III., 1407-

I4II, 155. Vol. IV., I4II-I413, 215.

The Council of Constance to the
Dea th of John Hus. Cr. 8vo., 65. net.
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Bacon.—The Letters and Life of
Francis Bacon, including all his Oc-
casional Works. Edited by James Sped-
DiNG. 7 vols. 8vo., £/^ 45.

Bagehot.—Biographical Studies.
By Walter Bagehot. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Blount. — The Memoirs of Sir
Edward Blount, K.C.B., etc. Edited
by Stuart J. Reid, Author of ' The Life
and Times of Sydney Smith,' etc. With 3
Photogravure Plates. 8vo., los. 6d. net. |

Bowen.—Edward Bowen : a Me- \

moir. By the Rev. the Hon. W. E. Bowen.
j

With Appendices, 3 Photogravure Portraits I

and 2 other Illustrations. 8vo., X2s. 6d. net. ,

CsLvlyle.—Thomas Carlyle: A His-
tory of his Life. By James Anthony

:

Froude.
*

I

1795-1835. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 75.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 75.

Crozier.—My Inner Life : being a
Chapter in Personal Evolution and Auto- ^

biography. By John Beattie Crozier,
I

LL.D. 8vo., 145.
I

1

Dante.—The Life and Works of
jDante Allighieri : being an Introduction
'

to the Study of the ' Divina Commedia '.

By the Rev. J. F. Hogan, D.D. With
Portrait. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Danton.—Life of Danton, By A.
H. Beeslv. With Portraits. Cr. 8vo., 65.

De Bode.— The Baroness de Bode,
1775-1803. By William S. Childe-Pem-

|

BERTON. With 4 Photogravure Portraits !

and other Illustrations. 8vo., gilt top,

^125. 6d. net.

Erasmus.
Life and Letters of Erasmus.
By James Anthony Froude. Crown
8vo., 35. 6rf.

The Epistles of Erasmus, from
his Earliest Letters to his Fifty- first Year,
arranged in Order of Time. English
Translations, with a Commentary. By
Francis Morgan Nichols. 8vo., 185. net.

Faraday.—Faraday as a Dis-
coverer. By John Tyndall. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Fenelon : his Friends and his
Enemies, 1651-1715. By E. K. Sanders.
With Portrait. 8vo., 10s. 6d.

1

Fox.— The Early Ifistory of
Charles James Fox. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart. Crown 8vo.,

35. td.

Froude.—My Delations ivith Car-
lyle. By James Anthony Froude.
Together with a Letter from the late Sir

James Stephen, Bart., K.C.S.I., dated
December, 1886. 8vo., 25. net.

Granville.—Some Records of the
Later Life of Harriet, Countess
Granville. By her Granddaughter, the

Hon. Mrs. Oldfield. With 17 Portraits.

8vo., gilt top, its. net.

Grey. — Memoir of Sir George
Grey, Bart., G.C.B., 1799-1882. By
Mandell Creighton, D.D., late Lord
Bishop of London. With 3 Portraits.

Crown 8vo., 65. net.

Hamilton.—Life of Sir William
Hamilton. By R. P. Graves. 8vo. 3 vols.

155. each. Addendum. 8vo., td. sewed.

Harrow School Register (The),
1801-1900. Second Edition, 1901. Edited
by M. G. Dauglish, Barrister-at-Law.

8vo. I05, net.

Havelock.—Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock, K.C.B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Haweis.—MyMusical Life. By the
Rev.H.R.HAWEis. With Portrait of Richard
Wagner and 3 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 65. net.

Higgins.—The Bernards ofAbing'
TONand Nether Winchendon: A Family
History. By Mrs. Napier Higgins. 2

Vols. 8vo., 21S. net.

Hunter.—The Life of Sir William
Wilson Hunter, K.C.S.L, M.A., LL.D.
Author of ' A History of British India,' etc.

By Francis Henry Skrine, F.S.S. With
6 Portraits (2 Photogravures) and 4 other

Illustrations. 8vo., 165. net.

Jackson.—Stonewall /acksonand
THE American Civil War. By Lieut.-Col.

G. F. R. Henderson. With 2 Portraits and

33 Maps and Plans. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 16?. net.

Kielmansegge.—Z>/^j?F of a Jour-
ney TO England in the Years 1761-

1762. By Count Frederick Kielman-
segge. With 4 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

55. net.

Luther.— Life of Luther. By
Julius Kostlin. With 62 Illustrations

and 4 Facsimilies of MSS. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
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Macaulay.—The Life and Letters
OF Lord Macaulay. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Popular Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

StudenVs Edition i vol. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post 8vo., 125.

* Edinburgh'' Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.,65.each.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 36s.

Marbot. — The Memoirs of the
Baron DE Marbot. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 7s.

Max Muller (F.)

The Life and Letters of the
Right Hon. Friedrich Max Muller.
Edited by his Wife. With Photogravure
Portraits and other Illustrations. 2 vols.,

8vo., 32s. net.

My Autobiography : a Fragment.
With 6 Portraits. 8vo., 125. bd.

AuLD Lang Syne. Second Series.

8vo., I05. 6d.

Chips from a German Workshop.
Vol. II. Biographical Essays. Cr. 8vo.,55.

Mead e.—General Sir Richard
Meade and the Feudatory States of
Central and Southern India. By
Thomas Henry Thornton. With Portrait,

Map and Illustrations. 8vo., 105. 6d. net.

Morris.— The Life of William
Morris. By J. W. Mackail. With 2 Por-

traits and 8 other Illustrations by E. H. New,
etc. 2 vols. Large Crown 8vo., 105. net.

On the Banks of the Seine. By
A. M. F., Author of 'Foreign Courts and

Foreign Homes'. Crown 8vo., 65.

Paget.—Memoirs and Letters of
Sir James Paget. Edited by Stephen
Paget, one of his sons. With Portrait.

8vo., 65. net.

Place.—The Life of Francis Place,
1771-1854. By Graham Wallas, M.A.
With 2 Portraits. 8vo., 125.

Powys.—PassagesfromtheDiaries
OF Mrs. Philip Lybbe Powys, of Hard-
wick House, Oxon. 1756-1808. Edited by
Emily J. Climenson. 8vo., gilt top, 165.

Ramakr/shiia : LLis Life and
Sayings. By the Right Hon. F. Max
Muller. Crown 8vo., 55.

Rich.—Mary Rich, Countess of
Warwick (1625-1678) : Her Family and

Friends. By C. Fell Smith. With 7
Photogravure Portraits and 9 other Illustra-

tions. 8vo., gilt top, i8s. net.

Rochester, and other Literary
Rakes of the Court of Charles II., with
some Account of their Surroundings. By
the Author of ' The Life of Sir Kenelm
Digby,' The Life of a Prig,' etc. With 15
Portraits. 8vo., 165.

Romanes.—The Life and Letters
of George John /Romanes, A/.A., LL.P.,
F./^.S. Written and Edited by his Wife.
With Portrait and 2 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

55. net.

Russell. SWALLOWFIELD AND ITS
Owners. By Constance Lady Russell,
of Swallowfield Park. With 15 Photogravure
Portraits and 36 other Illustrations. 4to.,

gilt edges, 425. net.

Seebohm.—TheOxfordReformers
—John Colet, Erasmus, and Thomas
More : a History of their Fellow-Work.
By Frederic Seebohm. 8vo., 145.

Shakespeare. — Outlines of the
Life of Shakespeare. By J. O. Halli-
well-Phillipps. With Illustrations and
Facsimiles. 2 vols. Royal 8vo., 215.

Tales of my Father.—By A. M. F.
Crown 8vo., 65.

Tallentyre.—The Women of the
Salons, and other French Portraits. By
S. G. Tallentyre. With 11 Photogravure
Portraits. 8vo., i05. td. net.

Victoria, Queen, 1819-1901. By
Richard R. Holmes, M.V.O., F.S.A.

With Photogravure Portrait. Crown 8vo.,

gilt top, 55. net.

Walpole.—Some Unpublished
Letters of Horace Walpole. Edited

by Sir Spencer Walpole, K.C.B. With
2 Portraits. Crown 8vo., 45. td. net.

Wellington.—Life of the Duke
OF Wellington. By the Rev. G. R.

Gleig, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Wilkins (W. H.).

Caroline theIII ustrio us, Queen-
Consort OF George IL and sometime
Queen-Regent: a Study of Her Life

and Time. 2 vols. 8vo., 36s.

The Love of an Uncrowned
Queen: Sophie Dorothea, Consort of

George I., and her Correspondence with

Philip Christopher, Count Konigsmarck.

With Portraits and Illustrations. 8vo.,

125. 6d. net.
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Arnold.—Seas and Lands. By Sir
Edwin Arnold. With 71 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Baker (Sir S. W.).

Eight Years in Ceylon. With 6
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6</.

The Rifle and the Hound in
Ceylon. With 6 Illusts. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6c/.

Ball (John).

The Alpine Guide. Reconstructed
and Revised on behalf of the Alpine Club,
by W. A. B. CooLiDGE.

Vol. I., The Western Alps: the Alpine
Region, South of the Rhone Valley,

from the Col de Tenda to the Simplon
Pass. With 9 New and Revised Maps.
Crown Svo., 12s. net.

Hints and Notesy Practical and
Scientific, for Travellers in the
Alps: being a Revision of the General
Introduction to the ' Alpine Guide '.

Crown 8vo., 3s. net.

Bent.—The Ruined Cities of Ma-
SHONALAND : being a Record of Excavation
and Exploration in iSgi. By J. Theodore
Bent. With 117 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Brassey (The Late Lady).

A Voyage in the * Sunbeam ' ; Our
Bomb on the Ocean for Eleven
Months.
Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo., gilt edges, 75. 6d.
« Silver Library ' Edition. With 66 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 60 Illustrations.

4to., td. sewed, 15. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., 25. cloth, or 3s. white parchment.

Sunshine and Storm in the East.
Popular Edition. With 103 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

In the Trades
i
the Tropics, and

the ' Roaring Forties '.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo., gilt edges, 75. bd.

Cockerell.—Travels in Southern
Europe and the Levant, 1810-1817. By
C. R. Cockerell, Architect, R.A. Edited
by his Son, Samuel Pepvs Cockerell.
With Portrait, Svo., 105. 6d. net,

Fountain (Paul).

The Great Deserts and Forests
of North America. With a Preface by
W. H. Hudson, Author of* The Naturalist
in La Plata,' etc. Svo., gs. 6d. net.

The Great Mountains and
Forests of South America. With
Portrait and 7 Illustrations. Svo., los. 6d.

net.

Froude (James A.).

Oceana : or England and her Col-
onies. With 9 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 3s. 6d.

The English IN THE WestIndies :

or, the Bow of Ulysses. With 9 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 25. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

Grove.—Seventy-one Bays' Camp-
ing in Morocco. By Lady Grove. With
Photogravure Portrait and 32 Illustrations

from Photographs. Svo., 75. 6d. net.

Haggard.—A Winter Pilgrimage :

Being an Account of Travels through
Palestine, Italy and the Island of Cyprus,
undertaken in the year 1900. By H. Rider
Haggard. With 31 Illustrations from Photo-
graphs. Cr. Svo., gilt top, 125. 6d. net.

Hardwick.—An Ivory Trader in
North Kenia : the Record of an Expedi-
tion to the Country North of Mount Kenia
in East Equatorial Africa, with an account
of the Nomads of Galla-Land. By A.
Arkell-Hardwick, F.R.G.S. With 23
Illustrations from Photographs, and a Map.
Svo., 125. 6d. net.

Heathcote.—^r. Kilda. By Nor-
man Heathcote. With So Illustrations

from Sketches and Photographs of the
People, Scenery and Birds by the Author.
Svo., 105. 6^. net.

Howitt.— Visits to Remarkable
Places. Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes,
illustrative of Striking Passages in English
History and Poetry. By William Howitt.
With So Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6rf.

Knight (E. F.).

With the Royal Tour : a Narra-
tive of the Recent Tour of the Duke and
Duchess of Cornwall and York through
Greater Britain. With 16 Illustrations

and a Map. Crown Svo., 55. net.

The Cruise of the * Alerte ' : the
Narrative of a Search for Treasure on the
Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6rf.
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Knight (E. F.)

—

continued.

Where Three Empires Meet: a
Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak, Gilgit,

and the adjoining Countries. With a
Map and 54 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

The ^Falcon' on the Baltic: a
Voyage from London to Copenhagen in

a Three-Tonner. With 10 Full-page
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Lees.—Peaks and Fines : another
Norway Book. By J. A. Lees. With 63
Illustrations and Photographs. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Lees and Clutterbuck.—B.C. 1887 :

A Ramble IN British Columbia. By J. A.
Lees and W. J. Clutterbuck. With Map
and 75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Lynch. — Armenia : Travels and
Studies. By H. F. B. Lynch. With 197
Illustrations (some in tints) reproduced
from Photographs and Sketches by the

Author, 16 Maps and Plans, a Bibliography,
and a Map of Armenia and adjacent
countries. 2 vols. Medium 8vo., gilt top,

425. net.

Nansen.—The First Crossing of
Greenland. By Fridtjof Nansen. With
143 Illustrations and a Map. Crown 8vo.,

35. 6d.

Rice.—Occasional Essays on Na-
tive South Indian Life. By Stanley
P. Rice, Indian Civil Service. 8vo., 105. 6d.

Smith.—Climbing in the British
Isles. By W. P. Haskett Smith. With
Illustrations and Numerous Plans.

Part I. England. i6mo., 35. net.

Part II. Wales and Ireland. i6mo.,
35. net.

Spender.—Two Winters in Nor-
way: being an Account of Two Holidays
spent on Snow-shoes and in Sleigh Driving,
and including an Expedition to the Lapps.
By A. Edmund Spender. With 40 Illustra-

tions from Photographs. ' 8vo., 105. 6i. net.

Stephen.— The Pla y-Ground of
Europe (The Alps). By Sir Leslie
Stephen, K.C.B. With 4 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6rf.

Three in Norway. By Two of
Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 25. boards, 25. 6rf. cloth.

TyndalL—(John).
The Glaciers of the Alps. With
61 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65. 6<f. net.

Hours of Exercise in the Alps.
With 7 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 65. bd. net.

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Edited by HIS GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.

and A. E. T. WATSON.

ARCHER Y. By C. J. Longman and
Col. H. Walrond. With Contributions by
Miss Legh, Viscount Dillon, etc. With
2 Maps, 23 Plates and 172 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net; half-

bound, with gilt top, 95. net.

ATHLETICS. By Montague
Shearman, With Chapters on Athletics

at School by W. Beacher Thomas ; Ath-
letic Sports in America by C. H. Sherrill

;

a Contribution on Paper-chasing by W. Rye,
and an Introduction by Sir Richard Web-
ster (Lord Alverstone). With 12 Plates
and 37 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo.,

cloth, 65. net ; half-bound,with gilt top.gs.net.

BIG GAME SHOOTING.
Clive Phillipps-Wolley.

By

Vol. I. AFRICA AND AMERICA.
With Contributions by Sir Samuel W.
Baker, W. C. Oswell, F. C. Selous,
etc. With 20 Plates and 57 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 65. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 95. net.

Vol. II. EUROPE, ASIA, AND THE
ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contribu-

tions by Lieut.-Colonel R. Heber
Percy, Major Algernon C. Heber
Percy, etc. With 17 Plates and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth

6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 95. net.
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continued,

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY—cow^mw^rf.

Edited by HIS GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.,
and A. E. T. "WATSON.

BILLIARDS, By Major W. Broad-
foot, R.E. With Oontributions by A. H.
Boyd, Sydenham Dixon, W. J. Ford, etc.

With II Plates, ig Illustrations in the Teitt,

and numerous Diagrams. Crown 8vo., cloth,

65. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 95. net.

COURSING AND FALCONRY.
By Harding Cox, Charles Richardson,

|

and the Hon. Gerald Lascelles. With :

20 Plates and 55 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 65. net; half-bound, with
gilt top, 95. net.

CRICKET. By A. G. Steel and
the Hon. R. H. Lyttelton. With Con-
tributions by Andrew Lang, W. G. Grace,
F. Gale, etc. With 13 Plates and 52 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

CYCLING. By the Earl of Albe-
marle and G. Lacy Hillier. With 19
Plates and 44 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown Svo., cloth. 65. net ; half-bound, with
gih top, 95. net.

DANCING, By Mrs. Lilly Grove.
With Contributions by Miss Middleton,

j

The Hon. Mrs. Armytage, etc. With
j

Musical Examples, and 38 Full-page Plates
|

and 93 Illustrations in the -Text. Crown '

8vo., cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt

top, 9s. net.
j

DRIVING. By His Grace the (Eighth)
|

Duke of Beaufort, K.G. With Contribu-
tions by A. E. T. Watson the Earl of
Onslow, etc. With 12 Plates and 54 Illus- >

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.
\

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net. 1

i

FENCING, BOXING, AND
WRESTLING. By Walter H. Pollock,
F. C. Grove, C. Prevost, E. B. Mitchell, I

and Walter Armstrong. With 18 Plates
and 24 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo., cloth, 6s. net; half-bound, with gilt

top, 9s. net.

FISHING.
Pennell.

By H. Cholmondeley-

Vol. I. SALMON AND TROUT. With
Contributions by H. R. Francis, Major
John P. Traherne, etc. With 9 Plates
and numerous Illustrations of Tackle, etc.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound,
with gilt top, 9s. net.

Vol. II. PIKE AND OTHER COARSE
FISH. With Contributions by the
Marquis of Exeter, William Senior,
G. Christopher Davis, etc. With
7 Plates and numerous Illustrations 01

Tackle, etc. Crown Svo., cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

FOOTBALL. History, by Mon-
tague Shearman ; The Association
Game, by W. J. Oakley and G. O. Smith

;

The Rugby Union Game, by Frank
Mitchell. With other Contributions by
R, E. Macnaghten, M. C. Kemp, J. E.
Vincent, Walter Camp and A. Suther-
land. With 19 Plates and 35 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

GOLF. By Horace G. HutcAinson.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A. J.
Balfour, M.P., Sir Walter Simpson, Bart.,

Andrew Lang, etc. With 34 Plates and 56
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth,

6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

HUNTING. By His Grace the
(Eighth) Duke of Beaufort, K.G., and
Mowbray Morris. With Contributions by
the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,
Rev. E. W. L. Davies, G. H. Longman,
etc. With 5 Plates and 54 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown Svo., cloth, 6s. net ; half-

bound, with gilt top, 9s. net.

MOTORS AND MOTOR-DRIV-
ING. By Alfred C. Harmsworth, the
Marquis de Chasseloup-Laubat, the

Hon. John Scott-Montagu, R. J. Me-
credy, the Hon. C. S. Rolls, Sir David
Salomons, Bart., etc. With 13 Plates and
136 Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo.,

cloth, 9s. net ; half-bound, 12s. net.

A Cloth Box for use when Motoring, 2s. net.
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THE BADMINTON \AB.-RhYCI—continued.

Edited by HIS GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.
and A. E. T. WATSON.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T.
Dent. With Contributions by the Right
Hon. J. Bryce, M.P., Sir Martin Conway,
D. W. Freshfield, C. E. Matthews, etc.

With 13 Plates and gi Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net ; half-

bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

POETRY OF SPORT {THE).—
Selected by Hedley Peek. With a

Chapter on Classical Allusions to Sport by
Andrew Lang, and a Special Preface to

the BADMINTON LIBRARY by A. E. T.
Watson. With 32 Plates and 74 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 65.

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHAS-
ING. By the Earl of Suffolk and
Berkshire, W. G. Craven, the Hon. F.

Lawley, Arthur Coventry, and A. E. T.
Watson. With Frontispiece and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, J. Moray Brown, T. F.

Dale, The Late Duke of Beaufort, The
Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire, etc.

With 18 Plates and 41 Illusts. in the Text.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound,

with gilt top, gs. net.

ROWING. By R. P. P. Rowe and
C. M. Pitman. With Chapters on Steering

by C. P. Serocold and F. C. Begg ; Met-
ropolitan Rowing by S. Le Blanc Smith

;

and on PUNTING by P. W. Squire. With
75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. FIELD AND COVERT. By Lord
Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions by
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles and A. J.

Stuart-Wortley. With 11 Plates and

g5 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top,

gs. net.

Vol. II. MOOR AND MARSH. By
Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions by
Lord Lovat and Lord Charles Lennox
Kerr. With 8 Plates and 57 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo,, cloth, 6s. net

;

half-bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

SEA FISHING. By John Bicker-
dyke, Sir H. W. GoRE-BooTH, Alfred
C. Harmsworth, and W. Senior. With 22
Full-page Plates and 175 Illusts. in the Text.
Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net; half-bound, with
gilt top, gs. net.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOG-
GANING. By J. M. Heathcote, C. G.
Tebbutt, T. Maxwell Witham, Rev.
John Kerr, Ormond Hake, Henry A.
Buck, etc. With 12 Plates and 272 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

net ; half-bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

SWIMMING. By Archibald Sin-
clair andWilliam Henry, Hon. Sees, ofthe
Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates and 112
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo., cloth,

6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

TENNIS, LA WN TENNIS,
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-Bou-
VERIE, and A. C. Ainger. With Contributions

by the Hon. A. Lyttelton, W. C. Mar-
shall, Miss L. DoD, etc. With 14 Plates and
65 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

cloth, 6s. net ; half-bound, with gilt top,

gs. net.

YACHTING.

Vol. I. CWISING, CONSTRUCTION
OF YACHTS, YACHT RACING
RULES, FITTING-OUT, etc. By Sir

Edward Sullivan, Bart., The Earl of
Pembroke, Lord Brassey, K.C.B., C.

E. Seth-Smith, C.B., G. L. Watson, R.

T. Pritchett, E. F. Knight, etc. With
21 Plates and g3 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s. net ; half-

bound, with gilt top, gs. net.

Vol. II. YACHT CLUBS, YACHT-
ING IN AMERICA AND THE
COLONIES, YACHT RACING, etc.

By R. T. Pritchett, The Marquis of
DuFFERiN and Ava, K.P., The Earl of
Onslow, James McFerran, etc. With
35 Plates and 160 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., cloth, gs. net; half-

bound, with gilt top, gs. net.
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FUR, FEATHER, AND FIN SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T. Watson.

Crown 8vo., price 55. each Volume, cloth.

The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather^ with gilt top. Price 75. 6d. net each.

RED Z>^^^.—Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Deer Stalk-
ing, by Cameron of Lochiel ; Stag
Hunting, by Viscount Ebrington

;

Cookery, by Alexander Innes Shand.
With 10 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 55.

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural His-
tory, by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson

;

Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley
;

Cookery, by George Saintsbury. With
It Illustrations and various Diagrams.
Crown 8vo., 5s.

THE GRO USE. Natural History, by
the Rev.' H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,
by A. J. Stuart-Wortley; Cookery, by
George Saintsbury. With 13 Illustrations

and various Diagrams. Crown Svo., 55.

THEPHEASANT. Natural History,
by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,
by A, J. Stuart-Wortley ; Cookery, by
Alexander Innes Shand. With 10 Illus-

trations and various Diagrams. Crown
Svo., 55.

THE HARE. Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,
by the Hon. Gerald Lascelles ; Coursing,
by Charles Richardson ; Hunting, by J.
S. Gibbons and G. H. Longman ; Cookery,
by Col. Kenney Herbert. With 9
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 55.

THE SALMON. By the Hon. A. E.
Gathorne-Hardy. With Chapters on the
Law of Salmon Fishing by Claud Douglas
Pennant ; Cookery, by Alexander Innes
Shand. With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 5s.

THE TROUT. By the Marquess
OF Granby. With Chapters on the Breed-
ing of Trout by Col. H. Custance ; and
Cookery, by Alexander Innes Shand.
With 12 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 55.

THE RABBIT. By James Edmund
Harting. Cookery, by Alexander Innes
Shand. With 10 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 55.

PIKE AND PERCH. By William
Senior (' Redspinner,' Editor of the
' Field '). With Chapters by John Bicker-
dyke and W. H. Pope ; Cookery, by
Alexander Innes Shand. With 12 Il-

lustrations. Crown Svo., 55.

Alverstone and Alcock.—Surrey
Cricket: its History and Associations.

Edited by the Right Hon. Lord Alver-
stone, L.C.J. , President, and C.W. Alcock,
Secretary, of the Surrey County Cricket
Club. With 4S Illustrations. Svo., i6s. net.

Bickerdyke.—Da ys of My Life on
Water, Fresh and Salt; and other
Papers. By John Bickerdyke. With
Photo-etching Frontispiece and S Full-page
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. td.

Blackburne.— Mr. Blackburnes
Games at Chess. Selected, Annotated
and Arranged by Himself. Edited, with a
Biographical Sketch and a brief History of
Blindfold Chess, by P. Anderson Graham.
With Portrait of Mr. Blackburne. Svo.,

75. td. net.

Dead Shot (The) : or. Sportsman's
Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on the Use
of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finishing
Lessons in the Art of Shooting Game of all

kinds. Also Game-driving, Wildfowl and
Pigeon-shooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By
Marksman. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 105. 6d.

Hllis.—Chess Sparks ; or, Short and
Bright Games of Chess. Collected and
Arranged by J. H. Ellis, M. A. Svo., 45. 6d.

Folkard.—The Wild-Fowler : A
Treatise on Fowling, Ancient and Modern,
descriptive also of Decoys and Flight-ponds,

Wild-fowl Shooting, Gunning-punts, Shoot-
ing-yachts, etc. Also Fowling in the Fens
and in Foreign Countries, Rock-fowling,

etc., etc., by H. C. Folkard. With 13 En-
gravings on Steel, and several Woodcuts.
Svo., 125. 6rf.

Ford.

—

The Theory and Practice
OF Archery. By Horace Ford. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-written

• by W. Butt, M.A. With a Preface by C.

J. Longman, M.A. Svo., 145.

Francis.—A Book on Angling : or,

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in every

Branch ; including full Illustrated List of Sal-
mon Flies. By Francis Francis. With Por-
trait and Coloured Plates. Crown Svo., 15s.

Fremantle. — The Book of the
Rifle. By the Hon. T. F. Fremantle,
V.D., Major, ist Bucks V.R.C. With 54
Plates and 107 Diagrams in the Text. Svo.,

125. 6i. net.
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Gathorne - Hardy. — Autumns in
Argyleshirb with Rod and Gun. By
the Hon. A. E. Gathorne-Hardy. With
8 Illustrations by Archibald Thorburn.
8vo., 6s. net.

Graham.—Country Pastimes for
Boys. By P. Anderson Graham. With
252 Illustrations from Drawings and
Photographs. Cr. Svo., gilt edges, 35. net.

Hutchinson.—The Book of Golf
AND Golfers. By Horace G. Hutchin-
son. With Contributions by Miss Amy
Pascoe, H. H. Hilton, J. H. Taylor, H.

J. Whigham, and Messrs. Sutton & Sons.
With 71 Portraits from Photographs. Large
crown Svo., gilt top, 75. 6d. net.

Lang.—Angling Sketches. By
Andrew Lang. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

Lillie.—Croquet up to Date, Con-
taining the Ideas and Teachings of the

Leading Players and Champions. By Ar-
thur Lillie. With Contributions by
Lieut.-Col. the Hon. H. Needham, C. D.
LococK, etc. With 19 Illustrations (15
Portraits), and numerous Diagrams. Svo.,

I05. td. net.

Locock.—Side and Screw: being
Notes on the Theory and Practice of the

Game of Billiards. By C. D. Locock.
With Diagrams. Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Longman.—Chess Openings. By
Frederick W. Longman. Fcp. Svo., 25. 6d,

Mackenzie.—Notes for Hunting
Men. By Captain Cortlandt Gordon
Mackenzie. Crown Svo., 25. td. net.

Madden.—The Diary of Master
William Silence : a Study of Shakespeare
and of Elizabethan Sport. By the Right
Hon. D. H. Madden, Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Dublin. Svo., gilt top, i6j.

Maskelyne.—Sharps and Flats : a
Complete Revelation of the Secrets ol

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill. By
John Nevil Maskelyne, of the Egyptian
Hall. With 62 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 65.

Millais (John Guille).

The Wild-Foivler in Scotland.
With a Frontispiece in Photogravure by
Sir J. E. Millais, Bart., P.R.A., 8 Photo-
gravure Plates, 2 Coloured Plates and 50
Illustrations from the Author's Drawings
and from Photographs. Royal 4to., gilt

top, 305. net.

Millais^ (John Guille)—continued.

The Natural History of the
British Surface -Feeding Ducks.
With 6 Photogravures and.66 Plates (41
in Colours) from Drawings by the Author,
Archibald Thorburn, and from Photo-
graphs. Royal 4to.,cloth,gilt top,£6 65.net.

Modern Bridge.—By 'Slam'. With
a Reprint of the Laws of Bridge, as adopted
by the Portland and Turf Clubs. i8mo.,
gilt edges, 35. td. net.

Park.—The Game of Golf. By
William Park, Jun., Champion Golfer,

1S87-89. With 17 Plates and 26 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 75. 6rf.

Payne-Galiwey (Sir Ralph, Bart.).

The Cross-Bow : Mediaeval and
Modern ; Military and Sporting ; its

Construction, History and Management,
with a Treatise on the Balista and Cata-

pult of the Ancients. With 220 Illustra-

tions. Royal 4to., £^ 35. net.

Letters to Young Shooters (First

Series). On the Choice and use of a Gun.
With 41 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Letters TO Young SnooTERsi^tconA
Series). On the Production, Preservation,

and Killing of Game. With Directions

in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and Breaking-

in Retrievers. With Portrait and 103
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 125. 6d.

Letters to Young Shooters.
(Third Series.) Comprising a Short
Natural History of the Wildfowl that

are Rare or Common to the British

Islands, with complete directions in

Shooting Wildfowl on the Coast and
Inland. With 200 Illustrations. Crown
Svo., 185.

Pole.—The Theory of the Modern
Scientific Game of Whist. By William
Pole, F.R.S. Fcp. Svo., gilt edges, 25. net.

Proctor.—How to Play Whist:
with the Laws and Etiquette of
Whist. By Richard A. Proctor. Crown
Svo., gilt edges, 35. net.

Ronalds.—2he Fly-Fisher's Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ronalds. With 20
coloured Plates. Svo., 145.

Selous.—Sport and Travel^ Fast
and West. By Frederick Courteney
Selous. With 18 Plates and 35 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Medium 8vo., 125. 6rf. net.

Warner.—Cricket Across the
Seas : being an Account of the Tour of

Lord Hawke's Team in New Zealand and
Australia. By P. F. Warner. With 32
Illustrations from Photographs. Crown
Svo., 55. net.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy.

LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETHICS, &C,

Abbott.—The Elements of Logic.
By T. K. Abbott, B.D. i2mo., 35.

Aristotle.

The Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
der Grant, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

An Introduction to Aristotl^s
Ethics. Books L-IV. (Book X. c. vi.-ix.

in an Appendix). With a continuous
Analysis and Notes. By the Rev. E.

Moore, D.D. Crown 8vo., 105. ^d.

Bacon (Francis).

Complete Works. Edited by R. L.
Ellis, James Spedding and D. D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo., £^ 135. ^d.

Letters and Life, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by James
Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo.,;^4 45.

The Essa ys : with Annotations. By
Richard Whately, D.D. 8vo., los. 6d.

The Essays: with Notes. By F.
Storr and C. H. Gibson. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

The Essays: with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott, D.D.
2 Vols. Fcp.8vo.,65. The Text and Index
only, without Introduction and Notes, in

One Volume. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6rf.

Bain (Alexander).

Mental and Moral Science : a
Compendium of Psychology and Ethics.

Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

Or separately,

Parti. Psychology and History op
Philosophy. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Part II. TheoryopEthics ANDEthical
Systems. Crown 8vo., 45. 6d.

Logic. V2iv\. I. Deduction. Cr. 8vo.,

4s. Part II. Induction. Cr. 8vo., 65. 6d.

*'The Senses and the Intellect.
8vo., 15s.

The Emotions and the Will
8vo., 155.

Practical Essays, Cr. 8vo.,2s.

Dissertations on Leading Philo-
sophical Topics, 8vo., 7s. 6d. net.

Baldwin.—A College Manual of
Rhetoric. By Charles Sears Baldwin.
A.M., Ph.D. Crown 8vo., 4s. td.

Brooks.—The Elements of Mind :

being an Examination into the Nature of
the First Division of the Elementary Sub-
stances of Life. By H. Jamyn Brooks.
8vo., I05. 6d. net.

Brough.—The Study of Mental
Science: Five Lectures on the Uses and
Characteristics of Logic and Psychology.
By J. Brough, LL.D. Crown 8vo, -25. net.

Crozier (John Beattie).

Civilisation AND Progress : being
the Outlines of a New System of Political,

Religious and Social Philosophy. 8vo.,i45.

History of Intellectual Devel-
o/w^A'^r.-ontheLinesofModernEvolution.

Vol. I. 8vo., 145.

Vol. II. {In preparation.)

Vol. III. 8vo., los. 6rf.

Davidson.—The Logic of Defini-
tion, Explained and Applied. By William
L. Davidson, M.A. Crown 8vo., 65.

Fite.—An Introductory Study of
Ethics. By Warner Fite. Cr. 8vo., 6s. 6rf.

Green (Thomas Hill).—The Works
OF. Edited by R. L. Nettleship.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works. 8vo.

i6s. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to the

three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo., 21s.

Lectures on the Principles of
Political Obligation. With Preface

by Bernard Bosanquet. 8vo., 5s.

Gurnhill.—The Morals of Suicide.
By the Rev. J. Gurnhill, B.A. Vol. I.,

Crown 8vo., 5s. net, Vol, II., Crown 8vo.,

5s. net,
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy—continued,

LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETHICS, S-C.

Hodgson (Shadworth H.).

Time and Space: A Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo., 165.

The Theory of Practice: an
Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo., 245.

The Philosophy of Reflection.
2 vols. 8vO., 215.

The Metaphysic of Experience.
Book L General Analysis of Experience

;

Book IL Positive Science; Book IIL
Ana ysis of Conscious Action ; Book IV.

The Real Universe. 4 vols. Svo., 365. net.

Hume.—The Philosophical Works
OF David Hume. Edited by T. H. Green
and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. Svo., 285. Or
separately, Essays. 2 vols. 145. Treatise
OF Human Nature. 2 vols. 14s.

James (William, M.D., LL.D.).
The Will to Believe, and Other
Essays in Popular Philosophy. Crown
8vo., 75. ^d.

The Varieties of Religious Ex-
perience : a Study in Human Nature.
Being the GiflFord Lectures on Natural
Religion delivered at Edinburgh in 1901-

1902. 8vo., i2s. net.

Talks to Teachers on Psycho-
log v, AND TO Students on some of
Life's Ideals. Crown 8vo.

, 45. 6d.

Justinian.—The Institutes of
Justinian : Latin Text, chiefly that of

Huschke, with English Introduction, Trans-
lation, Notes, and Summary. By Thomas
C. Sandars, M.A. 8vo., 185.

Kant (Immanuel).
Critique of Practical Reason^
and Other Works on the Theory op
Ethics. Translated by T. K. Abbott,
B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Fundamental Principles of the
Metaphysic OF Ethics. Translated by
T. K. Abbott, B.D. Crown 8vo, 35.

Introduction to Logic, and his
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty 01
the Four Figures. Translated by T.
K. Abbott. 8vo., 65

Kelly.—Government or Human
Evolution. By Edmond Kelly, M.A.,
F.G.S. Vol. I. Justice. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.
net. Vol. II. Collectivism and Individualism.
Crown Svo., los. td. net.

K i 1 1 i C k.

—

Handbook to Mill's
System of Logic. By Rev. A. H.
KiLLicK, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6^.

Ladd (George Trumbull).

Philosophy OF Conduct: a Treatise
of the Facts, Principles and Ideals of
Ethics. 8vo., 21S.

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8V0., 215.

Outlines op Descriptive Psycho-
logy: a Text-Book of Mental Science for

Colleges and Normal Schools. 8vo., 125.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8V0., 125.

Primer of Psychology. Cr. 8vo.,
55. 6d.

Lecky(William Edward Hartpole).

The Map of Life : Conduct and
Character. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

History of European Morals
FROM Augustus to Charlemagne. 2

vols. Crown 8vo., 105. net.

A Survey of English Ethics :

being the First Chapter of W. E. H.
Lecky's ' History of European Morals '.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
W. A. Hirst. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

History of the Rise and Influ-
ence of the Spirit of Rationalism
in Europe. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., los. net.

Democracy and Liberty.
Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 365.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 105. net.

Lutoslawski.—The Origin and
Growth of Plato's Logic. With an
Account of Plato's Style and of the Chrono-
logy of his Writings. By Wincenty
Lutoslawski. 8vo., 215.

Max Miiller (F.).

The Scienceof Thought. 8vo . , 2 i s .

The Six Systems of Indian Phil-
osophy. 8vo., 185.

Three Lectures on the Vedanta
Philosophy. Crown 8vo., 55.

Mill (John Stuart).
A System of Logic. Cr. Svo., 3 s. 6d.

On Liberty. Crown Svo., 15. 4^.

Considerations on Representa-
tive GovERNMEAT. Crown 8vo., 25.

Utilitarianism. Svo., 25. 6d.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy. 8vo., 165.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
AND Theism. Three Essays. 8vo., 55.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Fhilosophy—continued.
LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETHICS, &'C.

M o n c k. — An Introduction to
Logic. By William Henry S. Monck,
M.A. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Myers.—Human Personality and
ITS Survival of Bodily Death. By
Frederic W. H. Myers. 2 vols. 8vo.,

425. net.

Pierce.—Studies in Auditory and
Visual Space Perception : Essays on
Experimental Psychology. By A. H.
Pierce. Crown 8vo., 65. 6d. net.

Richmond.—The Mind of a Child.
By Ennis Richmond. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d. net.

Romanes.—Mind and Motion and
Monism. By George John Romanes,
Cr. Svo., 4s. 6d.

Sully (James).

An Essay on Laughter : its

Forms, its Cause, its Development and
its Value. Svo., 125. 6tf. net.

7HE Human Mind : a Text-book of
Psychology. 2 vols. Svo., 215.

Outlines of Psychology. Crown
Svo., 95.

The Teacher's Handbook 6f Psy-
chology. Crown Svo., 65. 6d.

Studiesof Childhood. Svo. , i os . 6J.

Children's Wa ys : being Selections
from the Author's ' Studies of Childhood '.

With 25 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 45. 6<f.

Sutherland. — The Origin and
Growth of the Moral Instinct. By
Alexander Sutherland, M.A. 2 vols.

Svo., 2S5.

Swinburne.— Picture Logic : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By Alfred James Swinburne,
M.A. With 23 Woodcuts. Cr. Svo., 25. 6d.

Thomas.— Intuitive Suggestion.
By J. W. Thomas, Author of Spiritual Law
in the Natural World,' etc. Crown Svo.,

35. 6d. net.

Webb.—The Veil of Isis : a Series
of Essays on Idealism. By Thomas E.
Webb, LL.D., Q.C. Svo., 105. 6d.

VJeher,—History of Philosophy
By Alfred Weber, Professor in the Uni-
versity of Strasburg. Translated by Frank
Thilly, Ph.D. Svo., 165.

Whately (Archbishop).

Bacon's Essays. With Annotations.
Svo., 10s. 6d.

Elements of Logic. Cr. 8vo., 45. 6d.

Elements OF Phetoric. Cr. 8vo.,
45. 6d.

Zeller (Dr. Edward).

The Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev. O. J.
Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo., 155.

Outlines of the History of
Greer Philosophy. Translated by
Sarah F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott,
M.A., LL.D. Crown Svo., 105. 6d.

Plato and the Older Academy.
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne and
Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown Svo., iSs.

Socrates and the Socratic
Schools. Translated by the Rev. O.

J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo., 105. 6d.

Aristotle AND the Earlier Peri-
patetics. Translated by B. F. C. Cos-
TELLOE, M.A., and J. H. Muirhead,
M.A. 2 vols. Crown Svo., 245.

STONYHURST PHILOSOPHICAL SERIES,

A Manual of Political Economy.
By C. S. Devas, M.A. Crown Svo., 75. M.

First Principles of Knowledge.
By John Rickaby, S.J. Crown Svo., 55.

General Metaphysics. By John
Rickaby, S.J. Crown Svo., 55.

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke, S.J.
Crown Svo., 55.

Moral Philosophy {Ethics and
Natural Law). By Joseph Rickaby, S.J.

Crown Svo., 5s.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
BoEDDER, S.J. Crown Svo., 65. 6d.

Psychology. By Michael Maher,
S.J., D.Litt., M.A. (Lond.). Cr. Svo., 65. 6d.
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History and Science of Language, &e.

Davidson.—LEAnmo and Import-
ant English Words : Explained and Ex-
emplified. By William L. Davidson,
M.A. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Farrar.—Language andLanguages.
By F. W. Farrar, D.D., late Dean of

Canterbury. Crown 8vo., 65.

Graham. — English Synonyms
y

Classified and Explained : with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. Graham. Fcp. 8vo., ts.

Max Muller (F.).

The Science of Language. 2 vol s .

Crown Svo., 105.

Max Muller (F.)

—

continued.

Biographies op Words, and the
Home of the Aryas. Crown Svo., 55.

Chips from a German Workshop.
Vol. in. Essays on Language and
Literature. Crown Svo., 55.

Last Essays. First Series. Essays
on Language, Folk-lore and other Sub-
jects. Crown Svo., 5s.

Roget.—Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classified and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.
By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S.
With full Index. Crown Svo., 95. net.

Political Economy and Economics.

Ashley (W. J.).

English Economic History and
Theory. Crown Svo., Part I., 55. Part

II., los. 6d.

Surveys, Historic and Economic.
Crown Svo., gs. net.

The Adjustment of Wages : a
Study on the Coal and Iron Industries of

Great Britain and the United States.

With 4 Maps. Svo., 125. 6d. net.

Bagehot.—Economic Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

Barnett.—Practicable Socialism :

Essays on Social Reform. By Samuel A.

and Henrietta Barnett. Crown Svo., 6s.

Devas.—A Manual of Political
Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A. Cr. Svo.,

7s. 6d. {Stonyhurst Philosophical Series.)

Dewey.—Financial History of the
United States. By Davis Rich Dewey.
Crown Svo., 75. 6d. net.

Lawrence.—Local Varia tions in
Wages. By F. W. Lawrence, M.A. With
Index and 18 Maps and Diagrams. 4to.,85.6^.

Leslie.—Essays on Political Eco-
nomy. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie, Hon.
LL.D., Dubl. Svo., 10s. 6d.

Macleod (Henry Dunning).

Bimetallism. 8vo., 55. net.

The Elements of Banking. Cr.

Svo., 3s. 6d.

Macleod (Henry Dunning)—contd.

The Theory and Practice of
Banking. Vol. I. Svo., 125. Vol. II. 145.

The Theory of Credit. Svo.
In I Vol., 305. net; or separately, Vol.

I., 105. net. Vol. II., Part I., los. net.

Vol II., Part II. I05. net.

Indian Currency. 8yo., 2s.6d.net.

Mill.—PoliticA l Economy. By
John Stuart Mill. Popular Edition. Cr.

8vo.,35.6£f. Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.,3os.

Mulhall.—Industries and Wealth
OF Nations. By Michael G. Mulhall,
F.S.S. With 32 Diagrams. Cr. Svo., 8s. 6<i.

Symes. — Political Economy : a

Short Text-book of Political Economy.
With Problems for Solution, Hints for

Supplementary Reading, and a Supple-

mentary Chapter on Socialism. By J. E.

Symes, M.A. Crown Svo., 25. ^d.

Toynbee.—Lectures on the In-

dustrial Revolution of the 18th Cen-

tury in England. By Arnold Toynbee.
Svo., I05. fid.

Webb (Sidney and Beatrice).

The History of Trade Unionism.
With Map and Bibliography. 8vo., 75. ^d.

net.

Industrial Democracy : a Study
in Trade Unionism. 2 vols. Svo., 12s. net.

Problems of Modern Industry.
Svo., 55. net.
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Evolution, Anthropology, &e.
^t

Annandale and Robinson.

—

Fas-
" cicuLi Malayenses : Anthropological and

Zoological Results of an Expedition to

Perak and the Siamese Malay States,

igoi-2. Undertaken by Nelson Annan-
dale and Herbert C. Robinson. With
17 Plates and 15 Illustrations in the Text.
Part \. 4to., 15s. net.

Avebury.—The Origin of Civilisa-
tion, and the Primitive Condition of Man.
By the Right Hon. Lord Avebury. With
6 Plates and 20 Illustrations. 8vo., 185.

Clodd (Edward).
The Story of Creation: a Plain
Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

A Primer of Evolution : being a
Popular Abridged Edition of * The Story
of Creation'. With Illustrations. Fcp.

'
''

Svo., 15. 6d.

Lang and Atkinson. — Social
Origins. By Andrew Lang, M.A., LL.D.

;

and Primal Laiv. By J. J. Atkinson.
Svo., los. 6d. net.

Packard.—Lamarck, the Found^.
OF Evolution : his Life and Work, with
Translations of his Writings on Organic
Evolution. By Alpheus S. Packard,
M.D., LL.D. With 10 Portrait and other
Illustrations. Large Crown Svo., gs. net.

Romanes (George John).
Essays. Ed. by C. Lloyd Morgan.
Crown Svo., 55. net.

An Examination of Weismann-
ISM. Crown Svo., 65.

DARWINy AND AFTER DaRWIN '. an
Exposition of the Darwinian Theory, and a

Discussion on Post-Darwinian Questions.
Part I. The Darwinian Theory. With

Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 105. td.

Part II. Post-Darwinian Questions:
Heredity and Utility. With Portrait of
the Author and 5 Illustrations. Cr. Svo.,

los. td.

Part III. Post-Darwinian Que^stions

:

Isolation and Physiological Selection.

Crown Svo., 55.

The Science of
Balfour. — The Foundations of
Belief; being Notes Introductory to the
Study of Theology. By the Right Hon.
Arthur James Balfour. Cr. Svo., &. net.

Baring-Gould.—The Origin and
Development of Religious Belief.
By the Rev. S. Baring-Gould. 2 vols.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6d. each.

Campbell.—Religion in Greek Li-
terature. By the Rev. Lewis Campbell,
M.A., LL.D. Svo., 155.

Davidson.—Theism, as Grounded in
Human Nature, Historically and Critically

Handled. Being the Burnett Lectures
for 1892 and 1893, delivered at Aberdeen.
By W. L. Davidson, M.A., LL.D. Svo., 155.

James.—The Varieties of Re-
ligious Experience : a Study in Human
Nature. Being the Gifford Lectures on
Natural Religion delivered at Edinburgh in

1901-1902. By William James, LL.D.,
etc. Svo., 125. net.

Lang (Andrew).

Magic AND Religion. 8vo., 105. 6d.

Custom and Myth: Studies of
Early Usage and Belief. With 15
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Myth, Ritual, and Religion, 2
vols. Crown Svo., 75. '

Religion, &c.
Lang (Andrew)—continued.

Modern Mythology : a Reply to
Professor Max Miiller. Svo., 95.

The Making of Religion. Cr. 8vo.,

55. net.
*

Leighton.—Typical Modern Con-
ceptions OF God; or, The Absolute of

German Romantic Idealism and of English
Evolutionary Agnosticism. By Joseph
Alexander Leighton, Professor of Philo-

sophy in Hobart College, U.S. Crown Svo.,

3s. 6af. net.

Max Muller (The RigJfit Hon. F.).

The Silesian Horseherd {'Das
Pferdeburla ') : Questions of the Day
answered by F. Max Muller. Trans-
lated by Oscar A. Fechter, Mayor of
North Jakima, U.S.A. With a Preface
by J. EsTLiN Carpenter.

Chips from a German JVojikshop.
Vol. IV. Essays on Mythology and Folk-
lore. Crown Svo., 5s.

The Six Systems of Indian
Philosophy. Svo., 1S5.

Contributions to the Science of
Mythology. 2 vols. Svo., 325.

The Origin and Growth of Reli-
gion, as illustrated by the Religions of

India. The Hibbert Lectures, delivered

at the Chapter House, Westminster
Abbey, in 1S7S. Crown Svo., 55.
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The Science of Religion, (&c.

—

continued.

Max Miiller (The Right Hon. F.)—
continued.

Introduction to the Science of
Religion: Four Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Natural Religion. The Gifford
Lectures, delivered before the University

of Glasgow in 1888. Crown 8vo., 55.

Physical Religion. The Gifford
Lectures, delivered before the University

of Glasgow in 1890. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Anthropological Religion. The
Gifford Lectures, delivered before the Uni-
versity of Glasgow in 1891. Cr. 8vo., 55.

Theosophy, or Psychological Re-
ligion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered

before the University of Glasgow in 1892.

Crown 8vo., 55.

Max Miiller (The Right Hon. F.)—
continued.

Three Lectures on the VedXnta
Philosophy, delivered at the Royal
Institution in March, 1894. Cr. 8vo., 5s.

Last Essays. Second Series

—

Essays on the Science of Religion.
Crown 8vo., 55.

Oakesmith. — The Religion of
Plutarch: a Pagan Creed of Apostolic
Times. An Essay. By John Oakesmith,
D.Litt., M.A. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Wood-Martin (W. G.).

Traces of the Elder Faiths of
Ireland : a Folk-lore Sketch. A Hand-
book of Irish Pre-Christian Traditions.
With 192 Illustrations. 2 vols. 8vo.,

30s. net.

Pagan Ireland : an Archaeological
Sketch. A Handbook of Irish Pre-

Christian Antiquities. With 512 Illus-

trations. 8vo., 155.

Classical Literature, Translations, &c.

Abbott.—Hellenica. a Collection

of Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,

History, and Religion. Edited by Evelyn
Abbott, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo., 75. 6(f.

iEschylus.—Eumenides of ^schy-
LUS. With Metrical English Translation.

By J. F. Davies. 8vo., 75.

Aristophanes.— The Acharnians
of Aristophanes, translated into English

Verse. By R. Y. Tyrrell. Crown 8vo., 15.

Becker (W. A.), Translated by the
Rev. F. Metcalfe, B.D.

Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. With Notes and Ex-
cursuses. With 26 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Charicles: or, Illustrations ot the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.

With Notes and Excursuses. With 26

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6rf.

Campbell.—Religion in Greek Li-
terature. By the Rev. Lewis Campbell,
M.A., LL.D., Emeritus Professor of Greek,
University of St. Andrews. 8vo., 15s.

Cicero.—Cicero's Correspondence.
By R. Y. Tyrrell. Vols. I., II., III., 8vo.,

each I2S. Vol. IV., 155. Vol. V., 14s.

Vol. VI., 125. Vol. VII. Index, 7s. td.

Harvard Studies in Classical
Philology. Edited by a Committee of the

Classical Instructors of Harvard University.

Vols. XL, 1900 ; XII., 1901 ; XIII., 1902.

8vo., 65. 6d. net each.

Hime.—Lucian^ the Syrian Sa-
tirist. By Lieut.-Col. Henry W. L. Hime,
(late) Royal Artillery. 8vo., 55. net.

Homer.—The Odyssey of Homer.
Done into English Verse. By William
Morris. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Horace.—The Works of Horace,
rendered into English Prose. With
Life, Introduction and Notes. By William
CouTTS, M.A. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Lang.—Homer and the Epic. By
Andrew Lang. Crown 8vo., 95. net.

Lucian. — Translations from
Lucian. By Augusta M. Campbell
Davidson, M.A. Edin. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Ogilvie.—HoRAE Latinae : Studies
in Synonyms and Syntax. By the late

Robert Ogilvie, M.A., LL.D., H.M. Chief

Inspector of Schools for Scotland. Edited

by Alexander Souter, M.A. With a

Memoir by Joseph Ogilvie, M.A., LL.D.
8vo., 125. ^d. net.
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Classical Literature, Translations, &e.

—

continued.

Rich.—A Dictionary ofRoman and
Greek Antiquities. By A. Rich, B.A.

With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo., 65. net.

Sophocles.

—

Translated into English
Verse. By Robert Whitelaw, M.A.,
Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr. 8vo.,

85. 6d.

Theophrastus.— 7)/^ Characters
OF Theophrastus : a Translation, with
Introduction. By Charles E. Bennett
and William A. Hammond, Professors in

Cornell University. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d. net.

Tyrrell. — Dublin Translations
INTO Greek and Latin Verse. Edited
by R. Y. Tyrrell. 8vo., 6s.

Virgil.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose by John Conington.
Crown 8vo., 65.

Virgil—continued.

The ^neid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by John Conington.
Crown 8vo., 65.

The jfENEiDS of Virgil, Done into
English Verse. By William Morris.
Crown 8vo., 55. net.

The JEneid of Virgil^ freely trans-
lated into English Blank Verse. By
W. J. Thornhill. Crown 8vo., 65. net.

The ^neid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by James Rhoades.

Books L-VL Crown 8vo., 5s.

Books Vn.-Xn. Crown 8vo., 5s.

The Eclogues and Georgics of
Virgil. Translated into English Prose
by J. W. Mackail, Fellow of Balliol

College, Oxford. i6mo., 5s.

Wilkins.—The Growth of the
Homeric Poems. By G. Wilkins. 8vo.,65.

Poetry and the Drama.

Arnold.— The Light of the World :

or, The Great Consummation. By Sir

Edwin Arnold. With 14 Illustrations

after Holman Hunt. Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Bell (Mrs. Hugh).

Chamber Comedies : a Collection
of Plays and Monologues for the Drawing
Room. Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Fairy Tale Flays, and How to
Act Them. With 91 Diagrams and 52
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. net.

Rumpelstiltzkin : a Fairy Play in

Five Seenes (Characters, 7 Male ; i Fe-
male). From 'Fairy Tale Plays and
How to Act Them '. With Illustrations,

Diagrams and Music. Cr. 8vo., sewed, 6rf.

Bird.— Ronald's Farewell, and
other Verses. By George Bird, M.A.,
Vicar of Bradwell, Derbyshire. Fcp. 8vo.,

45. 6rf. net.

Cochrane.—Collected Verses. By
Alfred Cochrane, Author of ' The Kes-
trel's Nest, and other Verses,' ' Leviore
Plectro,' etc. With a Frontispiece by H. J.
Ford. Fcp. 8vo., 5s. net.

Dabney.—The Musical Basis of
Verse : a Scientific Study of the Prin-

ciples of Poetic Composition. By J. P.

Dabney. Crown 8vo., 65. 6d. net.

Graves. — Clytmmnestra : a
Tragedy. By Arnold F. Graves. With
a Preface by Robert Y. Tyrrell, Litt.D.

Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Hither and Thither : Songs and
Verses. By the Author of ' Times and
Days,' etc. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Ingelow (Jean).

Poetical Works. Complete in

One Volume. Crown 8vo., gilt top, 65. net.

Lyrical and other Poems. Selec-
ted from the Writings of Jean Ingelow.
Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6rf. cloth plain, 35. cloth gilt.
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Poetry and the Drama

—

continued.

Keary.—The Brothers : a Fairy
Masque. By C. F. Keary. Cr. 8vo., 45. net.

Lang^ (Andrew).

Grass of Parnassus. Fcp. 8vo.,
25. 6d. net.

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited
by Andrew Lang. With 100 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

Lecky.—Poems. By the Right Hon.
W. E. H. Lecky. Fcp. 8vo., 55.

Lytton (The Earl of), (Owen
Meredith).

The Wanderer. Cr. 8vo., los. 6^.

LuciLE. Crown 8vo., 105. M.

Selected Poems. Cr. 8vo., 105. 6d.

Macaulay.—La ys ofAncient Rome^
WITH ' Ivry' ajmd * The Armada '. By
Lord Macaulay.

Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to., 105. 6d.

Bijou Edition.

iSmo., 25. 6d. gilt top.

Popular Edition.

Fcp. 4to., td. sewed, 15. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguelin. Crown
Svo., 35. net.

Annotated Edition. Fcp. Svo., 15. sewed,
15. 6d. cloth.

MacDonald.—A Book of Strife, in
the form of the Diary of an Old
Soul : Poems. By George MacDonald,
LL.D. iSmo., 6s.

Morris (William).

POETICAL WORKS -Library Edition.
Complete in 11 volumes. Crown Svo.,

price 55. net each;

The Earthly Paradise. 4 vols.

Crown Svo., 55. net each.

The Life and Death of Jason.
Crown Svo., 55. net.

The Defence of Guenevere, and
other Poems. Crown Svo., 55. net.

The StoryOF Sigurd THE Volsung,
AND The Fall of the Niblungs. Cr.

Svo., 55. net.

Morris (William)—continued.

Poems by the Way, and Love is

Enough. Crown Svo., 55. net. •

The Odyssey of Homer. Done
into English Verse. Crown Svo., 55, net.

The ^Eneids of Virgil. Done
into English Verse. Crown Svo., 55. net.

The Tale of Beowulf, sometime
King of the Folkof the Wedergea ts:

Translated by William Morris and A.

J. Wyatt. Crown Svo., 55. net.

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be
had in the following Editions :—

The Ear thly Paradise.
Popular Edition. 5 vols. i2mo., 255,

;

or 55. each, sold separately.

The same in Ten Parts, 255.; or 25. td.

each, sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in i vol. Crown Svo.,

65. net.

Poems by the Way. Square crown
Svo., 65.

The Defence of Guenevere, and
Other Poems. Cheaper Impression.

Fcp. Svo., 15. 6rf. net.

*^* For Mr. William Morris's other

Works, see pp. 27, 2S, 37 and 40.

Mors et Victoria. Cr. 8vo., 55. net.

*^ This is a drama in three acts, the

scene of which is laid in France
shortly after the massacre of St.

Bartholomew.

Morte Arthur: an Alliterative Poem
of the Fourteenth Century. Edited from
the Thornton MS., with Introduction,

Notes and Glossary. By Mary Macleod
Banks. Fcp. Svo., 35. td.

Nesbit.—La ys and Legends. By E.
Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert Bland). First

Series. Crown Svo., 35. bd. Second Series.

With Portrait. Crown Svo., 55.

Ramal.—Songs of Childhood. By
Walter Ramal. With a Frontispiece

from a Drawing by Richard Doyle. Fcp.
Svo., 35. 6rf. net.

Riley. — Old Fashioned Roses :

Poems. By James Whitcomb Riley.
i2mo., gilt top, 55.

Romanes.—A Selection from the
Poems of George John Romanes, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S. With an Introduction by
T. Herbert Warren, President of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford. Crown Svo., 45. 65.
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Poetry and the Drama

—

continued.

Savage-Armstrong.—Ballads of
Down. By G, F. Savage-Armstrong,
M.A., D.Litt. Crown 8vo., 7s. M.

Shakespeare.
Bowdler's Family Shakespeare.
With 36 Woodcuts, i vol. 8vo., 14s.

Or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 215.

TheShakespeare Birthda yBook,
By Mary F. Dunbar. 32mo., 15. 6d.

Stevenson.—A Child's Garden of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Fcp. Svo., gilt top, 55.

Trevelyan.—Cecilia Gonzaga : a
Drama. By R. C. Trevelyan. Fcp.
8vo., 25. 6d. net.

Wagner.— 2>/£ Nibelungen Ring.
Done into English Verse by Reginald
Rankin, B.A., of the Inner Temple, Barris-
ter- at-Law.

Vol. L Rhine Gold, The Valkyrie. Fcp.
8vo., gilt top, 45. 6d.

Vol. IL Siegfried, The Twilight of the
Gods. Fcp. 8vo., gilt top, 45. 6d.

Fiction, Humour, &e.

Anstey (F.).

Voces Populi. (Reprinted from
'Punch'.)

First Series. With 20 Illustrations by J.
Bernard Partridge. Cr. 8vo., gilt

top, 3s. net.

Second Series. With 25 Illustrations by J.
Bernard Partridge. Cr. 8vo., gilt top,

35. net.

The Man from Blankley's, and
other Sketches. (Reprinted from ' Punch '.)

With 25 Illustrations by J. Bernard
Partridge. Cr. 8vo., gilt top, 35. net.

Bailey (H. C).

My Lady of Orange : a Romance
of the Netherlands in the Days of Alva.

With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Karl of Erbach : a Tale of the
Thirty Years' War. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Beaconsfield (The Earl of).

Novels and Tales. Complete
in II vols. Crown Svo., is. 6rf. each, or

in sets, 11 vols., gilt top, 15s. net.

Vivian Grey.
The Young Duke

;

Count Alarcos : a
Tragedy.

Alroy ; Ixion in

Heaven ; The In-

fernal Marriage

;

Popanilla.

Tancred.

Contarini Fleming
;

The Rise of Iskan-

der.

Sybil.

Henrietta Temple.
Venetia.

Coningsby.
Lothair.

Endymion.

Novels and Tales, The Hugh-
ENDEN Edition. With 2 Portraits' and
II Vignettes. 11 vols. Crown 8vo., 42s.

i

Bottome.—Life, the Lnterpreter.
By Phyllis Bottome. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Churchill.—Savrola : a Tale of the
Revolution in Laurania. By Winston
Spencer Churchill, M.P. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Crawford.—The Autobiography of
A Tramp. By J. H. Crawford. With a
Photogravure Frontispiece ' The Vagrants,'
by Fred. Walker, and 8 other Illustra-

I

tions. Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

' Creed.—The Vicar of St, Luke's.
By Sibyl Creed. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Davenport.—By the Ramparts of
Jezreel : a Romance of Jehu, King of
Israel. By Arnold Davenport. With

i Frontispiece by Lancelot Speed. Crown
j

8vo., 6s.

Dougall.—Beggars All. By L.
DouGALL. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

I

Doyle (Sir A. Conan).

MiCAH Clarke: A Tale of Mon-
mouth's Rebellion. With 10 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

The Refugees: A Tale of the
Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 3s. 6d.

The Stark Munro Letters. Cr.

Svo., 3s. 6d.

The Captain of the Polestar^
and other Tales. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.
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Fiction, Humour, &e.—continued.

Haggard (H. Rider)—continued.Dyson.—The Gold-Stealers : a
Story of Waddy. By Edward Dyson,
Author of 'Rhymes from the Mines,' etc.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

Farrar (F. W., late Dean of Can-
terbury).

Darkness and Dawn: or, Scenes
in the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.
Cr. 8vo., gilt top, 65. net.

Gathering Clouds : a Tale of the
Days of St. Chrysostom. Cr. 8vo., gilt

top, 65. net.

Fowler (Edith H.).

The Young Pretenders. A Story
of Child Life. With 12 Illustrations by
Sir Philip Burne-Jones, Bart. Crown
8vo., 65.

The Professor's Children. With
24 Illustrations by Ethel Kate Burgess.
Crown 8vo., 65.

Francis (M. E.).

Fiander's Widow. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Yeoman Fleetwood. With Fron-
tispiece. Crown 8vo., 35. net.

Pastorals of Dorset. With 8
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65.

The Manor Farm. With Frontis-
piece by Claud C. du Pre Cooper.
Crown 8vo., 65.

Froude.—The Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy: an Irish Romanceofthe Last Century.
By James A. Froude. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Haggard (H. Rider).

Allan Quatermain. With 31
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Beatrice. With Frontispiece and
Vignette. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Black Heart and White Hear r,

AND OTHER SiORiES. With 33 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Cleopatra. With 29 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3s. td.

Colonel Quaritch^ V.C. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Cr. 8vo., 35. td.

Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. Cr.
8vo., 35. 6d.

Dr. Therne. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d,

Eric Brighteves. With 51 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Heart of the World. With 15
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. M.

Joan Haste. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Lysbeth. With 26 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 65.

Maiwa's Revenge, Cr. Svo., is. 6r/.

Montezuma's Daughter. With 24
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6rf.

Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16
Illustrations. Crown Svo.,. 3s. 6^.

Nada the Lily. With 23 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6<i.

Pearl-Maiden: a Tale of the
Fall of Jerusalem. With 16 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 6s.

She. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6</.

Swallow : a Tale ofthe Great Trek.
With 8 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf.

The People of the Mist. With
16 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf.

The Witch's Head. With 16
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. ^d.
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Fietion, Humour, ^q,—continued.

Haggard and "L^xiZ'—TneWorld's
Desire. By H. Rider Haggard and

Andrew Lang. With 27 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3s. td.

Harte.—/iv^ the Carquinez Woods.
By Bret Harte. Crown 8vo., 35. 6rf,

Hope.—The Heart of Princess
OsRA. By Anthony Hope. With 9 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Howard.—The Failure of Success.
By Lady Mabel Howard. Crown Svo.,

65.

Hutchinson.—A Friend of Nelson.
By Horace G. Hutchinson. Cr, 8vo., 6s.

Jerome.—Sketches in Lavender:
Blub and Green. By Jerome K. Jerome,
Author of ' Three Men in a Boat,' etc.

Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Joyce.-—Old Celtic Romances.
Twelve of the most beautiful of the Ancient

Irish Romantic Tales. Translated from the

Gaelic. By P. W. Joyce, LL.D. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Lang (Andrew).

A Monk of Fife ; a Story of the

Days of Joan of Arc. With 13 Illustra-

tions by Selwyn Image. Crown 8vo.,

35. 6d.

The Disentanglers. With 7
Full-page Illustrations by H. J. Ford.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Lyall (Edna).

The Hinderers. Crown Svo. , 25. ^d.

Thea utobiographyof a Slander,
Fcp. 8vo., IS. sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illustra-

tions by Lancelot Speed. Crown
8vo., 2s. 6if. net.

DoREEN. The Story of a Singer.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Wayfaring Men. Crown 8vo., 65.

Hope the Hermit : a Romance of
Porrowdale. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Marchmont.—In the Name of a
Woman: a Romance. By Arthur W.
Marchmont. With 8 Illustrations. Crown
8vo.. 6s.

Mason and \^dSi.z.—ParsonKelly,
By A. E. W. Mason and" Andrew Lang.
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6i.

Max MuUer. — Deutsche Liebe
(German Love) : Fragments from the

Papers of an Alien. Collected by F. Max
MiJLLER. Translated from the German by
G. A. M. Crown 8vo., gilt top, 5s.

Melville (G. J. Whyte).

The Gladiators.

The Interpreter.

Good for Nothing.
The Queen's Maries.

Holmby House.
Kate Coventry.
Digby Grand.
General Bounce.

Crown 8vo., is. 6d. each.

Merriman.—Flotsam: A Story of
the Indian Mutiny. By Henry Seton
Merriman. With Frontispiece and Vig-

nette by H. G. Massey. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Morris (William).

The Sundering Flood. Cr. 8vo.,

7s. 6d.

The Water of the Wondrous
Isles. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The Well at the World^s End.
2 vols. 8vo., 28s.

The Wood Beyond the World.
Crown 8vo., 6s. net.

The Story of the Glittering
Plain., which has been also called The
Land of the Living Men, or The Acre ol

the Undying. Square post 8vo., 5s. net.

The Roots of the Mountains^
wherem is told somewhat of the Lives of

the Men of Burgdale, their Friends, their

Neighbours, their Foemen, and their

Fellows-in-Arms. Written in Prose an^
Vprse. S(juare crown 8vp„ 85,
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Fiction, Humour, &e.

—

continued.

Morris (William)—continued,

A Tale OF the House of the
WoLFiNGS, and all the Kindreds of the
Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.
Square crown 8vo., 65.

A Dream of John Ball, and a
King's Lesson. i6mo., 2s. net.

News from Nowhere; or, An*
Epoch of Rest. Being some Chapters
from an Utopian Romance. Post 8vo.,

15. 6d.

The Storyof Grettir the Strong.
Translated from the Icelandic by Eirikr
Magnusson and William Morris. Cr.
8vo., 55. net.

Three Northern Love Stories,
AND Other Tales. Translated from the
Icelandic by Eirikr Magnusson and
William Morris. Crown 8vo., 6s. net.

*»* For Mr. William Morris's other
Works, see pp. 24, 37 and 40.

Newman (Cardinal).

Loss and Gain : The Story of a
Convert. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Callista : A Tale of the Third
Century. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Phillipps-WoUey.—.Siv:<4p; a Legend
of the Lone Mountain, By C. Phillipps-
WoLLEY. With 13 Illustrations. Crown
8vo.

, 35. 6d.

Portman.—Station Studies : being
the Jottings of an African Official. By
Lionel Portman. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Sewell (Elizabeth M.).

A Glimpse of the World,
Laneton Parsonage.
Margaret Percival.

Katharine Ashton.
The Earl's Daughter.
The Experience of Life.

Amy Herbert,

Cleve Hall.

Gertrude.
Home Life.

After Life.

Ursula, Ivors.

Cr. 8vo., cloth plain, is. 6d. each. Cloth
extra, gilt edges, 2s. td. each.

Sheehan.— Luke Delmege. By
the Rev. P. A. Sheehan, P.P., Author of
' My New Curate '. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Somerville (E. CE.) and Ross
(Martin).

Some Experiences of an Irish
R.M. With 31 Illustrations by E. CE.
Somerville. Crown 8vo., 6s.

All on the Irish Shore : Irish
Sketches. With 10 Illustrations by E.
CE. Somerville. Crown 8vo,, 6s.

The Real Charlotte. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6rf.

The Silver Fox. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6J.

An Irish Cousin. Crown 8vo., 65.

Stebbing.—Rachel Wulfstan, and
other Stories. By W. Stebbing, author of
' Probable Tales '. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis).

The Strange Case of Dr.Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed.
is. 6d. cloth.

The Strange Case of. Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde ; with other
Fables. Crown 8vo., bound in buckram,
with gilt top, 5s. net.

* Silver Library ' Edition. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

More New Arabian Nights—The
Dynamiter. By Robert Louis Steven-
son and Fanny van de Grift Steven-
son. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d,

The Wrong Box. By Robert
Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.
Crown 8vo., 3s. ^d.
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Fietion, Humour, &e.

—

continued.

Suttner.—Lay Down Your ^i?J/5 Walford (L. B.)—continued,
{Die Waffen Nieder) : The Autobiography
of Martha von Tilling. By Bertha von
Suttner. Translated by T. Holmes.
Cr. 8vo., 15. 6d.

Trollope (Anthony).

The Warden. Cr. 8vo., 15. 6d.

Barchester Towers. Cr.8vo.,i5.6J.

Walford (L. B.).

Stay-AT-Homes. Crown 8vo., 65.

Charlotte. Crown 8vo., 65.

One op Ourselves. Cr. 8vo., 65.

The Intruders. Crown 8vo., is. 6d.

Leddy Marget. Crown 8vo., 25. 6^.

IvA KiLDARE : a Matrimonial Pro-
blem. Crown 8vo., 2S. 6</.

Mr. Smith: a Part of his Life.

Crown 8vo., 25. ^d.

The Baby's Grandmother. Cr.

8vo., 25. 6rf.

Cousins. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

Troublesome Daughters. Cr.

8vo., 25. 6d.

Pauline. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

Dick Netherby. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d,

The History of a Week. Cr.

8vo. 25. 6rf.

A Stiff-necked Generation. Cr.

8vo. 25. 6d.

/Van, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo.,

25. 6d.

The Mischief of Monica. Cr.

8vo., 25. 6d.

The One Good Guest. Cr. 8vo.
25. 6d,

^Ploughed,' and other Stories.

Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

The Ma tchmaker. Cr. 8vo. , 2s. 6^.

Ward.

—

One Poor Scruple. By
Mrs. Wilfrid Ward. Crown 8vo., 65.

Weyman (Stanley).

The House of the Wolf. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown Svc,

35. bd.

A Gentleman of France. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Cr. 8vo., 65.

The Red Cockade. With Frontis-
piece and Vignette. Crown 8vo., 65.

Shrewsbury. With 24 Illustra-

tions by Ci AUDE A. Shepperson. Cr.

8vo., 65.

Sophia. With Frontispiece. Crown
8vo., 65,

Yeats (S. Levett),

The Chevalier D'Auriac. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

The Traitor's Way. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Yoxall.

—

The RoMMANY Stone. By
J. H. Yoxall, M.P. Crown Svo., 65.
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Popular Seienee (Natural History, &e.).

Furneaux (W.).

The Outdoor World; or The
Young Collector's Handbook. With i8
Plates {i6 of which are coloured), and 549
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

gilt edges, 65. net.

Butterflies and Moths (British).
With 12 coloured Plates and 241 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., gilt

edges, 65. net.

Life in Ponds and Streams.
With 8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., gilt

edges, 6s. net.

Hartwig (George).

The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. 8vo.,

gilt top, 75. net.

The Tropical World. With 8
Plates and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo., gilt

top, 7s. net.

The Polar World. With 3 Maps,
8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo., gilt

top, 75. net.

The Subterranean World. With
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo., gilt

top, 75. net.

Helmholtz.—Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann von
Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d. each.

Hoffmann.—Alpine Flora : For
Tourists and Amateur Botanists. With
Text descriptive of the most widely dis-

tributed and attractive Alpine Plants. By
Julius Hoffmann. Translated by E, S.

Barton (Mrs. A. Gepp). With 40 Plates
containing 250 Coloured Figures from
Water-Colour Sketches by Hermann
Priese. 8vo., 75. 6d. net.

Hudson (W. H.).

Hampshire Days. With 11 Plates
and 36 Illustrations in the Text from
Drawings by Bryan Hook, etc. 8vo.,
105. 6d. net.

Birds and Man.
8vo., 65. net.

Large crown

Nature in Downland. With 12
Plates and 14 Illustrations in the Text by
A. D. McCoRMicK. 8vo., 105. 6d. net.

British Birds. With a Chapter
on Structure and Classification by Frank
E. Beddard, F.R.S. With 16 Plates (8
ofwhich are Coloured), and over 100 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., gilt

edges, 65. net.

Millais.—The Natural History of
the British Surface Feeding-Ducks.
By John Guille Millais, F.Z.S., etc.

With 6 Photogravures and 66 Plates {41 in

Colours) from Drawings by the Author,
Archibald Thorburn, and from Photo-
graphs. Royal 4to., £6 6s.

Proctor (Richard A.).

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

RoUGH Wa ys made Smooth, Fam i -

liar Essays on Scientific Subjects. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Pleasant Wa ys inScience. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Na ture Studies. By R. A. Proc-
tor, Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and E. Clodd. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Leisure Readings. By R. A. PRot-
TOR, E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T. Foster
and A. C. Ranyard. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

*^* For Mr. Proctor's other books see pp. 16

<^^d 35, and Messrs. Longmans &• Co/'s Cata-
logue of Scientific Works.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &e.)

—

continued.

Stanley.—A Familiar History of
Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D., formerly

Bishop of Norwich. With 160 Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 35. td.

Wood (Rev. J. G.).

Homes withoutHands : A Descrip-
tion ofthe Habitations ofAnimals, classed

according to their Principle of Construc-

tion. With 140 Illustrations. 8vo., gilt

top, 1%. net.

Insects at Home : A Popular Ac-
count of British Insects, their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With 700
Illustrations. 8vo.

,
gilt top, 75. net.

Wood (Rev. J. G.)—continued.

Insects Abroad: A Popular Ac-
count of Foreign Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With 600
Illustrations. Svo., 75. net.

Out of Doors; a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural
History. With 11 Illustrations. Cr. Svo.,

35. 6d.

Petland Revisited. With
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. bd.

33

Strange Dwellings : a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged
from ' Homes without Hands '. With 60
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6J.

Works of Reference.

Gwilt.—An Encyclopedia of Ar-
chitecture. By Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A.

With 1700 Engravings. Revised (1S8S),

with Alterations and Considerable Addi-
tions by WvATT Papworth. Svo., 215.

net.

Longmans' Gazetteer of the
World. Edited by George G. Chis-
HOLM, M.A., B.Sc. Imperial Svo., 1S5. net

cloth : 215. half-morocco.

Maunder (Samuel).

Biographical Treasury, With
Supplement brought down to 1SS9. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. Svo., 65.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge. By the Rev. J. Avre, M.A. With
5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts.
Fcp. Svo., 65.

Treasury of Knowledge and Lib-
rary OF Reference. Fcp. Svo., 65.

Maunder (Samuel)—continued.

The TreasuryofBotany. Edited
by J. LiNDLEY, F.R.S., and T. Moore,
F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. 2 vols. Fcp. Svo., 125.

Roget. — Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classified and Ar-

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of

Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.
By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S.
Recomposed throughout, enlarged and im-

proved, partly from the Author's Notes, and
with a full Index, by the Author's Son,

John Lewis Roget. Crown Svo., gs. net.

VJiWich.-FoPULAR Tables for giving
information for ascertaining the value of

Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property,

the Public Funds, etc. By Charles M.
WiLLicH. Edited by H. Bence Jones.
Crown Svo., 105. 6d.
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Children's Books.

Adelborg".—Clean Peter and the
Children of Grubbylea. By Ottilia
Adelborg. Translated from the Swedish
by Mrs. Graham Wallas. With 23
Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to., boards,
3s. ^d. net.

Alick's Adventures. — By G. R.
With 8 Illustrations by John Hassall.
Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Brown.—The Book of Saints and
Friendly Beasts. By Abbie Farwell
Brown. With 8 Illustrations by Fanny Y.
Cory. Crown 8vo., 45. 6d. net.

Buckland.—JwoLittleRuna wa ys.

Adapted from the French of Louis Des-
NOYERS. By James Buckland. With no
Illustrations by Cecil Aldin. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Crake (Rev. A. D.).

Edwy the Fair; or, The First
Chronicle of iEscendune. Cr. 8vo. , silver

top, 25. net.

Alegar the Dane ; or, The Second
Chronicle of yEscendune. Cr. 8vo., silver

top, 25. net.

The Rival Heirs : being the Third
and Last Chronicle of ^Escendune. Cr.

8vo., silver top, 25. net.

The House of Walderne. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the Days
of the Barons' Wars. Crown 8vo., silver

top, 25. net.

Brian Fitz- Count. A Story of
Wallingford Castle and Dorchester
Abbey. Cr. 8vo., silver top, 25. net.

Henty (G. A.).

—

Edited by.

Yule Logs : A Story-Book for Boys.
By Various Authors. With 61 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 3s. net.

Yule Tide Yarns: a Story-Book
for Boys. By Various Authors. With
45 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 35.

net.

Lang (Andrew).—Edited by.

The Blue Fa iry Book. With 1 38
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

ThE Red Fairy Book. With 100
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Green Fairy Book. With 99
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Grey Fairy Book. With 65
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Yellow Fairy Book. With
104 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Fink Fairy Book. With 67
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Violet Fairy Book. With 8
Coloured Plates and 54 other Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 6s.

The Blue Poetry Book. With 100
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The True Story Book. With 66
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Red True StoryBook. With
100 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 6s.

The Animal Story Book. With
67 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 65.

The Red Book ofAnimal Stories.
With 65 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., gilt

edges, 6s.

The Arabian Nights Entertain-
ments. With 66 Illustrations, Cr. 8vo.,

gilt edges, 6s.

The Book of Romance. With 8
Coloured Plates and 44 other Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 6s.

Lyall.—The Burges Letters : a
Record of Child Life in the Sixties. By
Edna Lyall. With Coloured Frontispiece

and 8 other Full-page Illustrations by
Walter S. Stacey. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6rf.

Meade (L. T.).

Daddy's Boy. With 8 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., gilt edges, 3s. net.

Deb and the Duchess. With 7
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 3s. net.

The Beresford Prize. With 7
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 3s. net.

The House of Surprises. With 6
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., gilt edges, 3s. net.
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Murray. — Flower Legends for
Children. By Hilda Murray (the Hon.
Mrs. Murray of Elibank). Pictured by J.

S. Eland. With numerous Coloured and
other Illustrations, Oblong 4to., 6s.

Penrose. — Chubby : a Nuisance.
By Mrs. Penrose. With 8, Illustrations

by G, G. MANTON. Crown 8vo., 35. td.

Praeger (Rosamond).

The Adventures or the Three
Bold Babes: Hector, Honoria and
Alisander. a Story in Pictures. With
24 Coloured Plates and 24 Outline Pic-

tures. Oblong 4to., 35. 6rf.

TheFurther Doings of the Three
Bold Babes. With 24 Coloured Pictures

and 24 Outline Pictures. Oblong 4to.,3s.6t/.

Roberts. — The Adventures of
Captain John Smith : Captain of Two
Hundred and Fifty Horse, and sometime
President of Virginia. By E. P. Roberts.
With 17 Illustrations and 3 Maps. Crown
Svo., 55. net.

Stevenson.—A Child's Garden of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Fcp. Svo., gilt top, 55.

Tappan,—Old Ballads in Prose.
By Eva March Tappan. With 4 Illus-

trations by Fanny Y. Cory. Crown Svo.,

gilt top, 45. td. net.

Upton (Florence K. and Bertha).

The Adventures of Two Dutch
Dolls and a ' Golliwogg\ With 31
Coloured Plates and numerous Illustra-

tions in the Text. Oblong 4to., 65.

The Golliwogg's Bicycle Club.
With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 410., 65.

The Golliwogg at the Seaside,
With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 4to. , 65.

The Golliwogg in War. With 31
Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to. , 6s.

The GoLLiwoGds Polar Adven-
tures. With 31 Coloured Plates. Ob-
long 4to., 65.

The Golliwogg's Auto-go-cart.
With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 4to., 65.

The Golliwogg s Air-Ship. With
30 Coloured Pictures and numerous Illus-

trations in the Text. Oblong 4to., 65.

The Vege-Men's Revenge. With
31 Coloured Plates and numerous Illus-

trations in the Text. Oblong 4to., 65.

Wemyss.—' Things We Thought
OF ' ; Told from a Child's Point of View.
By Mary C. E. Wemyss, Author of ' All

About All of Us '. With 8 Illustrations in

Colour by S. R. Praeger. Crown Svo,
3s. 6d.

The Silver Library.

Crown Svo. 35. 6rf. each Volume.

A mold's ( Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands. With
71 Illustrations. 3J. 6d?.

Bagehot'B (W.) Biographical Studies. 3^. M.

Bagehot's (W.) Economic Studies. 3^. td.

Bagehot's (W.) Literary Studies. With Portrait.

3 vols., 3J. dd. each.

Balier'B (Sir S. W.) Eight Tears in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 3J. dd.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 3J. 6^.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Curious Myths of the
Middle Ages. 35. ed.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Origin and Develop-
ment of Religious Belief. 2 vols. 3j.6rf.each.

Beclier's (W. A.) Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. With 26 lUus. 3J. 6rf.

Beclier's (W. A.) Charicles : or, Illustrations of

the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.

With 26 Illustrations, -y. 6d.

Bent's (J. T.) The Rained Cities of Mashona-
land. With 117 Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Brassey'B (Lady) A Voyage in the * Sunbeam '.

With 66 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Buckle's (H. T.) History of Civilisation in

England. 3 vols. ioj. 6d.

Churchill's (Winston S.) The Story of the

Malakand Field Force, 1897. With 6 M'aps

and Plans. 3^. 6d.

Clodd's (E.) Story of Creation: a Plain Account
of Evolution. With 77 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson's (Very

Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of St. Paul.

With 46 Illustrations, y. Od.

Dougall's (L.) Beggars All : a Novel, y. dd.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) Micah Clarke. ATale of

Moumoutn's Rebellion. With 10 Illusts. y.6d.
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Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) The Captain of the
Polestar, and other Tales. 35. dd.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) The Refugees : A Tale of
the Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. 3J dd.

Doyle's (Sir A. Conan) The Stark Munro Letters.

3^. 6d.

Froude'B (J. A.) The History of England, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the
Spanish Armada. 12 vols. 3J. 6d. each.

Fronde's (J. A.) The English in Ireland. 3 vols.

T.OS. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine of
Aragon. 35. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Spanish Story of the
Armada, and other Essays, y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) English Seamen in the Sixteenth
Century. 3^. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great Sub-
jects. 4 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) Oceana, or England and Her
Colonies. With 9 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Council of Trent. 3^. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Life and Letters of
Erasmus. 3^. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a History of
his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s. 1834-1881. 2 vols. -js.

Fronde's (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch, y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy : an
Irish Romance of the Last Century, y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Writings, Selections from.
35. 6d.

Qleig's (Rev. 0. R.) Life of the Duke of
Wellington. With Portrait, y. 6d.

Oreville's (C. C. F.) Journal of the Reigns of
King George lY., King William lY., and
Queen Yictoria. 8 vols.

, 35. 6d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She : A History of Adventure.
With 32 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain. With
20 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch, V.C. : a
Tale of Country Life. With Frontispiece
and Vignette. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.){Cleopatra. With 29 Illustra-

tions, y. 6d.

Ilaggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes. With 51
Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. With Frontispiece
and Vignette. 35. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Black Heart and White Heart.
With 33 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. With 34 Illus-

trations, y. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) Heart of the World. With
15 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Montezuma's Daughter. With
25 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Swallow : a Tale of the Great
Trek. With 8 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head. With
16 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will.' With
16 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mada the Lily. With 23
Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H.R.) Dawn. With i6Illusts. y.6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The People of the Mist. With
16 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Joan Haste. With 20 Illus-

trations, y. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (A.) The World's
Desire. With 27 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods and
other Stories, y. 6d.

Helmholtz's (Hermann von) Popular Lectures

on Scientific Subjects. With 68 Illustrations.

2 vols. y. 6d. each.

Hope's (Anthony) The Heart of Princess Osra.

With 9 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Howitt's (W.) Yisits to Remarkable Places.

With 80 Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart: My
Autobiography. With Portrait, y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Field and Hedgerow. With
Portrait, y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Red Deer. With 17 Illusts. y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable. With
Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. y. 6d.

Jefferies (R.) The Toilers of the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral.

y. 6d.

Kaye (Sir J.) and Malleson's (Colonel) History

of the Indian Mutiny of 1857-8. 6 vols.

y. 6d. each.

Knight's (E. F.) The Cruise of the ' Alerte ':

the Narrative of a Search for Treasure on

the Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2;

Maps and 23 Illustrations, y. 6d.
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Knight's (E. F.) Where Three Empires Meet: a
Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Gilgit. With a Map
and 54 Illustrations. 3^. 6</.

Knight's (E. F.) The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: a
Coasting Voyage from Hammersmith to

Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht. With
Map and 11 Illustrations. 3^. bd.

Kostlin's (J.) Life of Luther. With 62 Illustra-

tions and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. 3J. td,

Lang's (A.) Angling Slietches. With 20 Illustra-

tions. 3J. 6d?.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies of Early
Usage and Belief. 35. dd.

Lang's (A.) Cocli LaneandCommon-Sense. 3^. 6^.

Lang's (A.) The Booli of Dreams and Ghosts,

35. 6</.

Lang's (A.) A Monk of Fife : a Story of the

Days of Joan of Arc. With 13 Illustrations.

Lang's (A.) Myth, Ritual, and Religion. 2 vols. 75.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbucli's (W. J.) B.C.

1887, A Ramble in British Columbia. With
Maps and 75 Illustrations. 3^. dd

Levett-Yeats' (S.) The Chevalier D'Auriac.
3J. td.

Macaulay's (Lord) Complete Works. ' Albany

'

Edition. With 12 Portraits. 12 vols. 3J. 6d.

each.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of Ancient
Rome, etc. With Portrait and 4 Illustrations

to the ' Lays '. 3J. td.

Macleod's (H. D.) Elements of Banking. 35. 6d.

Harshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 3^. dd.

Mason (A. E. W.) and Lang's (A.) Parson KeUy.
3^. (id.

Merivale's (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3J. bd. each.

Merriman's (H. S, Flotsam : A Tale of the
Indian Mutiny, ^y. dd.

Mill's (J. S.) Political Economy. 35. dd.

Mill's (J. S.) System of Logic. 3;. dd.

Milner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the Chroni-
cle of a Year chiefly in a Garden. 3J. bd.

Hansen's (F.) The First Crossing of Greenland.
With 142 Illustrations and a Map. 35. dd.

PhiUipps-Wolley's (C.) Snap : a Legend of the
Lone Movmtain With 13 Illustrations. 35. dd.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us. -y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven. 35. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Light Science for Leisure
Hours, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Moon. 35. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Worlds than Ours. y.6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Our Place among Infinities :

a Series of Essays contrasting our Little

Abode in Space and Time with the Infinities

around us. y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Suns than Ours. 3^. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Rough Ways made Smooth.
3J. 6d.

Proctor's(R.A.)PleasantWaysin Science. 35.6^.

Proctor's • (R. A.) Myths and Marvels of As-
tronomy. 3^. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3.f. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By R. A.
Proctor, Edward Clodd, Andrew
Wilson, Thomas Foster, and A. C.
Ranyard. With Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Rossetti's (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante. 35. 6d.

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the Cartha-
ginians. With Maps, Plans, etc. y. 6d.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of Birds.

With 160 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Stephen's (Sir Leslie) The Playground of Europe
(The Alps). With 4 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Stevenson's (R. L.) The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other Fables, y.bd.

Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne's (LI.) The
Wrong Box. y. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Stevenson's
(Fanny van de Grift) More New Arabian
Nights.—The Dynamiter, y. 6d.

Trevelyan's (Sir O. 0.) The Early History of
Charles James Fox. y. 6d.

Weyman's (Stanley J.) The House of the
Wolf : a Romance, y. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited. With
33 Illustrations 3^-. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings. With
60 Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With 11

Illustrations, y. 6d.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &e.

De Salis {Mrs.)—continued.Acton. — Modern Cookery. By
Eliza Acton. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo., 45. ^d.

Ang^n.—Simple Hints on Choice
OF Food, with Tested and Economical
Recipes. For Schools, Homes, and Classes
for Technical Instruction. By M.C. Angwin,
Diplomate (First Class) of the National
Union for the Technical Training ofWomen,
etc. Crown 8vo., 15.

Ashby.—Health in the Nursery,
By Henry Ashby, M.D., F.R.C.P., Physi-
cian to the Manchester Children's Hospital.
With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,, 3s. net.

Bull (Thomas, M.D.).

Hints to Mothers on the Man-
AGEMBA T of THEIR HEALTH DURING THE
Period ofPregnancy. Fcp. Svo., sewed,
15. td. ; cloth, gilt edges, 25. net.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.
Fcp. Svo., sewed, is. 6d. ; cloth, gilt

edges, 25. net.

De Salis (Mrs.).

A la Mode Cookery: Up-to-
date Recipes. With 24 Plates (16 in

Colour). Crown Svo., 55. net.

Cakes and Confections ^ la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., 15. td.

Dogs: A Manual for Amateurs.
Fcp. Svo., 15. 6d.

Dressed Game and Poultry a la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., 15. 6d.

Dressed Vegetables a la Mode.
Fcp. Svo., 15 6d.

Drinks^ la Mode. Fcp.Svo., 15.6^.

Entries a ,la Mode. Fcp. 8vo.,
15. 6rf.

Floral Decorations. Fcp. 8vo.,
15. 6rf.

Gardening a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.
Part I., Vegetables, 15. ^d. Part II.,

Fruits, 15. 6(/.

National Viands A LA Mode. Fcp.
8vo., 15. 6<f.

New-laid Eggs. Fcp. 8vo., is. td.

Oysters 'X la Mode. Fcp. Svo.,
15. 6^.

Puddings and Pastry a la Mode.
Fcp. Svo., 15. 6J.

Savouries a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.,
15. ^d.

Soups and Dressed Fish a la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., 15. 6c?.

Sweets and Supper Dishes a la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., 15. ^d.

Tempting Dishes for Small In-
comes. Fcp. Svo., 15. 6(f.

Wrinkles and Notions for
Every Household. Crown Svo., 15. 6d.

Lear.—Maigre Cookery. By H. L.
Sidney Lear. i6mo., 25.

Poole.—CookeryFOR the Diabetic.
By W. H. and Mrs. Poole. With Preface

by Dr. Pavy. Fcp. Svo., 25. 6d.

Rotheram.— Household Cookery
Recipes. By M. A. Rotheram, First Class

Diplomee, National Training School of

Cookery, London ; Instructress to the Bed-
fordshire County Council. Crown Svo., 25.

The Fine Arts and Music.

Burne-Jones.—The Beginning of
THE World: Twenty-five Pictures by
Sir Edward Burne-Jones, Bart. Medium
4to., Boards, 75. 6d. net.

Burns and Colenso.—Living Ana-
tomy. By Cecil L. Burns, R.B.A., and
Robert J. Colenso, M.A., M.D. 40 Plates,

IIJ by S| ins., each Plate containing Two
Figures— (a) A Natural Male or Female
Figure

; (6) The same Figure Anatomatised.
In a Portfolio, 75. td. net.

Hamlin.—A Text-Book of the
History of Architecture. By A. D. F.

Hamlin, A.M. With 229 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

.Haweis (Rev. H. R.).

Music and Morals. With Portrait

of the Author. Crown Svo., 65. net.

' My Musical Life. With Portrait

of Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 65. net.
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Huish, Head, and Longman.

—

Samplers and Tapestry Embroideries.
By Marcus B. Huish, LL.B. ; also ' The
Stitchery of the Same,' by Mrs. Head

;

and ' Foreign Samplers,' by Mrs. C. J.
Longman. With 30 Reproductions in

Colour, and 40 Illustrations in Mono-
chrome. 4to., £2 25. net.

Hullah.—The History of Modern
Music. By John Hullah. 8vo., 85. bd.

Jameson (Mrs. Anna).
Sacred and Legendary Art, con-

taining Legends of the Angels and Arch-
angels, the Evangelists, the Apostles, the

Doctors of the Church, St. Mary Mag-
dalene, the Patron Saints, the Martyrs,

the Early Bishops, the Hermits, and the

Warrior-Saints of Christendom, as repre-

sented in the Fine Arts. With 19 Etchings
and 187 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo., 205. net.

Legends of the Monastic Orders,
as represented in the Fine Arts, com-
prising the Benedictines and Augustines,

and Orders derived from their Rules, the

Mendicant Orders, the Jesuits, and the

Order of the Visitation of St. Mary. With
II Etchings and 88 Woodcuts. i vol.

8vo., 10s. net.

Legends of the Madonna, or
Blessed VirginMary. Devotional with
and without the Infant Jesus, Historical

from the Annunciation to the Assumption,
as represented in Sacred and Legendary
Christian Art. With 27 Etchings and
165 Woodcuts. I vol. 8vo., 105. net.

The History of Our Lord, as ex-

emplified in Works of Art, with that of

His Types, St. John the Baptist, and
other persons of the Old and New Testa-

ment. Commenced by the late Mrs.

Jameson ; continued and completed by
Lady Eastlake. With 31 Etchings
and 281 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo., 205. net.

Kristeller.— Andrea Mantegna .

By Paul Kristeller. English Edition by
S. Arthur Strong, M.A., Librarian to the

House of Lords, and at Chatsworth. With
26 Photogravure Plates and 162 Illustrations

in the Text. 4to., gilt top, £^ los. net.

Macfarren. — Lectures on Har-
mony. By Sir George A. Macfarren.
8vO., 125.

Morris (William).
Architecture, Industry and
Wealth. Collected Papers. Crown
8vo., 65. net.

Morris (William)—continued.

Hopes and Fears for Art. Five
Lectures delivered in Birmingham, Lon-
don, etc., in 1878-1881. Cr 8vo., 45. 6d.

An Address delivered at the
Distribution OF Prizes to Students
OF THE BirminghamMunicipal School
OF Art ON 21ST February, 1894. 8vo.,

25. bd. net. {Printed in ' Golden ' Type.)

Some Hints on Pattern-Design-
ing : a Lecture delivered at the Working
Men's College, London, on loth Decem-
ber, 1 88 1. 8vo., 25. td. net. {Printed in
'Golden' Type.)

Arts and its Producers (1888)
and the Arts and Crafts of To-day
(1889). 8vo., 25. 6d. net. {Printed in
'Golden' Type.)

Arts and Crafts Essays. By
Members of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition
Society. With a Preface by William
Morris. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d. net.

*^* For Mr. William Morris's other
Works, see pp. 24, 27, 28 and 40.

Robertson.—Old English Songs
AND Dances. Decorated in Colour by W.
Graham Robertson. Royal 4to., 425. net.

Scott.—Portraitures of [ulius
Cmsar : a Monograph. By Frank Jesup
Scott. With 38 Plates and 49 Figures in

the Text. Imperial 8vo., 215. net.

Vanderpoel.— Colour Problems :

a Practical Manual for the Lay Student of
Colour. By Emily Noyes Vanderpoel.
With 117 Plates in Colour. Sq. 8vo., 215. net.

Van Dyke.—A Text-Book on the
History of Painting. By John C. Van
Dyke. With no Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Wellington.—A Descriptive and
flisTORiCAL Catalogue of the Collec-
tions of Pictures and Sculpture at
Apsley House, London. By Evelyn,
Duchess of Wellington. Illustrated by 52
Photo-Engravings, specially executed by
'Braun, Clement, & Co., of Paris. 2 vols.,

royal 4to., £t 65. net.

Willard. — History of Modern
Italian Art. By Ashton Rollins
Willard. Part I. Sculpture. Part II.

Painting. Part III. Architecture. With
Photogravure Frontispiece and num erous
full-page Illustrations. 8vo., 215. net.

Wotton.—The Elements of Archi-
tecture. Collected by Henry Wotton,
Kt., from the best Authors and Example \
Royal i6ino., boards, 105. bd. net.
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Miseellaneous and Critical Works.

Auto da Fe and other Essays:
some being Essays in Fiction. By the

Author of ' Essays in Paradox ' and ' Ex-
ploded Ideas '. Crown 8vo., 55.

Saigehot.^LiterARv Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. With Portrait. 3 vols.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. each.

Baker. — Educa tion and Life :

Papers and Addresses. By James H.
Baker, M.A., LL.D. Crown Svo., 45. 6d.

Barings-Gould.— Curious Myths of
THE Middle Ages. By Rev. S. Baring-
Gould. Crown Svo., 35. bd.

Baynes. — Shakespeare Studies,
and other Essays. By the late Thomas
Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D. With a
Biographical Preface by Professor Lewis
Campbell. Crown Svo., 75, td.

Bonnell. — Charlotte BrontS,
George Eliot, Jane Austen: Studies in

their Works. By Henry H. Bonnell.
Crown Svo., 75. 6d. net.

Booth.—The Discovery and De-
cipherment OF the Trilingual Cunei-
form Inscriptions. By Arthur John
Booth, M.A. With a Plan of Persepolis.

Svo. 145. net.

Charities Register, The Annual,
AND Digest: being a Classified Register

of Charities in or available in the Metropolis.

Svo., 5s. net.

Christie.—Selected Essa ys. By
Richard Copley Christie, M.A., Oxon.
Hon. LL.D,, Vict. With 2 Portraits and 3
other Illustrations. Svo., 125. net.

Dickinson.—King Arthur in Corn-
wall. By W. HowsHip Dickinson, M.D.
With 5 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 45. td.

Essays in Paradox. By the Author
of ' Exploded Ideas ' and • Times and
Days '. Crown Svo., 5s.

Hvans.—The Ancient Stone Im-
plements, Weapons and Ornaments of
Great Britain. By Sir John Evans,
K.C.B. With 537 Illustrations. Svo.,

105. Qd. net.

Exploded Ideas,/4ivz> OtherEssa ys.

By the Author of ' Times and Days '. Cr.

Svo., 55.

Frost. — A Medley Book. By
George Frost. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d. net.

Geikie.—The Vicarand hisFriends.
Reported by Cunningham Geikie, D.D.,
LL.D. Crown Svo., 5s. net.

G i 1k e S. — The New Revol ution.
By A. H. GiLKEs, Master of Dulwich
College. Fcp. Svo., is. net.

Haggard (H. Rider).

A Farmer's Year : being his Com-
monplace Book for iSgS. With 36 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo., 75. 6d. net.

Rural England. With 23 Agri-
cultural Maps and 56 Illustrations from
Photographs. 2 vols., Svo., 36s. net.

Hoenig. — Inquiries concerning
THE Tactics of the Future. By Fritz
HoENiG. With I Sketch in the Text and 5
Maps. Translated by Captain H. M. Bower.
Svo., 15s. net.

Hutchinson.—Dreams and their
Meanings. By Horace G. Hutchinson.
Svo., gilt top, 95. M. net.

Jefferies (Richard).

Field and Hedgerow: With Por-
trait. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

The Story of My Heart: my
Autobiography. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Red Deer. With 17 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

The Toilers of the Field. Crown
Svo., 35. 6d.

Wood Magic: a Fable. Crown
Svo., 35. 6d.

Jekyll (Gertrude).

Home and Garden: Notes and
Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a

Worker in both. With 53 Illustrations

from Photographs. Svo., los. 6d. net.

Wood and Garden: Notes and
Thoughts, Practical and Critical, of a

Working Amateur. With 71 Photographs.

Svo.. los. f>d. net.
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Johnson (J. & J. H.).

The Patentee s Manual : a
Treatise on the Law and Practice of
Letters Patent. 8vo., 105. 6d.

An Epitome of the Law and
Practice connected with Patents
FOR Iaventions, with a reprint of the
Patents Acts of 1883, 1885, 1886 and
1888. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

Joyce.— The Origin and History
OF Irish Names of Places. By P. W.
Joyce, LL.D. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 5s. each.

Lang (Andrew).

Letters to Dead Authors.
8vo., 25. 6d. net.

Fcp.

Books and Bookmen. With 2
Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations.

Fcp. Svo., 25. 6(/. net.

Old Friends. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d. net.

Letters on Literature. Fcp.
Svo., 2S. td. net.

Essays IN Little. With Portrait
of the Author. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Cock Lane and Common-Sense.
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

The Book of Dreams and Ghosts.
Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Maryon.—How the Garden Grew.
By Maud Maryon. With 4 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 5s. net.

Matthews.—Notes on Speech-
Making. By Branp^R Matthews. Fcp.
8vo., 15. bd. net.

Max Mmier (The Right Hon. F.).

Collected Works. 18 vols. Crown
8vo., 55. each.

Vol. I. Natural Religion: the Gifford
Lectures, 1888.

Vol. II. Physical Religion: the Gifford
Lectures, i8go.

Vol. III. Anthropological Religion:
the Gifford Lectures, 1891.

Vol. IV. Theosophy; or. Psychological
Religion : the Gifford Lectures, 1892.

Chips from a German Workshop.

Vol. V. Recent Essays and Addresses.

Vol. VI. Biographical Essays.

Vol. VII. Essays on Language and Litera-
ture.

Vol. VIII. Essays on Mythology and
Folk-lore.

Vol. IX. The Origin and Growth of
Religion^ as Illustrated by the Re-
ligions of India : the Hibbert Lectures,
1878.

Vol. X. Biographies of Words, and
THE Home of the Aryas.

Vols. XL, XII. The Science of
Language : Founded on Lectures de-
livered at the Royal Institution in 1861
and 1863. 2 vols. 105.

Vol. XIII. India
Us?

What can it Teach

Vol. XIV. Introduction to the
Science of Religion. Four Lectures,

1870.

Vol. XV. RAmakrishua : his Life and
Sayings.

Vol. XVI. Three Lectures on the
VEDantA Philosophy, 1894.

Vol. XVII. Last Essays. First Series.

Essays on Language, Folk-lore, etc.

Vol. XVIII. LastEssays. Second Series.

Essays on the Science of Religion.
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Soulsby (Lucy H. U.)—continued.tAlln^T,—Country Pleasures : the
Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden.
By George Milner. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Morris.—Signs of Change. Seven
Lectures delivered on various Occasions.
By William Morris. Post 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Parker and Unwin.

—

The Art of
Building a Home : a Collection of
Lectures and Illustrations. By Barry
Parker and Raymond Unwin. With 68
Full-page Plates. 8vo., 105. 6d. net.

Pollock.^/^ivr£' Austen: her Con-
temporaries and Herself. By Walter
Herries Pollock. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d. net.

Poore (George Vivian, M.D.).

Essays ON Rural Hygiene. With
13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65. bd.

The Dwelling House. With 36
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

The Earth in Relation to the
Preservation and Destruction of
Contagia : being the Milroy Lectures
delivered at the Royal College of Physi-

cians in 1899, together with other Papers
on Sanitation. With 13 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 55.

Colonial and Camp Sanitation.
With II Illustrations. Cr, 8vo., 25. net.

Rossetti. -^ Shadoiv of Dante:
being an Essay towards studying Himself,

his World and his Pilgrimage. By Maria
Francesca Rossetti. Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Seria Ludo. By a Dilettante.
Post 4to.

, 55. net.

*^* Sketches and Verses, mainly reprinted

from the St. jfames^s Gazette.

Shadwell. — Drink : Temperance
AND Legislation. By Arthur Shadwell,
M.A., M.D. Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Soulsby (Lucy H. M.).

Stray Thoughts on Reading.
Fcp. 8vo., 25. bd. net.

Stray Thoughts FOR Girls. i6mo.,
IS. bd net.

10,000/7/03.—A. u. P.

Stra y Thoughts for Mothers and
Teachers. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. bd. net.

Stra y Thoughts
i6mo., 25. net.

FOR InI^ALIDS.

Stray Thoughts on Character.
Fcp. 8vo,, 25. bd. net.

Southey.—The Correspondence of
RobertSoutheywithCarolineBowles.
Edited by Edward Dowden. 8vo., 145.

Stevens.—On the Stowage of Ships
and their Cargoes. With Information re-

garding Freights, Charter- Parties, etc. By
Robert White Stevens. 8vo,, 215.

Thuillier.—The Principles ofLand
Defence, and their Application to the
Conditions of To-day. By Captain H.
F. Thuillier, R.E. With Maps and Plans.
8vo., I2S. bd. net.

Turner and Sutherland.—The De-
velopment of Alstralian Literature.
By Henry Gyles Turner and Alexander
Sutherland. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo,, 55.

Warwick.—Progress in Women's
Educa tion in the British Empire : being
the Report of Conferences and a Congress
held in connection with the Educational
Section, Victorian Era Exhibition. Edited

by the Countess of Warwick, Cr. Svo. 65.

Weathers.—A Practical Guide to
Garden Plants. By John Weathers,
F.R.H.S. With 159 Diagrams. 8vo., 21*.

net.

Whittall. PREDERICK THE GrEAT
ON Kingcraft, from the Original Manu-
script ; with Reminiscences and Turkish

Stories. By Sir J. William Whittall,
President of the British Chamber of Com-
merce of Turkey. 8vo., 75. bd. net.
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